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Abstract 
This thesis opens up the design space for awareness research in CSCW and HCI. 
By challenging the prevalent understanding of roles in awareness processes and 
exploring different mechanisms for actively engaging users in the awareness process, 
this thesis provides a better understanding of the complexity of these processes and 
suggests practical solutions for designing and implementing systems that support 
active awareness. 
Mutual awareness, a prominent research topic in the fields of Computer-
Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) and Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) refers 
to a fundamental aspect of a person’s work: their ability to gain a better understanding 
of a situation by perceiving and interpreting their co-workers actions. 
Technologically-mediated awareness, used to support co-workers across distributed 
settings, distinguishes between the roles of the actor, whose actions are often limited 
to being the target of an automated data gathering processes, and the receiver, who 
wants to be made aware of the actors’ actions. This receiver-centric view of 
awareness, focusing on helping receivers to deal with complex sets of awareness 
information, stands in stark contrast to our understanding of awareness as social 
process involving complex interactions between both actors and receivers. It fails to 
take into account an actors’ intimate understanding of their own activities and the 
contribution that this subjective understanding could make in providing richer 
awareness information. In this thesis I challenge the prevalent receiver-centric notion 
of awareness, and explore the conceptual foundations, design, implementation and 
evaluation of an alternative active awareness approach by making the following five 
contributions. 
Firstly, I identify the limitations of existing awareness research and solicit further 
evidence to support the notion of active awareness. I analyse ethnographic workplace 
studies that demonstrate how actors engage in an intricate interplay involving the 
monitoring of their co-workers progress and displaying aspects of their activities that 
may be of relevance to others. The examination of a large body of awareness research 
reveals that while disclosing information is a common practice in face-to-face 
collaborative settings it has been neglected in implementations of technically 
mediated awareness. Based on these considerations, I introduce the notion of 
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intentional disclosure to describe the action of users actively and deliberately 
contributing awareness information.  
I consider challenges and potential solutions for the design of active awareness. I 
compare a range of systems, each allowing users to share information about their 
activities at various levels of detail. I discuss one of the main challenges to active 
awareness:  that disclosing information about activities requires some degree of effort. 
I discuss various representations of effort in collaborative work. These considerations 
reveal that there is a trade-off between the richness of awareness information and the 
effort required to provide this information.  
I propose a framework for active awareness, aimed to help designers to 
understand the scope and limitations of different types of intentional disclosure. I 
draw on the identified richness/effort trade-off to develop two types of intentional 
disclosure, both of which aim to facilitate the disclosure of information while 
reducing the effort required to do so. For both of these approaches, direct and indirect 
disclosure, I delineate how they differ from related approaches and define a set of 
design criteria that is intended to guide their implementation. 
I demonstrate how the framework of active awareness can be practically applied 
by building two proof-of-concept prototypes that implement direct and indirect 
disclosure respectively. AnyBiff, implementing direct disclosure, allows users to 
create, share and use shared representations of activities in order to express their 
current actions and intentions. SphereX, implementing indirect disclosure, represents 
shared areas of interests or working context, and links sets of activities to these 
representations. 
Lastly, I present the results of the qualitative evaluation of the two prototypes and 
analyse the results with regard to the extent to which they implemented their 
respective disclosure mechanisms and supported active awareness. Both systems were 
deployed and tested in real world environments. The results for AnyBiff showed that 
users developed a wide range of activity representations, some unanticipated, and 
actively used the system to disclose information. The results further highlighted a 
number of design considerations relating to the relationship between awareness and 
communication, and the role of ambiguity. The evaluation of SphereX validated the 
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feasibility of the indirect disclosure approach. However, the study highlighted the 
challenges of implementing cross-application awareness support and translating the 
concept to users. The study resulted in design recommendations aimed to improve the 
implementation of future systems.  
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Chapter	  1	  -­‐ Introduction	  
Over two decades ago, Bannon and Schmidt helped to define the emerging field of Computer-
Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW):  
“CSCW should be conceived as an endeavor to understand the nature and characteristics of 
cooperative work with the objective of designing adequate computer-based technologies. 
[...] The focus is to understand, so as to better support, cooperative work.” (Bannon & 
Schmidt 1989, p. 360).  
This definition addresses two fundamental aspects of research in CSCW: the need to gain a 
detailed understanding of cooperative work processes and the design and study of technologies that 
support collaboration. These social and technological aspects have been influenced by a wide range 
of disciplines. From social sciences, such as ethnography, sociology, cognitive science and 
psychology, CSCW has borrowed a plethora of approaches for studying and conceptualising human 
interaction and collaboration including ethnomethodologically informed ethnography, symbolic 
interactionism, distributed cognition, and activity theory to name just a few.  From Computer 
Science, CSCW has had help defining technological aspects relating to distributed systems, 
software architecture and database design. In addition, methods of study and design have been 
adopted from the wider field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and fields such as participatory 
design. 
It is at this intersection of social and technological concerns that the majority of CSCW research 
is situated. The subject of my research, awareness1 has been a prominent research topic in CSCW 
and HCI for well over 20 years. As commonly observed in studies of collaborative work, awareness 
refers to a fundamental aspect of a person’s work, their ability to gain a better understanding of a 
situation by perceiving and interpreting their co-workers actions. Awareness research has, over the 
years addressed a wide set of interrelated research question that can be broadly categorised 
according to three aspects2. First, it aims to understand, what role the phenomenon of awareness 
plays in collaborative practice. A number of observational studies have provided rich descriptions 
of the concept of awareness in a variety of work settings and its role in supporting the coordination 
                                                
1 Also commonly referred to as mutual awareness or collaboration awareness. 
2 This classification is of course a simplification. As Schmidt (2002) points out, the label ‘awareness’ has been used for 
a wide range of often conflicting research. I will take a closer look at the nuances of awareness research in Chapter 2. 
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of work (e.g. Bentley et al., 1992; Heath & Luff, 1991a)3. Second, awareness research is concerned 
with building theories and conceptual frameworks that describe different aspects of awareness. A 
range of prominent work (Benford & Fahlen, 1993; Gutwin, 1997; Rodden, 1996; Simone & 
Bandini, 2002) described the conceptual properties of awareness. And the third, and representing 
the by far the largest body of research, described the design, implementation, and to some extent the 
evaluation of systems or features that support awareness in distributed collaborative settings (e.g. 
Bardram, Hansen & Soegaard, 2006; Fuchs, 1999; Gutwin, 1997). 
One of the driving research questions for the latter aspect has been how the process of becoming 
aware of other’s actions, in particular in work settings that are distributed across time and/or space, 
can be supported by technological means. Research in this area has largely adopted one of two 
fundamental approaches4. The first approach, sometimes referred to as synchronous awareness, 
aims to emulate face-to-face work situations in order for awareness to occur. This approach is 
mostly implemented by providing a direct link to other’s actions, e.g. by means of audio and/or 
video feeds (e.g. Dourish & Bly, 1992) or telepointers (e.g. Roseman & Greenberg, 1995). The 
second approach, sometimes referred to as asynchronous awareness, aims to provide awareness of 
people’s interaction with, and through collaborative systems. This approach is commonly 
implemented by recording user’s interactions with system artefacts and resources, which results in a 
detailed set of data about overall system use. This data can then in turn be queried and managed to 
provide the desired awareness information. One of the reasons asynchronous awareness has been so 
widely adopted is that it allows for the decoupling of data gathering and distribution5. Data is 
continuously gathered indiscriminately of its later use. This allows users to query the stored data, 
set up subscriptions to occurrences of particular events and specify how to be notified when these 
events occur. The data recording happens in the background and users carry out their work without 
being involved in the gathering process. Research related to this approach commonly distinguishes 
between two roles, the role of the sender or actor6, the person whose actions are being observed and 
                                                
3 The referenced studies do not focus on awareness in particular. Based on an ethnomethodological research approach, 
the studies aimed to provide rich descriptions of the collaborative work practices within the studied domains. 
Nonetheless, these studies are regularly cited within publications focused on awareness as they describe the 
phenomenon and its importance for supporting collaborative work. 
4 The differentiation between synchronous vs. asynchronous awareness is problematic. It was commonly used in earlier 
classification schemes and I refer to it here purely to link to existing research. Fitzpatrick (2003) has highlighted the 
dangers of trying to address ‘wicked problems’ with simple dichotomies. There are ample examples for systems and 
approaches that traverse the divide between synchronous and asynchronous (e.g. Dourish, 1997; Dourish & Bellotti, 
1992; Mansfield, Kaplan, Phelps, et al., 1997). 
5 It can be argued that some synchronous groupware systems, in particular those based on the WYSIWIS (What You 
See Is What I See) principle, such as GroupKit or TeamRooms (see section 2.5.4) also require a decoupling of data 
gathering and distribution. However, in the context of this thesis I am focusing on the gathering and distribution of data 
as an asynchronous process. 
6 I will adopt the term actor from here on in. 
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the role of the receiver, the person who is interested in the activities of others (e.g. Fuchs, Pankoke-
Babatz & Prinz, 1995; Fuchs et al., 1996). 
In this thesis I will show that many systems implementing asynchronous awareness have so far 
largely focussed on providing support to receivers. The emphasis has been on helping receivers to 
navigate and deal with the large amount of available data in order to find the right information 
needed to become aware. The role of the actor in comparison has in most cases been limited to 
being the target of automated data gathering processes. I aim to challenge this prevalent approach 
for conceptualising and implementing awareness. It stands in stark contrast to our understanding of 
collaborative work as a complex social situation. By narrowing awareness to the process of 
information selection, current approaches have neglected the fact that people have a rich 
understanding of their own activities and how these activities relate to the wider working context. 
For instance, actors know why they are editing a document, how individual work activities relate to 
each other, whether changes they make to a document are superficial or thorough and so on. I 
argue, that this knowledge, if linked to automatically gathered information, could prove an 
invaluable resource that would allow receivers to make sense and become of aware of activities, 
which would otherwise appear as a set of disjoint actions. For example, an actor could indicate that 
five separate events of opening, closing and editing a set of documents, which were recorded by the 
system, were in fact all part of his effort to “finalise the presentation to the board”. I claim that this 
enrichment of information will lead to a more usable, richer class of awareness systems that retain 
information about the context of users actions. 
The limited focus on the receiver, inherent in the design and implementation of many awareness 
systems, is also mirrored by discussions about the conceptual understanding of awareness. The 
prevalent notion of passive awareness (Dourish & Bly, 1992) is increasingly critiqued as being too 
narrow and limiting our understanding of the complex interplay between awareness, 
communication and coordination (Schmidt, 2002). 
To sum up, while the role of actors in the process of making and becoming aware is 
increasingly being understood, it is unclear how this role can be supported in the design of 
collaborative systems. In this dissertation I aim to explore different ways of integrating actors’ 
intimate understanding of their actions as part of awareness systems. In order to do so I will develop 
a framework which enables actors to enrich awareness information by disclosing subjective 
information about their work situation. To do this I must overcome a series of interrelated 
conceptual and design challenges, which I will outline in the following sub-sections.  
 4 
1.1 Research	  background	  
My research builds on a large body of existing research about awareness. In this section I will 
briefly highlight some of the most relevant work. For a more comprehensive overview of awareness 
research see Chapter 2. 
Over the years, awareness research has traversed through several stages of refinement. Early 
research in this area was concerned with understanding the phenomenon of awareness and explored 
different notions of awareness through field studies and the evaluation of prototype 
implementations (Heath & Luff, 1991a; Kraut, Egido & Galegher, 1988), in particular media spaces 
(Bly, Harrison & Irwin, 1993; Bowers, 1994; Dourish, Bellotti, Mackay & Ma, 1993; Heath & Luff, 
1991b; Stults, 1986). Following these early explorations, an increasing differentiation of awareness 
concepts and terminology resulted in a multitude of intersecting terminologies, for instance, the 
common distinction between task-based, formal activities and informal, social activities (Prinz, 
1999; Tollmar, Sandor & Schömer, 1996). Some awareness concepts explored either conceptual or 
implementational aspects in detail, e.g. the development of the Focus / Nimbus model (Rodden, 
1996), Gutwin’s framework of workspace awareness (Gutwin, 1997; Gutwin & Greenberg, 2002) 
and Fuch’s work on event distribution and user defined interests (Fuchs, 1999; Fuchs et al., 1995).  
Of particular relevance to my research are event-based awareness mechanisms, which are 
conceptually related to the Publish/Subscribe pattern found in message-oriented middleware. 
Khronika (Lövstrand, 1991) was one of the first systems to implement an event-based awareness 
approach. It allowed senders to post information about high-level events such as seminars and 
social outings to the server without being concerned about who would receive the information. 
Receivers would in turn specify which information they were interested in and when and how they 
wanted to receive it.  
Later implementations of event-based awareness systems were built upon this approach, 
however rather than being based on the discreet release of information to the server, they relied on 
letting the system automatically and continuously gather information about its use, resulting in a 
large amount of fine-grained events. As a result, the management of the flow of information to the 
receiver became the main focus of work. Most notably, Fuchs’s event distribution model, AREA 
(Fuchs, 1999) focussed on developing a subscription mechanism that would allow receivers control 
over the fine-grained data, while Prinz’s work on the de-coupling of event gathering and 
notification, NESSIE (Prinz, 1999) enabled receivers to choose from different input sources and 
link them to a set of preferred output/notification mechanisms. A comparatively small number of 
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approaches which reduce the actor’s flow of information, in the interest of privacy, are found in the 
literature (e.g. Coutaz, Crowley & Bérard, 1997; Fuchs et al., 1996), and there are virtually no 
approaches that allow actors to add additional information by enriching the awareness information 
concerned with their actions7.  
A related but relatively small body of work uses the term contextual awareness8 and examines 
the richness of the information used to describe collaborative activities. Contextual awareness aims 
to enrich awareness information by utilising information that extends beyond the traditional 5W-
questions9 typical of early awareness mechanisms. The most notable implementation of context 
representation in awareness research is ‘Event Notification Infrastructure’ (ENI) (Gross & Prinz, 
2003).  
1.2 Motivation	  and	  research	  questions	  
I will base my argument on two points. First, I pose that the prevalent understanding of 
technically mediated awareness is too narrow and does not sufficiently take into account the ability 
of people to relate their activities to the context of the overall working situation. Second, I will 
discuss a recent critique that argued that the common understanding of awareness as a passive 
process is flawed and limits our ability to explain a whole range of work practices critical to 
coordinating collaborative work.  
Awareness mechanisms that aim to aid distributed collaboration by means of automatically 
gathering information about system use, such as event-based awareness, face a number of 
significant challenges. As Schmidt pointed out, the design of awareness systems requires that 
numerous questions regarding the representation of information are addressed, e.g. “Which aspects 
of the world of work and interaction should feature in these computational environments? Which 
objects and events and at which level of abstraction or aggregation?” (2002, p. 286). In addition to 
these issues of real-world representation and granularity, I am particularly interested in the roles 
that people play in event-based awareness mechanisms. As outlined earlier, implementations of 
event-based awareness assign a passive role to the actor, whose interactions with the systems are 
being recorded, while the receiver is required to use the provided filtering and subscription 
mechanisms to make sense of the data.  
                                                
7 One exception, the POLIAwaC event bar, will be covered in Chapter 2. 
8 ‘Contextual awareness’ is a term which is used in CSCW research which differs significantly in focus and scope from 
the concept of ‘Context-aware computing’ in Ubiquitous computing. I will discuss the differences between those two 
approaches in Section 2.6. 
9 Where, when, who, what and how. 
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However, actors are an invaluable source of information, which is not readily accessible through 
automatic gathering. For instance, when using a collaborative system it might be readily perceivable 
that a document has been opened, closed and edited in particular sections. However, only the actor 
who performed these actions has detailed knowledge about how these actions relate to the wider 
working context10. The answers to questions like “Why was the document edited? How thorough 
and comprehensive were the changes? How close is the document to being finished?” depend on the 
subjective judgment and knowledge of the actors conducting the related actions. However, while 
there are some approaches that try to automatically gather some of this information, few awareness 
mechanisms allow actors to actively disclose any information as part of the process of gathering 
awareness information. My aim is to harness the knowledge of actors by enabling them to enrich 
information gathered by awareness systems with subjective information. More specifically I am 
aiming to develop a framework of active awareness that will aid designers of awareness systems in 
understanding the conceptual implications of allowing actors to disclose information about their 
activities and build systems that support it.  
Practically, active awareness can be implemented through a variety of potential means ranging 
from annotation, through setting status messages that indicate activities, to the selection of 
predefined or dynamically evolving context descriptions. My framework will provide a structured 
approach that will help designers to understand the scope and limitations of different types of 
approaches that aid the disclosure of awareness information. I will refer to this process of disclosure 
as intentional disclosure to highlight its active and deliberate nature. Actors choose which 
information they want to share, how this information relates to other awareness information and by 
which means the information is shared. 
In addition to the problem of role distribution between actors and receivers in event-based 
awareness mechanisms, Schmidt (2002) pointed to a deeper underlying issue in the conceptual 
understanding of awareness in the current body of work. He particularly critiqued the notion of 
passive awareness (Dourish & Bly, 1992) which describes awareness information as arising 
passively from a person’s activity. Schmidt argued that this ‘mystification’ of the awareness process 
hinders the understanding of the processes actors use to coordinate their interdependent activities. 
He then pointed to a number of workplace studies (e.g. Heath, Svensson, Hindmarsh, Luff & vom 
Lehn, 2002) that show how actors engage in an intricate interplay, whereby actors not only monitor 
their co-workers progress in order to potentially adjust their own behaviour, but also display aspects 
of their activities that may be of relevance to others. However, this view of awareness is rarely 
                                                
10 I use the term ‘context’ colloquially here. Section 2.6 contains a discussion on the relationship between the concepts 
of awareness and context.  
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reflected in existing implementations of awareness support. I will discuss Schmidt’s critique of 
passive awareness in detail in Chapter 4. 
Involving the actor directly in the awareness process leads to a number of challenges. The most 
obvious challenge is the fact that actors who are enabled to disclose information about their 
activities are faced with an additional workload, leading potentially to a disparity between work and 
benefit (Grudin, 1994). However, as I will show in Chapter 3 there are many examples of the 
practice of intentional disclosure outside awareness systems. These include for instance, annotating 
changes in a Word document, aggregating and individualising information in blogs, tagging URLs 
and media with freely defined categories in social bookmarking services like Delicious11 and 
photo sharing sites like Flickr12, setting the status information on an instant messaging client to 
define availability or location, and so on. All of these activities require an additional effort, yet 
people persist because the perceived benefit at least equals the workload. The challenge for 
designing active awareness systems is to provide awareness tools that enable the enrichment of 
information, yet reduce the effort that is required in doing so. 
In order to address the identified shortcomings I aim to show how collaborative systems can be 
designed to allow people to intentionally disclose information about subjective aspects of their 
working activities, and how this information can be used to create a sense of awareness between 
collaborators. I will address this goal and develop my framework of active awareness by examining 
the following four research aims: 
Research aim 1: Show how the notion of awareness can be extended to include intentionally 
disclosed information. In particular, show how intentionally disclosed information can be 
gathered, represented and linked to existing awareness information. 
Research aim 2: Demonstrate how active awareness can be conceptually represented in a 
structured manner that will allow designers of collaborative systems to choose the appropriate 
awareness mechanisms for their system. In particular, explore how different disclosure 
approaches can aid with reducing the workload associated with intentional disclosure. 
Research aim 3: Demonstrate how the active awareness framework can be applied to aid with 
the design and implementation of different approaches of intentional disclosure. 




Research aim 4: Show that systems which implement intentional disclosure create a sense of 
awareness between collaborators, which extends beyond information that can be automatically 
captured. 
1.3 Thesis	  outline	  
Chapter 2 summarises a wide range of conceptual and technological approaches to awareness 
found in CSCW research. The chapter introduces influential concepts that shaped the development 
of awareness research and are vital to the discussion of active awareness, such as media spaces and 
event-based awareness. The chapter then considers two further aspects that will help me define and 
differentiate my active awareness approach: a detailed account of ethnomethodologically informed 
workplace studies, that highlight the active role of participants in collaborative processes; and 
alternative aspects of awareness research such as the relationship between awareness and “context” 
and the role of awareness in non-work environments. 
Chapter 3 summarises background research pertaining to the central topic of this thesis: 
intentional disclosure and the sharing of interior states and motives. The chapter overviews systems 
that actively support the sharing of activities, structure and meaning. Germane to the topic of 
sharing is the consideration of interactional effort, which plays a central role in the framework of 
active awareness. Intentional disclosure requires actors to exert additional interactional effort. In 
this chapter I will summarise a body of work that reflects on the role of effort in collaboration.  
Chapter 4 introduces the framework of active awareness. It reflects upon different aspects of 
representing activity and summarises potential challenges to intentional disclosure. I will 
distinguish between two classes of disclosure mechanisms, direct disclosure and indirect disclosure. 
Direct disclosure mechanisms require direct user input to disclose information, while indirect 
disclosure mechanisms allow users to link activities to pre-defined categories. 
In order to evaluate the active awareness framework I will implement and deploy each of the 
two mechanisms using a user-centred design process. In Chapter 5 I will describe the design of the 
AnyBiff system, which implements direct disclosure. Chapter 6 describes the setup of an 
exploratory user study conducted in two domains which was used to evaluate AnyBiff, and then 
discusses the result. 
Similarly, the concept of indirect disclosure will be studied in Chapters 7 and 8. Chapter 7 
describes the design of the SphereX system which implements indirect disclosure. The design and 
results of the related user study are discussed in Chapter 8. 
 9 
The thesis concludes in Chapter 9 with a reflection on how effectively the research goal and 
aims have been addressed. The chapter concludes with suggestion for future research in related 
areas. 
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Chapter	  2	  -­‐ Foundations	  I:	  
Awareness	  
2.1 Introduction	  
I this chapter I give a detailed account of awareness research. My aim is to demonstrate the 
breadth and depth of awareness research and highlight the critical conceptual and technological 
approaches which provide the foundations for my concept of active awareness. This detailed 
account is essential to ascertaining the scope and limitation of existing awareness research, and to 
differentiate between active and passive awareness, which I address in Chapter 4. 
Awareness has been a focal point of research in Computer-Supported Cooperative Work 
(CSCW) and Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) since the mid 1980’s. The early years of research 
primarily discovered that awareness was important for collaboration, mostly through field studies 
and the growing use of network communication. While in recent years awareness concepts have 
grown increasingly complex, knowledge of what awareness in collaboration actually means has not 
progressed at the same pace. Early dichotomy-based classifications, such as synchronous vs. 
asynchronous or social vs. task awareness, fail to accurately describe the complexity of awareness 
research in CSCW today. Schmidt (2002) delivered an eloquent critique of awareness research, 
outlining his concern with the notion and understanding of the phenomenon of awareness in 
collaboration, pointing out that our knowledge is far from complete. One particular aspect of 
awareness research that has been criticised is the ambiguity of terminologies used to describe 
awareness (Robertson, 2002; Schmidt, 2002). Schmidt claimed that: “CSCW researchers are 
obviously far from confident with using the term and thus often use the term in combination with 
different adjectives, e.g., ‘general awareness’ (…), ‘peripheral awareness’ (…), ‘background 
awareness’ (…), etc. The proliferation of adjectives is a clear indication that the term ‘awareness’ 
is found to be equivocal, that researchers are aware that the term is being used in significantly 
different ways, and that it is in need of some qualification to be useful.” (2002, pp. 286-287). 
Surprisingly, despite the popularity of awareness research in HCI and CSCW, the existing 
research has rarely been summarised in a structured manner. Gross, Stary and Totte (2005) 
delivered a comprehensive analysis of awareness approaches, based on a comparison of 
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terminologies and concepts found in HCI, CSCW and related social sciences. In our survey titled: 
“An historical reflection of Awareness in Collaboration” (Rittenbruch & McEwan, 2009) we took a 
different approach. Rather than centre our discussion on arguably inconsistent terminologies, we 
looked at awareness research in chronological order and examined how awareness concepts and 
technologies influenced each other and progressed over time. 
The body of research was considered through the lens of three distinct phases relating to early 
research, maturing research and lastly current research (Rittenbruch & McEwan, 2009). The first 
phase, Early exploration of awareness, encompassed the origins of awareness research, reflections 
on the notion of awareness, and early field studies and first prototypes. This period roughly covered 
the years 1986 to 1994. The second phase, Diversification and research prototypes, occurred 
between 1995 to 1999, when awareness concepts and models became increasingly more 
sophisticated and a significant number of prototypes were released. The last phase, Extended 
models and specialisation, covered research from the year 2000 onwards. This phase was marked 
by a further development of awareness concepts, a release of systems into real-world environments, 
and especially study of awareness in particular, often not work-based, domains such as domestic 
environments. Figure 2-1 gives a broad overview of the development of awareness research over 
time13. 
 
Figure 2-1: Awareness research timeline 
                                                
13 This overview does not aim to be either accurate or comprehensive. It is rather meant to serve as a rough indication of 
the timelines discussed in Rittenbruch and McEwan (2009) 
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The aim of our historical review (Rittenbruch & McEwan, 2009) was not to suggest that 
awareness research has taken place in discreet stages. Rather, we employed a time-based approach 
as a means to link awareness research in ways that had not been previously explored. First, we 
described trends in awareness research over time, outlining which questions and concerns were 
prevalent at certain times. Second, we showed how particular approaches developed over time. For 
instance, we tracked the progress of event-based awareness from early implementations like 
Khronika (Lövstrand, 1991), to its use in systems like GroupDesk (Fuchs et al., 1995), AREA 
(Fuchs, 1999) and NESSIE (Prinz, 1999) to more complex and recent representations such as ENI 
(Prinz & Gross, 2004).  
In this chapter, which is based on, and extends the work of Rittenbruch and McEwan (2009), I 
will take a similar but slightly altered approach. Instead of clustering developments into three 
distinct phases, I will chronologically order and discuss the development of particular concepts like 
workplace studies or event-based awareness. This process allows for important developments in 
awareness research over time to be delineated, while staying close to awareness research that is 
particularly relevant to the discussion of active awareness. Rittenbruch and McEwan (2009) 
conversely took a broader view, and included an in-depth discussion of fields such as the Locales 
framework, privacy, and different group configurations relevant to distributed tabletop interfaces. 
In this chapter, I will focus on a number of areas of awareness research. Workplace studies 
(Section 2.2) summarises the contributions that ethnographic workplace studies have made to 
highlight and describe awareness as an important aspect of collaborative work, as well as inform the 
conceptualisation of awareness support mechanisms. All of the studies discussed are of relevance 
for the motivation and discussion of active awareness. However the work of Heath, Svensson, 
Hindmarsh, Luff, and vom Lehn (2002) stands out as it specifies how awareness is masterfully 
maintained and instrumented by participants in collaborative settings. I give a detailed account of 
this work in Section 2.2.4. Media Spaces (Section 2.3), accounts for a particular class of systems 
that included some of the earliest implementations of (mostly synchronous) awareness. In Section 
2.4, Awareness frameworks and Models, I summarise some of the most important concepts that 
have shaped the development of awareness research. This includes the notion of event-based 
awareness, workspace awareness, and concepts based on spatial metaphors such as Benford and 
Fahlen’s (1993) COMIC spatial model. This Section is followed by Collaborative environments 
(Section 2.5), an examination of the development of awareness features in shared workspaces, 
starting with early systems such as DIVA, and covering a range of systems that have introduced 
innovations in awareness research such as AREA, NESSIE, Orbit and ENI. Last but not least, in the 
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Context and Awareness (Section 2.6), I summarise and critique attempts to capture and use a 
broader set of awareness information that takes into account the “context” of a working situation. 
2.2 Workplace	  studies	  
The workplace studies described below have provided a real-world justification for awareness 
research. The studies showed how awareness was a vital part of collaborative activity, whether it 
was a high intensity, real-time collaboration, as in a London underground control room (Heath & 
Luff, 1992) or a constant, peripheral awareness that led to collaborative scientific publications 
(Kraut et al., 1988). Harper, Hughes and Shapiro’s (1989) air traffic control study provided an 
initial and substantial illustration of the real-world complexities of awareness interactions. Each of 
these early bodies of work has continued to be extremely influential on awareness research and is 
still referenced frequently today. A more recent study (Heath et al., 2002) looked specifically at 
how awareness is created and maintained, and provided evidence that awareness is an ongoing 
active process. 
The objective, especially of the earlier workplace studies covered here, was to showcase the use 
of ethnomethodologically informed methods of study and provide a richer, more detailed 
description of intensely collaborative work environments14. Ethnographic approaches are now well 
established within the CSCW community, and recognised to be a fundamental methodology for the 
study of collaborative work. However, despite this prevalent understanding, the rich ethnographic 
descriptions of work found in these early workplace studies are rarely reflected in current awareness 
research. While many authors acknowledge the contribution of these studies in identifying 
awareness as a phenomenon in collaborative work, few actually discuss the implications of their 
findings for awareness research in detail and for system design recommendations. I will draw on the 
results of these studies when discussing the concept of active awareness in Chapter 4. 
2.2.1 Air	  traffic	  control	  
In the late 1980’s and early 1990’s, the Computing and Sociology departments at Lancaster 
University produced a series of publications focussing on the introduction of a new air traffic 
control system15 into the London Air Traffic Control Centre (Bentley et al., 1992; Harper et al., 
1989; Hughes et al., 1988; Kraut et al., 1988). This early field study of air traffic control was 
important for two reasons. First, it documented the complex awareness and interaction practices of 
                                                
14 The role of ethnography in CSCW and its application in system design was later explored in great detail, e.g. 
(Hughes, King, Rodden & Andersen, 1994; Sommerville, Rodden, Sawyer & Bentley, 1992; Viller & Sommerville, 
1999) to name just a few contributions. 
15 Referred to as “RD3” 
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a highly integrated group of colleagues in a high-pressure situation. Second, the study clearly 
demonstrated the dangers of ignoring these complex practices when introducing technology 
support. 
The authors argued that the new system had been designed without taking into account the 
intricate social organisation of work in air traffic control. They subsequently gave a detailed 
account of the processes, division of labour and roles involved in an air traffic control room. Flight 
controllers were responsible for the safe operation of flights. Small teams of up to four controllers 
were responsible for geographical sectors, through which planes would fly. They would direct the 
planes to make sure they maintained an appropriate course and avoided other planes. At the 
boundaries of the sectors, controllers would pass planes under their control to other controllers. As 
there were usually large numbers of planes, the situation was high pressure – there were a large 
number of tasks to perform with high stakes. Controllers were supported by up to four assistants 
per sector, who prepared required information and liaised with neighbouring sectors. Finally, a 
sector chief supervised a particular sector and made executive decisions.  
Flight	  strips	  and	  awareness	  
Flight progress strips16 played a central role in the coordination of work and were the central 
artefacts for mediating awareness and collaboration. They were printed by an automated system and 
contained essential information about the calculated time of arrival, speed, type and desired 
destination and flight path. Flight strips were handled by assistants, who sorted them into categories 
and placed them on a flight progress board in front of the controller (Bentley et al., 1992). “The 
intersection of the division of labour around sector suites is the flight strips. By noting down on the 
strips any relevant details, all members of the team are able to see ‘at a glance’ the state of the 
sector, and what their responsibilities are or are likely to be” (Harper et al., 1989, p. 83). Assistants 
“drew to the attention of controllers any ‘procedural conflicts’ by moving strips slightly out of 
position” (Harper et al., 1989, p. 82). As the controllers worked they would annotate the flight 
strips with important updates and flag any issues. Agreements between sector teams about how to 
pass planes between sectors would also be manually annotated on the flight strips. Flight strips were 
furthermore an important resource for sector chiefs who would monitor all strips to detect potential 
conflicts.  
Bentley et al (1992) further elaborated on the flight control process and particularly how flight 
strips are used and amended as instructions are being given to and confirmed by the pilot. 
Highlighted information and attention signalling devices such as symbols indicating unusual routes 
                                                
16 Also referred to as flight strips 
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and destinations and coordination between sectors, with each member of the team using differently 
coloured pens to annotate changes, meant that the flight strip accumulated information: “it is a 
shared note pad conveying to members of the team what actions have been taken with respect to 
particular aircraft, who authorised these actions and how these might affect other aircraft in the 
traffic configuration. (…) The strips in other words, is a public document for the members of the 
team; a working representation of an aircraft’s control history and a work site of controlling.” 
(Bentley et al., 1992, p. 126). 
The study was an important motivator of future awareness studies and CSCW research as it 
demonstrated how the design of a technical system was sensitive to the complex work practices of 
the group it was supporting. R. Bentley et al (1992) used the study results to inform the design of an 
alternative air control system. The design considerations included a careful weighing of which 
elements of the physical process of using and annotating flight strips could be automated, and 
which aspects were essential and should remain as manual processes (albeit in virtualised form). 
For example, strips might be ordered automatically, but the automatic function was turned off as 
soon as strips were manually re-ordered.  
2.2.2 London	  Underground	  
Heath and Luff’s (1991a) study of collaboration and coordination inside a London Underground 
railway control room is another of the seminal works that identified the phenomenon of awareness 
and its relevance in collaborative work (Heath & Luff, 1991a; Heath & Luff, 1992). Even though 
the authors never mention awareness explicitly, their ethnomethodologically informed analysis 
provided a picture of how awareness forms the basis of a real world, tightly coupled collaboration. 
Within the London Underground railway control room being studied, there were two people 
working in the control room, the Divisional Information Assistant (DIA), who made public 
announcements to passengers and communicated with station managers, and the Line Controller, 
who coordinated the running of the railway. These two sat at a semi-circular display and “use a 
range of devices similar to the technologies being developed in CSCW; they use audio and video 
channels of communication, a shared display, various keypads and monitors” (Heath & Luff, 
1991a, p. 69). The railway service is also coordinated through the use of a paper timetable. Heath 
and Luff observed and recorded how these two people coordinated their activities to keep the trains 
running and passengers informed in the face of minor train delays, absentees, breakdowns and other 
unexpected disruptions. 
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Their observations provided insight into how people work together in highly interdependent, 
real-time situations. They observed how the two actors would surreptitiously monitor the other’s 
activities in order to inform their own actions, modifying what they were doing to incorporate new 
information from the other, even though there was no explicit communication. Thus, when the 
Controller ordered platform staff or drivers to hold up a train, the DIA would make a passenger 
announcement about the delay simply because he overheard the phone call. The actors also 
deliberately modified their behaviour to assist the other in monitoring, by doing such things as 
talking themselves through their task so the other could overhear: “Consequently, whilst reforming 
the service, it is not unusual to find the Controller talking aloud to himself; a technique which 
allows him to undertake quite complex changes to timetable, whilst simultaneously passing 
information to the DIA. Interestingly this 'self talk', not only provides the DIA with the details of 
reformations, but also the reasoning used by the Controller in making the particular changes. 
Details of which can be crucial for the DIA in deciding how to handle certain problems” (Heath & 
Luff, 1991a, p. 73). “Reforming the service” referred to the practice where a controller would 
rewrite part of the timetable in order to reschedule trains and their crews. It was critical that this 
information would be shared with DIAs, however when the Controller was not able to abandon his 
tasks he would resort to the practice of speaking out loud. It is important to note that this 
‘conversation’ included a rationale of the Controller’s actions. In addition, because actors were 
monitoring both the local environment and their co-worker, they were able to take over each other’s 
tasks when the other was overloaded. 
This study painted a rich picture of collaborative work between the Controller and DIA. Heath 
and Luff did not use the term “awareness” when describing the actions of the two co-workers, but it 
is clear that the controller and DIA (actively) maintained awareness of each other and their 
environment and they intentionally structured their activities to assist the other’s awareness of them 
and the relevant environmental events. Further aspects of the London Underground study will be 
covered in Section 2.2.4. 
2.2.3 Patterns	  of	  Scientific	  Collaboration	  
Kraut et al. (1988) published a workplace study clearly demonstrating the importance of 
physical proximity for collaboration. They showed that the reason for this was that co-located 
colleagues had more opportunities for frequent, high-quality informal communication. This work 
forms the basis for further research into informal interaction and the awareness requirements for 
supporting it. 
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They studied a group of 93 Psychology academics working in multiple departments that had 
written at least two internal reports recently, with at least one of the reports having a co-author. 
There were 4278 unique collaboration pairings in the group. These were then correlated with the 
physical proximity of the offices of the collaborators. Their results showed that over 80% of 
collaborations occurred when academics were sited on the same floor and that being on different 
floors reduced collaboration to the same extent as being in different buildings. Even after correcting 
for the fact that academics in proximal offices are likely to have similar research interests, there was 
still a significant effect from proximity. 
When combined with results of past studies and interviews, Kraut et al. concluded from their 
results that “What appears to be important (…) is the opportunity for unconstrained interaction that 
proximity provides” (1988, p. 5). Communication that is frequent, high-quality, usually unplanned 
and low-cost has a great impact on the likelihood and longevity of collaboration. It is important to 
note that this type of communication is not just a requirement of sustaining or supporting existing 
collaboration, but for initiating the collaboration in the first place. People who are around each other 
and communicate frequently, regardless of work-related content, are more familiar with each other. 
In addition, as they spend more time together, they are more likely to discover common points of 
interest that lead to collaboration. It is in referring to this behaviour that Kraut et al. made their only 
explicit reference to awareness in this paper. They stated that “increased awareness of the attributes 
of one’s neighbors allows one to choose partners judiciously. (1988, p. 8)”. In addition Kraut et al. 
then went on to explicitly mention media spaces as a possible technological solution to the problem 
of distance for colleagues wishing to collaborate. 
Despite the paucity of direct mentions of awareness in this paper, it has still informed a large 
body of awareness research. The study motivated research into unplanned casual interactions, 
which then became the basis of media space research (e.g. Buxton & Moran, 1990; Dourish & Bly, 
1992; Fisch, Kraut, Root & Rice, 1992; Mantei et al., 1991). The study also sparked a rich stream of 
research investigating informal awareness. In addition, some of the early media space work was 
responsible for initiating investigations around the idea that awareness was a requirement for 
informal interaction. 
2.2.4 Awareness	  to	  make	  notice	  and	  discover	  
In their 2002 paper “Configuring awareness”, Heath et al. (2002) aimed to further explore 
“active” aspects of awareness, in particular “the ways in which participants design activities to have 
others unobtrusively notice and discover, actions and events, which might otherwise pass 
unnoticed” (2002, p. 317). In this section, a detailed summary of this work is included. It will form 
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an important source of inspiration when discussing the motivation and conceptual aspects of active 
awareness in Chapter 4. 
Heath (Heath et al., 2002) focused specifically on the phenomenon of awareness by reflecting 
on their own extensive body of work. This included the London Underground study, as well as 
ethnographic field studies conducted in a London teaching hospital and a Reuters news room, which 
are classified as centres of coordination. These centres were characterised by a strict division of 
labour between different co-workers. In addition, co-workers were mostly co-located, tasks required 
coordination with other co-workers and information was dispersed across different co-workers and 
equipment (e.g. an anaesthetic machine monitoring a patient’s oxygen levels).  
As a result of examining collaborations in such centres of coordination, Heath, et al. (2002) 
emphasised the notion that awareness was not an on-going self-sustaining state, but arose from 
activities and interactions with others. The authors described awareness as a dynamic construct 
where awareness of actions and events is accomplished practically through social action and 
activity. The authors contrasted their understanding of awareness with other established notions, 
such as the concept of ‘aura’ found in spatial metaphors of awareness (e.g. Benford & Fahlen, 
1993) (see Section 2.4.2 for a discussion of the spatial metaphor): “It [the notion of ‘aura’] 
preserves the idea that awareness is stable through time and space, and can lead to the assumption 
that as overlapping frames or sets arise, the individuals’ awareness of each other is symmetrical or 
“mutual”. It also implies that the idea or concept of awareness is predominantly spatial, like a 
moving beam which illuminates, in the course of action, a stable or shifting sphere of the 
individual’s world (real, virtual physical, actions, artefacts, etc.). Such assumptions tend to draw 
attention away, from the ways in which individuals, ongoingly produce and preserve their 
awareness of each others’ conduct and the immediate environment.” (Heath et al., 2002, p. 139) 
An important implication of the dynamic nature of awareness was the fact that workers did not 
only make judgment calls about which events and actions impacted on their own work, but also 
assessed whether their decisions might be relevant to their co-workers. The paper addressed the 
question about how this process of making others aware manifested itself in different work 
environments. Co-workers trying to make others aware of their decisions, actions and reactions 
faced a wide range of challenges: “Moreover, despite the necessity for colleagues to remain 
informed of each other’s activities it is not always possible nor desirable to simply off-load 
information. For example when dealing with problems, even crises in a control centre, an 
individual may have neither the time nor inclination to temporarily abandon the activity in which he 
is engaged to inform others what he or she is doing. Moreover, it is not always desirable that others 
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are simply provided with information whenever it becomes available: (i) it may not be clear what 
others know or need to know, (ii) it may not be clear how they require information (in what form 
and when), (iii) and it may not be clear whether people are themselves too busy to receive 
particular information. So simply off-loading information to colleagues does not solve the problem, 
indeed rather than assist collaboration it would severely undermine the ability of personnel to 
produce and coordinate their activities.” (Heath et al., 2002, p. 320). 
Heath, et al. (2002) gave a detailed account of three distinct approaches that workers adopted in 
order to make others aware whilst also taking into account the current situation of their co-workers. 
First, they discussed ways in which participants selectively render aspects of their own activities 
visible to others. Second, they explored how participants embed and embody action within a shared 
work environment with the intention of having other notice and engage in particular activities. And 
third they considered how participants drew attention to particular events, such as alarms, in order 
to encourage others to perceive these events in a particular way. Each of the approaches is described 
below.  
Rendering	  activities	  selectively	  available	  
The authors discussed two cases in which participants identified that their activity might be 
relevant to their co-workers. They designed their activity in an unobtrusive way, such that it 
allowed others to decide whether they listen to the information or respond to the action. The first 
case was based on journalists in a Reuters newsroom where several news divisions worked 
alongside each other in a shared office. On receiving a news worthy story, the journalist made a 
conscious decision to comment on the story in a way which could be overheard by co-workers and 
as a result, a co-worker from a different news division showed interest and responded. When 
prompted, the first journalist shared a more detailed and factual account of the story. In this case, 
the first journalist made an informed decision, based on his understanding of whether the story 
might be of relevance to any of his colleagues. He decided on a number of aspects: whether to share 
the information, what aspects of the story were worth sharing, and how to share it. He adapted to 
the situation when his co-worker showed interest and provided additional details as required. Heath, 
et al. (2002) referred to this behaviour as configuring awareness.  
The second case occurred in the London Underground control room, previously discussed in 
Heath and Luff (1991a). The described situation featured a controller who was dealing with 
problems on a particular line, and he subsequently called the driver to provide instructions. As part 
of this conversation, he highlighted the term “reverse” by speaking more loudly and with more 
emphasis. The Information Assistant (or DIA) recognised the relevance of this term, abandoned his 
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current activity, and engaged in a series of actions that were designed to deal with this specific 
problem (e.g. produce a series of public announcements). The behaviour of the controller was 
designed to encourage the DIA to start a particular chain of events, even while the Controller 
remained on the phone instructing the driver. 
Embodying	  action	  in	  the	  environment	  
This second approach differed slightly from the first one. Rather than informing others about a 
particular event or activity, participants used the local environment to encourage others to notice 
particular events or changes. The first example was based on a collaboration between two police 
officers, from a provincial police force, who work together closely and are situated on adjacent 
work stations. While one police officer was dealing with an incident over the radio, the other officer 
noticed an urgent problem appearing on her screen. She addressed her fellow officer verbally 
however this attempt failed as he was receiving another radio call. She then used non-verbal 
communication to highlight that the issue was of importance by raising her eyebrows and thrusting 
her hand towards the screen, pointing to the text that represented the incident. 
The second case took place in the London Underground control room. The DIA noticed an 
emerging problem whilst the controller was conversing with another staff member. In order to alert 
the controller without interrupting his conversation, the DIA reset a shared screen (displaying a 
CCTV image) to display information about the incident and he then shifted his gaze to the 
controller and then to the screen to encourage the controller to notice it. As a result the controller 
interrupted his conversation, looked at the screen, however, did not notice anything wrong and then 
continued his conversation. After a break in the conversation, the DIA shifted his orientation to the 
shared screen for the second time. As a result the controller turned towards the screen and asked the 
DIA a question to determine the nature of the problem.  
Co-workers encouraged their colleagues to notice a problem by referencing common objects 
and tools which were highly relevant for the work practise of that site. When that problem was 
noticed, a series of actions was initiated to manage the problem or event. Heath, et al. (2002) 
likened this approach to configuring an object: “In a sense it is not simply making another ‘aware’, 
where awareness has a flavour of disinterested perception, rather it is configuring an object which 
has a determinate sense and set of organisational relevancies.” (2002, p. 329). 
Figuring	  the	  significance	  of	  events	  
In the final approach the authors discussed a situation where the noticing of events, such as 
alarms, were critical to the successful accomplishment of activities. For the first two approaches, 
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participants encouraged their co-workers to notice events and allow them to make a decision about 
whether the event was of relevance for their work activities. This third approach differs from the 
first two in that participants are immediately aware of the high relevance of an event to a co-worker 
and inform them accordingly.  
The case used to exemplify this approach was an interaction between an anaesthetist and a 
surgeon in an operating theatre in a London teaching hospital. The anaesthetist became aware of a 
potentially critical alarm that requires the surgeon to insert a ventilation tube and the surgeon failed 
to respond to the alarm himself. After an unsuccessful attempt at communicating with the surgeon, 
the anaesthetist positioned himself towards the surgeon and moved the ventilation bag towards the 
field of view of the surgeon thus rendering the problem noticeable. The surgeon, now aware of the 
situation, acted quickly to insert the ventilation tube.  
The authors noted that in this case the surgeon was relying on the anaesthetist to notice and 
make him aware of a critical situation. For a variety of reasons it was difficult for the surgeon to 
interpret the alarm correctly and to know when the alarm needed to be acted upon. The anaesthetist 
made the surgeon aware without interrupting his conversation with a nurse and highlighted the 
problem (lack of ventilation) as well as the required course of action (ventilation bag) through the 
placement of his body and tools. 
2.2.5 Summary	  of	  Workplace	  Studies	  
The workplace studies discussed here are considered seminal within the field of collaborative 
awareness research, and are often referenced right up to the present day (e.g. Bardram & Hansen, 
2010; Bjørn & Hertzum, 2011; Boyle & Greenberg, 2005). Overall the workplace studies 
considered here provide a rich insight into the phenomenon of awareness. A summary of the main 
points includes:  
• Physical artefacts (e.g. flight strips, time tables, screens) play an important role in 
mediating awareness information (this includes the artefacts themselves, additional 
information added to artefacts, such as annotations, as well as the placement of artefacts 
which can have a specific meaning to actors). 
• Conventions, though not explicitly mentioned in the studies, play a vital role in helping 
to coordinate specific responses to certain work situations (e.g. a certain keyword 
triggers an immediate response, placements of flight strips indicates problems) 
• Awareness is a dynamic construct that arises through the mutual interaction of actors. It 
is not something that pre-exists, but is often intentionally created (e.g. actors deliberately 
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speak up on the phone, so other can overhear them, or position themselves so they can 
be seen)  
• Further, actors are experts in fine-tuning awareness information based in the context and 
requirements of specific situations (e.g. a journalist, provided additional factual detail 
when he realises that another colleague is interested in a news story). Christian Heath, et 
al. (2002) refer to this behaviour as configuring awareness. 
• In addition to relaying information via artefacts, awareness can be and often is 
embodied. Actors position themselves, use deictic references, facial expressions and 
make sound and utterances to be noticed and be able to point to certain events. This 
behaviour is often linked to artefacts (e.g. an actor points to a particular warning on a 
screen or positions himself and an surgical implement where it can be seen). 
• Last but not least, actors can relay not only their actions but deliberately include their 
intentions and rationale for particular actions (e.g. actors deliberately ‘speak out loud’ in 
order to relay their actions and reasons for those actions). 
All these points are important aspects to consider when thinking about the notion of active 
awareness. I will further discuss these points and their impact in Chapter 4. 
2.3 Media	  Spaces	  
Media spaces were some of the earliest systems that implemented awareness features. They 
were used to investigate different aspects of how awareness can be supported in the context of 
distributed collaboration. 
2.3.1 Early	  media	  spaces	  
Media Spaces use always-on, or at least always-available, video and audio channels to connect 
locations or sites separated by distance. The sites are usually common areas or individual 
workspaces, and the media space allows individuals or small groups to communicate from each 
location. Media spaces enable people separated by distance to feel as if they were all in the same 
area. After 1988, this motivation became more grounded by the scientific collaboration report by 
Kraut et al. (1988), discussed in Section 2.2.3. 
Early research into media spaces can be seen as exploring and identifying the important 
elements of spatial proximity and how these could be captured by media spaces. Most of this early 
media space research concerned just informal interaction, but researchers at the European office of 
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Xerox PARC (EuroPARC) also put forward the idea that awareness was a fundamental requirement 
for informal interaction (e.g. Borning & Travers, 1991). 
The	  First	  Media	  Space	  
The first media space in HCI research17 was created at Xerox PARC in the mid 1980’s (Stults, 
1986). Stults reported that he was motivated after noticing that some of his colleagues, whose 
offices opened onto the hallway, were unable to receive the community benefits of having offices 
adjoining the common area. Their lab also contained rarely used audiovisual equipment, typically 
used for videoconferencing and videophone research. Whilst the equipment was sitting idle, the co-
workers at Xerox PARC decided to leave the audiovisual links on all the time and “build an 
electronic space to serve much of the role that the common area serves” (Stults, 1986, p. 9). The 
media space allowed participants to communicate informally and be aware of opportunities to 
interact with others. 
The first media space setup used analogue video and audio feeds from each of four offices, the 
common area in Palo Alto and the common area in Portland. Each of these locations had a monitor 
display and a remote display. All the remote displays were synchronised showing the same thing, 
and the switch was in the Palo Alto common area. 
While this report predated any explicit mention of awareness, Stults commented on the value of 
maintaining a “background contact” with others while engaged in individual work, having 
“discussions that spanned two offices” and the significance of being able to “move fluidly from one 
use to the other” (1986, p. 12). These comments strongly foreshadow the later media space research 
on awareness, casual interaction and the transition between them. 
This system continued to be developed at Xerox PARC in both the Palo Alto and Portland sites 
and was used to provide facilities for awareness and social interaction between their common areas, 
as well as means for collaboration and meeting of teams spread over the sites. Bly, Harrison and 
Irwin (1993) provide an excellent review of this media space development and their experiences of 
using it every day. 
Second	  Generation	  Media	  Spaces	  
During the early 1990s, media spaces were a popular topic in CSCW research. A variety of 
media space implementations and evaluations were published (e.g. Borning & Travers, 1991; 
                                                
17 The first media space by the definition here was actually a public art installation called “Hole-In-Space” (Galloway & 
Rabinowitz, 1980) but it was not supporting collaboration and did not have much influence on awareness research in 
CSCW. 
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Buxton & Moran, 1990; Dourish & Bly, 1992; Fisch, Kraut & Chalfonte, 1990; Fisch et al., 1992; 
Gaver et al., 1992; Mantei et al., 1991). All of these systems took inspiration from the first media 
spaces implemented at Xerox PARC (Stults, 1986; as well as successors) and were motivated by the 
Kraut, Egido and Galegher (1988) study on patterns of scientific collaboration. As with the 
collaboration study, the media space investigations were concerned with informal interactions 
rather than awareness and in most cases awareness was not mentioned explicitly. 
However, one group realised that awareness was an important precursor for informal 
interaction. In 1991, media space-related publications from EuroPARC started to contain 
discussions about how awareness of others was necessary to prompt casual interactions (Borning & 
Travers, 1991; Dourish & Bly, 1992; Gaver et al., 1992; Gaver, 1991). These publications used 
many different terms for the particular type of awareness that prompted casual interactions such as 
general awareness, casual awareness, shared awareness, unobtrusive awareness, and distributed 
awareness. Despite the range of descriptive terms, the concept was entirely consistent – to support 
informal interactions, people need to be aware of others’ presence, activities and availability. 
Each of these aspects of awareness – presence, activity and availability – were used to motivate 
features in the EuroPARC systems mentioned above. Polyscope and Vrooms (Borning & Travers, 
1991) and Portholes (Dourish & Bly, 1992) all offered a grid of always-on video of offices and 
common rooms. RAVE (Gaver et al., 1992) offered an always-on view of a common area, a glance 
feature to view a selected office node and an office share feature to create a persistent audio/video 
connection to another office node. Portholes was an interesting example as it demonstrated that 
low-resolution, infrequently updated images still provided enough awareness to support informal 
interactions and a feeling of connection. Of course other media space implementations provided 
awareness as well, simply by having always-on video links, though in these cases the motivation is 
usually that always-on video provided lightweight facilities to engage in informal interaction. 
Privacy	  
There is a trade-off and a tension between privacy and awareness – more awareness means more 
opportunities for privacy violations, yet more privacy means less awareness and missing chances 
for valuable serendipitous interactions. The developers of media spaces were very aware of the 
potential privacy problems of having always-on video and audio links and dealt with it in a number 
of ways. Most media spaces enforced reciprocity or at least symmetry (e.g. Alice has the capability 
to see the same information about Bob as Bob can see about Alice, but she can choose not to use 
that capability) (Borning & Travers, 1991), although hardware limitations restricted how much that 
could be done, as it is usually possible to be out of view of the camera while still viewing the 
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display. In some cases where the media space connected common areas, such as VideoWindow 
(Fisch et al., 1990) the area was considered public and so explicit controls were not provided there. 
In media spaces that connected office spaces, there were usually explicit controls to temporarily 
turn off the “always-on” facilities and to refuse direct connections. Borning and Travers (1991) and 
Gaver et al. (1992) provided good discussions of privacy in media spaces, breaking it down into 
elements such as control, knowledge, symmetry, intention and avoiding unnecessary intrusions. 
Informal	  awareness	  
Informal awareness is now the most consistently used term for the awareness effects observed 
primarily through media space research, sometimes also labelled as peripheral awareness and 
general awareness amongst other terms. It is a background awareness of work colleagues, 
incorporating knowledge of presence, activity and availability. Informal awareness is the foundation 
for casual interaction, which in turn proves to be vital for supporting ongoing collaboration. 
Some research into media spaces continued, such as the deployment of a VideoWindow (Fisch 
et al., 1990) called vKitchen at Microsoft (Jancke, Venolia, Grudin, Cadiz & Gupta, 2001). Most 
research into this phenomenon in recent years has taken the approach of how to design informal 
applications that support and enhance the informal awareness and casual interaction capabilities of 
small groups of collaborators. An important stimulus for the approach has been studies of Instant 
Messenger (e.g. Nardi, Whittaker & Bradner, 2000), which showed that the simple clients provided 
a great benefit in transmitting informal awareness information and simple transitions, as well as 
casual interactions. With this motivation, amongst others, prototypes supporting rich multimedia 
awareness and interaction have been developed, such as the Notification Collage (Greenberg & 
Rounding, 2001) and the Community Bar (McEwan & Greenberg, 2005). While these systems 
provided rich presence and availability information with various multimedia communication 
channels, activity awareness was minimal. Tee, Greenberg and Gutwin (2006) extended this work 
to provide extra activity awareness through sharing of screen snapshots. 
2.3.2 Summary	  of	  Media	  Spaces	  
Media spaces in the early days were seen as a direct method of, at least partially, replacing the 
need for physical proximity. After these early systems, however, the perception seemed to change 
slightly so that they were seen as a component of distributed awareness and collaboration. In 
research after 1994, media spaces are most often seen as part of a system that incorporates video 
and audio but also with many more channels of communication (e.g. Greenberg & Rounding, 2001; 
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Harrison, 2009; Mansfield, Kaplan, Phelps, et al., 1997; McEwan & Greenberg, 2005). Over time 
the concept of a media space seems to be migrating to cover these new systems. 
2.4 Awareness	  Frameworks	  and	  Models	  
While HCI and CSCW researchers had realised the importance of awareness in supporting 
collaboration, the question remained as to how awareness support could be represented at a 
conceptual level. Early implementations like media spaces implemented awareness support in a 
fashion that was very closely modelled on reality. However, if awareness support was to be realised 
beyond direct audio-video links, researchers needed to understand which types of work practices 
users need to be mutually aware of and which type of information has to be transmitted across 
distributed sites to create that awareness. 
In this section I will discuss representative samples of awareness models and frameworks. This 
includes some of the major conceptual awareness models, Gutwin’s Workspace Awareness model 
(1997), Rodden’s Model of Awareness (1996) and the event pipeline model produced by Fuchs and 
his colleagues (Fuchs et al., 1996). 
2.4.1 Event-­‐Based	  Awareness	  
Event-based awareness is, at its simplest level and as the name suggests, concerned with 
providing people with awareness of what is going on around them, as expressed by discrete events. 
The real strength in this early investigation of awareness came in giving more control to the 
recipient of information. 
The first of the event-based awareness systems was the Khronika system (Lövstrand, 1991), 
which notified people about high-level events such as seminars, as well as social outings and the 
weather forecast. The important idea in Khronika, relevant to later research, was in decoupling the 
sender and receiver. In contrast to message-sending models, such as e-mail, where the sender 
specifies the receiver(s), Khronika allowed the sender of information to simply post information 
events to the server, called events, without any concern as to who should receive it (although there 
was an option to restrict the possible set of recipients if needed). Receivers of information would 
specify general rules (which would later be known as subscriptions) about what kind of information 
they were interested in, how and when they wanted to receive it and when they wanted to receive it. 
The daemons then generated notifications when an event matched their rule. As Lövstrand 
explained it:“Thus, if user A enters a seminar event for 14:00 on Friday and user B has a daemon 
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looking for seminars with a 15 minute warning, B’s daemon will trigger and schedule a notification 
for 13:45 the same day.” (1991, p. 6). 
This model removed the need for the sender to know who wants to receive the information they 
are sending, reducing the risk of missing someone important or sending people irrelevant 
information. It also gave the receiver more control over what kind of information they receive and 
allowed them to monitor for information they may not have known existed. 
Gaver (1991) used Khronika to implement a prototype sound notification system to explore his 
new notion of general awareness (mentioned earlier in section ‘Second Generation Media Spaces’). 
Sounds, such as low conversation or of water boiling in a kettle, enabled awareness of meetings or 
informal gatherings. This awareness led to informal interactions, which in turn lead to 
collaboration. 
Event-based awareness, as pioneered by Khronika, is partly an infrastructure mechanism for 
delivering different types of awareness information. However, the important conceptual 
contribution was in decoupling senders from receivers. This gave power to the recipients that they 
otherwise did not have in a directed message model. We see this concept used later on in more 
recent awareness research. Later streams of research also investigated how to provide control to the 
sender of information. See section 2.4.5 for an extended discussion of event-based awareness and 
section 2.5.2 for an overview of the Elvin notification service. 
2.4.2 Spatial	  Metaphors	  
Many CSCW systems employ a spatial metaphor, leveraging participants’ natural knowledge 
about using physical space to facilitate virtual collaboration. Awareness systems are no exception, 
and early spatially based awareness models started with the COMIC18 awareness model. Benford 
and Fahlen (1993) created the COMIC awareness model for application to any environment that can 
be mapped to a spatial metaphor. Their primary application was within an immersive 3D world. The 
model consisted of six components: medium, aura, focus, nimbus, awareness and adaptors. 
• Medium was the collaborative environment. It defined how information was propagated. 
For example, in the physical world, we can hear people behind other objects and we can 
see for large distances in uninterrupted lines. In virtual worlds, communication is often 
                                                
18 The Computer-based Mechanisms of Interaction in Cooperative Work (COMIC) project was a multi-site 
multidisciplinary European research project investigating the basic principles, techniques and theories to support CSCW 
systems, and ran from September 1992 to August 1995. 
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text based and a text message may be clear throughout a room but completely invisible 
outside. 
• Aura was a boundary around each entity (person or object), defining their possible range 
of interaction. For example, in the virtual world a person may not be able to interact 
outside the current room. 
• Focus was a person’s area of attention. They could direct their focus to control what they 
perceived. For example, a person is only visually aware of what they are looking at – 
visual focus is directional and blocked by walls. 
• Nimbus described the area of effect of the information that an entity provided. For 
example, a person cannot be seen from outside a room – their visual nimbus only 
extended to the walls. 
• Awareness was a function of both focus and nimbus. If a person was within an object’s 
nimbus then they may be partially aware of it. If the object was within their focus then 
they were fully aware of it and able to interact. The exact relationship of focus, nimbus 
and awareness was defined by the medium. For example, a person in the same room 
looking at another would be very aware of them, while when they look away they are 
only partially aware of them. 
• Adaptors were modifiers on focus and nimbus. For example, a telescope increases the 
range of visual focus, and a megaphone increases auditory nimbus. 
This model was interesting in it’s decoupling of the provider of information and the recipient of 
information, in a similar way to Khronika’s event-based awareness. The primary conceptual 
difference is that there was control given to the provider as well as the recipient – the provider 
controlled their nimbus, or the information they were sending, and the recipient controls their focus, 
or how they pay attention to information around them. While this idea was based around a spatial 
model – Benford and Fahlen’s main example was in a Virtual Reality System – later refinements 
generalised it to other settings (see Section 2.4.4). 
2.4.3 Workspace	  Awareness	  
In 1995 Carl Gutwin and Saul Greenberg published the first version of their influential 
workspace awareness framework19. The framework was targeted at supporting awareness for small 
distributed teams using real-time synchronous shared workspace groupware (Gutwin & Greenberg, 
                                                
19 A later summary of the framework was also published in 2002 (Gutwin & Greenberg, 2002).It did not extend the 
basic notions of the concept. However, it is preferable as a reference and is the definitive version of the work. 
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1995b; Gutwin, Stark & Greenberg, 1995)20. The framework defined a structured and 
comprehensive approach for defining and modelling awareness support. The authors defined 
workspace awareness as: “The collection of up-to-the-moment knowledge a person uses to capture 
another’s interaction with the workspace” (Gutwin, 1997; Gutwin & Greenberg, 1996a). 
While the original publication in 1995 was not linked to situation awareness, Gutwin extended 
the model in his PhD dissertation (1997) to include this concept. Gutwin saw workspace awareness 
as a specialisation of situation awareness. Situation awareness had emerged from psychological 
concepts and phenomena observed in military aviation (Gilson, 1995). Adams, Tenney and Pew 
defined situation awareness as “the up-to-the minute cognizance required to operate or maintain a 
system” (1995, p. 85). Situation awareness described single-person activities (perception, 
comprehension and prediction) and primarily concerned interaction with complex technical 
environments (aircraft, power plants, etc.). Gutwin used situation awareness as a framing concept 
for awareness and decomposed it hierarchically in order to position his own workspace awareness 
work. In doing so he also named and positioned other types of awareness that had appeared in 
CSCW research (see Figure 2-2). 
 
Figure 2-2:Situation awareness and subtypes (Gutwin, 1997, p. 20) 
Spatial and mode awareness are specialisations of situation awareness. Spatial awareness is the 
ability of a pilot to understand his location in an airspace (Fracker, 1989). Mode awareness is “the 
ability of a supervisor to track and to anticipate the behaviour of [mode-based] automated 
systems” (Sarter & Woods, 1995, p. 7).  
Gutwin contrasted these single-user types of awareness with awareness of others in 
collaboration, which he then broke down further into four different concepts. Informal awareness 
dealt with the presence and availability of people (Who is around?, Are they available for 
collaboration?, etc.) (e.g. Dourish & Bellotti, 1992). Other authors commonly refered to this type of 
awareness as presence awareness or social awareness (e.g. Prinz, 1999; Tollmar et al., 1996). 
                                                



















Conversational awareness comprised awareness of utterances as well as awareness of facial 
expressions, gestures and other forms of non-verbal communication. Structural awareness referred 
to the structure of the working process including organisational settings like rules of interacting, 
power and status relationships as well as roles of persons within the working process. While not the 
main contribution of the dissertation, this collection of terms and partial taxonomy has had its 
influence on later work, for example, the term “informal awareness” has become semi-standard 
(e.g. Boyle & Greenberg, 2005; Greenberg & Rounding, 2001; McEwan & Greenberg, 2005). 
Gutwin’s definition of workspace awareness clearly showed the link to situation awareness. 
Gutwin and Greenberg defined workspace awareness as: “The collection of up-to-the-moment 
knowledge a person uses to capture another’s interaction with the workspace” (Gutwin & 
Greenberg, 1996a). However, the authors pointed out that in addition to supporting collaborative 
activities, workspace awareness differs from situation awareness in a second way: "A second 
apparent difference between workspace awareness and situation awareness is that collaborating in 
most shared workspaces often does not involve high information load or extreme dynamism" 
(Gutwin & Greenberg, 2002, p. 418). 
Workspace awareness was defined within clear boundaries (Gutwin & Greenberg, 2002). First, 
the concept is based on the notion of shared workspaces. The authors pointed out that workspace 
awareness is an awareness of people and their interaction with the workspace rather than just 
awareness of the workspace itself. Second, workspace awareness is implemented through 
applications that provide shared workspaces, in particular real-time distributed groupware. Third, 
the tasks focus on the creation and manipulation of artefacts in the shared workspace (generation 
and execution). And last, the concept is limited to small groups that engage in mixed-focus 
collaboration, which is characterised by the continuous shift between individual and shared 
activities.  
The workspace framework itself consists of three parts, the type of information that makes up 
workspace awareness, the mechanisms people use to gather information and the ways people use 
workspace awareness information in collaboration. With regard to awareness information, Gutwin 
and Greenberg rely on the five “W” questions commonly used to describe awareness information: 
who, what, where, when, how (or why). Based on those categories they define specific questions 
targeted at analysing awareness in shared workspaces. For instance, in the “who” category the 
authors specified such questions as: “Is anyone in the workspace?” and “Who was here, and 
when?”. 
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Gutwin and Greenberg’s work stands out from other awareness work at the time as it offered a 
comprehensive model that addresses awareness from a conceptual rather than a technological angle. 
The framework allowed designers to systematically analyse and describe interactions in shared 
workspaces.  
2.4.4 The	  Focus/Nimbus	  Model	  of	  Awareness	  
In 1996, Rodden (1996) published a generalised version of the COMIC spatial model of 
awareness (Benford & Fahlen, 1993). He generalised the model by reducing the concepts to the 
generic set of focus, nimbus and awareness. Medium, aura and adaptors were now considered to be 
part of the specific applications of the general model. He also refined the concepts of focus, nimbus 
and awareness to be object based rather than space based, thus extending the application of the 
model to contexts that cannot be easily mapped to a spatial metaphor. 
In Rodden’s generalised model, focus and nimbus were recast in terms of set theory. In the 
spatial model they were specified as a volume in the space, and awareness was calculated as a 
function by the degree of volume overlap. In the new object-based model, focus and nimbus are 
each sets of objects and awareness is calculated as a function of the set intersection. The benefit of 
the object-based method was that there no longer has to be a mapping of the application to some 
concept of volume, allowing the model to be used much more generically to model awareness in 
any collaborative application. To summarise one of Rodden’s examples, in a workflow application 
a person’s nimbus would be the set of tasks already completed, while their focus would, most of the 
time, be the set of tasks they were just about to do next. 
The value of this model is that, like the original spatial model, it made a distinction between the 
sender’s control of the information they provide and the recipient’s control of their attention 
towards perceiving the information. It also provided a framework for modelling how the 
interactions of a sender’s information and a recipient’s attention combined to result in the recipient 
having awareness of the sender. 
Although regarded as influential, the model was not widely adopted beyond the original scale of 
work on collaborative virtual environments (Sandor, Bogdan & Bowers, 1997) until later. McEwan 
and Greenberg (2005) implemented an awareness system (Community Bar) that gave users explicit 
control over the Nimbus and Focus settings. 
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2.4.5 Event	  pipeline	  model	  
The event pipeline model extended the concept introduced by Khronika (Lövstrand, 1991) of 
decoupling senders and receivers of discrete awareness events. The extensions were an important 
development and captured the fundamental concepts for event-based awareness research in CSCW. 
Starting from 1995 Fuchs and his colleagues published a number of studies on a generic event 
distribution model. The work was first published as part of the GroupDesk model (Fuchs et al., 
1995). Building on the notions developed in GroupDesk, Fuchs then developed the POLIAwaC 
system as part of the PoliTeam project (Fuchs et al., 1996). The model underlying POLIAwaC 
introduced a number of innovations. As I discussed earlier (Section 2.4.1), Khronica (Lövstrand, 
1991) was the first system to introduce the notion of event-based awareness with decoupling of 
senders and receivers. The work described here took event-based awareness further by adding a 
number of concepts that gave individual users greater control over the event distribution process. 
The model, here referred to as event pipeline21 model, is summarised in Figure 2-3.  
 
Figure 2-3:The event pipeline model (Fuchs et al., 1996)22 
The model was based on the persistent storage of events in a database. User actions which 
manipulate system objects, like documents, generate events which are recorded and stored in an 
event-database. The recorded events are made available for other users interested in specific events 
through notification mechanisms at the user interface. Privacy filters let senders select an 
appropriate level of privacy. All outgoing events that are based on a user’s action are matched 
against individual privacy filters. On the receiver side the model contains interest filters, which let 
receivers select which notifications they want to receive and when and how they want to receive 
                                                
21 The model was never consistently named. The original paper written in German refers to it as “Ereignissdienst” 
(event service). Rather than using this generic term we will use the term “event pipeline” which was coined by one of 
Fuch’s co-authors, Volker Wulf. Fuchs himself later published the AREA model which has a much broader scope.  
22 Text in figure translated by the author 
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them. The filters were introduced with the aim of reducing the large flow of information that event-
based systems produce. In addition to these individual filters the model also introduced a global 
filter that allowed for organisation-wide policies to be reflected in the event distribution model as 
well as the notion of conflict resolution between participating parties (Pfeifer & Wulf, 1995).  
The aim of the 1996 publication (Fuchs et al., 1996) was to apply the model in the context of 
PoliTeam, a research project that was concerned with supporting the collaboration between German 
government departments situated in Bonn and Berlin (Klöckner et al., 1995). The pipeline model 
itself is described more comprehensively in Fuch’s dissertation (1997). Fuch’s dissertation was also 
the foundation for the AREA model described in Section 2.5.3. 
2.4.6 Summary	  of	  Frameworks	  and	  Models	  
The frameworks and models discussed have made significant contributions to the study and 
conceptual understanding of awareness systems. In particular, workspace awareness was the first 
framework that was specifically designed to aid designers of groupware systems to understand 
different aspects of awareness and implement particular features. The event-pipeline concept built 
the conceptual underpinning for a succession of increasingly refined research prototypes, including 
GroupDesk, PoliAwac, PoliAwac and NESSIE which are covered in the next section. 
2.5 Collaborative	  environments	  
In the second half of the 1990s, there was a trend to build complete environments that would 
manage all of the collaborative interactions for a group. These environments would contain access 
to all of the shared resources for the group and provide awareness of people’s presence in the 
environment and their activities around the shared resources. Rather than being single collaborative 
applications, they would provide access to a range of applications and group them by task 
environment. 
The common organising metaphor was room based, where users entered a room for a particular 
context or task, and moved into a different room when working on a different task. An interesting 
variation on the usual room metaphor was the Orbit system, which was based on Fitzpatrick’s 
locales framework (Fitzpatrick, 2003; Fitzpatrick, Mansfield & Kaplan, 1996) and supported the 
concept of individual viewsets containing views of multiple locales simultaneously. 
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2.5.1 DIVA,	  GroupDesk	  PoliAwaC	  and	  BSCW	  
From about 1995 onwards researchers at GMD23 explored aspects of awareness through a 
succession of prototypes, DIVA (Sohlenkamp & Chwelos, 1994), GroupDesk (Fuchs et al., 1995), 
PoliAwaC (Fuchs et al., 1996) and BSCW (Bentley, Horstmann, Sikkel & Trevor, 1995; Prinz, 
1999). Many of these prototypes were applied in the context of the PoliTeam project to support 
communication between government departments in Germany. 
The research undertaken at GMD was characterised by a number of commonalities. First, all 
prototypes were built on the notion of shared workspaces, and implemented both asynchronous and 
synchronous aspects of awareness. Second, the design of the system and the underlying awareness 
concepts were tightly coupled. All prototypes, with the exception of DIVA, utilised an object-
oriented notion to describe the system as well as the awareness concept. And third, two of these 
systems, GroupDesk and PoliAwaC, were based on the event pipeline architecture (Fuchs et al., 
1996) (see Section 2.4.5). I will look at some of these systems and their impact on awareness 
research in more detail. 
These systems were highly relevant for the development of awareness research. They 
introduced notions that lead to an understanding of asynchronous awareness mechanisms such as 
notification, event generation, and event distribution and notification subscription. Below I discuss 
each of the prototypes in turn. 
DIVA	  
DIVA was an early groupware prototype that was based on the virtual office metaphor 
(Sohlenkamp & Chwelos, 1994). The system used a simple abstraction of an office environment 
consisting of people, rooms, desks and documents. Rooms were shared workspaces that contained 
representations of people, desks and documents and provided an audio-video link between 
participants. Rooms allowed participants to control different levels of access and visibility with the 
interaction closely tied to imitating real-world interactions. For instance users could only be present 
in one room at a time and in order to work closely with another user they would locate themselves 
around the same desk. DIVA combined a number of groupware services including shared editors 
(text editors, drawing tools, music editors, etc.) as well as support for synchronous and 
asynchronous awareness. 
                                                
23 GMD stands for Gesellschaft für Mathematik und Datenverarbeitung (Society for Mathematics and Information 
Technology), the German National IT Research centre, now a part of the Fraunhofer Society. 
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The system implemented many innovative awareness features including privacy support and 
access control. DIVA showed presence and virtual location by placing icons of users in rooms. 
Rooms had three access settings24, providing varying amounts of awareness information to those 
outside the room. In addition, users could disable the audio-video link temporarily while in a room 
in order to receive phone calls. Another interesting privacy feature was “private conversations”. 
Users could initiate private conversations by dragging their icon so that it overlapped with the icon 
of another user. During a private conversation other members of the room could still overhear the 
conversation but at a reduced volume. 
The literal composition of workspaces allowed users to gain awareness about who was working 
with whom on which documents. In addition documents were colour coded to indicate different 
states, e.g. recently edited, in-use, and so on. A “catch-up” mechanism was used to replay changes 
made to shared documents: “DIVA (…) provides a uniform mechanism for catch-up (…) based on 
the replay of saved history. Changes made by others are replayed with animation so that they may 
be viewed exactly as if the user had been there watching them being made, except that the replay 
may be sped up” (Sohlenkamp & Chwelos, 1994). In addition to catch-ups on documents DIVA 
supported shared annotations on all elements of the virtual environment. 
GroupDesk	  
After DIVA, in 1995 Fuchs et al. introduced their event distribution model (also referred to as 
the GroupDesk model, shown in Figure 2-4). The model became the starting point for a series of 
prototypes, namely, GroupDesk (Fuchs et al., 1995), PoliAwaC (Fuchs, 1997; Fuchs et al., 1996), 
AREA (Fuchs, 1999) and influenced the design of BSCW (Bentley et al., 1995) and NESSIE 
(Prinz, 1999). 
 
Figure 2-4: GroupDesk model, class relationships (Fuchs et al., 1995) 
The GroupDesk model (shown in Figure 2-4) used an object-oriented approach to model the 
awareness mechanism. It consisted of two major components: a model of the working environment, 
                                                
24 The settings were open, locked and shuttered. Users in open rooms could be identified by glancing at the room 
representation, users in locked rooms were not visible and the rooms were only accessible to users with the right access 
rights. Shuttered rooms did not disclose the identity their occupants readily, but users could “lift the blinds 
momentarily” and peak into the room. 
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which described actors, artefacts, their relationships as well as events; and a model of awareness, 
which described “work situations”, “interest contexts”, “event distribution” and “event 
notification”. The object-oriented approach allowed the authors to represent specific kinds of 
working situations based on a general relationship between objects, events and relations. 
The model contained three concepts: objects, relations and events. Objects represented any 
entity that was modelled by the system (e.g. documents, folders, representations of departments). 
Objects representing users were referred to separately as actors. Relations linked objects to each 
other and actors. Events were divided into two types. Modification events represented user-initiated 
changes of objects within the system, e.g. editing of a document. Activity events described 
synchronous activities, e.g. presence in a workspace. 
The main innovation of the GroupDesk model was the level of control it provided for event 
distribution and notification based on user preferences. Up to that date users had little control over 
which awareness information they were interested in and how the awareness information was 
displayed. The GroupDesk model introduced subscription mechanisms that allowed users to define 
“interest contexts”. These subscriptions specified the type of objects, relationships and events. The 
model also introduced the idea that event notification could occur at different levels of intensity, 
from urgent and highly disruptive, to peripheral and ambient. 
The first GroupDesk prototype was just a simple shared workspace system built to evaluate 
aspects of the event model, and it lacked an implementation of the event subscription mechanisms 
described in the model. Later prototypes from the group, such as POLIAwaC (Fuchs et al., 1996; 
Mark, Fuchs & Sohlenkamp, 1997), implemented the concepts in the model more completely (see 
next section). 
POLIAwaC	  
POLIAwaC 25 (Mark et al., 1997; Sohlenkamp, Prinz & Fuchs, 2000) refers to the awareness 
component of the POLITeam system26. The system is part of a body of work that came out of the 
POLITeam project, one of a series of research projects27 that looked into supporting collaboration 
between German government divisions after part of the government relocated from Bonn to Berlin 
throughout the 1990’s (e.g. Fuchs et al., 1996; Klöckner et al., 1995; Pipek & Wulf, 1999; 
Sohlenkamp, Fuchs & Genau, 1997; Sohlenkamp, Mambrey, et al., 2000; Wulf, 1997). Awareness 
                                                
25 PoliAwaC stands for PoliTeam Awareness Client 
26 The system was based on DEC’s LinkWorks, an early competitor of Lotus Notes. 
27 POLITeam was part of the POLIKOM research initiative, which was led by the national German IT research center, 
GMD. See http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uei-TLCyJCc for a demo video (in German). 
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was a central aspect of study in this body of work and featured as an integral part of the POLITeam 
system, which was deployed and studied in several federal government departments. 
The POLIAwaC system provided a shared workspace to its users (see Figure 2-5). The interface 
consisted of three views, a hierarchical folder view of a user’s workspaces (left side), a view of 
documents contained in selected (active) workspaces (top right side) and an alternative view of the 
same documents (bottom right side). In addition to those workspace views the system featured an 
“event bar” (drop-down bar at the bottom; see Section “Textual event representation”, below). The 
system supported the choice of a single-user vs. collaboration mode, where multi-user features 
could be enabled or disabled based on the working situation. POLIAwac implemented a range of 
innovative awareness features, which I will briefly outline in turn. 
 
Figure 2-5: The POLIAwaC client window (from Sohlenkamp, Prinz, et al., 2000, p. 35) 
Enhanced icons 
Users of the system were assigned unique colours. Icons for objects such as workspaces, folders 
and documents were superimposed with a transparent layer that showed the colour for a particular 
user. Over time, the overlay would decrease indicating the time that had passed since the object was 
used (see Figure 2-6). A second layer would indicate the type of operation that was performed on an 
object (e.g. deleted, moved, etc.). 
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Figure 2-6: POLIAwac icons (from Sohlenkamp, Prinz, et al., 2000, p. 36) 
Another mechanism used was to increase the size of an icon. Objects that had been modified 
recently would appear twice as large (see Figure 2-5). 
Textual event representation 
POLIAwac featured a further set of interface elements supporting awareness. The event bar (see 
Figure 2-5 and Figure 2-11) provided users with a view of past awareness events in textual form. A 
drop-down list showed the last events in chronological order. Events were colour-coded to match 
the colours used for specific users. The system provided two related mechanisms, an event dialog, 
which used the event bar to notify users of high priority events and a history window, which 
outlined the textual event history for a particular object.  The event bar also allowed the user to 
annotate event descriptions. I will further discuss this aspect in Section 2.6. 
The event model was based on the GroupDesk event distribution model (see above) and its 
extension the AREA framework (see Section 2.5.3). It was one of the first systems to extensively 
implement and study event-based awareness mechanisms in a real-world setting. 
BSCW	  
BSCW (Basic Support for Cooperative Work) was an early web-based collaboration system 
developed at GMD (Bentley et al., 1995; Prinz, 1999). The system allowed users to create 
hierarchically ordered, shared workspace folders and upload documents to these folders. BSCW 
implemented a range of features that were commonly available in desktop-based shared workspace 
systems at the time, however it was one of the first systems to make these features available through 
a web-based interface. The feature set included public and private workspaces, user authentication, 
document upload, the management of document meta-data, version management, access rights, and 
search functionalities. 
BSCW included a basic awareness feature called the “event history”. When users reloaded a 
page they could see events that had taken place on a particular object in a workspace. However, due 
to the stateless nature of HTTP and limited availability of HTTP extensions, such as cookies or 
URL state encoding at the time, web-based systems were prevented from pushing live changes to 
sites. The developers of BSCW identified this limitation and introduced two additional features to 
provide users with awareness of activities within the system (Koch & Appelt, 1998). The first 
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feature consisted of a daily workspace activity report. The system would generate a report of events 
in the users’ workspaces that was based on a subscription-based event filter. These reports were 
emailed to users on a daily basis outlining the activities that occurred over the last day. The second 
feature was an event monitor, which combined a presence feature with the display of live events 
(activity tracker). The presence monitor was similar to that of early instant messaging clients and 
showed the names of users that were currently using the system. The activity tracker displayed the 
documents online co-workers were working on. The event monitor features were implemented 
using a Java-based client/server architecture called MetaWeb (Trevor, Koch & Woetzel, 1997). 
2.5.2 Elvin,	  WORLDS	  and	  Orbit	  
Elvin	  
Elvin28 (Segall & Arnold, 1997) was a publish / subscribe notification service developed at 
DSTC29. Elvin was not created specifically for awareness events, but rather as generic event 
infrastructure. Despite not being built for the purpose, Elvin gained exposure to the CSCW research 
community through its use in a number of collaborative awareness tools. It was used to pass 
awareness events in the Orbit system (see Section 2.5.2) and it served as the foundation technology 
for awareness within an organisational setting, ranging from small teams, to cross-organisational 
structures with many event sources and presentation interfaces, as reported by Fitzpatrick et al. 
(1999). 
The strength of Elvin was in its content-based subscription and routing of notifications. 
Producers of information could send out unstructured information about events, and consumers 
subscribed by specifying something about the information content they wanted to receive. For 
example, if Alice is interested in awareness, she can subscribe to every event that includes the word 
“awareness” anywhere in its content, so that she can see chat messages discussing awareness, 
meetings concerning awareness, code changes to awareness prototypes, and anything else about 
awareness. In practice this meant that (a) producers of information did not have to worry about 
who, if anyone, was interested in the notifications they were sending and (b) consumers could 
subscribe based on free-form ideas of interesting message content. 
The idea of decoupling producers of notifications from the consumers of the information was 
used earlier in the Khronika system (see earlier Section 2.4.1), but in Khronika there was a specific 
structure to events and consumers had to subscribe based on the fields in the structure. Like 
                                                
28 Elvin was one of a number of similar services developed at the time, e.g. Siena 
(http://www.inf.usi.ch/carzaniga/siena/index.html) or YANCEES (http://awareness.ics.uci.edu/~rsilvafi/yancees/) 
29 Distributed Systems Technology Centre 
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Khronika, Elvin producers send notifications as a tuple of attribute-value pairs. However, Elvin 
does not insist that consumers use that structure to subscribe, consumers are free to subscribe to any 
part of the notification content. In addition to the asynchronous use of notification servers described 
here, Patterson et. al. (1996) discuss the use of these services in synchronous settings. 
WORLDS	  and	  Orbit	  
The WORLDS (Tolone, Kaplan & Fitzpatrick, 1995) and Orbit systems (Mansfield, Kaplan, 
Fitzpatrick, et al., 1997; Mansfield, Kaplan, Phelps, et al., 1997) are worth discussing here as they 
were the only systems of this time to explicitly implement the concepts of the Locales Framework 
(Fitzpatrick, 2003). Both systems were built in conjunction with the development of the Locales 
Framework and so reflected the framework principles and helped to refine the theory. WORLDS 
reflected the early versions of the Locales Framework, emphasising social worlds and different 
locales for different tasks, while Orbit incorporated the later concepts of individual views and 
viewsets. 
WORLDS provided a very “room-like” view of locales and the relations between them. The 
interface showed a single locale at a time, with the tools and artefacts for the locale displayed 
within it. A number of functions supported moving between locales, including user bookmark lists 
of favourite locales, “portals” to locales that could be placed in other locales, and home locales for 
users. 
Awareness of others was provided through media space components (i.e. audio and video links 
to all locale members), opened when entering a locale. Users could also request meetings with 
another user for a one-to-one media space video conference. Workspace awareness was at the 
artefact level, where shared documents would be marked with change events, similar to other 
similar collaborative environments such as DIVA (Sohlenkamp & Chwelos, 1994). 
In contrast, Orbit provided a view of locales that was much closer to the final version of the 
locales framework. A user was able to see and interact with all their locales at the same time, and 
they could dynamically adjust their view of each locale to reflect its pertinence to their current task. 
This design feature was a marked departure from the collaborative environments of the time and has 
been seen infrequently since. 
The Orbit interface is shown below. It consisted of two windows: the navigator (Figure 2-7) and 
the workspace (Figure 2-8). The navigator listed the locales and showed presence information of 
other people in those locales. The workspace showed documents that the user was interested in, 
selected from all of their locales. Documents were linked to locales through colour, e.g. the “Power 
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Supply” locale is marked black, and all its documents are also marked with a black colour chip 
(Power Supply documents are all in the top left corner of the workspace). Orbit also provided text 
chat through integration with the Tickertape tool (Fitzpatrick et al., 1999; Fitzpatrick, Parsowith, 
Segall & Kaplan, 1998), as well as audio and video links with other people. 
 
Figure 2-7: Orbit-Gold - Navigator 
 
Figure 2-8: Orbit-Gold interface - Shared workspace30 
                                                
30 I would like to thank my supervisor Tim Mansfield for providing these pictures from the original Orbit website, 
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The importance of these two systems lay in their theoretical foundations and in their concept of 
awareness that, although only very simple in manner, contrasted with the prevailing event-based 
model. The transition from theory to design and implementation is a challenge that continues to 
face CSCW, and the relationship between the locales framework and WORLDS/Orbit was one of 
the few examples of such a transition. In regards to the underlying model of awareness, Orbit was 
more closely aligned with the focus/ nimbus model of awareness than the event- based models, 
even though the nimbus was adjusted to equal the focus, enforcing reciprocity. 
2.5.3 AREA	  and	  NESSIE	  
AREA	  
The emergence of event-based awareness systems posed additional challenges to the design of 
awareness systems. In general, event-based systems generate a large number of events, making it 
necessary to allow recipients of awareness information to subscribe to relevant information and 
influence the types of notification they receive. 
The AREA framework (Fuchs, 1999) was the result of research on event notification models 
undertaken by Fuchs and his colleagues over a number of years. While the original ideas for event 
notification were discussed in the GroupDesk system (Fuchs et al., 1995), Fuchs extended the 
model as part of his PhD work (Fuchs, 1997). 
AREA was defined as both a semantic model as well as a groupware infrastructure component. 
The semantic model was based on the notions of event distribution, user-defined interests and 
privacy specification. Privacy and interest specifications could be seen as implementations of the 
privacy and interest filters featured in the event pipeline model (Fuchs et al., 1996).  
NESSIE	  
The NESSIE system (Prinz, 1999) was one of the first groupware architectures to allow 
handling of events created by other applications or generated by sensors. The NESSIE model used 
“sensors” and “indicators” to gather events and distribute event notifications. Sensors could be 
physical sensors installed in people’s offices, as well as macros in programs like Microsoft Word 
that delivered information about changes in documents. Indicators allowed targeted event 
notifications. Furthermore, users had access to a configuration interface that allowed them to 
individually combine the sensors and indicators they wanted to use for a given situation. 
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Figure 2-9: Ambient and 3D interfaces in NESSIE31 
NESSIE supported the use of ambient displays for awareness information. For example, the 
activity-balloon ambient device (Figure 2-9, bottom left), a small tower with a balloon on top 
indicated virtual presence by blowing up the balloon when a remote person was present. In addition 
NESSIE supported the virtual 3D interfaces “SmallView” and “Theater of Work” (Figure 2-9, 
projected display) to provide a virtual world for distributed interactions. (Prinz & Gross, 2001). 
2.5.4 GroupKit,	  TeamRooms	  and	  GroupDesign	  
GroupKit32 was an influential groupware toolkit that was develop by Mark Roseman and Saul 
Greenberg at the University of Calgary (Roseman & Greenberg, 1995). GroupKit was used to 
implement a number of groupware systems, including, most notably TeamRooms (Roseman & 
Greenberg, 1996). In this section I briefly outline the functionality of the both GroupKit 
TeamRooms. Both systems introduced important innovations to awareness research. 
Groupkit	  
 GroupKit (Roseman & Greenberg, 1995) was a groupware toolkit that aimed to facilitate the 
rapid prototyping of groupware applications. The toolkit primarily focused on synchronous, 
distributed tasks and provided support for conferencing sessions and shared-editing. The developers 
explicitly distinguished GroupKit from Media Spaces (see Section 2.3), as the toolkit did not 
implement audio- or video conferencing, but instead relied on textual communication.. One of the 
                                                
31 From http://www.ercim.org/publication/Ercim_News/enw42/prinz.html 
32 http://www.groupkit.org/ 
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central concepts in GroupKit was session management, which facilitated the creation and 
management of meetings. The session manager would list available conferences and their 
participants. Each conference contained a set of tools, which could differ between conferences, 
including shared editors, shared sketching applications and shared messaging systems.  
GroupKit included a number of awareness functions, namely, multi-user scrollbars and gestalt 
viewers. Multi-user scrollbars showed the browsing locations of multiple concurrent users in a 
shared editor, as part of the scrollbar. Gestalt viewers were an extension of this concept, showing a 
miniaturised view of the whole document. This view was overlayed with a set of squares that 
showed the respective browsing locations of all users who were using the document. Further 
conceptually related awareness features included multi-user telepointers, which highlighted users’ 
activities by indicating the respective position of their cursors in a shared application. GroupKit’s 
telepointer system allowed application developers to display telepointers across a set of applications 
(implemented within GroupKit), thus enhancing the overall awareness within the system, for 
instance by indicating which application a user was actively using. 
In addition to these awareness features GroupKit’s session manager had the flexibility to display the 
state of collaborative sessions similar to Orbit (see Section 2.5.2). The Rooms session manager 
displayed users and used applications per session (Roseman & Greenberg, 1995, p. 85). It also 
allowed users to indicate whether the session was open or closed to other participants (Figure 2-10). 
 
Figure 2-10: Rooms session manager 
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TeamRooms	  
TeamRooms (Roseman & Greenberg, 1996) was an application built using the GroupKit 
framework. The system was based on a room-based metaphor with the room concept being 
conceptually similar to rooms and sessions used in the GroupKit base system. Rooms featured a set 
of standard features, including a chat tool and a shared whiteboard, but could contain additional 
applications as required. Additional applications included PostIts, an outliner to organise sets of 
notes, a concept map to display information as a graph, games, a tool to display images, a database 
to hold small sets of information, file transfer capabilities as well as an integrated web browser.  
TeamRooms implemented a range of awareness features including telepointers (see GroupKit) 
and room overview radars. Radar views were a conceptual extension of GroupKit’s gestalt viewers. 
Rather than focussing on a single application, radar views highlighted the location and activities of 
users in a shared room. This information included the location of a user’s viewport, and miniature 
telepointers to show the position of their respective cursor. The PostIt application further allowed 
users to add comments to artefacts in rooms,  
GroupDesign	  
Beaudoin-Lafon and Karsenty (1992) investigated a number of awareness features as part of the 
GroupDesign system, a real-time distributed multi-user drawing tool. GroupDesign implemented a 
relaxed WYSIWIS33 approach. This notion was based on Stefik et. al’s work (1986), who showed 
that strict WYSIWIS — the mutual on-screen display of users’ actions — did not lead to desirable 
user experience. The authors suggested to consider the relaxation of WYSIWIS along four key 
dimensions: display space (apply WYSIWIS only to specific objects), time of display (allow for a 
delayed display of actions), subgroup population (show actions only within chosen subgropups) and 
congruence of views (allow for variations in the way information was displayed).  
Relaxed WYSIWYS allowed the systems to partially display actions of a distributed user on a 
local user’s screen (e.g. the opening of a menu item) without disturbing the local user’s work. 
GroupDesign incorporated relaxed WYSIWIS and provided awareness through three sets of 
functions echo, localisation & identification and age & history. The echo function used animations 
to display the movement of object by remote users, allowing users to see other user’s live actions. 
The animations were specifically designed not to interrupt the workflow of individual users. For 
actions that occurred outside the screen area audio notifications were used. The localisation & 
identification function, allowed users to observe other user’s the viewports. The identification 
                                                
33 What You See Is What I See 
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feature indicated which area of the workspace a user was active in. The age function used colour 
coding to show how recently an object had been modified. The history function showed a replay of 
user actions relating to a particular object. 
2.5.5 Summary	  of	  Collaborative	  Environments	  
Collaborative environments were usually developed in tandem with a theory, and the 
environments presented in this section can be understood as instantiations of the theoretical models 
and frameworks discussed in the previous section. WORLDS and Orbit informed and were 
informed by the development of the locales framework, while the GMD prototypes were developed 
along with the event pipeline model. Other systems also explored theoretical concepts, such as the 
TeamRooms prototype (Roseman & Greenberg, 1996) which was an exploration of the “rooms” 
metaphor, and it also incorporated early ideas that would become the workspace awareness 
framework. 
The systems discussed in this section addressed significantly different design spaces. The 
systems developed at GMD focussed largely on shared workspace systems that supported 
potentially large number of users and worked well in asynchronous settings. By contrast, GroupKit, 
TeamRooms and GroupDesign represented a different class of collaborative environments. They 
were designed for tightly coupled and predominantly synchronous small group collaboration. As a 
result, these classes of systems featured significantly different awareness mechanisms. Event-based 
awareness, implemented in GMD’s systems, allowed developers to capture large number of events 
across the system. Users were then enabled to specify their awareness interests through subscription 
and filtering mechanisms. The awareness features of GroupKit, TeamRooms and GroupDesign by 
contrast were more immediate. Based on the WYSIWIS principle, they relayed the actions of 
individual users in great detail, however these function did not generally scale well to asynchronous 
and/or large group settings.  
More recent work has somewhat blurred this distinction and accounted for awareness issues that 
emerge at the transition between synchronous and asynchronous work. For instance, the Disco 
framework (Gutwin, Graham, Wolfe, Wong & Alwis, 2010) identifies when users are disconnected 
from a synchronous groupware systems and accumulates data upon reconnection. Similarly, change 
awareness systems (e.g. Ignat, Papadopoulou, Oster & Norrie, 2008), compute awareness changes 
made by multiple users while working offline (Birnholtz & Ibara, 2012). 
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2.6 Context	  and	  awareness	  
In this section I look at the relationship between awareness and the representation of context. 
Within CSCW research there are a number of partially related concepts that make reference to the 
notion of context in relation to awareness. While terminologies and research focus are not 
consistent across these concepts, they allow an insight into different aspects and challenges of 
representing notions of context within awareness.  
I start by looking at two earlier bodies of work. First, Mark et al.’s notion of contextual 
awareness (1997) which reflected on the role of conventions in collaborative work, and the use 
awareness in implementing these conventions. And second I introduce the Atmosphere framework 
(Rittenbruch, 2002) which was concerned with the conceptual representation of context information 
in awareness. Following the presentation of this work I will then discuss and critique the Event 
Notification Infrastructure (ENI) framework (Prinz & Gross, 2004), a technically advanced 
approach to modelling context. I further look at the somewhat related notion of context-aware 
computing, found in the fields of pervasive and ubiquitous computing (ubicomp). While 
significantly different in scope to the understanding of awareness in CSCW, the concept is 
concerned with representing context information. However, it has attracted significant criticism 
from a number of researchers who work across ubicomp, CSCW and HCI (e.g. Dourish, 2004; 
Greenberg, 2001). While this criticism is mostly targeted at the finite and objective understanding 
of context in context-aware computing, I believe that it offers valuable lessons to be learned when 
considering the representation of information in awareness mechanisms in general. 
2.6.1 Awareness	  and	  conventions	  
Mark et al.(1997) coined the term contextual awareness in their publication “Supporting 
Groupware Conventions through Contextual Awareness”. Conceptually this work is part of a body 
or work that came out of the POLITeam project (see 2.5.1POLIAwaC).  
In the context of this work, Mark et al. (1997) specifically looked at the role of conventions in 
collaborative work and studied the function of awareness within the establishment of conventions. 
The authors drew on two bodies of work. First, a discussion of articulation work and the role of 
conventions therein (Schmidt & Bannon, 1992) and second, Robinson’s notion of “common 
artifacts” (Robinson, 1993). The authors predicted that conventions for the use of groupware needed 
time to emerge and would change as familiarity with the system grew. The authors highlighted how 
conflicting conventions would emerge, based on the organisational culture and requirements of 
individual work units. Awareness was seen specifically as a means of addressing the problem of 
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conflicting conventions. For instance, while conflicting conventions regarding the organisation of 
documents, would lead to a document being saved in a number of locations, awareness features 
would show where a particular person had saved a document. Thus awareness would allow users to 
better understand the activities of others across the organisation. The authors used the notion of 
group or work context in a general sense and refer it back to articulation work:  
 “Rather than attempting to formally capture the notion of conventions, the system includes 
technical means for providing overview and shared awareness in the usage of common objects to 
help define and maintain conventions. These facilities can help overcome some of the convention 
difficulties, by providing a group context of system use; it is thus a step towards the provision of 
common artifacts instead of shared objects (Robinson, 1993).” (Mark et al., 1997, p. 263) 
Support	  for	  user	  comments	  
Interestingly, the POLITeam awareness system (POLIAwaC) was one of the few prototypes that 
allowed users to add additional information on top of automatically gathered events. These 
“comments” could be accessed through the “event-bar”, which offered a chronological list of events 
that had occurred around an object (1997). An example is shown in Figure 2-11, where we can see a 
manual comment from Gloria Mark that reads “I’m seeking the Problem Report (20.05.97 11:15)”. 
However, the authors did not elaborate on how this information was represented and compared to 
other event-based information and whether it played a role in the retrieval of information. The 
concept does not feature in later work (Fuchs, 1997, 1999). 
 
Figure 2-11: The POLIAwaC event bar (Figure from Mark et al., 1997, p. 265) 
Contextual	  awareness	  
In addition to using the general notion of group context, Mark et al. (1997) introduce the notion of 
contextual awareness. Contextual awareness is linked to the establishment of awareness profiles. 
The POLITeam awareness allowed users to specify subscriptions, based on specific parameters that 
would allow them to receive awareness notifications in pre-defined situations. The authors gave an 
example of the relationship between potential work situations and the awareness information and 
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subscriptions that trigger the provision of awareness information (see table below). This approach 
was later significantly extended in Fuch’s AREA framework (1999). 
 
Figure 2-12: “Work situations in which users may receive document-related awareness information” 
(Table from Mark et al., 1997, p. 265) 
Overall, beyond the examples given, it remains unclear how “work situations” and the related 
provision of awareness information are managed. For instance, it remains unclear whether system 
designers or system users set these associations. Fuchs (1999) later expanded on the relationship 
between situations and notifications, but no longer used the term contextual awareness. 
2.6.2 Atmosphere	  
The Atmosphere framework (Rittenbruch, 2002) preceded the work presented in this thesis and 
attempted to address the problem of contextual awareness. Atmosphere, and the notion of active 
awareness introduced in this thesis share the same roots and attempt to answer related questions. 
While the focus of Atmosphere was on the conceptual representation of context information in 
awareness models in general, the model of active awareness examines more specifically, the issues 
underlying intentional disclosure of information and the use of this information to enrich awareness 
approaches.  
The Atmosphere framework was concerned with introducing a richer set of context information 
to awareness, centred around the questions “why has this happened?” and “in which context did this 
happen?”. The framework introduced two classes of interaction techniques, which allowed actors 
to provide contextual information at different levels of effort. Active methods allowed for a direct 
provision of contextual information while structural methods used shared representations of context 
to allow users to assign work activities to contexts. The methods were implemented using two 
concepts: contextors and spheres. Contextors were pre-defined, shared representations of user 
actions. Users would indicate certain activities by selecting the appropriate set of contextors. 
Spheres were hierarchical representations of particular working contexts. Similar to shared 
workspaces, documents could be associated with particular spheres. Spheres also contained sets of 
contextors to represent actions within a particular context. The sphere concepts comprised a variety 
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of more detailed concepts, including a differentiation between private and group spheres, different 
types of sphere trees, concepts to represent relationships between spheres, as well as different 
scopes for contextors. Figure 2-13 depicts a mockup of an Atmosphere workspace containing some 
of these elements34. 
 
Figure 2-13: Atmosphere workspace mockup (Figure from Rittenbruch, 2002, p. 174) 
Several of these concepts defined in Atmosphere are used in a modified form in the active 
awareness framework. Active and structural methods are now related to the current concepts of 
direct and indirect disclosure. Biffs in general, and the AnyBiff system introduced in Chapter 5 
draw on the concept of contextors. Similarly the notion of spheres in SphereX (see Chapter 7) 
draws on the original notion of spheres in Atmosphere. 
Spheres	  
Within Atmosphere, spheres were described as concepts that represented aspects of the user’s 
working context within the system. Spheres were identified by a unique sphere-name and a sphere-
description which contained background information about a sphere. Spheres were jointly defined 
by the users of the system and were ordered hierarchically. Spheres resembled shared workspaces 
and contained a set of commonly used artefacts, other spheres and a set of contextors. A sphere 
linked a set of artefacts to a particular context represented by the sphere. Any user activities relating 
to an artefact was seen to occur within the particular context that the sphere represented. Artefacts 
could be represented within different spheres to indicate that they belonged to different contexts. 
Accessing the same artefact through different spheres allowed users to indicate different intentions, 
even if they performed the same operation on the same artefact.  
                                                
34 Group sphere are marked with G, private spheres with P. The left hand side displays two sphere trees. The top right 
hand side represents the breadcrumb of the currently selected sphere. Underneath the breadcrumb is the currently active 
sphere workspace containing other spheres, documents, and a set of contextors (right hand side) relating to three 
different scopes. See Rittenbruch (2002) for more details. 
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2.6.3 ENI	  
Event notification infrastructure (ENI) (Gross & Prinz, 2003; Prinz & Gross, 2004) was 
conceptually based on prior awareness research undertaken at GMD (Fuchs, 1999; Fuchs et al., 
1995; Prinz, 1999). ENI extended the NESSIE awareness model (Prinz, 1999) and integrated the 
notion of “contexts” into the model. Context information included locations, artefacts and 
applications and other information, which was linked to a specific context. ENI added this 
information to existing event information in an awareness system. 
The model contained three fundamental steps. First, the model tried to determine in which 
context a user was currently working. The authors suggested a context mapping mechanism that 
maps events gathered from sensor information against rules saved in a context database. Second, 
the model identified the context of the user slated to receive the notification. The authors were less 
specific about how to achieve this context mapping. In their prototypical implementation (Prinz & 
Gross, 2004), the working context was derived from the selection of shared workspaces. Third, the 
model checked which notification information that the user wants to receive (user preferences). 
The ENI model tried to improve awareness support by gathering additional information and 
allowing users to receive awareness information in a more context-specific manner. However, the 
context mapping mechanisms, that this concept relies on, is highly complex. The work does not 
clearly address who performs this mapping and how inter-individual differences between users can 
be addressed. The authors referred to this issue as future research.  
2.6.4 Context-­‐aware	  computing	  
Affiliated to the fields of Pervasive and Ubiquitous Computing (ubicomp), context-aware 
computing35 (e.g. Dey, Abowd & Salber, 2001; Schilit, Adams & Want, 1994) is concerned with 
how to manage information arising from a surrounding environment in order to better adapt 
applications to those environments and situations. Research into context-aware computing focuses 
on the acquisition of sensor and computational data, the modelling and computational 
representation of context, and models and frameworks for how to adapt applications to situations 
defined by the sensed context. Context-awareness has inspired a large body of research (for an 
overview see Bolchini, Curino, Quintarelli, Schreiber & Tanca, 2007).  
The field’s understanding of underlying notions of context and awareness differ from the ones 
prevalent in CSCW and HCI and considered in this dissertation. While context-aware computing 
                                                
35 Also referred to as context-awareness. 
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focuses more specifically on the modelling of users, context and application behaviour, CSCW 
research is concerned with the human dimension of context and awareness, aiming to understand 
and support the complex social interplays found in collaboration. Thus context-aware computing 
and active awareness, as proposed in this thesis, seem to address opposite concerns. Context-
awareness models, senses and applies context information. Active awareness enables humans to 
disclose and share information related to their working context36. While a comprehensive 
assessment of context-aware computing is outside the scope of this thesis, the criticism that the 
approach has drawn offers interesting insights into the representation of context. 
Dourish (2004) and Greenberg (2001) critiqued the conceptual representation of context in 
context-aware computing. Chalmers (2004) related this criticism to the “long-standing discourse on 
the conflict between the infinite and subjective detail of social interaction, and the finite and 
objective aspects of systems design. One key issue has been how systems can represent work and its 
context without over-formalising, over-simplifying and over-objectifying it” (2004, p. 224). Dourish 
argued that context-aware computing implements a rational or positivist notion of context, as 
opposed to considering subjective and situated aspects of people’s interactions. He stressed the 
emergent nature of context: “context is an emergent property of occasions of interaction, rather 
than being a stable, objective set of features that externally characterise activity. Context remains 
critically important for understanding, contextualising and disambiguating forms of activity and 
information, but it is in the nature of context to be continually negotiated and redefined” (2004, p. 
26).  
In order to reflect this emergent nature of context in system design Dourish suggested a number 
of approaches. These include tailorable architectures (e.g. Bentley & Dourish, 1995; MacLean, 
Carter, Lövstrand & Moran, 1990; Mørch, 1997; Stiemerling, Kahler & Wulf, 1997; Trigg & 
Bødker, 1994) that allow systems to be adapted to deal with changing contexts and information 
spaces that allow users to negotiate the structures by which information is organised. According to 
Dourish, both approaches illustrate the principle that “users, not designers, determine the meaning 
of the technologies that they use, through the ways in which they incorporate them into practice” 
(2004, p. 28). 
While the inclusion of tailorable architectures and information spaces was aimed at different 
types of systems, these suggestions match the design criteria for different instantiations of active 
awareness, discussed in chapter 4. 
                                                
36 Nonetheless, as Chalmers (2004) points out, both ubicomp and CSCW increasingly recognise the need for synthesis. I 




Despite this critical stance taken by some researcher, others have successfully used automated 
context-gathering approaches to implement awareness support in collaborative environments. For 
instance, Edwards (2005) explored the use context-awareness in session management and access 
control services. Bardram and Hansen (2010) integrated context-awareness information to support a 
wide range of awareness features in a hospital setting. The authors described this approach as 
follows: “(…) we do not adhere to the traditional definition of context-awareness, i.e. giving he 
computer a sense of the user’s context. Rather we focus on distributing some of the context 
information that is monitored by a context-awareness system to the system’s various users. In this 
way, context information can be used as context cues to make people aware of what is going on in 
the workplace.” (Bardram & Hansen, 2010, p. 115). The resulting applications AwareMedia and 
AwarePhone supported a wide range of awareness features, including location / presence 
awareness, awareness of schedules and calendars, awareness of the state of operating theatres, and 
awareness of activities of others37. The underlying AWARE architecture contained both a context 
and an awareness layer. The context layer would gather a wide range of information about people, 
rooms, equipment, etc. by monitoring available actuators including Bluetooth, RFID, IR Beacons 
and applications such as calendars. The awareness layer would then request specific information 
and relate them, for instance, to a person’s location (Bluetooth) or activity (calendar).  
2.6.5 Summary	  of	  Context	  and	  Awareness	  
This section provided an overview of an eclectic mix of systems and concepts that have tried to 
specifically relate awareness to the “context of situation”. Mark et al. (1997) used the term 
contextual awareness to describe work situations, and group context to refer to shared conventions. 
Rittenbruch (2002) explored the enrichment of awareness information with “intention” and 
“context-related” information. Event notification infrastructure model (Gross & Prinz, 2003; Prinz 
& Gross, 2004) is, as far as I am aware, the only attempt in the CSCW field to explicitly model 
“working context” through rule-based representations within the system. Additionally, context-
aware computing considered the acquisition, modelling and use of automatically gathered and 
applied context information. 
Of all these concepts, Atmosphere (Rittenbruch, 2002), due to its relationship with the topic of 
this thesis, and the critique of context-aware computing, are the most relevant for the discussion of 
active awareness. My earlier work on Atmosphere provided a starting point for the concepts now 
                                                
37 The authors group these features into four categories, social, temporal, spatial and activity awareness 
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refined and realised within my proposed active awareness model. The critique of context-aware 
computing highlighted the need for tailorability and user-defined information structures when 
considering conceptual representations of context. I will refer to these concepts in the discussion of 
active awareness in Chapter 4. Chapter 3 provides further details on implementations of shared and 
common information spaces.  
2.7 Applied	  awareness	  
In the work considered so far, the predominant focus has been on supporting awareness in an 
office environment. The assumption has been that users are in the workplace and using a standard 
personal computer. In recent years, however, we have seen an increasing amount of research that 
applies awareness to other domains. These domains are numerous, including home living, 
healthcare in homes and in hospitals, education, gaming, industrial workplaces, art installations and 
many others. Fundamental to this research is the concept that new domains mean new awareness 
behaviour and new requirements for awareness support. Perhaps this is the reason for so much 
domain-driven research – it is insufficient to simply apply what is known about awareness in the 
office, so the particular properties of the domain need to be understood before support can be 
provided. In this section I use the domestic domain as an illustrative example. Other domains that 
are receiving a significant amount of attention include health, both home care (e.g. Palen & 
Aaløkke, 2006; Pinelle & Gutwin, 2003) and hospital based (e.g. Bardram & Hansen, 2010; 
Bardram et al., 2006; Bjørn & Hertzum, 2011; Munkvold, Ellingsen & Koksvik, 2006), education 
(e.g. Ganoe et al., 2003) and games (Brown & Bell, 2004; Dyck, Pinelle, Brown & Gutwin, 2003). 
2.7.1 Domestic	  settings	  
While research about applying CSCW to the home environment dates from the late 1990s (e.g. 
Hindus, 1999; Hughes, O'Brien & Rodden, 1998; Junestrand & Tollmar, 1999), this early work 
focussed either on the home as a site for work or on directed communication mechanisms. It was 
not until after 2000 that awareness in the home was addressed explicitly. 
As noted by Strong and Gaver (1996), awareness in personal relationships has a different 
character to workplace awareness. In personal and intimate relationships, such as those found in a 
home environment, the goal is for an emotional connection and feelings of intimacy (Gaver & 
Martin, 2000). The information conveyed is usually about health, activity, environment, 
relationships and events, and must show trends and patterns (Mynatt, Rowan, Craighill & Jacobs, 
2001). 
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The home environment also differs greatly in character from the workplace. The home is often 
thought of as a sanctuary, where everything is intensely personalised to provide a restful, soothing 
environment. Home-based awareness devices must be simple and aesthetically compatible with the 
personal environment (Hindus, Mainwaring, Nicole, Hagström & Bayley, 2001). Home activities 
are also different than the workplace, being less task focussed and comprised of more seemingly 
mundane activities such as coordinating schedules (Edwards & Grinter, 2001). Furthermore, people 
often have strong emotional ties to objects within the home, and purely functional objects are often 
neglected, requiring an awareness device to have strong meaning attached to it (Tollmar & Persson, 
2002). Successful prototypes of home awareness devices incorporated the above principles – they 
were intimate, simple, aesthetically pleasing and emotionally meaningful. 
Most early (early in this context means around 2000–2002) prototypes were severely limited in 
their utility due to technical constraints concerning networking or sensing. The constraints meant 
that any deployment was very small. Extensive field trials have only started appearing recently, 
such as the digital family portrait study (Rowan & Mynatt, 2005), where the technology was the 
result of detailed participatory design some years before (Mynatt et al., 2001). The field study was 
successful in providing a feeling of “peace of mind” amongst distributed family members. Another 
recent field study, also testing the result of an extensive participatory design (Neustaedter & Brush, 
2006), was the study of the LINC home calendar system (Neustaedter, Brush & Greenberg, 2007). 
LINC was designed to support family activity awareness and the resulting coordination activities. 
Recent years have also seen more detailed work on the overall properties of domestic 
awareness. Neustaedter, Elliot, and Greenberg (2006) investigated the different groups of people 
with whom people want to remain in contact and what kinds of information needed to be 
maintained about members of each group. They found that the relevant groupings of contacts were 
home inhabitants, intimate socials and extended socials. Elliot, Neustaedter and Greenberg (2005) 
and Crabtree, Rodden, Hemmings and Benford (2003) investigated the contextual properties of 
location for awareness in the home, showing that where and when devices are deployed is a vital 
factor for their usefulness and uptake. Greenberg, Neustaedter and Elliot (2009) provided a 
comprehensive framework for analysing existing technologies, and eliciting requirement and design 
suggestions to support awareness in the home.  
2.8 Summary	  
In this chapter I have overviewed the depth and breadth of awareness research by summarising a 
wide range of conceptual and technological approaches to awareness. In the context of my 
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dissertation this chapter served several functions. First, it aimed to introduce influential concepts 
that shaped the development of awareness research and are vital to the discussion of active 
awareness, such as media spaces and event-based awareness. Second, it gave a detailed account of 
ethnomethodologically informed workplace studies which provide some of the earliest studied 
examples of the phenomenon of awareness in collaborative work environments. Consequently, 
these studies have inspired the design of many awareness frameworks and system. Third, it 
surveyed a large number of conceptual and interactional ideas implemented within wide range of 
systems and prototypes. Forth, and last it considered alternative aspects of awareness research such 
as the relationship between awareness and “context” and the role of awareness in non-work 
environments. 
The observations made in this chapter are vital for the development of the active awareness 
framework. My discussion of workplace studies showed that actors use a wide range of means 
deliberately and actively to enrich information and make others aware. These aspects have not been 
sufficiently addressed in awareness research to date and strongly motivate the need for active 
awareness. Conversely, the notion of event-based awareness is largely receiver-focussed. In this 
chapter I focussed particularly on a series of systems and prototypes stemming from the CSCW 
research group at GMD that explored the notion of event-based awareness in great detail. Due to 
their strong focus on event subscription and notification, these systems exemplify a strong bias 
towards that management of information by receivers rather than enabling the enrichment of 
information by actors. I will further analyse the role of awareness research with regard to active 
awareness in Chapter 438.  
Having covered awareness research in this chapter, the next chapter addresses research 
specifically relevant to underpin the notion of intentional disclosure.  
  
                                                
38 See Rittenbruch and McEwan (2009) for an overview of historical timelines, trends and potential future research 
directions of awareness. 
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Chapter	  3	  -­‐ Foundations	  II:	  
Sharing	  and	  disclosure	  
3.1 Introduction	  
Awareness research is framed by a larger body of research in CSCW that considers questions 
central to collaboration: how do people create and maintain a shared understanding of their work in 
order to coordinate (work) activities, and more specifically, how can technology support this 
process? In this chapter, I summarise background research pertaining to these broad research 
questions, providing a foundation for one of the principal topics of this dissertation – the intentional 
disclosure and sharing of interior states and motives. 
The notion of intentional disclosure39 – which is central to active awareness – refers to the 
process of enabling actors to enrich awareness information with subjective information so that they 
can share their intimate understanding of their own work activities. While this process of intentional 
disclosure is not specifically referred to in CSCW or HCI research40, some of the underlying 
processes have been addressed, particularly the concept of sharing and the distribution of disclosed 
information. I will first consider three interrelated aspects about sharing in collaboration: sharing 
activities, sharing structure and sharing meaning: 
First, sharing activities summarises a set of systems and approaches that allow people to share 
information about the activities they are engaged in (Section 3.2).  
Second, sharing structure looks at approaches that allow people to maintain and share, and 
negotiate the structure of their digital work environment (Section 3.3). 
Third, sharing meaning addresses conceptual considerations on the role of technology in 
shared understanding (Section 3.4), namely the concept of common information spaces (Bannon & 
                                                
39 I introduce and define this notion and its relation to active awareness in detail in Chapter 4. 
40 In addition to the use of the term disclosure as applied in this dissertation, disclosure is also commonly used in 
research exploring social software where it commonly refers to self-disclosure, the disclosure of personal information to 
peers in social networks (e.g. Brubaker & Hayes, 2011; Farnham & Churchill, 2011). This notion includes the 
disclosure of personal information in profiles (boyd & Heer, 2006), the public articulation of self (or “fake-self”) on 
social networking sites (boyd, 2004 [sic]) and the public disclosure of social networks (Donath & boyd, 2004). While 
these practices are interesting they focus more on the creation of a social network than the support for group 
collaboration and are beyond the scope of this chapter. 
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Bødker, 1997; Schmidt & Bannon, 1992) and the concepts of articulation work and boundary 
objects. 
Germane to the topic of sharing is the consideration of interactional effort - also examined in 
this chapter. Intentional disclosure requires actors to exert additional interactional effort. In Section 
3.5, I summarise a body of work that reflects on the role of effort in collaboration.  
This chapter contributes to addressing the first research aim of this thesis: to show how the 
notion of awareness can be extended to include intentionally disclosed information and in 
particular, to show how intentionally disclosed information can be gathered, represented and linked 
to existing awareness information.  
3.2 Sharing	  activities	  	  
This section examines several specific systems that allow users to share information about their 
activities, intentions and general working context, which provide a background to the discussion of 
intentional disclosure. While it is obvious that any generic system supporting communication 
capabilities between distributed parties could be used for this purpose of sharing descriptions of 
activities, the systems outlined here are more specific. They have been designed for the purpose of 
sharing information, and often allow their users to express this information in a more succinct form 
vis-à-vis the exchange of verbal or written explanations. This overview of information sharing 
systems is relevant to the discussion of direct disclosure41 approaches in Chapter 4. 
3.2.1 Shared	  status	  
Instant	  messaging	  status	  
The potential of instant messaging to support informal interaction and awareness is becoming 
increasingly well understood (Herbsleb, Atkins, Boyer, Handel & Finholt, 2002; Isaacs, 
Walendowski, Whittaker, Schiano & Kamm, 2002; Nardi et al., 2000; Voida, Newstetter & Mynatt, 
2002). Instant messaging clients support awareness about presence and availability through ‘buddy 
lists’ (Rittenbruch & McEwan, 2009). An increasing number of instant messaging clients also 
provide the option to show status messages to other users. Status messages can either be predefined 
messages concerned with availability (e.g. available, busy, away)42, or custom status messages43 
which allow users to define messages freely.  
                                                
41 Direct disclosure is a specific instance of intentional disclosure introduced in Chapter 4. 
42 Found in the original version of ICQ (http://www.icq.com) 
43 E.g. in Apple iChat (http://www.apple.com/macosx/features/ichat/) 
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Status messages have become a focus of research as they have been re-purposed from their 
original function (availability announcements) to allowing users to relay awareness information.  
Smale and Greenberg (2005) investigated how instant messaging clients are used to broadcast 
personal information to other members of a group. Their initial study revealed how people used 
“display name” fields as makeshift status messages to circumvent instant message clients that did 
not support custom status messages. They identified a rich set of communication practices 
employed to communicate different aspects of a person’s work or personal context to others: 
current activities, emotional state, location, personal comments and opinions. 
Microblogging	  
While the use of IM status messages evolved over time to include more than just presence 
status, micro-blogging (MB) services such as Twitter44, identi.ca45 and Facebook46 status 
messages were built exclusively around the notion of sharing “status” information. Questions posed 
by these services range from “What are you doing?”47 and “What’s happening?” 48 to “What’s on 
your mind?”49. MB messages (e.g. tweets) are free-form short messages, commonly limited to 140 
characters. Depending on the tool and mode used, messages are either broadcasted and can be 
listened to by anybody or send to a closed group of followers or friends.  
While research on Twitter and other microblogging services was very scarce up to 2007, 
there is now a plethora of work on the use of these services in collaborative settings, ranging from 
the use of Twitter for informal communication in work settings (e.g. Zhao & Rosson, 2009), to 
the social sharing of emotions (Kivran-Swaine & Naaman, 2011), to the use of microblogging in 
disaster response (e.g. Qu, Huang, Zhang & Zhang, 2011; Shklovski, Palen & Sutton, 2008). 
Studying the role Twitter at work, Zhao and Rosson (2009) found that the use of Twitter 
enhanced information sharing, allowed people to keep a “pulse” on colleagues they did not 
encounter in their everyday work routines and improved interpersonal relationship between people 
who did not know each other well. The authors argue that the technology’s characteristics, in 
particular the enforced message brevity and the broadcast nature of the medium contributed to its 
success, as it reduced the participants cost of disclosing and sharing information. 




47 twitter.com question up to November 2009 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twitter) 
48 twitter.com question (retrieved 24/10/2011) 
49 facebook.com question (retrieved 24/10/2011) 
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3.2.2 Today	  messages	  
Today messages evolved in a lab of software engineers as part of their software development 
process. They emailed free-form messages titled ‘today’, outlining activities and any other 
information they chose to disclose. Six groups of engineers and their use of today messages and 
were then studied by Brush and Borning (2005). They hypothesized that the simplicity of process 
may lead to a lower conceptual load for study participants in comparison to more involved formal 
reporting. The hypothesis was confirmed: participants perceived the effort involved in reading and 
writing ‘today’ messages as low. Some users, in comparison however, perceived the lack of a 
format as unproductive. The study found that the content of ‘today’ messages varied between 
individuals and groups, with some including critiques into their messages and others sharing more 
personal information. A determining factor for the continued use of ‘today messages’ was the 
participation rate of group leaders. The authors went on to suggest several technical implications for 
the use of today messages. First, subscriptions should be flexible and not bound to a mailing list so 
that users can subscribe to the today messages in which they are interested. Second, ‘today’ 
messages should promote reciprocity; therefore, users should be able to determine who is reading 
their message 
The idea of ‘today’ messages has also been applied in Smale and Greenberg’s ‘Transient Life’ 
system (2006). Transient Life was a sidebar which supported users in gathering transient 
information on the fly. The information gets collected and was sent out in the form of a ‘today’ 
message by user request. The type of information gathered by Transient Life includes, lists of 
activities, to-do’s, emotional status and photos.  
3.2.3 Single-­‐click	  sharing	  
Single-click interfaces like CoffeeBiff (Fitzpatrick et al., 1999) are closely related to the concept 
of direct disclosure, a specific instantiation of intentional disclosure which I will discuss in Chapter 
4. In this subsection I briefly look at the historical development of the biff concept. I will then 
describe a system called Virtual Intimate Objects (VIO) which follows a similar approach, but 
focuses on transmitting emotional states. 
A	  History	  of	  Biff	  
In October 1980 BSD 4.0, a Unix variant, developed at the University of California, Berkeley 
by group of graduate students (led famously by Bill Joy) was released to the world. It included a 
tiny command line program called "biff" named after a dog owned by one of the students, Heidi 
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Stettner (Salus, 1994). The program monitored the user's mailbox and, when mail arrived, either 
wrote a message to the terminal or simply rang the terminal bell to notify the user. 
 
 
Figure 3-1: Xbiff interface 
In February 1986 the X Window System, a graphical windowing system developed at MIT was 
released including a small graphical program called 'xbiff' which duplicated biff's essential function 
but graphically used a small image of an American-style mailbox to notify the user. The window 
showed the mailbox with its flag down if there was no mail, with the flag up if mail was found. The 
user could reset the flag by clicking on the window - the flag would drop until more mail arrived 
(see Figure 3-1). 
In May 1997 Elvin, a distributed event routing service developed by Bill Segall and David 
Arnold at DSTC50 was released (Segall & Arnold, 1997). One of the first client programs for Elvin 
was 'xebiff' which used the Elvin infrastructure to monitor the user's mailbox. The developers 
thought that since Elvin's function was to route information it made a natural way to handle 
notifications for users and the basic 'xebiff' function made a simple demo (D. Arnold, personal 
communication, November 18, 2005). 
A student working with the Elvin project was very fond of a multi-player videogame called 
'xpilot' and was always keen to find partners to play with. He adapted the xebiff program to make 
'xpilotbiff' - using the xpilot icon in place of the mailbox. Players signalled their desire to start a 
game by clicking on their icon, which caused all the other potential players' icons to change state, 
signalling that someone was in the game and ready to play. 
                                                
50 The Distributed Systems Technology Centre (DSTC) was a Cooperative Research Centre funded by the Australian 
government, that ran from 1992 to 2006. The centre gave rise to a number of influential CSCW systems and research 
theories, including Elvin, Worlds, Orbit and the Locales Framework. 
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Figure 3-2: CoffeeBiff interface 
Shortly after that, a second simple adaptation was developed to signal an intent to visit the 
coffee room. This program, 'xcoffeebiff', incorporated several novel features. By clicking on the 
program's coffeecup icon, all users' corresponding icons changed state, displayed a scrolling 
username display of the names of users who had clicked on the icon. This incremented a counter so 
users could see at a glance how many people were heading for coffee (Fitzpatrick et al., 1999). 
Figure 3-2 shows a screenshot of CoffeeBiff, a version of xcoffeebiff running on PCs. The biff has 
been activated by one user, The name of the user who activated the biff, “Geraldine”, is scrolling 
across the username display. 
This sequence of related tools introduces concepts that are each important to the AnyBiff, 
introduced in Chapter 5. First, the notion of a simple indicator of a state change, unobtrusively 
within the user's field of view. Second, the notions of tying the simple notifier to an agreed action or 
state and indicating intent to participate by clicking. Third, augmenting the simple display to 
indicate which people have signalled their intent. 
Virtual	  intimate	  objects	  
Virtual Intimate Objects (VIO) (Kaye, 2006) is a simple system that allows remote partners to 
express and share intimacy and their feelings (see Figure 3-3). The interface consists of a set of red 
circles representing individual partners. When the circle is clicked it turns red and fades over time. 
A remote person can see their partner’s status by hovering over the circle. The author found that the 
despite the extremely low bandwidth of the system (1 bit of actual message) it created an emotional 
awareness of remote partners based on their shared context and understanding of the situation.  
 
Figure 3-3: Virtual Intimate Object interface (from Kaye, Levitt, Nevins, Golden & Schmidt, 2005) 
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Similar approaches transmit audio signals to create emotional connections. For instance, 
Baharin and Mühlberger (2009) study the use of audio objects in the context of Telecare51. They 
linked remote audio cues to domestic devices, allowing users to intentionally or unintentionally 
send sounds to relatives, by using the device.  
3.3 Sharing	  structure	  
In this section I discuss systems and approaches that create and maintain concepts that help 
users to structure their shared digital work environment. These include shared workspaces, 
specialisations of shared workspaces as well as tagging and folksonomies. I will further compare 
these systems in Chapter 4 in the context of indirect disclosure52 approaches.  
3.3.1 Shared	  workspaces	  
The shared workspace metaphor has been a common metaphor for the design of groupware 
systems for over 20 years. The term is used widely and refers to concepts that imitate shared 
physical workspaces53 (e.g. Ishii, 1990; Ishii & Arita, 1991), implement shared media spaces (e.g. 
Bly et al., 1993; Borning & Travers, 1991; Buxton & Moran, 1990; Dourish & Bly, 1992; Fisch et 
al., 1990; Fisch et al., 1992; Gaver et al., 1992; Mantei et al., 1991; Stults, 1986) and provide shared 
data repositories that contain additional functionality to support collaboration. A number of systems 
that support awareness incorporate the latter notion of shared workspaces, e.g. DIVA (Sohlenkamp 
& Chwelos, 1994), GroupDesk (Fuchs et al., 1995), BSCW (Bentley et al., 1995), TeamRooms 
(Roseman & Greenberg, 1996) and Orbit (Mansfield, Kaplan, Phelps, et al., 1997) to name just a 
few.  
Shared workspaces however, are not just as a means to structure information, but can also be 
understood as a mechanism that enables users to share with others and negotiate the context that 
this structure represents. While it is widely understood that there is a complex interaction between 
technological artefacts and social practice (De Souza, Froehlich & Dourish, 2005), surprisingly few 
studies have explored the role that shared categorisations, represented by workspaces, play in the 
creation of shared meaning54. Mark and Prinz (1997) point to additional challenges. They showed 
that while users effectively cooperate through shared workspaces, they can still fail to understand 
                                                
51 Remote care of physically less able people living in their own homes 
52 Indirect disclosure is one of two specific instances of intentional disclosure introduced in Chapter 4. 
53 Gutwin (1997) elaborates on the characteristics of tabletop-sized physical workspaces.  
54 De Souza et al. (2005) point to more general work, not directly related to shared workspaces, that explores the 
complex interplay between classification schemes and their role in social processes, for instance Bower and Star’s work 
(1999) on the international classification of diseases and Latour and Woolgar’s work (1979) on inscription – describing 
the relationship between social and work arrangements and the artefacts of work.  
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the common conventions represented by those spaces. The result is a fragmentation of the shared 
understanding, resulting in a multitude of potentially incoherent interpretations of information.  
A number of systems aim to address this problem. Both TaskTracer (Dragunov et al., 2005) and 
UMEA (Kaptelinin, 2003) use activity analysis to suggest appropriate categorisations to users. 
SWO (Prinz & Zaman, 2005) has the same function, but in addition uses content analysis. While 
these automated techniques might be useful where hierarchies are well established, they do not 
directly support the vital task of communicating and negotiating new and alternative structures. 
Other systems conceptually extend the notion of shared workspaces. Orbit55for example, 
(Mansfield, Kaplan, Phelps, et al., 1997) which is based on the Locales framework (Fitzpatrick, 
2003) provides interface mechanisms allowing users to chose different levels of involvement in a 
workspace. Macadam (Dourish, Lamping & Rodden, 1999) allows users to individually customise 
workspaces while maintaining an overall consistent reference structure (discussed in the next 
section).  
3.3.2 Placeless	  documents	  
Placeless Documents56 was a Xeroc PARC research project that introduced a number of 
innovations with regard to the management of shared categorisations. The overarching vision for 
the project was to improve the way in which documents were organised and managed. The resulting 
Presto document management system (Dourish, Edwards, LaMarca & Salisbury, 1999) supported 
meta-data that allowed users to access documents according to a wide range of arbitrary properties.  
Dourish, Lamping and Rodden (1999) drew on and appropriated this work to explore the trade-
off between customisation and intelligibility of shared categories. The work was a response to 
problems found in a government engineering department aiming to digitalise their paper documents. 
They authors argued that intelligibility of shared categories across whole organisations would be 
difficult to achieve57. While it is often necessary to customise shared categories so that they can be 
adapted to local conditions, these local customisations may conflict with the pre-existing 
customisations of other organisational units. To address these issues the authors designed a 
conceptual model that allowed different users to maintain individualised representations of a shared 
categories, referred to as “contexts”. The model was based on a hierarchical layering approach 
where each context layer’s changes compared to the parent layer were recorded. Each context could 
be traced back to the original classification scheme allowing users to share content despite the fact 
                                                
55 Discussed in Chapter 2. 
56 http://www2.parc.com/csl/projects/placeless/ 
57 The general problem of shared customisations and tailorability of groupware in general has been highlighted in 
previous research (e.g. Grudin, 1994; MacLean et al., 1990; Mørch, 1997; Stiemerling et al., 1997) 
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that they had diverging schemes. The model was implemented and explored through Macadam, a 
design prototype based on Presto.  
Appropriation	  
Dourish (2003) extended his work on customisation, originally explored in Placeless 
Documents, by scrutinising the topic of appropriation. Appropriation is concerned with: “the way in 
which technologies are adopted, adapted and incorporated into working practices” (2003, p. 467). 
Dourish’s take on appropriation differs from existing work on the adoption and evolving use of 
groupware. The latter line of research is concerned with how social and organisational factors 
impact on the use and adoption of groupware (e.g. Andriessen, Hettinga & Wulf, 2003; Orlikowski, 
1992; Törpel, Pipek & Rittenbruch, 2003; Tyre & Orlikowski, 1994) and how the introduction of 
groupware in turn impacts on the organisational structure (e.g. Orlikowski, 1996). Dourish’s work 
on appropriation, by contrast, focused on the technical aspects of appropriation and considered how 
these technologies need to be designed to support appropriation. Drawing on the work in Placeless 
documents he presented three design principles. First, appropriable systems need to support 
multiple perspectives on information: “Appropriable systems need to support the different 
perspectives that different people might have on information, and support them in moving fluidly 
from one view to another. In turn this implies a separation between information and the structures 
that describe it.” (2003, pp. 481-482). The second design criterion was to preserve visibility, i.e. 
display opportunities for action and the consequences of these actions58. Third, appropriable 
technologies should make information sharing an application matter rather than an infrastructure 
matter (Dourish, 2003, p. 483), i.e. information sharing mechanisms should be task-specific and 
driven by the specific context of use, rather than a general model of sharing.  
The work on customisation and appropriation demonstrates that conceptual and interactional 
approaches can offer solutions to the problem of representing shared understanding through 
technological means. 
3.3.3 Tagging	  and	  folksonomies	  
Tagging is an alternative approach to categorising information, originating in the field of social 
software. Social software shares many aspects with groupware in that it allows people to share and 
collaborate, but is mostly focused on social, non-corporate environments. The term social software 
comprises a loosely defined set of mostly web-based systems that enable practices like sharing of 
ideas, music recommendations, blogging, commenting, shared editing, shared categorising, and so 
                                                
58 A similar notion has been explored by Wulf and Golombek (2001) who propose ‘exploration environments’, which 
provide a preview of customisations in groupware to show how other users would be affected by it. 
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on. Social software marks a shift from commercially produced content to user-generated content. 
While the term was initially linked to systems like wikis and weblogs, it now addresses a much 
wider set of systems and services. While the HCI community has been previously concerned with 
“social computing” and “social navigation” (Dieberger, Dourish, Höök, Resnick & Wexelblat, 
2000), many of the innovations in social software have been driven by the web community. 
However, social software has since been “discovered” as a research topic in HCI (e.g. Lampe, 
Ellison & Steinfield, 2006; Mansfield et al., 2002; Millen, Feinberg & Kerr, 2006).  
Tagging is a practice common to many social software systems, originating on ‘social 
bookmarking sites’59 but quickly spread to other services. It describes the practice of attaching 
keywords to postings of photos60 or other content and URLs. Tags are freely formed and do not 
adhere to pre-defined categories and they allow users to discover related posts or content that has 
been identified by the same keyword(s). Thus tags form a loosely structured, user-defined 
categorisation space often referred to as folksonomy. Weighted lists or tag clouds that show the 
popularity of certain terms and tags.  
There is an growing body of work that studies how tagging is used to support collaboration, for 
instance through the integration of tags into recommender systems (Sen et al., 2006), to support 
asynchronous distributed software development (Storey, Cheng, Bull & Rigby, 2006) to relate 
content semantically and to share common interests (e.g. Golder & Huberman, 2006; 2009). 
In contrast to the processes involved in intentional disclosure, the process of tagging does not 
necessarily need to be undertaken with the explicit intention of sharing content or categories. 
Golder and Huberman (2006) found that a considerable amount of tagging on the social 
bookmarking site Delicious is done for personal use. However the authors moot that as sites 
which use tags are generally public, other users can browse content and tags and receive 
‘recommendations’ even if they were unintentional. The use of tags can also differ significantly 
between services (Marlow, Naaman, boyd & Davis, 2006). When comparing tagging behaviour in 
Delicious and Twitter, Huang, Thornton and Efimiadis (2010) found that tags in Twitter, 
are less commonly used for the purpose of categorisation, but instead allow users to join existing 
discussion and function as “micro-memes”, catchy, often short-lived phrases that represent topics. 
                                                
59 E.g. Delicious (http://delicious.com)  
60 E.g. Flickr (http://www.flickr.com) 
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3.4 Sharing	  meaning	  
The systems considered in the previous two sections, sharing activities and sharing structure, 
both help to establish shared understanding. In this section I address, in a broader sense, the 
problems surrounding shared meaning by summarising the concept of common information spaces 
(Bannon & Bødker, 1997; Schmidt & Bannon, 1992) and briefly discussing articulation work and 
boundary objects. 
3.4.1 Common	  information	  spaces	  
Common information spaces (CIS) (Bannon & Bødker, 1997; Schmidt & Bannon, 1992) are 
concerned with the problem of shared meaning: “Cooperative work is not facilitated simply by the 
provision of a shared database, but requires the active construction by the participants of a 
common information space where the meanings of the shared objects are debated and resolved, at 
least locally and temporally. Objects must thus be interpreted and assigned meaning, meanings that 
are achieved by specific actors on specific occasions of use.” (Schmidt & Bannon, 1992, p. 27).  
The notion of CIS has served as an inspiration for a number of studies. For example, studies on 
placeless documents61 (Dourish, Lamping, et al., 1999), supporting information provision in 
intensive care units (Reddy & Dourish, 2001), distributed software development (De Souza et al., 
2005), and supporting coordination in architectural design practices (Schmidt, 2003) have all 
referred to CIS.  
Bannon and Bødker (1997) highlighted a number of issues with regard to sharing meaning. 
These include the fact that distributed information about objects may not retain the origins of the 
information or the context within which it was produced. The authors further pointed out that 
moving information across organisational units can lead to “ontological drift” – the distortion of 
meaning if information moves across semantic boundaries. In order to explore the use of CIS, 
Bannon and Bødker (1997) considered four dimensions. First, in tightly-coupled co-located 
collaboration (e.g. Bentley et al., 1992; Harper et al., 1989; Heath & Luff, 1991a; Heath & Luff, 
1992; Hughes et al., 1988; Kraut et al., 1988)62, team members do not have the time to package 
information, but assume others can interpret events correctly due to an intensively shared context. 
Second, in more loosely coupled distributed work environments, sharing meaning requires overt 
and explicit action. The authors acknowledged that adding information (that conveys meaning) to a 
CIS requires additional information on behalf of the sender (packaging) as well as the receiver 
                                                
61 Also covered in Section 3.3.2 
62 I have covered these workplace studies in Chapter 2. 
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(decoding). The third dimension concerned trust. In some cases there was a reason not to reveal all 
available information, e.g. in order to hide unwanted complexity, to protect privacy and for 
organisational and legal reasons. Last, the authors suggested that human mediators can help both 
producers and consumers to package and interpret information in a CIS. While Bannon and Bødker 
(1997) acknowledge the effort involved in creating and receiving additional information, practical 
implications of how to address this problem were not discussed. I will further discuss the role of 
effort in collaborative work in general in this chapter (Section 3.5) and then more specifically in 
relation to intentional disclosure in Chapter 4. 
The notion of CIS has to be understood as a broad concept used to facilitate the examination of 
how to share meaning between distributed collaborators, rather than a practical framework that 
aided the design of these spaces. Nonetheless, the work on CIS shares important aspects with the 
notion of intentional disclosure. Both concepts propose that enriching information allows the 
receivers of information a better understanding of the context in which objects were created or how 
activities took place. Both concepts also propose that people take an active role in producing this 
additional information.  
3.4.2 Articulation	  work	  and	  boundary	  objects	  
Articulation work (Gerson & Star, 1986; Strauss, 1988, 2003) is a commonly discussed 
dimension of collaborative work that further supports the necessity for intentional disclosure and 
the sharing of meaning. Articulation work addresses the fact that collaborative work requires a 
significant amount of coordination to function. Work needs to be partitioned into units and shared 
across a set of co-workers. However, due to differing perspectives and goals between actors, this is 
a complex process. Schmidt and Simone (1996, p. 158) acknowledge this complexity in their 
description of articulation work: “To deal with this source of confusion and disorder, individual 
and yet interdependent activities must be coordinated, scheduled, aligned, meshed, integrated, etc, - 
in short: articulated. That is, the orderly accomplishment of cooperative work requires what has 
been termed articulation work.” 
The notion of articulation work was influential in CSCW (e.g. Schmidt & Bannon, 1992) in that 
it helped to highlight the relevance of coordination activities, which were often considered less 
relevant in rationalistic work approaches (Fitzpatrick, 2003) (Schmidt & Simone, 1996). 
Boundary objects, often discussed within the context of articulation work, are a specific 
mechanism for coordination. Star and Griesemer (1989, p. 393) introduced the concept as follows: 
“Boundary objects are objects which are both plastic enough to adapt to local needs and 
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constraints of the several parties employing them, yet robust enough to maintain a common identity 
across sites. They are weakly structured in common use, and become strongly structured in 
individual-site use. They may be abstract or concrete. They have different meanings in different 
social worlds but their structure is common enough to more than one world to make them 
recognizable, a means of translation. The creation and management of boundary objects is key in 
developing and maintaining coherence across intersecting social worlds.” Bechky (2003) showed 
how boundary object can facilitate consensus and allowing different communities to apply their 
local context to a collaborative activity.  
3.5 Effort	  in	  collaborative	  work	  
In this section I explore work related to classifying and distinguishing different aspects of effort 
in collaborative work. I will discuss two underpinning bodies of work. The first one is the 
“Disparity in work and benefit” problem which Grudin discussed (1988) and later re-purposed 
(1994) as part of his discussion of the challenges that (groupware) developers face. Cockburn & 
Jones (1995) expanded this discussion and identified different aspects of effort. The second body of 
work is Social Exchange Theory, an influential conceptual paradigm for understanding human 
exchange. It is commonly employed in anthropology, social psychology and sociology. A 
comprehensive discussion of social exchange theory is well beyond the scope of this thesis. I 
nonetheless aim to summarise some of the core principles of this paradigm, as it offers a 
significantly more detailed view on cost and benefit than is contained in Grudin’s work. I conclude 
this section with a discussion of the potential usefulness of both concepts for the design of active 
awareness. 
3.5.1 Collaboration	  effort	  
Effort is a dimension of activity that refers to various aspects of collaborative work. The effort 
required to complete tasks, as well as the effort required for the collaboration itself – 
communication and coordination – are involved. However, the role of effort in the design of 
collaborative work is not easily discerned. From an interaction design point of view, effort, or its 
counterpart effortlessness, sits somewhere between a traditional usability goal, and a user 
experience goal, such as being fun, motivating or rewarding.  
Like other user experience goals, effort can be difficult to quantify. The effort that is involved in 
using a system or completing a task is a relative concept which is subjectively perceived. 
Traditional quantitative usability measures, such as task completion time or cognitive load (e.g. 
Paas, Tuovinen, Tabbers & Van Gerven, 2003; Taib & Ruiz, 2008) have been used to measure 
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aspects of effort, but do not sufficiently account for inter- and intra-individual differences in 
perceiving effort63 (e.g. Maltby, Day & Macaskill, 2010; Tyler, 1965). 
Collaborative group work adds an additional layer of complexity to the discussion of effort, as 
evidenced by questions such as:  
• What is the perceived effort of a particular task for a group as a whole?  
• How do individual assessments of effort change between group members?  
• How do aspects of group composition, group conflict, miscommunication etc., impact on 
the perceived effort of a task?  
• How does the effort that one group expends compare to the effort of another group? 
Effort may also have significant implications for the viability of the concept of active awareness 
and is therefore important to consider in this thesis. Questions relevant to this discussion include: 
“Do people, given the opportunity, have an interest in enriching (awareness) information, so others 
can better understand this information? How do people perceive the additional effort required to 
produce this information?“. This thesis aims to answer these questions in situ through the design 
and evaluation of systems that implement specific aspects of active awareness. The notion of effort, 
additionally, is useful when considering active awareness at a conceptual level. The dimension of 
effort will be used to discuss potential challenges to building a framework of active awareness.  
Active awareness is dependent on a person’s intentional disclosure of their work tasks and 
processes, and effort is also significantly implicated in this process. This thesis tests the theory that 
effort may be a helpful dimension when trying to distinguish different approaches to intentional 
disclosure, and that different levels of effort are linked to different types of interactions.  
3.5.2 Group	  benefit	  problem	  and	  effort	  
In 1988, Grudin published an article that reflected upon three challenges designers of groupware 
are facing (Grudin, 1988). He extended this list of challenges in his 1994 publication and proposed 
a set of eight challenges (Grudin, 1994). His expressed aim was to make developers aware of the 
challenges inherent in the social dynamics of groups and call for a “better understanding of work 
environments” (Grudin, 1994, p. 95). The first challenge listed in both publications, is the disparity 
between work and benefit  - the unequal distribution of effort and benefit across groupware systems. 
                                                
63 Differential psychology is concerned with how preferences differ between people (inter) as well as within people 
over time (intra). Studies in differential psychology were commonly drawn on in the discussion of adaptability and 
tailorability within HCI and CSCW (e.g. Bentley & Dourish, 1995; Stiemerling et al., 1997; Trigg & Bødker, 1994). 
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The assumption was that groupware systems require different users to exert different levels of effort 
and gain different amounts of benefit, depending on roles, responsibilities, prior experience and so 
on. Grudin’s assumption was supported by three examples: an electronic calendaring system, a 
voice annotation feature and a project management application. The examples focussed largely on 
issues linked to the adoption and acceptance of monolithic groupware systems, introduced to a 
company following a decision by management. As such Grudin’s work reflects its time and shows 
similarities with Orlikowski’s work on the introduction of Lotus Notes (1992) and other work that 
was concerned with the real-world impact of groupware (e.g. Bowers, 1994; Harper, 1992). As a 
potential solution, Grudin suggested that users be involved in the design process, in particular when 
considering the potential benefits for all group members.  
Types	  of	  effort	  &	  design	  principles	  
Cockburn & Jones (1995) drew on Grudin’s work and suggested a set of four design principles 
which address different reasons for groupware failure. The authors considered ‘effort’ to be the key 
element of their “vicious circle of dependencies in groupware adoption” (see figure below).  
 
Figure 3-4: "The 'vicious circle' of dependencies in groupware adoption” (Cockburn & Jones, 1995, p. 
199) 
The authors expanded on the notion of effort and discussed four aspects:  effort inherent in 
collaboration, effort of the system requirements, effort imposed by a lack of flexibility, and the 
effort imposed by the lack of integration. These are summarised below. 
Effort inherent in collaboration - the authors argued that participants expend a greater amount 
of effort in distributed settings as they are required to use non-face-to-face interaction mechanisms. 
This effect is likely to be compounded by the use of computers that add an additional layer of 
complexity. 
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Effort of system requirements - Groupware systems need to have a wide range of 
requirements to accommodate the needs of all users and these may potentially conflict with each 
other. One strategy to address this is to allow users to provide additional “guidance” to the system 
during the interaction. Cockburn & Jones (1995) used the example of semi-structured message 
templates, where users are required to manually provide additional user-specific information. 
Effort imposed by lacking flexibility: The authors critiqued inflexible systems that impose 
work routines which do not accommodate the users’ actual routines. They argued that these systems 
are unlikely to be popular and will impose additional effort (and potentially fail). 
Effort imposed by lacking integration: participants within a work environment need to 
expend effort when they are forced to integrate information from different systems that lack 
interoperability.  
To address these issues Cockburn & Jones (1995) introduced a set of four groupware design 
principles: ‘maximise personal acceptance’, ‘minimise requirements’, ‘minimise constraints’ and 
‘external integration’. Each of these abstract principles were exemplified by concrete strategies in 
order to help groupware designers and developers to implement the recommendations. 
For example, as part of the  ‘minimise requirements’ principle, the authors discussed a strategy 
labelled “Enable shifts of cost and benefits”. The strategy suggests designing groupware systems 
that combine maximisation of personal benefit, and accommodate the users’ differing levels of 
willingness to contribute. The authors cited Goldberg & Nichols (1992), as an example for such an 
approach: “through collaborative ‘information filtering’ it [the Tapestry system] exploits those 
people who are willing to altruistically carry out additional work.” (Cockburn & Jones, 1995, p. 
203) 
3.5.3 Social	  exchange	  theory	  
Social Exchange theory has its’ roots in anthropology, social psychology (e.g. Homans, 1958; 
Homans, 1961; Thibaut & Kelley, 1959) and sociology, and is an influential conceptual paradigm 
for understanding human exchange (e.g. Blau, 1964; Emerson, 1976). It has not been widely 
applied within CSCW research to date, but the theory may offer a framework that leads to a greater 
understanding of effort than other existing concepts. 
Social exchange theory posits that interpersonal behaviour is in essence an exchange that 
involves the subjective evaluation of both costs and rewards (Chen & Gaines, 1997; Zafirovski, 
2003). Satisfaction with an exchange relationship is determined by the rewards received and the 
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costs (or effort) extended, both of which can be material and symbolic. Cropanzano and Mitchell 
described the central essence of social exchange theory as “Social exchange comprises actions 
contingent on the rewarding reactions of others, which over time provide for mutually and 
rewarding transactions and relationships” (2005, p. 890). Reciprocity is a core principle of social 
exchange. “Assuming that exchange transactions are reciprocal, if reciprocity is not observed such 
transactions will tend to eventually discontinue. In psychological terms, an exchange is therefore 
defined as social interaction that is characterized by reciprocal stimuli or mutual reinforcements.” 
(Zafirovski, 2003, para. 3). 
Thibaut and Kelley (1959) introduced a number of additional concepts to account for a persons’ 
previous experiences. The comparison level (CL) accounts for previous experiences and determines 
the expectation a person has towards an exchange relationship. If the comparison level is low, 
people are more satisfied with the outcome of a social exchange as compared to a high comparison 
level. In short, the comparison level determines what a person feels he or she “deserves”. The 
comparison level of alternatives (CLalt) is concerned with the stability of an exchange relationship. 
It poses that an individual considers a number of alternatives during an exchange. The comparison 
level of alternatives is the lowest outcome a person will accept before discontinuing the current 
exchange relationship and choosing an alternative. 
Limitations	  
I will briefly look at some of the limitations of Social Exchange theory in order to provide a 
broader context of the applicability of the concept in CSCW research. 
While the theory has been widely used in a number of disciplines, it has also drawn significant 
criticism. Miller (2005) critiqued traditional social exchange theory as reducing social interaction to 
a series of economic exchanges that are based on rational choice. Zafirovski (2003) mirrored this 
concern: “ (…) social exchange theory, like the rational choice model, boils down to an extension 
of utilitarianism or economic reductionism (Hodgson, 1998, cited by Zafirovski, 2003) and 
behaviorism or hedonism rather than being an endeavor in the sociological-anthropological 
tradition (…)” (2003, para. 39). He further questions the empirical validity of the theory: “(…) its 
economics-style axiomatism (rational choice versions) is resistant to empirical testing, or its 
psychological experimentation (behavioral variants) is construed as evidence.” (2003, para. 39). 
He concludes: “Hence, at the heart of the problematic character of social exchange theory is that 
their advocates ‘do not always theorize exchange [but] rather than explaining markets and 
exchange, they employ markets or exchange to explain social and economic life’ (Lie, 1992, cited 
by Zafirovski, 2003)” (2003, para. 50). 
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Discussion	  
The aim of this section was to assess to what extent work and theories related to the social cost 
of effort can offer guidance on how to address the interactional effort involved in intentional 
disclosure. However, the discussion shows that the dimension effort in collaborative work is still 
not well understood. Neither of the discussed concepts offers specific guidance on how to address 
the interactional effort involved in intentional disclosure. 
Grudin’s work on the challenges of groupware design has been popular64 and addressed the 
manifestly relevant aspects of designing technology for collaborative work. However, with regard 
to the cost / benefit challenge, his work (1988, 1994) offered little explanation or differentiation. 
The cost/benefit challenge was seemingly derived from “common-sense” examples, rather than 
based on evidence found in studies of collaborative work. Cockburn and Jones (1995) presented a 
more differentiated consideration of the role of effort in groupware. However, as the authors 
pointed out themselves, the relevance and applicability of the presented criteria was potentially 
limited by the lack of evaluation and empirical grounding. 
While Social Exchange theory provides a more differentiated view on effort, compared to 
Grudin’s work, the application of the theory in CSCW research is also problematic for several 
reasons. First, rather than focussing on group interaction, classical social exchange theory 
emphasises the dyadic interactions between two individuals (Chen & Gaines, 1997). Social 
psychologists have discussed the theory in the context of groups (Thibaut & Kelley, 1959), 
however, this work has largely focussed on the development of relationships rather than the process 
of collaborative work (Vaughan & Hogg, 2005). Second, while social exchange theory has gained 
some traction in the field of Information Systems, there is little evidence that it has been applied in 
any significant manner in CSCW research. An exception is the work examining online communities 
by Chen and Gaines (1997) who use social exchange theory to discuss how participation patterns in 
collaborative communities on the web differ from the use of groupware, and Suhonen, Lampinen, 
Cheshire and Antin (2010) who looked at user motivation in online gift exchange.  
I will further complement and contrast the views of effort and benefit discussed here with 
findings from ethnographic studies on awareness (Heath et al., 2002) in Chapter 4. 
                                                
64 Microsoft academic (http://academic.research.microsoft.com) counts a total of 481 citation for (Grudin, 1994) as 
opposed to an average citation count of 19.87 for Communications of the ACM. Retrieved 4 April 2011. 
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3.6 Summary	  
The aim of this chapter was to present additional background research not directly related to 
awareness research, but relevant to the arguments presented in this dissertation. The chapter 
covered research related to two important concepts: the sharing of intentionally disclosed 
information and effort. With regards to sharing I summarised research that provides possible 
solutions to the problem of using digital means to share information about activities in a shared 
work environments, the structures used to describe these work environments and the meaning 
attributed to these structures and actions. The overview shows that there are a range of systems and 
mechanisms that support the intentional disclosure of information. With regard to effort I compared 
the role of effort in collaborative work with a more general interpretation of effort found in Social 
Exchange theory. However, I have shown that the applicability of the considered concepts is 
limited.  
The described approaches and systems provide a baseline that will allow me to compare 
existing approaches with new concepts of intentional disclosure introduced as part of my 
framework of active awareness in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter	  4	  -­‐ Active	  awareness	  
4.1 Introduction	  
In this chapter, I present the framework of active awareness. The framework explores and exposes a 
set of conceptual considerations intended to aid designers of awareness systems to better 
understand the implications of allowing users to share the reasons, intentions and context of their 
actions. It further provides practical criteria to guide the design of systems that implement 
different types of active awareness. The framework draws on and extends previous work on 
awareness presented in Chapter 2 and background research on sharing and disclosure presented in 
Chapter 3. In particular, the framework highlights shortcomings of existing awareness research – 
outlined in Chapter 1 – that actor / receiver-based approaches, such as event-based awareness, 
overly emphasise the role of receivers, while neglecting the intimate understanding actors have of 
their actions.  
The framework addresses the second research aim explored in this thesis: how active awareness 
can be conceptually represented in a structured manner in order to allow designers of collaborative 
systems to choose the appropriate awareness mechanisms for their system.  
The framework itself is underpinned by the two central notions of active awareness and 
intentional disclosure. I will briefly define these notions at this juncture to clarify the terminology.  
 
Figure 4-1: Definition active awareness 
Active awareness is based on the process of intentionally disclosing information 
about activities to others. I refer to this process of describing interior information and 
sharing this information with others as intentional disclosure. Active awareness 
refers to the overall concept that relates to how awareness can be maintained by using 
actively shared information, while intentional disclosure refers to the mechanism that 
implements active awareness. Enriched awareness information is awareness 
information that includes intentionally disclosed information. 
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The term intentional disclosure highlights two essential qualities. First, intentional refers to the 
fact that the provision of information is a deliberate act65. A person provides information actively 
and knowingly with the intention of sharing this information with others. Second, disclosure 
pertains to the epistemological dichotomy between interior and exterior information. Interior 
information relates to an individual’s subjectivity, such as intentions, moods, thoughts, ideas and so 
on. Interior information cannot be observed externally66, unless it is communicated through facial 
expressions, gestures, verbal or written communication. Subsequently, the full subjective meaning 
of an action is not available to anybody, but the actor. 
Examples of active awareness and intentional disclosure can be found in many everyday 
(collaborative) situations. To demonstrate this point I will list a number of examples below. 
4.1.1 Examples	  of	  intentional	  disclosure	  
Disclosing activities: People share activities with others that are otherwise difficult to observe. 
For example, when a person’s activity is obscured from view, they can talk out loud in order to 
share information with others. Heath et al. (2002) described how co-workers deliberately 
emphasised words during a phone conversation so they could be overheard and their actions be 
understood by co-workers. 
Disclosing intentions: People commonly share intentions with others, for instance by making 
declarations such as “I am about to go to lunch”. The use of a car indicator is a low-level 
technically mediated example of sharing intentions.  The sharing of intentions can rely heavily on 
conventions. For instance, the use of car indicators is governed by road rules as well as social 
conventions67. 
Disclosing reasons: People can share the reasons why they are engaging in activities. This 
behaviour can be triggered by a request (e.g. “Please explain”), or be provided pro-actively in order 
to meet an anticipated request or need. A person might say “I’ve got to send this now, it’s urgent” in 
order to explain a perceived or real delay in commencing another task. 
                                                
65 It can be argued that in workplaces that routinely feature very closely coupled collaboration, such as the workplaces 
discussed in Section 4.2.2, the notion of disclosure as a deliberate act does not take into account all subtleties of 
collaborative situations. This is arguably the case. Whether a person perceives disclosure as a deliberate act, is 
influenced by a range of factors that can change between people, situations and context. It is quite likely that in some 
situations, people would not perceive the routine disclosure of information that assists their everyday work activity as a 
deliberate act. However, this perception does not change the fact that information still needs to be actively 
communicated in order to be perceived by others. My aim in this context is not to explore these subtleties of perception, 
but to refer to a common communicative practice and explore how this process of disclosure can be used to enrich 
technically mediated awareness information. 
66 Physiological measurements such as galvanic skin response (GSR) can provide limited information about lower-level 
cognitive states but fail to disclose complex cognitive processes relating to reasons and intentions. 
67 Each of which can be enforced in a different manner (e.g. a traffic infringement fine vs. road rage). 
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Disclosing context68: People can relate their activities to additional frames of reference in order 
to contextualise them. For instance, a co-worker might break a phone call to tell a colleague “I’ll be 
another 5 minutes” before returning to the phone call. This allows the colleague to link the activity 
to a particular timeframe69.  
All the aspects mentioned here are related and can occur in combination. The example: “we are 
going to lunch in 5 minutes” is used to express an intention and a time reference. Based on its’ 
timing, an action might also shift from being classified as disclosing intention - “We are about to 
grab a coffee” - to disclosing an activity - “We have just left to get coffee”. Disclosure can be 
implemented through a variety of direct means such as verbal communication and non-verbal 
communication (gestures, gaze, facial expressions, deictic references70), or indirect communication, 
such as writing notes. Another indirect means of communication is the placement of artefacts and/or 
one’s body into a meaningful position. This assumes that all involved parties share a common frame 
of reference that allows them to understand the meaning of these placements. 
While these non-computer-mediated examples exemplify active awareness in a general sense, 
the use of computers significantly changes the dynamic of disclosing and distributing information. 
Computer-mediated aspects will be covered as part of the framework of active awareness in later 
sections (see Section 4.4), and includes the differentiation of four prominent aspects of non-
computer mediated disclosure: making others aware of activities, intentions, the reasons behind 
activities, and information on how activities relate to a larger context. 
4.1.2 Argument	  structure	  and	  outline	  
The framework of active awareness aims to clarify the conceptual implications of allowing 
actors to contribute information as part of an awareness service. I aim to answer these pertinent 
questions: What are the challenges in designing systems that support active awareness? What are 
common qualities of awareness systems that need to be considered when building active awareness 
support? Which current mechanisms support the intentional disclosure of information? How can we 
differentiate different modes of disclosure? And lastly, how does the classification of current 
awareness systems with regard to their support for active awareness help to clarify the conceptual 
implications involved? 
                                                
68 I am using the term context here in the sense of relating an activity or a piece of information to other activities or 
pieces of information. For a more comprehensive discussion on the dynamic and emergent nature of context see 
(Dourish, 2004; Greenberg, 2001) 
69 The reality of this situation could of course be a lot more complex. The colleague might know from experience that 5 
minutes may stretch out to 20 minutes. However, this does not change the fact that the co-worker deliberately 
contextualised the action to give the colleague a time reference.  
70 Referring to identity or spatial or temporal location from the perspective of a speaker or hearer in the context in 
which the communication occurs (from http://www.thefreedictionary.com/deictic) 
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In order to address these questions and the more generalised research aims mentioned earlier, I 
develop and present the framework of active awareness in five steps, outlined below: 
Step	  1:	  Scope	  and	  limitations	  of	  awareness	  (Section	  4.2)	  
 In the first step, I collate further evidence to strengthen the notion of awareness as an active 
process. I draw on Schmidt’s (2002) discussion of passive awareness and examine a range of 
ethnographic workplace studies which highlight the importance of actively sharing information and 
activities in order to make other colleagues aware. I then juxtapose the notion of awareness as an 
active process with receiver-centric and passive awareness approaches. The outcomes of this 
comparison are encapsulated in the concepts of active awareness and intentional disclosure which 
are the fundamental building blocks of the framework of active awareness.  
Step	  2:	  Classify	  awareness	  systems	  (Section	  4.3)	  
The aim of the second step is to identify the qualities specific to active awareness by comparing 
active awareness with other awareness approaches. To this end I introduce a set of three metaphors 
which highlight different fundamental aspects of information gathering and sharing. Supplementing 
these metaphors are a set of concepts which represent the interactions involved in each metaphor. I 
use the metaphors to classify existing awareness systems along a number of dimensions. The 
metaphors and related interactions reveal a set of essential dimensions that help to differentiate 
active from non-active awareness approaches, including the level with which actors can contribute 
information, the perceived meaningfulness of information and the amount of effort required to 
provide information. 
Step	  3:	  Active	  awareness	  framework	  (Section	  4.4)	  
Now that the dimensions specific to active awareness have been identified, a framework 
outlining mechanisms that support those dimensions is required. The aim of step 3 is to introduce 
the framework of active awareness. The effort required to disclose information is an essential 
dimension for consideration. In order to address effort I first define the scope of the framework by 
considering which of the metaphors from the previous step need to be extended to support active 
awareness. I then consider to what extent challenges to groupware design, such as Grudin’s 
“disparity of individual and group benefit” (1994) impact on active awareness. The main challenge 
for the framework with regard to disclosure, is to allow actors to enrich information, yet 
simultaneously reduce the effort required to do so. In order to explore different levels of disclosure 
effort and other relevant dimensions, I introduce two mechanisms of intentional disclosure, direct 
and indirect disclosure. 
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Step	  4	  &	  5:	  Describe	  direct	  and	  indirect	  disclosure	  (Section	  4.5	  &	  4.6)	  
Steps 4 and 5 define and respectively describe the mechanisms of direct and indirect disclosure 
in more detail. In each step I will: 
• provide a definition of the disclosure mechanisms that clarifies its scope 
• summarise and compare systems and approaches71 that exhibit characteristics of direct 
or indirect disclosure respectively 
• identify a set of design criteria that allow for systems that implement direct or indirect 
disclosure to be classified  
These design criteria are later used to inform the design of two prototypical implementations of 
active awareness systems: AnyBiff (representing direct disclosure, Chapter 5) and SphereX 
(representing indirect disclosure, Chapter 7). 
The resulting framework consists of a set of conceptual considerations and practical criteria. 
Steps 2 and 3 provide means that allow developers to conceptually understand the implications of 
active awareness. Steps 4 and 5 provide practical criteria aiding designers with the concrete 
implementation of systems that support active awareness. 
4.2 Scope	  and	  limitations	  of	  awareness	  (step	  1)	  
The first step in developing the framework of active awareness involves a discussion of the 
shortcomings of existing awareness approaches. First, I look into the notion of passive or 
background awareness and summarise Schmidt’s (2002) critique of this notion. Second, I discuss 
the role of active processes in ethnographic workplace studies linked to awareness research, in 
particular Heath et al.’s observational (2002) work. Third, I examine and critique the distribution of 
roles in event-based awareness. Last, I look at a range of other approaches that implement aspects 
of active awareness. 
4.2.1 Passive	  awareness	  
In the early 90s researchers began to experiment with implementing systems that actively 
supported awareness across distances. In particular, Media Spaces (see Chapter 2), provided audio 
and video links between distributed sites. This development sparked reflections on the nature of 
awareness support. Historically, it was observed that many of the contextual cues available in face-
                                                
71 The comparison includes both specific systems, as well as more general approaches such as tagging or instant 
messaging. The considered systems generally support collaboration, but not necessarily awareness.  
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to-face situations were lost in Media Spaces due to the limitations of video and audio channels. This 
then led awareness researchers to question whether an awareness system should provide additional 
mechanisms that allowed participants to explicitly inform each other of their activities. Dourish and 
Bly (1992) referred to this approach as informational. However, they critiqued the approach using 
examples of systems that forced participants to provide information through formalised channels, 
such as filling out “edit logs”. They further critiqued approaches that provided very limited 
awareness, such as role-based systems that shared information about the role of an actor, rather than 
the activity being performed. 
Media spaces were used by participants, conversely, in a much less focussed manner, to get a 
feeling for “what’s going on” in a public area, and were subsequently described as providing 
passive awareness (Dourish & Bly, 1992). Dourish further emphasised the passive quality of 
awareness: “The passive nature of information is important. Information arises directly out of each 
person’s activity, rather than having to be managed explicitly” (1997, para. 8).  
However, the notion of passive awareness has been criticised due to its limitations in unveiling 
the complex interactions between actors in awareness processes:  
 “But the notion of ‘passive awareness’ (…) is problematic in its own right, in that it mystifies 
what we need to understand: the practices through which actors align and integrate their 
distributed but interdependent activities. As if an actor’s passive awareness of the state of the 
cooperative effort is the inscrutable effect of merely ‘being there’, the result of some kind of 
osmosis…” (Schmidt, 2002, p. 290). 
In contrast to the notion of passive awareness, studies of collaborative workplace settings 
(Heath & Luff, 1991a; Heath et al., 2002) (see also Section 4.2.2) have shown that actors 
deliberately direct the attention of their colleagues in order to coordinate activities or emphasise 
aspects of their work. In doing so actors often choose a level of obtrusiveness that is appropriate to 
the situation (Schmidt, 2002). This skilled behaviour is in stark contrast to an understanding of 
awareness that does not include the active participation of actors: 
 “(…) because of the fine-grained repertoire of modalities of monitoring and displaying, 
ranging from sometimes quite inconspicuous to something dramatically obtrusive, no clear 
distinction exists between, on the one hand, the coordinative practices of monitoring and 
displaying, normally referred to under the labels of ‘mutual awareness’ and ‘peripheral 
awareness’, and, on the other hand, the practices of directing attention or interfering for other 
purposes. In fact, by somehow displaying his or her actions, the actor is always, in some way and to 
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some degree, intending some effect on the activities of colleagues. The distinction is not categorical 
but merely one of degrees and modes of obtrusiveness.” (Schmidt, 2002, p. 292).  
Schmidt’s argument supports the notion that a more differentiated understanding of the role of 
actors in awareness processes is needed. In the next section, I will reflect on the impact and 
applicability of ethnographic workplace studies with regard to the notion of active awareness. 
4.2.2 Workplace	  studies	  
Ethnographic workplace studies, describing awareness in a number of tightly coupled, co-
located work environments, have offered a unique view of awareness processes which help to 
underpin the notion of active awareness (Bentley et al., 1992; Harper et al., 1989; Heath & Luff, 
1991a; Heath & Luff, 1992; Heath et al., 2002; Hughes et al., 1988; 1988). I have given a detailed 
account of these studies in Chapter 2. 
The ethnographic studies, referred to above, highlighted a range of practices that involved 
deliberate actions to make others aware. Participants commonly manipulated artefacts (e.g. through 
annotations) and placed them in a particular way within the work environment. The placement was 
designed to, more or less subtly, hint at the importance of a particular activity or piece of 
information to a co-worker. A second common workplace practice utilised a wide range of direct 
and indirect communicative means, including speaking out loud (talking to oneself), emphasising 
particular words, using deictic references, facial expressions and sound utterances. All these 
practices heavily relied on conventions to enable a shared understanding (e.g. placing flight strips in 
particular manner indicates potential problems). Gutwin and Greenberg (2002) summarised these 
practices as part of their workplace awareness framework. I will draw on their categorisation in 
Section 4.3.2. 
The studies showed how common and essential these practices of “making others aware” are in 
tightly coupled work situations. These results, however, cannot be directly translated to less tightly 
coupled, distributed work environments. They rely heavily on physical proximity, and well-
established conventions. In order to explore the notion of active awareness we need to consider 
mechanisms that facilitate the creation and evolution of shared understanding. 
4.2.3 Media	  spaces	  and	  active	  awareness	  
Media spaces (see Chapter 2) partially address this problem of translating tightly coupled work 
environments to distributed settings. They potentially allow for the communication of glances, the 
physical placement of artefacts and deictic references. 
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While Media Spaces are however, at least to some extent, useful at mediating physical 
activities, they are not particularly well suited to actions that are invisible to the observer because 
they are conducted on digital artefacts on a computer, and accessed through a keyboard & screen. 
Heath et al. give a fitting account of the impact of computer-mediated work on awareness: “Many 
of the tasks (…) are accomplished through the use of conventional workstations and keyboards or 
paper documents. These tools are primarily designed for use by individuals (…). To a large extent 
the activities that individuals undertake with conventional workstations or PCs are not accessible 
to others; colleagues cannot see the details of what is entered through the keyboard or read from 
the screen. Participants, therefore, even those sitting close by, cannot necessarily, ‘at a glance’, 
make out the activity in which a colleague is engaged at any one moment. (…) Personal [sic] have 
incongruent, restricted and shifting access to each others [sic] activities.” (2002, p. 320) 
4.2.4 Receiver-­‐centric	  approaches	  
Event-based awareness addresses the problem of observing interactions on digital artefacts by 
collecting information about user activities on the system level. Particular actions within a system 
create events, which capture information about the action, including who performed the action, 
when it was performed, which artefact it relates to and so on. This approach has been commonly 
implemented as part of shared workspace system, providing shared access to documents. In Chapter 
2 I have extensively summarised the concept of event-based awareness72 (Section 2.4.1), in 
particular the Event Pipeline Model (Fuchs et al., 1995) and subsequent collaborative environments 
and frameworks that build on this approach, including GroupDesk, PoliAwaC, AREA, NESSIE 
(Section 2.5) and ENI (Section 2.6.3). 
The central notion of this approach is the decoupling of event gathering and notification. The 
Event pipeline model (Fuchs et al., 1995) introduced the roles of actor73 and receiver. Actors use a 
shared workspace and manipulate shared objects such as files and documents. Their actions create 
events, which are continuously gathered and made persistent in a database, independent of their 
later use. As a result, event-based systems gather a large amount of data about the use of the system 
by individual users, or actors. Receivers are users of the system who are interested in the activities 
of actors. They are made aware of changes to shared documents by means of notifications, which 
are triggered by events. The biggest challenge in this approach is how to provide receivers with 
                                                
72 I do explicitly exclude notification services from the discussion of event-based awareness. While notification services 
can be used to implement event-based awareness they represent a broader technical concepts that has wider 
applications. When I refer to event-based awareness within the scope of my thesis I refer to system that implement the 
basic aspects of the Event Pipeline model. 
73 Or sender 
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accurate, timely and appropriate notifications, which take into account the receivers’ needs and 
current working situation.  
Fuchs’ work on GroupDesk (Fuchs et al., 1995), PoliAwaC (Fuchs, 1997; Fuchs et al., 1996) 
and AREA (Fuchs, 1999) addressed this challenge and focussed on developing subscription 
mechanisms that would allow receivers control over the fine-grained data. The work of Fuchs and 
his colleagues introduced two important innovations. First, the notion of ‘interest contexts’ and 
‘subscriptions’, which allowed receivers to exercise control over the type, amount and timing of 
information they wanted to receive. They were able to set up rules that would specify aspects of 
information they wanted to receive, like classes of event, originating users, timeframe of events and 
so on. Second, the notion of notification intensity acknowledged that notification mechanisms could 
range from less to more disruptive based on which type was utilised. In addition to subscription 
mechanisms, receivers were given control over which notification mechanism would be used for 
particular types of events. Prinz further generalised this work. The NESSIE concept (1999) enabled 
receivers to choose from different input sources and link them to a set of preferred 
output/notification mechanisms.  
However, despite these innovations, event-based awareness has led to a skewed, receiver-
centric view of awareness. I have argued (see Chapter 1) that actor’s understanding of their interior 
motives is an invaluable source of information, which is not readily accessible through automatic 
gathering. For instance, when using a collaborative system it might be readily perceivable that a 
document has been opened, closed and edited in particular sections. However, the actor who 
performed these actions has detailed knowledge about how these actions relate to the wider working 
context. The answers to questions like, “Why was the document edited? How thorough and 
comprehensive were the changes? How close is the document to being finished?” depend on the 
subjective judgment and knowledge of the actors conducting the related actions. Few awareness 
mechanisms however, allow actors to actively disclose any information as part of the process of 
gathering awareness information. 
In summary, event-based awareness models assume that the interior of the actor is inaccessible 
and so the observer has to rely on the surveillance of exterior actions. As a result, event-based 
systems rely solely on the collection of actions that are captured by a system. 
4.2.5 Other	  active	  approaches	  
There is a small number of awareness approaches that allow for limited contributions from 
actors. The first was a mechanism called the POLIAwaC “event bar” (Mark et al., 1997) (see 
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Section 2.6.1 for a detailed discussion). The event bar displayed textual entries for events that 
occurred within the shared workspaces of POLIAwaC, e.g. “Ludwin Fuchs has modified the text 
ProblemReport (20.05.97 09:52)”. In addition to the display of events, the event bar allowed users 
to post comments, e.g. “Gloria Mark: I’m seeking the Problem Report (20.05.97 11:15)” (Mark et 
al., 1997, p. 265). While these comments, were co-located in the same area that displayed event 
information, they did not actually link directly to a specific event. As such, they do not represent 
examples of actors enriching awareness information. Instead, they are an additional communication 
channel between users. This aspect of the event bar does not feature in later work (Fuchs, 1997, 
1999). 
The workspace awareness framework (Gutwin & Greenberg, 2002) (see Chapter 2) featured 
elements that could potentially relate to the subjective understanding of actors. In the first part of 
their framework the authors defined information that made up workspace awareness and considered 
two sets of elements of workspace information: one relating to the present and another one relating 
to the past. The authors then matched a basic set of questions “who what, where, when, and how” to 
elements of knowledge that play an important part in workspace awareness, such as identify, 
artefact and gaze. Each match was represented by a specific question. In the section on workspace 
awareness relating to the present the authors mention two questions that relate to activities and their 
meaning. First linking the category “What” to the element “Action” the question: “What are they 
doing? ”. Second, linking “What” to “Intention” the question: “What goal is the action part of?” 
(Gutwin & Greenberg, 2002, p. 421). Gutwin et al. implemented a feature that allowed users to 
indicate future intentions by visibly marking workspace artefacts (1996). 
In addition to these isolated occurrences of information enrichment by actors, further evidence 
for this practice in non-work related domains can also be found. Greenberg et al. (2009) highlighted 
a specific practice of information enrichment in the context of domestic awareness (see Section 
2.7.1). They described how members of a household would leave messages to other members at 
particular locations, knowing that they were likely to be perceived at a particular time. This enabled 
the actor to link to information to a particular context and convey urgency: “ (…) messages from a 
mother to her teenage son were usually left near the computer upstairs (…), where the mother knew 
it would be seen at some point. However, she would place urgent notes on the TV screen instead, as 
she knew her son would surely see it as soon as he returned home, since the first thing he does after 
school is watch TV.” (Greenberg et al., 2009, p. 88). 
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4.2.6 Summary	  
This section represented the first step in developing the framework of active awareness. I 
discussed the shortcoming of existing awareness approaches and reflected on the antithetic notions 
of active and passive awareness. I have shown that active awareness, such as making co-workers 
deliberately aware of information and activities, regularly takes place in collaborative workplaces74.  
The conceptual limitations of a number of influential awareness approaches, including passive 
awareness and event-based awareness, have been demonstrated. These represent a receiver-centric 
view of awareness and are, in their current form, not well suited to address the challenge of dealing 
with interior information contributed by actors.  
In addition, a number of approaches that partially implement aspects of information disclosure 
by actors are viewed critically with regard to how effectively they enable actors to enrich awareness 
information. And while there are isolated occurrences that allow for limited or intentional 
disclosure of information, I argue that we need a more comprehensive, structured approach to 
address this challenge. 
4.3 Awareness	  System	  Classification	  (step	  2)	  
In this section, the second step in developing the active awareness framework, I show how 
active awareness differs from other awareness approaches and more specifically which dimensions 
can be used to differentiate it.  
First, I identify a set of three basic processes that constitute technically mediated awareness (see 
Section 4.3.1). Information gathering is the central process in this context as active awareness is 
concerned with enriching awareness information by allowing actors to disclose information. I 
summarise information-gathering approaches that occur in a co-located work setting and do not rely 
on computers to be mediated (see Section 4.3.2). I then consider how computer-mediated 
information gathering approaches can be classified. To this end I introduce a set of three metaphors, 
each of which exemplify different fundamental aspects of information gathering (see Section 4.3.3). 
Finally, based on this classification, I specify a set of additional dimensions that will be 
instrumental in differentiating active from non-active awareness approaches (see Section 4.3.4). 
                                                
74 And to some extent non-work related setting too. See, e.g. (Greenberg et al., 2009). 
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4.3.1 Basic	  awareness	  processes	  
Awareness systems can be classified along a wide variety of dimensions. Systems differ in the 
way they gather information, in the information they gather and represent, in the mechanisms that 
are used to distribute information, in the level of control users are given to decide which 
information to receive, and in the way users can control the release of information to protect their 
privacy, to name just a few. Despite this multitude of attributes and differences in implementation 
and application, the basic function of awareness systems can be described by the following three 
processes (see Figure 4-2: Basic awareness processes). 
 
Figure 4-2: Basic awareness processes 
Information gathering refers to mechanisms that collect information and can include anything 
from a video-stream, to automatically gathered events or sensor data. Information selection refers to 
the process of selecting the right information to allow participants to maintain awareness. This can 
include the use of subscription mechanisms (e.g. AREA, Fuchs, 1999), the automated classification 
of information into categories (e.g. ENI, Prinz & Gross, 2004), or the exclusion of some aspects of 
video material for privacy reasons (e.g. Coutaz et al., 1997). Information distribution refers to the 
multitude of possible notification approaches and mechanisms. 
4.3.2 Non-­‐technically	  mediated	  information	  gathering	  
Gathering	  workspace	  information	  
Gutwin and Greenberg (2002) identified three mechanisms people use to gather awareness 
information: consequential communication, feedthrough and intentional communication. 
Consequential communication describes the process of seeing and hearing other people’s actions 
in the workspace. Physical actions, like body positioning, gaze, gestures, and so on, as well as 
auditory cues are important indicators of people’s actions. Consequential communication however, 
is not intentional. Actions are not intentionally undertaken with the aim of informing other persons. 
They are rather performed as part of a work routine and selectively perceived by co-workers. 
Information	  gathering	   Information	  selection	   Information	  distribution	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The notion of feedthrough by comparison is centred on the use of artefacts (Dix, Finlay, 
Abowd & Beale, 2004; Gutwin & Greenberg, 2002). People perform actions that involve artefacts 
in order to achieve their goals. Changes in artefacts, like modifications of artefacts themselves, their 
position, the combination of artefacts, and so on, can be observed by other people and these changes 
potentially allow others to draw conclusions about what actions were performed on these artefacts, 
in which way the artefacts were modified and what the reason for modifying an artefact was. 
Conventions that define the meaning of an artefact manipulation are an important aspect of 
feedthrough. For instance, in an air traffic control setting (Harper et al., 1989) the positioning of a 
flight strip can indicate a problem with an approaching plane (see Chapter 2, Section 2.2.1). 
Feedthrough can be performed with or without the intention of informing others. 
The third mechanism is intentional communication. Intentional communication is used to 
deliberately coordinate activities, share information, gain each other’s attention and inform each 
other about intentions, thoughts and so forth (Heath et al., 2002).  
4.3.3 Technically	  mediated	  information	  gathering:	  
metaphor-­‐based	  classification	  
Consequential communication, feedthrough and intentional communication describe different 
modes of gathering awareness information in real-world environments. However, they do not allow 
us to sufficiently differentiate technically mediated modes of gathering awareness information. For 
instance, both video-based and event-based awareness systems support feedthrough but use very 
different approaches. In a video-based system, a document camera might be used to display images 
of artefacts in order to convey the physical changes that haven been made to those artefacts, e.g. 
highlighted text areas, drawings, etc. Event-based systems, by contrast, record any modification of 
digital artefacts in the form of events. These events then have to be correlated and displayed to 
interested receivers.  
In order to distinguish technologically-mediated awareness approaches I will introduce three 
basic metaphors - window view, shared representation and note-taking - which describe the process 
of gathering information in many awareness systems. These metaphors are simplified constructs 
used to highlight and differentiate specific aspects relating to awareness information gathering. It is 
important to note that while the photos below show real-world situations, they are used in a 
metaphorical sense and do in fact indicate different types of technologically-mediated approaches. 
I use a two-pronged approach to describe these metaphors. The metaphor description is an 
informal account that illustratively uses photos and descriptions of situations. This description is 
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supplemented by a conceptual representation that further differentiates specific interactional 
aspects of the gathering process. The aim of this representation is not to “formalise” the described 
approaches, but rather make them easier to compare and highlight commonalities and differences. 
In addition, I give examples for systems that implement each metaphor. 
The conceptual representation includes the following elements (see Table 4-1): 
Icon Explanation 
 
A person or actor is someone who works in a collaborative work environment and 
whose actions and interactions are being observed. Observers or receivers use the 
same icon, but are marked as such. 
 
Activities are activities within a shared work environment. They can relate to 
physical or digital artefacts or can be independent of artefacts. 
 
This icon broadly represent physical artefacts (physical objects within the work 
environment)  
 
Digital artefacts, are digital objects within a shared collaborative system. 
 
Notes / Messages are a specific instance of either physical artefacts (e.g. post-it 
notes) or digital artefacts (e.g. email message). 
 
Table 4-1: Legend conceptual diagram 
 Physical proximity of icons indicates that elements are linked, e.g. a note attached to a physical 
artefact indicates that a person attached a message. Similarly an activity attached to a digital artefact 
indicates that a specific modification has been performed, and so on. Interactions between people as 
well as interactions between people and other elements are indicated by unidirectional and 
bidirectional arrows indicating manipulation and communication respectively.  
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Metaphor	  1:	  Window	  view	  
Metaphor description 
This metaphor likens the process of gathering 
awareness information to looking through a 
window. Observers are aware of what others are 
doing by looking through a virtual window into 
their shared work environment. They are able to 
observe some of the inhabitant’s actions directly. 
They can see how people in a workplace interact 
with each other and the environment around them. 
Depending on the size and vantage point of the 
window, observers might be able to discern 
gestures, facial expressions, how artefacts are 
used and hear sounds and spoken communication. 
However, the view can be obstructed and the observers will only be able to make out unclear 
details. In addition the window might muffle the sound. The people inside the shared environment 
might or might not be aware of the observers. Observers and inhabitants might be able to interact 
directly. A person might strike up a conversation with the observer, point to things in the shared 
environment or show them particular artefacts.  
This metaphor is one step removed from actually being there. Observers and inhabitants can 
interact freely except for the limitations imposed by the virtual “window”. It supports all three types 
of information gathering: intentional communication, consequential communication and 
feedthrough. The metaphor describes the common approach of implementing awareness through 
mimicking co-location. Systems that implement the metaphor are typically video-based and/or 
audio-based systems that transmit images and sounds of people and their environment. 





Figure 4-4: Diagram, window view 
Observers can see how people interact with the environment (including actions on physical 
artefacts and interactions between people). They might be able to interact with people “on the other 
side” directly. However, they are unlikely to be able to see manipulations on digital artefacts.  
Implementation 
Many early approaches of implementing awareness, most notably media spaces, are based on 
this very literal understanding of awareness. Examples for systems that match this metaphor are 
VideoWindow (Fisch et al., 1990), PolyScope and Vrooms (Borning & Travers, 1991) as well as 
Portholes (Dourish & Bly, 1992). Ishii focussed on the literal representation of shared workspaces. 
Both TeamWorkstation (Ishii, 1990) and ClearFace (Ishii & Arita, 1991) are based on the idea that 
people collaborate through a shared glass plane. Another approach is to abstract the view through 
the window and display information in an iconographic or virtual manner. This approach has been 
manifested in the abstract representation of workspace awareness in systems such as radar views 
(Gutwin & Greenberg, 1996b; Gutwin et al., 1996) or telepointers (Roseman & Greenberg, 1995) 
(Roseman & Greenberg, 1996) and collaborative virtual environments like MASSIVE (Greenhalgh 
& Benford, 1995) which supported virtual video-conferencing, or Theater of Work (Prinz & Gross, 
2001) which provided a virtual representation of an office environment. Other systems went even 
further and limited the view to a particular aspect of the work environment, particularly presence. 
Peephole for instance, used iconographic representation of people to indicate their presence 
(Greenberg, 1996). All the examples given here support synchronous awareness75, and differ from 
systems exemplified by the next metaphor, “shared representation”, which support mostly 
asynchronous awareness. 
                                                
75 See my earlier criticism (Chapter 1) of the simplistic synchronous /asynchronous dichotomy. However, for the 
purpose comparing metaphors, the terms offer sufficient differentiation. 
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Metaphor	  2:	  Shared	  representation	  
Metaphor description 
 In this metaphor observers do not directly observe people or 
their actions. Instead, they see a shared workspace that contains 
representations of physical and digital artefacts. From the placement 
and potential modification of artefacts the observers might be able to 
deduce information about the artefacts, e.g. how they have been 
used. Artefacts might contain notes that people have left to explain 
activities they performed. In addition the workspace might contain 
notes that explain activities that do not relate to artefacts. 




Figure 4-6: Diagram, shared representation 
Observers can see artefacts within a physical and/or virtual workspace. They are able to see 
notes that are left on artefacts (physical and virtual) and notes that describe activities. They might 
also be able to observe how artefacts have changed. They cannot see or interact directly with the 
person who initiated the changes. 
Implementation 
There are a number of systems that match this metaphor. These include systems that act as 
shared notice boards, e.g. Transient Life (Smale & Greenberg, 2006) and systems that are designed 
to “leave small messages” like status messages in instant messaging (Smale & Greenberg, 2005) or 
mini-blogs like Twitter. I will discuss this class of systems in more detail in the section on direct 
disclosure (Section 4.5). 
Figure 4-5: Awareness as 
shared representation 
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Metaphor	  3:	  Note	  taking	  
Metaphor description 
In this metaphor the observer, Alice, is not 
directly involved in the gathering process. 
However, Alice has a diligent assistant76 Paul, 
who acts as a proxy observer on her behalf. Alice 
wants to know what is happening in a particular 
shared work environment. She tasks her assistant 
Paul with taking notes of everything people do in 
that environment. Paul’s observational skills are 
limited so he focuses on people’s interaction with artefacts, which he captures in minute detail. 
However, he may miss contextual cues that are not directly linked to the interaction with the 
artefact, like people’s facial expressions, gestures or any auditory cues. Paul then takes his notes to 
Alice. Alice browses through the notes, but quickly notices that the level of detail is too high. She 
asks Paul a number of questions about events that have occurred. Alice then instructs Paul to notify 
her whenever similar events occur again. 
Conceptual representation 
 
Figure 4-8: Diagram, note taking 
                                                
76 I would like to thank my colleagues at NICTA for posing for this series of shots. All of them are exceptionally bright 
and talented young researchers, whose gender may not match the gender and observational skills described in the 
scenario. 
Figure 4-7: Awareness as taking notes 
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Observers rely on information being gathered in the form of events, which capture people’s 
interactions with digital artefacts77. There is no interaction with actors or direct observation of 
activities, however this approach is the only one that captures the detailed interaction with digital 
artefacts. 
Implementation 
Many event-based awareness approaches match this metaphor, e,g, GroupDesk (Fuchs et al., 
1995), AREA (Fuchs, 1999), NESSIE (Prinz, 1999), BSCW (Bentley et al., 1995) and Orbit 
(Mansfield, Kaplan, Fitzpatrick, et al., 1997; Mansfield, Kaplan, Phelps, et al., 1997). It relies on 
events (notes), which cover basic information, gathered indiscriminately at a high level of 
granularity78. With regard to information gathering, this approach only supports feedthrough, but 
not consequential or intentional communication. The type of information gathered through 
feedthrough is qualitatively different from the feedthrough we have seen in the previous metaphor. 
The focus of the note taker is on the minute detail of interactions. This level of detail is necessary so 
events can be correlated and presented in a meaningful manner. Compared to the previous two 
metaphors however, the description of artefacts and interactions lacks the rich context that 
observers were able to see before.  
Summary	  of	  metaphors	  and	  conceptual	  representation	  
The aim of these metaphors and conceptual representations was to provide mechanisms that 
allow for a differentiation of awareness approaches along a number of core dimensions. To further 
present these differentiations I introduce Table 4-2, which provides an overview of the metaphors of 
active awareness and shows to what extent they implement interactions described in the conceptual 
representations. The table is colour-coded. Green79 stands for an aspect that is supported. White 
means the aspect is partially supported and red that it is not supported. 
  
                                                
77 Though it would be entirely possible to collect events from physical artefacts if they are sensor-enabled 
78 Obviously, the granularity of gathered information differs from system to system. However, in this context I refer to a 
high level of granularity relative to approaches presented in the other metaphors. 
79 In grayscale printouts, green appears as light grey and red appears as darker grey. 
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          Metaphor 
Aspect 
Window view Shared 
representation 
Taking notes 
Observe activities Yes (might be limited 
by media channel) 
Indirectly through 






Yes (might be limited 
by media channel) 
No No 
Observe activities on 
physical artefacts 
Yes (might be limited 
by media channel) 
Indirectly through 
feedthrough 
No, unless sensor 
enabled 
Observe activities on 
digital artefacts 
No Yes, through messages 
/ notes 
Yes (detailed view of 
manipulations through 
events) 
Receive notes / 
messages 




Table 4-2: Comparison of conceptual representations and metaphors 
What we can learn from this overview is that ‘window view’ supports both direct observation 
and direct communication. This offers observers the opportunity to understand activities within the 
context of the situation within which they were performed, and gives actors the chance to 
intentionally disclose information. ‘Shared representation’ restricts direct observation, but still 
offers the opportunity of intentional disclosure through notes and messages. ‘Note-taking’ offers 
neither direct communication nor observation, making intentional disclosure difficult, however, it is 
the only approach that allows observers to obtain a detailed account of the manipulation of digital 
artefacts.  
4.3.4 Active	  awareness	  dimensions	  
In addition to distinguishing existing awareness approaches this research step aims to identify 
additional dimensions, which can be used to classify active awareness. In order to extend the 
existing classification scheme I introduce three additional dimensions, actor involvement, 
contextual richness and disclosure effort. In Table 4-3, I link these dimensions to the three 
metaphors, give examples of awareness systems that implement these dimensions and relate the 
metaphors to information gathering approaches discussed by Gutwin and Greenberg (2002).  
                                                




Actor involvement signifies the level to which a system supports an actors’ involvement in the 
process of information gathering. During ‘note taking’ actors involvement is very minimal. Actors 
cannot generally communicate information to potential receivers directly. Information is gathered 
by the system (note taker) and distributed to the receivers. In ‘shared representation’ actors have 
some potential to communicate with receivers in an indirect fashion. They can create artefacts that 
address receivers directly (e.g. notes) and place these and other artefacts in a particular location to 
gain attention (e.g. leave a sticky note on somebody’s office door or place a document on 
somebody’s desk). ‘Window view’ has the highest potential involvement of actors. Actors can see 
receivers ‘through the window’ and can communicate with them directly through verbal and/or non-
verbal means thus being immediately involved in the awareness process. Active awareness aims to 
increase actor involvement by providing the means to intentionally disclose information.  
Contextual	  richness	  
Contextual richness81 specifies to what extent gathered information retains the context within 
which actions have taken place. A low level of contextual richness makes it difficult for receivers to 
discern why particular actions were performed and how they relate to the overall working context. 
By contrast, a high level of contextual richness provides this information to receivers and makes it 
potentially easier to answer these questions.  
Each of the different metaphors discussed here supports different gathering mechanisms and 
different levels of contextual richness. As actors have different levels of involvement in 
collaborative processes, their ability to disclose information and provide contextual information 
varies. ‘Window view’ supports both consequential communication and intentional communication 
offering both actors and receivers the broadest set of means to express and understand activities, for 
example by allowing actors to explain their actions through the direct communication channel when 
questioned. ‘Shared representation’ by comparison does not afford consequential communication. 
Intentional communication is conducted in an indirect fashion making it potentially more difficult 
to discern actors’ intentions and reasons. For instance an observer has to rely on written notes to 
understand the activities, intentions and reasons of actors. The ability to understand these notes will 
depend on the ability of actors to express themselves and the ability of perceivers to interpret these 
messages. Last, ‘Note-taking’ only offers partial feedthrough and subsequently affords a very 
limited channel for actors to disclose information that would situate their activities within the wider 
                                                
81 As mentioned before, I am using the term context here in the general sense of relating an activity or a piece of 
information to other activities or pieces of information. See (Dourish, 2004; Greenberg, 2001) for a more 
comprehensive discussion on the nature of context. 
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working context. Intentional disclosure aims to increase the level of contextual richness by 
providing different means for actors to enrich awareness information.  
Disclosure	  effort	  
The last aspect disclosure effort addresses the effort required for actors to disclose information 
about their activities, intentions and reasons to receivers. Actor involvement specifies to what extent 
actors are enabled to contribute to the information gathering process. A low level of actor 
involvement means there is little need to exert any effort when disclosing information. Disclosure 
effort is closely linked to the previous two aspects: actor involvement and contextual richness. As 
contextual richness refers to the quality of information disclosed, a high level of contextual richness 
generally requires a higher level of effort to disclose information. 
The effort required to disclose information is not easily discerned. The way people perceive effort 
depends on a host of situational factors and the subjective importance that they attribute to a 
relationship with particular receivers (see Chapter 3). A contributing situational factor relates to the 
extent to which conventions or common ground (Clark, 1996) between actors and receivers has 
been established. When actors and receivers share a high level of common ground, there is 
generally less effort required to disclose complex interactional information such as the reasons 
behind activities. With regard to the subjective importance of the exchange relationship, Heath et al. 
(2002) gave numerous examples of workers expending significant effort in order to make 
colleagues aware of their actions or other relevant work-related information. While we do not know 
how participants in these situations perceived the expended effort, it is safe to assume that the effort 
required to conduct these complex disclosure procedures was not their main concern, since it was 
an imperative part of their jobs in safety-critical or emergency situations82.  
The effort required by actors to disclose information and the effort required by receivers to 
understand information is often directly proportional. For instance, with regard to the third 
metaphor, ‘note taking’, actors have no means of contributing information directly. As a result the 
information gathering process is virtually effortless for them. However, this reduction of effort is 
bought at the expense of the receiver. Since the transmitted information does not include any 
intentionally disclosed information, it is likely that receivers will find it harder to understand the 
context of the information than if it was based on direct communication.  
                                                
82 In order to simplify the following discussion I adopt a more generalised, less subjectively focussed notion of effort. 
For instance, I claim that in most cases, pressing a button is likely to cost less effort than writing a note detailing one’s 
reasons. 
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The following figures illustrate the relationship between effort for actors and perceivers in a 
simplified manner, with the length of the bottom arrow representing the effort involved. The left 
diagram (Figure 4-9 a) describes effort for the first two metaphors ‘window view’ and ‘shared 
representation’. Actors and perceivers both exert some amount of effort that is relatively similar. 
For instance an actor might attach a note to an artefact to explain the reasons for modifying it. The 
receiver has to read the note and understand the reasoning. 
In the right diagram (Figure 4-9 b), which refers to ‘note taking’, we can see a comparatively 
wider gap in effort between actors and receivers. Actors exerting very little to no effort while 
receivers a potentially high amount of effort, e.g. for selecting the right information, setting up 
subscription and notification mechanisms and correlating events to make informed guesses about 
reasons and intentions of the actor(s). 
  
Figure 4-9 (a, b): Effort comparison 
Overview	  metaphors	  and	  active	  awareness	  dimensions	  
In this table I use the metaphors to classify different awareness approaches and show how these 
relate to the three active awareness dimensions. It is important to note that awareness approaches do 
not necessarily match just a single metaphor. It is particularly common to find systems, which 
combine the first two metaphors83. For example, Notification Collage (Greenberg & Rounding, 
2001) allows users to post video feeds from desktop cameras alongside shared artefacts like sticky 
notes, slideshows and so forth on a large shared display. Similarly, Community Bar (McEwan & 
Greenberg, 2005) uses regularly updated snapshots from people’s desktop cameras in combination 
with artefacts like notes and shared photos.  
  
                                                
83 The reason for this becomes evident when looking at Table 4-2. When combining ‘Window view’ and ‘Shared 





Window view Shared 
representation 
Taking notes 





Instances (Directly) Media spaces, e.g. 
Polyscope, Vrooms, 
Portholes; (Indirectly) e.g. 
RadarView 
E.g. RadarView, 





View Observe activities either 
directly or indirectly 
Display of shared 
artefacts (including 
messages) 
Search or browse 
notes on activities. 
Receive notifications 












Yes, through direct 
communication 











Poor (Actor cannot 
relate events) 
Disclosure effort High High Low 
 
Table 4-3: Comparison of gathering metaphors 
4.3.5 Summary	  awareness	  system	  classification	  
This section represented the second step in developing the active awareness framework. I 
have classified existing awareness systems and approaches using three metaphors that highlight 
fundamental aspects of information gathering. This classification was a necessary part of the active 
awareness framework as it helps to identify to what extent existing awareness approaches support 
active awareness. I then introduced three dimensions of active awareness, contextual richness, 
disclosure effort and actor involvement that allow us to further distinguish awareness approaches 
with regard to which aspects of intentional disclosure they support. These three dimensions exert a 
strong influence on the design of any system that implements active awareness.  
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In the next section I further integrate these approaches into a framework by linking active actor 
contribution (intentional disclosure) to shared representation and note taking approaches.  
4.4 Active	  awareness	  framework	  (step	  3)	  
At the start of this chapter I defined active awareness84 as the process of intentionally 
disclosing information about (work) activities to others. I refer to this process of describing internal 
information and sharing this information with others as intentional disclosure. Active awareness 
refers to the overall concept that frames how awareness can be maintained by using actively shared 
information, while intentional disclosure refers to the mechanism that implements active awareness. 
Enriched awareness information refers to awareness information that includes intentionally 
disclosed information. 
These notions underpin the framework of active awareness, which I now describe in this 
section, the third step in the overall process. In order to do so, I will first define the framework’s 
scope, then look at applicable groupware design challenges, and then consider different approaches 
of direct disclosure. 
The three active awareness dimensions, identified in the last section, build the basis for the 
framework. In order to address the issue of ‘disclosure effort’, I consider to what extent groupware 
design challenges, such as Grudin’s “disparity of individual and group benefit” (1994) impact on 
active awareness. The main challenge for the framework with regard to disclosure, is to allow actors 
to enrich information, yet simultaneously reduce the effort required to do so. In order to explore 
different levels of disclosure effort, I introduce two types of intentional disclosure, direct and 
indirect disclosure  
4.4.1 Framework	  scope	  
In the last section I linked metaphors that describe approaches to implement technically 
mediated awareness to several key dimensions of active awareness. The framework developed here 
aims to add intentional disclosure capabilities to those approaches that that provide limited or 
no support for active awareness. Some systems, linked to ‘window view’85, are observed to 
partially support active awareness due to the fact that they provide means of direct communication. 
                                                
84 We previously (Rittenbruch, Mansfield & Viller, 2009; Rittenbruch, Viller & Mansfield, 2007) used the term 
“intentionally enriched awareness” instead of active awareness. The notion emphasised the process of enrichment. 
However, it also introduced some unwanted ambiguity with regards to whether it referred to the process of 
“intentionally enriching” or “enriching by disclosing intentions”. In this dissertation I have instead adopted the broader 
term active awareness. 
85 ‘Shared representation’ also offers limited support for active awareness by means of indirect communication (e.g. 
writing notes that disclose intentions, etc.) 
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By contrast, approaches linked to ‘looking at notes’ and ‘looking at things’ do not support direct 
communication and are characterised by a lower level of actor involvement and contextual richness. 
The framework aims to specifically extend these latter approaches and increase the level of actor 
involvement and contextual richness. Figure 4-10 depicts the scope of the framework86. 
 
Figure 4-10: Scope of active awareness framework based on metaphors 
Another point to consider is that event-based awareness systems that are linked to ‘note taking’ 
have important characteristics, which are not readily available in other types of systems. First, due 
to the continuous event gathering and the persistence of information in a database, awareness 
information is always available irrespective of actor communication. Second, as the information is 
structured and formalised it is easier to categorise than informal messages and notes in ‘shared 
representation’. Lastly, due to their design, ‘note taking’ approaches are particularly suited to 
collecting information about changes in virtual documents, which are otherwise difficult to observe.  
In order to discuss the impact of work-benefit disparity on intentional disclosure I will first look 
at groupware design challenges. Based on these considerations I will then introduce a schema that 
discriminates between different kinds of intentional disclosure. 
4.4.2 Groupware	  design	  challenges	  
Challenges to the design of collaborative systems, and the criteria essential to successful design 
and adoption of systems in organisations, have been widely discussed in the literature (Cockburn & 
Jones, 1995; Ehrlich, 1987; Grudin, 1994; Orlikowski, 1992; Orlikowski, 1996). Two challenges 
are of particular relevance in the context of intentionally enriched awareness: the problem of 
disparity between work and benefit and the related problem of critical mass. I have previously 
discussed the work / benefit disparity problem and other aspects related to the unequal distribution 
of effort (see Chapter 3, Section 3.5). I have also discussed the effort involved in disclosing 
information (see Chapter 4, Section 4.3.4). 
                                                
86 There is existing limited support for active awareness in ‘Window View’ and Shared representation’ (indicated by a 
grey triangle) and need for further support in ‘Shared representation’ and ‘Note-taking’ (indicated by yellow triangle). 
System represented by the latter two metaphors are within the scope of the framework. 
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The work versus benefit disparity addresses the problem whereby individual and group 
objectives within groupware can differ, and that individuals benefit differently from contributing to 
the system (Grudin, 1994). Ideally, the benefits should at least equal the effort that each individual 
exerts when working with the system, however, this is not always the case. If individuals perceive 
that the effort required to use the system outweighs its benefits, the adoption of the system can fail. 
Cockburn and Jones (1995) mentioned another related problem: benefit-lag. Individuals may not 
immediately benefit from using a groupware system, but would subsequently do so when the use of 
the system has become more widespread. This is closely related to the concept of critical mass. 
Critical mass addresses the problem whereby many groupware systems need an initial nucleus of 
useful information to be contributed by its users in order to be perceived as useful and attract further 
users. However, this requires users to initially contribute to the system without seeing immediate 
benefits, hoping for indirect benefits once the system has been established (Grudin, 1994; Markus, 
1987).  
The work-benefit disparity and the related problem of critical mass have been widely accepted 
as important factors that have to be considered when designing and deploying collaborative 
systems. In an early publication on the topic of groupware failure, Grudin went so far as to say: 
“Can a CSCW application succeed if doing the extra work is left to individual discretion? 
Unfortunately, probably not.” (1988, p. 86). However, the relationship between work and 
individual benefit is not always straightforward and can depend on a number of contextual factors. 
Bowers (1994) pointed out that individuals perceive benefit differently and that the tasks that 
individuals are expected to perform and accept as a normal part of their work routine can vary for 
different levels of seniority. A number of solutions have been suggested to address the work-benefit 
disparity problem. All of those suggestions fall into two basic categories. First, to reduce the effort 
that individuals have to exert and second, to increase the benefits that users gain by using the 
system (Cockburn & Jones, 1995; Grudin, 1994).  
4.4.3 Disclosure	  approaches	  
The work-benefit disparity plays a vital role when we try to understand different aspects of 
intentional disclosure. Intentional disclosure occurs when users provide additional information to 
other users, a process which invariably causes extra work. The question is whether the additional 
work is outweighed by the benefit that such an approach would provide? In order to answer this 
question we first need to look at the distribution of effort amongst different users in awareness 
processes. Based on the previous comparison of effort in different awareness systems (see Chapter 
4, Section 4.3.4), intentionally enriched awareness shifts the balance of effort between actors and 
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receivers. Whilst an actor expends extra work87, the workload for receivers is potentially reduced. 
Receivers might be able to use the enriched information to form a prompter appraisement of the 
actor’s motives for engaging in a set of tasks, rather than spend time looking for commonalities 
between disjointed activities, for instance by searching through event data. 
I propose that intentional disclosure is situated on a scale of effort and contextual richness. The 
challenge for an awareness service that implements intentional disclosure is to find the right balance 
between effort and benefit. Disclosure mechanisms need to convey enough contextual information 
to improve the overall awareness of a collaborative activity, but at the same time, need to be 
effortless enough to encourage the continuous disclosure of information. A high level of detail, for 
instance the detailed description of an activity, would generally require a high level of effort on 
behalf of the actor. An activity like ticking a box in a shared spreadsheet, in comparison, requires 
considerably less effort but is likely to be more constrained in its meaning.  
I will distinguish between two basic types of disclosure mechanisms - direct disclosure and 
indirect disclosure – and whilst focusing on different aspects of disclosure, attempt to strike a 
balance between effort and benefit. Direct disclosure mechanisms require direct user input to 
disclose information, whereas indirect disclosure mechanisms use mutually defined and shared 
categories to link user activities to particular contexts. Table 4-4 shows where those two approaches 
align on a scale of disclosure effort88. 
                                                
87 Assuming, that this disclosure is not already part of an actors work routine. 
88 Ranging from very low effort on the left to very high effort on the right. 
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Table 4-4: Direct and indirect disclosure 
The table has five rows titled concept, contextual richness, time, applied concept and 
implementation. The concept row represents the different types of disclosure approaches. 
Contextual richness refers to the extent to which awareness information has been enriched with 
information that actors have disclosed. Time relates to the time-scope within which concepts apply. 
The row applied concept lists general approaches that exhibit the characteristic of the discussed 
concepts, e.g. event-based awareness mechanisms. Implementation then refers to specific instances 
of those concepts, e.g. CoffeeBiff (Fitzpatrick et al., 1999).  
The two new disclosure mechanisms—direct and indirect disclosure—are framed by two 
extremes. At the left most side of the effort scale (low disclosure effort) actors are not engaged in 
the process of gathering awareness information at all and subsequently no disclosure effort is 
required. Whilst no information is disclosed, the actors’ actions within collaborative systems are 
automatically gathered in the form of events. The time scope of this category is virtually indefinite. 
Awareness information is captured continuously and can be accessed years after it was gathered. 
The trade-off is that the contextual richness of the representation is likely to be low, as the actor did 
not disclose any intentions or reasons. This disclosure approach is linked to systems implementing 
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By contrast, at the rightmost side (high disclosure effort) actors are very involved in the process, 
for instance, by being engaged in a direct communication act with selected perceivers in order to 
express intentions or explain a certain activity. The time scope is immediate. Disclosure occurs 
during the situation and is only available while both actors and receivers are present. Actors can 
disclose a high level of contextual detail, however the effort required in doing so is likely to be 
high. This disclosure approach is linked to the window-view metaphor and implemented by Media 
spaces such as TeamWorkStation (Ishii, 1990). Situated to the left side of this disclosure approach 
is selective disclosure, which is linked to the shared-representation metaphor. It requires potentially 
less effort89 than full disclosure and relies on actors writing messages to disclose information. It is 
implemented by any form of communication tool, like email or micro-blogging. The time scope is 
not synchronous, but it is likely that the information will be received semi-synchronously within 
minutes or hours.  
The two new intentional disclosure mechanisms are situated between those extremes of high 
and low disclosure effort. On the left side indirect disclosure requires slightly more effort than no 
disclosure, but less than direct disclosure. On the right side direct disclosure requires more effort 
than indirect disclosure, but significantly90 less than selective disclosure. Both approaches address 
slightly different modes of disclosure. Direct disclosure allows actors to disclose information about 
their immediate action. E.g. “I just left for lunch” or “I am about to present this document to the 
board”. It relates to the present (disclose activities & context) and immediate past (disclose reasons) 
or future (disclose intentions). The mechanisms used to do so require very little (disclosure) effort. 
Indirect disclosure by contrast covers a wider timeframe and does not relate to immediate 
actions. It rather lets an actor disclose a broad context of work within which activities take place, 
e.g. “Activities related to the presentation for the board”. The approach is related to classifying 
artefacts in shared workspaces, in that it allows users to define shared categories. I discuss potential 
implementations of indirect disclosure in Section 4.6.3. Table 4-5 gives an overview over some of 
the basic aspects of direct and indirect disclosure: 
  
                                                
89 As I mentioned before disclosure effort is not necessarily consistent and can differ from situation to situation and 
person to person, depending on how it is subjectively perceived. For instance writing an email can require more effort 
than verbally explaining a particular activity to a receiver. However the focus of this classification is not to generally 
differentiate between selective and full disclosure, but rather to act as a frame of reference for the two new concepts 
direct and indirect disclosure which both require significantly less disclosure effort. 
90 The position on the scale only gives a generalised comparative indication of relative effort.  
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 Direct disclosure Indirect disclosure 
Scope Immediate activities, intentions 
and reasons 
Context related to a wider set of 
activities over a period of time 
Time What is happening now, has just 
happened or is about to happen 
What is happening over a 
period of time? 
Purpose Share information about 
immediate activities  
Relate several activities to a 
wider context 
 
Table 4-5: Basic aspects of direct and indirect disclosure 
In the following two sections I will discuss the two respective disclosure concepts in more detail 
by accounting for instances that implement aspects of these mechanisms and further elaborating on 
their characteristics. 
4.5 Direct	  disclosure	  (step	  4)	  
This section represents step 4 in the overall process of developing the active awareness 
framework. So far in the development of this framework I have identified the need for active 
awareness (step 1), classified different awareness systems in order to identify dimensions of active 
awareness (step 2) and defined the scope of the framework and distinguished direct and indirect 
disclosure mechanisms as means to implement active awareness (step 3). In this section I provide a 
detailed description of the direct disclosure mechanism. In order to do so I define direct disclosure 
and describe its fundamental qualities, compare systems that, to some extent implement direct 
disclosure (see Section 4.5.1), and identify a set of design criteria that guide how direct disclosure 
can be implemented (see Section 4.5.2). These criteria build the basis for the implementation of 
AnyBiff in Chapter 5. 
 
Figure 4-11: Definition direct disclosure 
Based on this definition and the earlier discussion of intentional disclosure I propose that direct 
disclosure is characterised by three qualities. First, it requires immediate user action in order to 
disclose information. Second, the level of disclosure effort should generally be low. Disclosing 
Based on the definition of intentional disclosure, I define direct disclosure as: The 
act of actively sharing information about one’s immediate actions, intentions, or 
reasons.  
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information should only involve a small number of interactions, like clicking a button or selecting a 
menu item. Third and finally, direct disclosure mechanisms need to account for a large variety of 
information that users need to express. They therefore need to be highly flexible and tailorable. 
4.5.1 Instances	  of	  direct	  disclosure	  
There are a number of systems that partially exhibit characteristics of direct disclosure. This 
includes systems that allow users to display status information (Instant messaging - status 
messages), micro-blogging services, such as Twitter, single-click status sharing interfaces (biffs) 
and finally systems that allow for the structured sharing of daily activities (‘today’ messages). I will 
compare these systems in order to identify further aspects that can help to identify qualities of direct 
disclosure. I first contrast the use of biffs, which represent a more structured approach to disclosure 
with instant messaging and micro-blogging, which implement a more impromptu approach of 
information sharing. I complete the section with a short comparison between ‘today messages’ and 
biffs. I first give a brief overview over each of the systems. Each of the systems discussed here has 
been introduced in detail in Chapter 3. 
Biffs	  
Biffs are simple single-button interfaces that represent a certain activity or intention (e.g. “I am 
having coffee”). Users click a button on the biff to indicate that they are engaging in the activity 
represented by the biff. Other users who have installed the same biff can, in turn immediately detect 
how many people are engaged in the activity and the identity of these people. The most notable 
implementation of a single biff interface was CoffeeBiff (Fitzpatrick et al., 1999) (see Figure 4-12, 
right). It was developed and used at DSTC’s Brisbane office to coordinate casual meetings in the 
company tearoom. 
Instant	  messaging	  
Instant messaging (IM) support the display of status messages. Status messages are small free-






Figure 4-12: iChat, A typical IM user interface (left) and CoffeeBiff (right) 
The central function of IM clients is to provide a communication channel between users and 
show whether they are online or offline. Users can see each other’s status messages (either pre-
defined like ‘busy’ or ‘away’ or custom messages). Instant messaging is increasingly being 
recognised as a collaboration tool (Cameron & Webster, 2005; Herbsleb et al., 2002; Nardi et al., 
2000; Voida et al., 2002). However, with the exception of Smale and Greenberg’s research on the 
use of display names (Smale & Greenberg, 2005, 2006) there is a scarcity of research on the use of 
status messages in instant messaging. Smale and Greenberg’s research (see Chapter 3) shows that 
users commonly used customised status messages91 to share personal information with other users. 
Examples of such communication include, but are not limited to, information about activities, 
locations, moods, presence information and so on.92 
Micro-­‐blogging	  
Micro-blogging (MB) services such as Twitter, identi.ca, have been built specifically 
for the purpose of sharing messages, initially containing text, links and images. The services are 
characterised by their character limit per message and their broadcast nature (Zhao & Rosson, 
2009). MB services encourage the sharing of status information about activities and intentions (see 
Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1 for more detailed overview). 
Comparison	  
IM status and MB messages differ from biffs in a number of important aspects. The first aspect 
relates to what type of information they transmit. Both status and MB messages cater for 
                                                
91 Or modified display names, if the system does not support status messages 
92 IM clients are not exclusively limited to support direct disclosure; they can also support indirect disclosure. For 
instance a number of users could agree on and use a set of statuses that refer to a broader context of work e.g. “putting 
together the final report” 
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information that is relatively flexible and therefore they allow for a wide range of information to be 
disclosed. MB messages are free form, while status messages can either be predefined system 
messages like ‘away’ or ‘busy’ or user-defined messages. Biff messages by comparison are part of 
the design of the system and are immutable. During the biff implementation at DSTC, the 
CoffeeBiff, generally indicated a universal message, the intent of a user to get coffee93. 
Free-form messages are very flexible and allow for a wide range of information to be disclosed 
with relatively low effort, which is desirable when the aim is to support informal awareness. 
However, they can also be ambiguous and users must then exert more effort when trying to relay 
simple messages in order to coordinate activities. Biffs by comparison are typically very 
unambiguous and require only minimal user effort, however the flexibility of an individual biff is 
severely limited. 
A second difference between IM, biffs and MB is reflected at the user interface. IM clients are 
user-centric, their main purpose is the facilitation of communication between users. The display of 
status information is a means to that end. Twitter and other micro-blogging services are 
message-centric, although users can be addressed through the “@user” feature. Biffs, by 
comparison are activity-centric. Their purpose is to show which users are engaged in an activity. 
Users are represented only through their engagement in the specified activity, no additional 
information about their availability or status is provided. Figure 4-13 illustrates this relationship. 
 
Figure 4-13: User, Message, Activity Triangle 
The third significant difference relates to the extent to which the systems rely on conventions. 
The use of biffs is intrinsically reliant on social conventions. Members of social and/or work groups 
                                                
93 Of course, this did not prevent users from using the system in unexpected ways. One of the users (Tim Mansfield) 
reportedly used CoffeeBiff as a presence tool, to indicate that he had arrived at work, by rapidly turning the biff on and 
off a number off times. 
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have a shared understanding94 about the context of the activity that is featured in a biff. For 
instance, in the case of CoffeeBiff, groups had a clear understanding of where the “coffee-place” 
was located. By activating (clicking) the biff users indicated their intention of undertaking the 
physical act of getting coffee in the company’s lunch room and their potential willingness to meet 
others and socially engage (Fitzpatrick et al., 1999). In fact, the coordination of this shared activity 
was the sole purpose of the CoffeeBiff application.  
IM status messages by comparison can be used to share a much wider spectrum of social and 
work related status information. There is little evidence in general, however, that status messages 
are reliant on social convention to the extent that biffs are. For instance, while the majority of status 
messages classified by Smale and Greenberg (2005) disclosed personal information, the authors 
found little evidence that status messages were used to coordinate shared social practices. For 
example, the following messages disclose personal information “Amy – House hunting; SirMe – 
Happy Birthday; Angie!, Maggs – Not Feeling Well” (Smale & Greenberg, 2005, p. 93), but do not 
encourage other users to participate in or refer to common social practices.  
Obviously, it would be technically possible for a defined group to agree on a set of shared 
keywords and use IM status messages to coordinate activities. However, I argue that unlike biffs, 
IM messages are not specifically designed to coordinate activities and therefore do not generally 
rely to the same extent on social conventions. For further discussion, I will refer to this notion of 
supporting the mutual mapping of shared social conventions as sharedness (see Section 4.5.2for 
further discussion). 
Today	  messages	  
Today messages (Brush & Borning, 2005) are another related concept. Today messages are 
structured messages that allow users to informally share activities and other information about their 
working day in order to create a level of awareness (see Chapter 3). The structure of today 
messages generally relies on conventions between users, although templates can be used for a more 
structured approach. While today messages allow users to express a rich set of information, they are 
generally time-consuming when compared to the sharing of single activities in biffs. On the scale of 
disclosure effort (see Section 4.4.3) today messages are conceptually closer to the concept of 
selective disclosure95 than to direct disclosure. Regarding their time-scope, today messages refer to 
the past and allow users to explain what they have done. Biffs by comparison focus on what a user 
is doing right now or in the immediate future.  
                                                
94 I explore how this shared understanding evolves with AnyBiff (see Chapter 5 and 6). 
95 Metaphor: Shared representation 
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4.5.2 Direct	  disclosure	  criteria	  
So far I have identified a number of aspects that can be used to describe active awareness in 
general and direct disclosure specifically. These include the dimensions of active awareness 
contextual richness, disclosure effort and actor involvement (outlined in step 2, Section 4.3), the 
additional qualities of direct disclosure introduced in its definition, immediate user action and 
flexibility, and lastly the additional dimensions identified by comparing related systems, ambiguity 
and sharedness. 
Based on these aspects I derived a set of criteria which fulfil two important purposes within the 
framework. Analytically, the criteria allow designers to distinguish different systems and establish 
to what extent these systems support direct disclosure. I demonstrate this use of criteria by applying 
them to compare the systems discussed in the previous section (see Table 4-6). Constructively, the 
criteria can further act as design guidelines that inform the design and implementation of active 
awareness systems. I will demonstrate the use of the criteria by demonstrating how they inform the 
design and implementation of AnyBiff in Chapter 5. The criteria are listed below. 
Criteria	  
• Disclosure effort: How much effort is it to disclose information? 
• Expressivity (Contextual richness): How richly does the information describe the related 
context? 
• Ambiguity: How ambiguous is the communicated information? 
• Sharedness: To what extent does the information constitute a shared concept or activity?  
• Intention: Why is the information shared? 
• Flexibility: How easy is it to express different concepts/information? 
• Frequency: How often do people disclose information? 
Comparison	  
The table below (Table 4-6) compares systems related to direct disclosure, providing a general 
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to be shared 
Table 4-6: Comparison of direct disclosure approaches 
4.6 Indirect	  disclosure	  (step	  5)	  
This section represents the fifth and final step in the overall process of developing the active 
awareness framework. In this section I provide a detailed description of the indirect disclosure 
mechanism. In order to do so I define indirect disclosure and describe its fundamental qualities, 
compare systems that to some extent implement indirect disclosure (see Section 4.6.2), and identify 
a set of design criteria that guide how indirect disclosure can be implemented (see Section 4.6.3). 




Figure 4-14: Definition indirect disclosure 
Direct disclosure is concerned with immediate actions, intention or reasons. Indirect 
disclosure, by comparison, takes place within a wider timeframe and aims to relate sets of activities 
conducted over time, to a description of the actor’s working context.  
The notion of context in Computer Science is a particularly laden term (e.g. Chalmers, 2004; 
Dourish, 2004; Greenberg, 2001). Within the definition of indirect disclosure I refer to current 
context as a shared frame of reference that allows both actors and receivers to mutually 
communicate and understand the purpose of activities. 
Indirect disclosure is concerned with how people express and share this frame of reference in 
order to categorise related activities. By using an actors’ intimate understanding of their own work, 
indirect disclosure aims to “contextualise” sets of activities that might otherwise appear seemingly 
disjointed to a casual observer. For instance, a user might edit a series of different documents, 
browse for information and format references in an effort to “write a final report”. By 
communicating this description and relating activities to it, the actor can make it more accessible to 
receivers and allow them to better understand the context of these activities96.  
The question is how to utilise and implement these shared frames of reference. Similar to social 
conventions in direct disclosure, these descriptions of working context require that all participants 
share an understanding of their meaning. However, unlike social conventions, which are implicit, 
these descriptions are actively defined by users and represented at the user interface.  
Similar to direct disclosure, I propose that indirect disclosure is characterised by three qualities. 
First, it requires user action to define and select the context within which subsequent activities take 
place. Second, the level of disclosure effort should be very low. The initial (joint) definition of 
context can require a comparatively higher effort. Relating actions to context(s) should require a 
minimal number of interactions, like selecting a pre-defined category. Following that, user input is 
                                                
96 While in many co-located closely coupled environments the current context might be understood by interpreting 
contextual cues, indirect disclosure is particularly relevant in distributed settings where users have to rely on potentially 
very fine-grained event-based information to make sense of the actions of others. 
Based on the definition of intentional disclosure, I define indirect disclosure as: 
The act of actively sharing information about the current context within which one’s 
actions take place. 
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limited to the occasional selection of the current context representation whenever a working context 
changes. The activities a user performs are collected and linked to the selected context 
representation. Third, in order to allow users to define appropriate shared contexts, indirect 
disclosure mechanisms need to be highly flexible and tailorable. 
The main challenge with regard to indirect disclosure is how to design and implement the 
shared representations of contexts. In order to address this challenge I will first discuss the notion of 
spheres (Rittenbruch, 2002). I will then compare spheres with other approaches that implement 
aspects of indirect disclosure in order to derive further qualities of indirect disclosure. Each of the 
systems and frameworks discussed here has been previously introduced in detail in Chapters 2 and 
3. 
4.6.1 Spheres	  in	  Atmosphere	  
Situated within the related topic of contextual awareness, the Atmosphere framework 
(Rittenbruch, 2002), designed to implement an early premise of intentional disclosure, had as one of 
its central concepts, Spheres (see Chapter 2, Section 2.6.2). These were representations of the 
structural aspects of a user’s individual and collaborative working environment. They could include 
any aspect by which users meaningfully structured their work and correlated activities, including 
specific projects, formal and informal work routines, ad-hoc activities and so on. Spheres were 
displayed at the user interface and users would (jointly) define and manage spheres as necessary. 
Their main function was to act as containers that would tie activities to the context represented by a 
sphere. To enact this function, a user would select a sphere and all subsequent activities occurring 
within were then recorded as being linked to this sphere. Spheres allowed users to access the same 
content through different spheres, thus enabling them to link activities to specific contexts. 
Activities within Atmosphere were either manipulations of artefacts represented within the system, 
or activities disclosed by users through the use of contextors (see Chapter 2, Section 2.6.2). 
The sphere concept was related to shared workspaces insofar that spheres could manifest as a 
structured representation of user-defined categories. However, unlike shared workspaces, the main 
aim of spheres in Atmosphere was not only to categorise content, but also to represent the context 
within which activities took place. Hence, spheres could be seen as a means that allowed actors to 
aggregate low-level event–streams into shared representations at a higher level of abstraction. The 
sphere concept used for the implementation of SphereX is based on spheres in Atmosphere, but 
differs in a number of aspects. I will discuss these differences, design challenges and the 
implementation of the sphere concept in detail in Chapter 7. 
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4.6.2 Instances	  of	  indirect	  disclosure	  
There are a number of collaborative systems and concepts, which implement aspects of indirect 
disclosure. These systems fall into two categories. The first category includes concepts that are 
concerned with the representation of structure and how content is linked to this structure. This 
includes shared workspaces and a specialisation of these, such as Macadam, discussed in the 
context of Placeless documents (Dourish, Lamping, et al., 1999). The second category includes 
approaches that allow users to add additional contextual information to content. I will discuss 
tagging as one potential approach in this category. All systems and approaches that are discussed 
here have been previously introduced in Chapter 3. 
Shared	  workspaces	  	  
The notion of shared workspaces comprises a wide range of concepts. For the purpose of this 
reflection I focus on shared workspaces as shared categories that are used arrange content in a 
logical structure and help groups to coordinate shared work. Shared workspaces can be arranged by 
a wide variety of factors, including, but not limited to organisational structure, projects, content 
type, importance or urgency. By placing documents in a specific workspace, users create a 
conceptual link between these documents and the context represented by the workspace.  
If shared workspaces are coupled with awareness mechanisms, like in POLIAwaC (Fuchs, 
1999) Interlocus (Nomura, Hayashi, Hazama & Gudmundson, 1998) or BSCW (Bentley et al., 
1995), the allocation of documents to workspaces becomes a central mechanism that puts user 
activities into context, e.g. the document X located in workspace “Project Y final reports” was 
edited by Jo. However, shared workspaces have a number of limitations with regard to representing 
aspects of a group’s working context.  
Static representation 
First, they are relatively static representations of how individuals, groups or organisations 
decide to structure shared documents and artefacts. As a result, these structures do not necessarily 
match the way individuals would organise their individual workspaces. The Macadam system 
developed in the context of the Placeless documents project (Dourish, Lamping, et al., 1999) 
specifically addresses this problem. Macadam implements a flexible hierarchy that allows users to 
have differing views about their data without abandoning consistency of the group structure (see 
Chapter 3). 
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Adoption and interoperability 
The second limitation touches on the distribution and adoption of groupware. Many research 
prototypes, as well as commercial groupware applications like Lotus Notes97 or Groove98 that 
implement shared workspaces are built around the assumption that all collaboration happens 
through the respective groupware application. However, several studies have highlighted problems 
in the adoption of monolithic groupware applications (e.g. Orlikowski, 1992).  
Even for systems that implement shared workspaces that are in use, it is safe to assume that in 
any modern office environment people would use a wide range of additional software tools, not all 
of which actively support collaboration or awareness. Due to the absence of consistent cross-
application awareness protocols, information about users’ activities within these applications is 
generally not accessible. As a result, it is increasingly difficult to implement awareness systems that 
take into account the full range of users’ interaction with digital artefacts.  
By contrast, web-based applications have developed alternative standards for sharing updated 
information such as RSS99 or Atom100 feeds. While, by design, these mechanisms focus on the 
distribution and syndication of content, there are instances where they are used to provide 
awareness of activities. For example, wikis often provide RSS feeds about updates on individual 
pages. However, these updates are often cumbersome and difficult to use compared to awareness 
features in dedicated collaborative systems. 
Tagging	  
Tagging is a very different approach to structuring data (George et al., 2006; Golder & 
Huberman, 2006; Marlow et al., 2006; Sen et al., 2006). Tagging is common in many web-based 
social software systems. It allows users to build loosely structured categorisations of content—
folksonomies—by assigning keywords to content on the fly (see Chapter 3 for a detailed 
introduction). While the use of tagging in collaboration is fairly new, the subject has recently gained 
some momentum within the CSCW community (Farooq et al., 2007; Muller, 2007; Sen, Harper, 
LaPitz & Riedl, 2007; Sen et al., 2006). Tagging is not commonly compared to shared workspaces 
since the approaches differ in scope and intention. Tagging systems are commonly used for large 
user communities that are only very loosely coupled, for instance social bookmarking sites like 
Delicious or photo sharing sites like Flickr. While there are some attempts to use tagging in 
corporate environments (Millen et al., 2006), tagging is generally used to maintain communities of 






interest (Fischer, 2001) rather than facilitate and coordinate work undertaken in organisations which 
is the domain of shared workspaces. 
Shared workspaces and tagging 
While the concepts differ in scope, I believe however, that a comparison between shared 
workspaces and tagging is warranted in order to consider their potential to implement indirect 
disclosure. Shared workspaces are individually or commonly defined and arranged. Artefacts are 
placed within workspaces to signify their relationship with the particular working context that the 
workspace represents. Similarly, people use tags to classify information for themselves and others. 
However, these “categories” are significantly looser than the ones represented by shared 
workspaces. The same piece of information can be marked with a wide variety of differing tags.  
For example, let us assume a user works in a shared workspace with event-based awareness 
functionality. The user decides to place a certain document within a hierarchically arranged 
workspace, say Project X – Final report. All subsequent edits of this document will reflect this 
choice of workspace. Information about the workspace is likely to constitute a central aspect of 
event-information gathered by an awareness system.  
Let us alternatively assume, that the user uses a less structured system that provides tagging as a 
means of classification. The user tags the same document with tags called Project X and Final 
report. In this approach the user is likely to encounter a number of issues. Golder and Huberman 
(2006) compare tagging with taxonomies and described a range of potential issues. Synonymy 
describes the phenomenon where words have the same or closely related meanings. This can lead to 
inconsistency in the terms used to describe a certain piece of information. Basic level variation 
refers to the fact that the granularity of tags might be very different ranging from very general to 
very specific. Another problem is that there is no order or structural relationship between tags. In 
our example, this means that the information that is represented in the hierarchical relationship 
between Project X and Final report is lost.  
While these problems are significant, the loose structure of tags can be of advantage as it affords 
the flexibility that shared workspaces are missing. Individuals can freely tag information without 
being restricted by the system. In some regards tagging and shared workspaces represent the 
extreme ends of a scale of structuredness and flexibility. Shared workspaces can be understood as 
highly structured representation of context, with limited flexibility. Tags on the other hand are 
highly flexible, but represent context in a very loosely structured manner. Placeless documents and 
spheres are located between those two extremes. Placeless documents allow for individual views on 
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hierarchical structures. Spheres, by comparison, are hierarchical representations of contexts, which 
are abstracted from the organisation of artefacts. 
4.6.3 Indirect	  disclosure	  criteria	  
The criteria for indirect disclosure have been derived following the same process that was 
applied when considering direct disclosure. The criteria are based on the dimensions of active 
awareness: contextual richness, disclosure effort and actor involvement (outlined in step 2, Section 
4.3); the additional qualities of indirect disclosure introduced in its definition, sharing context and 
flexibility; and lastly the additional dimensions I identified by comparing related systems, namely 
structuredness, which accounts for the level of structure for each approach and disclosure, which 
highlights what information is disclosed. 
Within the framework of active awareness, these criteria fulfil the same purpose as their direct 
disclosure counterparts. They allow designers to distinguish different systems and establish to what 
extent these systems support indirect disclosure (see table Table 4-7 for a comparison based on the 
criteria). In addition, the criteria can act as design guidelines that inform the design and 
implementation of active awareness systems. I will demonstrate the use of these criteria by 
demonstrating how they inform the design and implementation of SphereX in Chapter 7. The 
criteria are listed below. 
Criteria	  
• Disclosure effort: How much effort is it to disclose information? 
• Expressivity (Contextual richness): How richly does the information describe the related 
context?  
• Structuredness: How structured or unstructured is the context representation? 
• Intention: Why is the information shared? 
• Flexibility: How easy is it to express different contexts? 
• Disclosure: Which information is disclosed by the approach? 
Comparison	  




























































































Table 4-7: Comparison of indirect disclosure approaches 
4.7 Summary	  
The purpose of this chapter was to present the framework of active awareness. For this purpose 
I have introduced two underlying concepts, active awareness and intentional disclosure. Active 
awareness describes how awareness can be maintained by using intentionally disclosed information. 
I have presented evidence supporting the need for active awareness from awareness research 
studies demonstrating that intentional disclosure is commonly used to coordinate work.  
Furthermore, I have critiqued awareness approaches that do not consider intentionally disclosed 
information as part of the awareness process (Section 4.2). 
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The scope for active awareness has been defined by classifying existing awareness systems 
according to three basic metaphors (Section 4.3). These metaphors draw on a classification of 
approaches based on how awareness information is gathered, and the reasons behind the disclosure 
of awareness information. Complementing these metaphors were a set of concepts that represented 
the specific interactional elements in each process, e.g. whether participants are enabled to attach 
messages to digital artefacts, and so on. Metaphors and their conceptual representations built the 
basis for a classification scheme that allowed a differentiation between awareness approaches. I 
have applied this classification scheme to a range of existing awareness approaches. The 
classification revealed three additional criteria that specifically address qualities of active 
awareness: actor involvement, contextual richness and disclosure effort.  
The active awareness framework aims to improve awareness mechanisms typified by low actor-
involvement and low contextual richness of awareness information. The main challenge for the 
framework with regard to disclosure is to allow actors to enrich information, yet at the same time 
reduce the effort required to do so. Allowing actors to contribute information shifts the balance 
between actors and receivers, and this shift in balance is reflected by two distinct concepts: direct 
and indirect disclosure. Each concept is characterised by a different combination of disclosure effort 
and contextual richness. Direct disclosure aims to support information about immediate activities, 
intentions and reasons, while indirect disclosure allows actors to relate sequences of activities to 
representations of shared working contexts. I have compared a range of systems that exhibit 
characteristics of either direct or indirect disclosure in order to further identify aspects that will aid 
with the design of systems that implement active awareness. I will use these identified criteria to 
inform the design of AnyBiff (Chapter 5) and SphereX (Chapter 7), which are prototypical 
implementations of direct and indirect disclosure respectively.  
The design process for both AnyBiff and SphereX demonstrate how software designers can 
translate the abstract principle of intentional disclosure and its instantiations into concrete 




Chapter	  5	  -­‐ AnyBiff	  design	  
5.1 Introduction	  
In the previous chapter I defined direct disclosure as the act of actively sharing information 
about one’s immediate actions, intentions, or reasons. In this chapter I describe the design and 
implementation of AnyBiff, a prototypical implementation of a system that supports direct 
disclosure. The purpose of the system is to explore how the active awareness framework and the 
design criteria for direct disclosure could be applied, and to evaluate how such a system would be 
used in real-world collaborative environments.  
5.1.1 Chapter	  outline	  
The design of AnyBiff was informed by three distinct sources. The first source was a set of two 
preliminary studies: one designed to better understand the environment for which AnyBiff was 
designed, and the other to explore direct disclosure approaches through a low-fidelity probe. The 
second source consisted of the definition of direct disclosure and the design criteria discussed in the 
last chapter. I use these sources to explore the design space and discuss how the design criteria 
shaped the overall function and layout of the system (see Section 5.3). After discussing design 
options for functional and interface elements, I then describe the AnyBiff system and its underlying 
architecture (Section 5.4). The third source is the basic concept of biff which is used as a basic 
inspiration through the design process. See Figure 5-1 for an overview of the design process.  
 
Figure 5-1: AnyBiff - design process overview 
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5.2 Preliminary	  studies	  
As part of the AnyBiff design process I conducted two preliminary studies. The first study was a 
workplace study at the Australasian CRC for Interaction Design (ACID), one of the organisations 
where AnyBiff was later deployed. The study focussed on understanding general work and 
collaboration practices and use of collaborative technology. The second study was an exploratory 
study conducted at the Foo research group, at the School of IT & Electrical Engineering (ITEE), 
University of Queensland (UQ). This study focussed more strongly on exploring the specific 
interactions needed to support direct disclosure and considered how they would work in situ. 
5.2.1 Workplace	  study	  
I conducted a workplace study at the headquarters of the Australasian CRC for Interaction 
Design (ACID), based in Brisbane. Australia. The aim of the study was to explore aspects of 
collaboration and awareness in a shared office environment where collaboration with distributed 
partners was common. In addition, the study was constructed to provide a perspective on awareness 
mechanisms. The study was not specifically targeted at active awareness or direct disclosure, but 
explored, in broader terms, how people collaborated, which tools they used to do so and what 
function the physical work environment fulfilled. 
Field	  of	  investigation	  -­‐	  ACID	  
ACID101 was a Cooperative Research Centre (CRC) funded by the Australian government that 
ran between 2003 and 2010. ACID’s core activities were research, development and 
commercialisation in the field of the creative industries. ACID consisted of approximately 220 
members - mostly seconded academics and postgraduate students from participating universities - 
as well as a range of industry partners, and 11 full-time administrative and managerial staff. ACID’s 
main office was located at Kelvin Grove, Brisbane, Australia. Participants were distributed across 
major cities in Australia as well as Christchurch, New Zealand. The main office had a varying 
number of staff: a group of approximately 20 researchers and the general staff. The CRC ran a total 
of 28 projects over its lifetime. Projects were generally staffed with partners from a number of 
universities and industry partners.  
Study	  design	  and	  results	  	  
The study consisted of 14 semi-structured interviews conducted with a cross-section of ACID 
researchers and general staff (see Appendix A for the interview guide). The interviews solicited 
                                                
101 http://www.acid.net.au 
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information about communication and collaboration strategies, tools in use to support 
communication and collaboration, and requirements with regard to awareness. All interviews were 
transcribed and the material was analysed using coding and clustering techniques. The results were 
published in an internal report (Rittenbruch, 2004). The study highlighted a range of issues about 
how participants collaborated. I will briefly highlight a number of selected points, particularly those 
which had an impact on the design of AnyBiff. For a comprehensive discussion of the results please 
refer to the report contained in Appendix A. 
Teams and collaboration tools 
Generally, the work environment was highly heterogeneous. It included academics from a wide 
range of disciplines loosely linked to creative industries, industry participants, postgraduate students 
and research assistants. Projects were often composed of inter-state collaborators and due to the 
lack of a common collaboration platform, the most common form of communication was the use of 
email and phones. Generally, the use of IT was characterised by the lowest common denominator 
approach. However, isolated use of instant messaging and Skype could be found between selected 
participants. The use of shared tools was generally hampered by the lack of inter-organisational 
infrastructure such as file-servers and calendaring servers. ACID provided email addresses to 
participants, however the introduction of other collaboration tools failed for a variety of reasons. 
Projects sometimes implemented their own collaboration infrastructure (e.g. wikis, blogs, etc.). 
Office environment and presence 
Within this diverse environment the Kelvin Grove office played an important role, as it 
provided a base for visitors as well as intra-city collaborators to meet and work together. Presence 
was a central awareness aspect that was desired by a majority of interviewees. Questions like “Who 
was in the office?”, “Was Peter there?”, “When would Paula be in?” were common among the 
participants. Presence was not only of importance for facilitating meetings, but was also required to 
manage the access to desk space, which was at a premium. Apart from presence awareness, 
participants commented on the need to find out more about “what was happening in a project”. This 
generally referred to their own projects, but also to projects they were not directly involved in. 
Participants reported that there was little information exchange across projects unless there was an 
overlap in personnel. 
The study highlighted the need for awareness tools that were highly flexible, could be tailored 
to specific projects and information needs (e.g. presence), and were not directly tied to specific 
collaboration tools. I will discuss these design aspects in the context of design criteria identified in 
Chapter 4, Section 4.5.2. 
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5.2.2 Exploratory	  study	  
The next step in the design process was to explore the use of direct disclosure concepts in situ 
by using a low-fidelity paper prototype. I conducted an exploratory study in mid-2005 at the Foo 
research group, at the School of IT & Electrical Engineering (ITEE) at the University of 
Queensland (UQ). 
Field	  of	  investigation	  –	  Foo	  group	  
The Foo research group was part of part of the Interaction Design Research Division (IDRD) at 
ITEE. At the time it consisted of approximately 3 fulltime academics and 8 postgraduate students. 
The group’s main function was to exchange information between PhD students and their 
supervisors and the discussion of related research. While the group was not one of the chosen user 
groups for AnyBiff (ACID and IDRD), the fact that it constituted a part of the larger IDRD group 
made it sufficiently suitable for an exploratory study. 
Study	  design	  
The study employed a mix of methods. The study material was delivered in the form of a 
cultural probe (e.g. Gaver, Dunne & Pacenti, 1999). Its main aim was to explore how and where 
people would use direct disclosure in their work and social environments. Participants received a 
probe that contained: An instruction sheet, a low-fidelity “notification exercise sheet”, a 
questionnaire, incentive lollies and a return envelope (see Figure 5-2 below). The probe was handed 
out to six participants who were given two weeks to complete the exercise. 
 
Figure 5-2: Cultural probe 
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Figure 5-3: Cultural probe contents 
Notification exercise sheet 
The notification exercise sheet was a low-fidelity paper-based prototype that was designed to 
collect when, why, what and with whom participants wanted to share information. The sheet 
consisted of a “notification button” (a tactile element, to convey the impression activating 
‘information sharing’) and a list of fields that requested information about the sharing context and 
allowed them to draw a sketch of the situation (see Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-5). Participants were 
encouraged to consume one of the incentive lollies every time they completed an activity. The sheet 
contained a counter (“How often”) that encouraged people to “press” certain activities several 
times, as to indicate how often they were interested in sharing information in that particular context. 
Participants were also encouraged to upload related photos to a shared Flickr address102. 
 
Figure 5-4: Notification sheet with notification "button" 
                                                
102 However, no photos were recorded during the study. Camera phones were not nearly as prevalent in mid-2005 as 
they are today. 
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Figure 5-5: Notification sheet, example 
Questionnaire 
The last element of the probe was a questionnaire that aimed to evaluate the participants’ 
experience, including how difficult they found the exercise and whether they would like to share 
and receive information about the situations they listed. Appendix B contains the material used in 
this study. 
	  Results	  
Out of six distributed probes I received notification exercise sheets and filled out questionnaires 
from three participants, resulting in a 50% return rate. 
Notification sheets 
Participants listed a total of ten activities. The activities roughly fell into three categories, 
presence notifications, social notifications and travel / location notifications. Four activities were 
related to social activities. These included telling others “I’m going out for lunch” (3 x times) and 
sharing with others that “I am going to have coffee”. Four activities related more specifically to 
presence, including telling a supervisor I “Won’t be around tomorrow” (see Figure 5-6), making a 
“I’m going home announcement”, telling everyone “I’m available” and a “Good morning everyone 
routine”. The last two remaining activities were related to travel: “I’m on the train and will be at 
Uni in ~45 mins” (see Figure 5-7) and “Travel notification. I’m letting people know I’ve arrived.”  
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Figure 5-6: Supervisor notification 
 
Figure 5-7: Travel notification 
Questionnaires 
Two participants found it reasonably or very easy to perform the notification exercise. They felt 
that the tasks complexity was low and had the sheet handy to write down activities as they occurred 
to them. The other participant found the exercise somewhat difficult and opined that he never 
remembered to notify people. The participants overall agreed that they would find it useful to be 
notified about other people’s activities. The most commonly requested information was location, 
presence, “what they are working on”, daily routines (lunch, coffee breaks) and formal meetings. 
Similarly, participants felt that sharing this information would aid them in their collaboration with 
others, though one participant mentioned that during the trial he did not have any tasks that required 
collaboration with others.  
Discussion 
The study was a small-scale preliminary study to explore how far it was possible to elicit which 
information people were interested in sharing and receiving using a low-fidelity approach. The 
study delivered some interesting insights. Some of the activities related to practices that were 
already commonly used in the group. For instance presence features that told others “I am 
available” where used between group members who used Yahoo Messenger. However, other 
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aspects, like the “Supervisor notification”, were new and indicated that it would be important to 
allow users to create their own disclosure “channels”. Generally, notifications related to social 
activities were prevalent in the group and made up the majority of suggestions. This reflects the fact 
that the majority of group members within Foo (including the three people who actively 
participated) were PhD students. While the group had a strong social cohesion and jointly 
participated in social activities, they rarely collaborated on specific tasks. 
The small user population of this preliminary study makes it imprudent to draw generalised 
conclusions. However, the study showed that participants were generally interested in sharing 
information regarding a wide range of activities and intentions and were willing to design specific 
“categories” or “channels” to do so. 
5.2.3 Summary	  preliminary	  studies	  
Overall both studies indicated a strong need for awareness in both work environments. ACID 
participants focussed more strongly on the coordination of work activities in general and the 
coordination of a shared office environment resource in particular. The Foo group, by comparison, 
focussed more strongly on facilitating social interaction. As previously outlined (Section 5.2.1) one 
of the main design implications from the ACID workplace study was that there was a need for 
awareness tools that were highly flexible and could be tailored to specific projects and information 
needs. Because of the multitude of collaboration tools in use and the lack of a common IT 
infrastructure, any new awareness tool needed to be designed to be independent of other tools and 
work across sites and corporate networks. The Foo study explored to what extent people were 
interested in defining and using disclosure mechanisms. While the user population was small, the 
proposed disclosure activities still covered important aspects of coordinating work and social 
activities. However, the low-fidelity nature of the prototype did not allow for any of the important 
dynamics of direct disclosure, such as disclosure effort, to be tested. The next section describes the 
design of the high-fidelity prototype that takes the findings from the preliminary studies into 
account. 
5.3 Design	  space	  
In this section I discuss the design process that led to the implementation of AnyBiff. I first 
discuss overall design goals and challenges (Section 5.3.1), which were informed by the definition 
of active awareness and direct disclosure in Chapter 4. I then apply the general design criteria 
linked to direct disclosure to the specific design of AnyBiff (Section 5.3.2). Lastly, I describe 
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design options and choices for different interface components that constitute the AnyBiff system 
(Section 5.3.3). 
5.3.1 Design	  goals	  and	  challenges	  
Designers who build awareness mechanisms face a number of specific challenges. One of the 
most fundamental of these is how to map and represent the relationships between users and their 
virtual, physical and social work environments. Awareness in co-located work environments is a 
result of people’s physical interaction with the environment and each other. Computer-mediated 
awareness, by contrast, generally does not cover all aspects of people’s work, but only allows for a 
restricted view of a limited set of people’s activities. This holds true for both synchronous and 
asynchronous awareness approaches. Asynchronous approaches such as event-based awareness 
have traditionally been built on top of shared collaborative applications such as shared workspaces. 
As such, the information gathered was linked to information represented within this particular 
application. Synchronous approaches such as media spaces provide an alternative approach to 
awareness, by setting up a communication channel between distributed parties. Awareness is then a 
result of people’s natural interaction across this channel. However, this approach does not cover 
activities conducted via collaborative software. 
The design space for implementing direct disclosure is orthogonal to both these approaches. On 
the one hand a direct disclosure system needs to abstract away from occurrences of events in 
individual collaborative systems to comprise a wide range of activities relating to both virtual and 
physical artefacts as well as work-related and informal activities. On the other hand, a system that 
supports direct disclosure needs to provide more specific functionality than video and or audio 
channels. A direct disclosure systems needs to relay information in a semi-synchronous manner. For 
instance, users should be able to see an activity has started 2 minutes ago, even though they just 
logged into the system.  
Design	  goals	  
The overall design goal for the system considered here is to support direct disclosure. Direct 
disclosure is characterised by three aspects (see Chapter 4, Section 4.5). First, a system that 
supports direct disclosure needs to allow for immediate user action to disclose information. Users 
should be allowed to indicate what they are doing now or in the immediate future. Second, the level 
of user effort should generally be low. Disclosing information should only involve a small number 
of interactions, like clicking a button or selecting a menu item. Third and finally, systems that 
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support direct disclosure need to be highly flexible and tailorable to allow users to individually 
specify the type of information they want to disclose. 
Overall design of AnyBiff 
The biff concept, described in Chapter 3 (Section 3.2.3), addressed the first two goals and was 
identified as the approach that most closely matches direct disclosure. However, individual biffs are 
neither flexible nor tailorable. AnyBiff, was designed as a generic biff system in order to address 
this shortcoming. The general idea was that in AnyBiff all users of the system were enabled to 
create their own biffs and share these biffs with other users. Users could then select the biffs they 
were interested in and use them simultaneously. AnyBiff was expected to act as a marketplace 
where biffs were created, tried out and became either useful or were abandoned. The overall design 
of the system addressed a number of common groupware design challenges (see Chapter 4, Section 
4.4.2). First, the critical mass problem would become a localised issue. Rather than a whole system 
failing or succeeding, only individual biffs would fail or succeed. This meant the system could 
provide highly popular biffs that many people would use, but at the same time cater for specialist 
use, e.g. two people sharing a particular activity. The group benefit issues would become similarly 
localised. Biffs would represent specific groups of people who shared an interest in the activity that 
the biff represented. People could then differentiate and decide whether they wanted to expand the 
effort of notifying others depending on the groups associated with biffs and their current situation. 
In addition, as stipulated by the first design goal, biffs were extremely easy to use, so as to 
encourage people to use them when appropriate. 
5.3.2 Design	  criteria	  
The design goals address general characteristics of direct disclosure. The next step is more 
specific and considers how the design criteria for direct disclosure (defined in Chapter 4, Section 
4.5.2) impact on the design of AnyBiff. 
Direct disclosure mechanisms require a low level of effort to disclose information. I considered 
effort both at a conceptual level as well as the user interface level. At the user-interface level 
disclosure effort translates into the amount of effort required to interact with the system. Coffee-
Biff’s single-click interface provided the lowest possible interaction effort out of the systems 
considered. However, as AnyBiff was designed as a generic tool, additional effort was required to 
set up and subscribe to new biffs. I will describe mechanisms that were used to reduce the setup 
effort in the next section. In addition I introduced mechanisms that allowed users optionally to 
further specify aspects of a biff (e.g. time for which a biff would stay activated). I will discuss the 
impact of these mechanisms and to what extent they lead to additional interactional effort in 
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Chapter 6 (AnyBiff evaluation). At a conceptual level, effort equated to finding representations of 
activities that matched the users’ need to express exactly the information they wanted to share. 
Again this was addressed through the overall design of the system, allowing users to create the biffs 
they felt were necessary. 
The next criteria, low ambiguity, suggested that there should be little need for interpreting 
complex information. Again, this was addressed by the overall design of AnyBiff. Biffs, by design 
have limited expressivity and generally represent a single concept or activity. Similar to CoffeeBiff 
I used icons to make it easy to distinguish between different biffs. Other potential areas for 
ambiguity included the length of time for which a biff was active and potential conflict when Biffs 
would refer to more than one location. I addressed those aspects with dedicated interface elements 
(see Section 5.3.3). 
A high level of sharedness was required for Biffs to work. E.g. with CoffeeBiff users knew 
exactly where meet to get coffee. As the level of sharedness relies on social conventions, it cannot 
be addressed through the design of the system alone. However the design of the system should 
support the establishment of social conventions as much as possible. Mechanisms that were 
instrumental in this were the biff creation and subscription mechanisms. I implemented mechanisms 
that allowed users to see who the subscribers and creators of biffs were. Users who created biffs 
could relay information regarding the “rationale” of their biffs to other potential users. Creators also 
had the option to pre-empt conflicts and add sub-categories that would allow users to further specify 
aspects of a biff, e.g. a specific location (see previous paragraph on ambiguity). 
The remaining three criteria are all implicitly addressed by the overall design of AnyBiff. This 
includes being able to disclose actions and/or intentions, providing an appropriate level of 
flexibility with regard to which information can be expressed and allowing disclosure to occur 
whenever it is required (frequency). Flexibility referred to how easy it is to relate different 
information. Generally, textual tools like Twitter are very flexible as any type of information can 
be covered. However, pure textual tools can also potentially lead to ambiguity and generally require 
a higher level of effort compared to Biffs. By comparison, AnyBiff restricted some aspects of 
information sharing in that it imposed user-created categories (biffs) which led to a lower level of 
potential ambiguity. However, at the same time, it did not impose any restrictions on which biffs 
could be created or how they could be changed. 
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5.3.3 Interface	  design	  
The following section addresses design considerations for interface elements of the AnyBiff 
system. This includes the discussion of design options and rationales. The drawings shown in this 
section have been produced to explore different interface options and document the design process. 
Biff	  layout	  
The general idea behind AnyBiff was to provide users with the ability to create and use several 
biff applications in parallel. The general function of AnyBiff was to:  
• allow users to design biffs (select an image, title and description) 
• allow users to subscribe to biffs (subscribed biffs appear on the desktop) 
• allow user to activate (and deactivate) biffs with a single-click 
• show how many users have activated a biff and who these users are 
There were several design options that would have extended a single biff application into a 
generic, multi-biff application. For the top-level user interface, I considered three alternative design 
options, a single biff view (with a cycle-select approach), a widget-style interface and a biff-bar. 
 
Figure 5-8: Biff cycle 
 
Figure 5-9: Biff select 
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Figure 5-10: Single window design option 
The single-biff view design occupied roughly the same screen real estate as a single biff 
application. In order to represent multiple biffs in a single window, this design would have required 
two different mechanisms. In order to select a biff users would have had to select the required biff 
from a drop-down list (or a similar selection mechanism) (see Figure 5-9). In order to view biffs 
that had been activated the activated biffs would automatically cycle through the single biff window 
(see Figure 5-8). Figure 5-10 shows the potential design for the single-biff view interface, including 
a button for showing active biffs, and buttons for creating, editing and subscribing to biffs. The 
main advantage of this design was that would have required the smallest amount of screen real 
estate. The biggest disadvantage was that it would have required an additional selection step when 
trying to activate a biff, and that all activated biffs could not be seen at a glance.  
 
Figure 5-11: Biff bar 
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Figure 5-12: AnyBiff biff arrangement 
The biff-bar design combined several biffs in a single (vertical or horizontal) row (see Figure 
5-11). Biffs which a user had subscribed to were shown in the bar. The main advantage of this 
design was that all biffs could be seen at a glance and activated with a single user action. In addition 
the design offered the opportunity for biffs to be sorted by a range of criteria (e.g. newest, most 
commonly used, name, etc.) or moved up and down dynamically, depending on whether they had 
been activated. However, the overall number of number of biffs that could be displayed was 
limited, depending on the size of biff and screen resolution. In order to extend the number of the 
displayable biffs, scrolling would become necessary (see Figure 5-12). However, as the immediate 
accessibility of biffs was one of the advantages of this design, scrolling was suboptimal, as it would 
hide biffs. Scrolling should therefor be made use of as little as possible. 
 
Figure 5-13: Biff widgets 
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The last design option was conceptually very similar to the biff-bar, however it suggested that 
biffs could be freely placed on the desktop, similar to widgets (see Figure 5-13: Biff widgets), 
rather than placed in a single window. This design offered similar benefits to the biff-bar design, 
though I considered it to be less effective in making users notice biff activations, as the users focus 
would need to shift between different areas of the screen. 
For AnyBiff I chose the biff-bar design as it overall required the least amount of disclosure 
effort possible and thus most closely matched the second design goal. However, the resulting trade-
off was that only a limited number of biffs could be displayed at the same time, without resorting to 
scrolling. I introduced a number of mitigating strategies to deal with the issue of limited screen real-
estate, most notable a minimised view of biffs. 
Biff	  interface	  
 
Figure 5-14: CoffeeBiff interface 
The original CoffeeBiff application (Fitzpatrick et al., 1999) had four interface elements, an 
icon that signified the activity, a counter that counted how many users had activated the biff, a name 
field that displayed a name (shortcut) for each user and the biff itself which was a clickable button.  
For the design of individual biffs in AnyBiff I wanted to retain all these elements. In addition to the 
original functionality I decided to add three elements, which are discussed in turn. 
Status bar 
The design of CoffeeBifff afforded a very limited scope of expression. This was not a problem 
at DSTC, where the application was built and tested, as it was generally understood that the biff 
referred to the company’s kitchen, where the coffee machine was located. However, AnyBiff’s 
design called for flexibility and a low level of ambiguity. In a more generalised situation than the 
one found at DSTC, it is likely that a biff would refer to more than one location or aspect of a work 
environment (e.g. different lunch outlets, which a team regularly frequents). For this reason I 
introduced a status option to each biff. At creation time users would be able to set a list of statuses 
that were specific to a particular biff. Users activating the biff could in turn select a status to further 
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specify the meaning of the activation. For instance the “CoffeeBiff” that was created as part of 
AnyBiff offered a choice of ten different coffee venues that people could choose from (see Figure 
5-15). While this mechanism further reduced ambiguity, it also introduced a small amount of 
additional user effort. In order to minimise this effort, the last selection was designed to stay 
enabled by default, so that a commonly selected status was always available and did not require 
additional user interaction. 
 
Figure 5-15: Biff status selection 
Timeout 
An additional means to reduce ambiguity was a selection mechanism that allowed users to 
select the timeout for a biff from a list of common options. This accounted for the fact that different 
activities could take different amounts of time to complete depending on the user’s context. 
Individual biff activation remained active for as long as a user set the timeout. The selection box 
defaulted to a common setting (e.g. 10 minutes, see Figure 5-16). 
 
Figure 5-16: Biff timeout selection 
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Shoutbox 
The shoutbox was a mini-tickertape application located between the main biff display area and 
the selection boxes for status and timeout. It allowed free-text messages to be sent to all other 
subscribers of a biff. The rationale behind this feature was to provide an additional tool for further 
negotiation of activities and general communication should it be required. Each biff had its own 
communication channel (see Figure 5-17). 
 
Figure 5-17: Biff interface with shoutbox 
Biff layout 
The design for the layout of biffs went through a number of iterations (see Figure 5-18). The 
original design a) contained the shoutbox, but not the selectors. Names were displayed in a name 
scroller on top rather than cycling through a single field like in CoffeeBiff. Design b) introduced the 
status selector on top of the shoutbox and design c) introduced a tooltext option. When hovering 
over the user name field the system would show an overview over all engaged biff users, sorted by 
status, at a glance. This feature was later implemented in AnyBiff. 
 




The final design (Figure 5-19) introduced a changed layout in order to accommodate the three 
original and the three new user interface elements. Below is a drawing that shows the design of the 
general biff layout.  
 
Figure 5-19: Biff interface with name and status cycling 
The drop down boxes were located at the bottom of the biff, so that when extended they would not 
obscure part of this biff’s interface. The shoutbox needed to be as wide as possible as text was 
scrolling in in from one side to the other and subsequently placed between the selection boxes and 
the main part of the biff. The main parts housed the icon, and the three textual / numerical elements, 
the biff counter, user names and status. Those three elements were arranged as a list on the right 
side. On the left side, as much space as possible was allocated to the icon to make the biff 
recognisable at first glance. The icon doubled as the clickable button. Similar to the original 
CoffeeBiff application, the names of the people that had activated the biff cycled through the name 
display every couple of seconds. As the status messages could differ between people, these were 
also cycled.  
Biff	  management	  
There were several aspects of managing biffs that needed to be addressed. First AnyBiff needed 
an interface where users could create new biffs. This basically required that the user provided 
information about the name, a description of the function of a biff (shared with other users), a set of 
status list entries and an icon that represented the biff. 
Next users needed to be able to maintain their own biffs. For this purpose they needed to be 
provided with means of editing existing biffs and deleting them should they require it. Deleting a 
biff was critical if other users were still subscribed to it. In the current implementation of AnyBiff I 
chose to implement a warning, but still allowed owners to delete biffs should they require it. 
Optionally, subscribed users could be allowed to carry on using a biff and ownership could be 
passed on.  
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Finally, the subscription interface allowed users to select and deselect the biff they wanted to 
subscribe to (or unsubscribe from). See Section 5.4.3 to see how these features were implemented. 
5.4 The	  AnyBiff	  system	  
The final version of AnyBiff103 was completed in 2005 and deployed at ACID and the IDRD 
(see Chapter 6 for a detailed evaluation of the system). The following section describes the system’s 
features and underlying architecture.  
5.4.1 Interface	  elements	  
The following figure (Figure 5-20) depicts a custom AnyBiff interface. The user ‘Jane’ has 
subscribed to two biffs ‘Lunch’ and ‘Meeting’ which are visible in the “Biff Bar”. The lunch biff 
has been activated by two users, ‘Bob’ and ‘Jane’. 
 
Figure 5-20: AnyBiff interface 
An icon (2) signifies the meaning of the biff and makes it easy to visually distinguish biffs. 
Clicking on the icon activates a biff; clicking a second time deactivates it. The biffs serve as input 
as well as output interfaces. The green frame around the icon indicates whether a biff is active (light 
green) or inactive (dark green). A counter (6) indicates the number of users that have activated each 
biff. The username of each active user will flash in a name display (7) indicating which users are 
                                                
103 A working copy of AnyBiff can be found at http://itee.uq.edu.au/~markusr/anybiff/_release/AnyBiff-GM.zip (Mac 
OS X version). Uploaded 06.06.2011. 
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engaged. In addition, the status that each user selected when engaging a biff is displayed in the 
status display area (8). Users can specify a timeout (9). A biff activation will expire after the time 
specified in the timeout has elapsed. For each activation of a biff users can select a status from the 
status list (4). A fixed set of statuses is pre-defined by the creator of a biff. In addition users can add 
custom status messages. Each biff has a shoutbox (3), which is a small tickertape-style 
communication tool attached linked to the biff. Users can send and receive messages which are seen 
by all subscribers of the same biff. There is minimal functionality that allows users to delete single 
or all messages from the shoutbox. Users are furthermore free to choose a user alias (1). 
Each biff has two optional display modes: minimised and maximised. In maximised mode users 
can access all the interface features described above. In minimised mode, the display is limited to a 
small icon, the biff counter and the name display. Users who wish to change the status, the timeout 
or want to use the shoutbox need to change to maximised mode. See Figure 5-21 for a minimised 
view (left) and a combination of minimised and maximised views (right). Minimised views were 
introduced to address the issue that only a limited amount of biffs could be displayed depending on 
the users screen resolution (see Section 5.3.3 Biff layout). Minimised views increased the number 
of displayable biffs. If a users required even more biffs scrolling was implemented as the only 
available option.  
   
Figure 5-21: Multiple biffs, all minimised (left), mixed view (right) 
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AnyBiff needed to be online in order to connect to the notification service and AnyBiff server 
(see Section 5.4.6). The connectivity indicator (5) (see Figure 5-20) displays the current connection 
status. 
5.4.2 Biff	  creation	  
Users could create biffs using a Wizard. The wizard let users choose a name, a description and 
an icon for a biff (see Figure 5-22). On a second screen the user was able to define a list of status 
messages for a biff (see Figure 5-23). All biffs that were created were sent to the server and 
automatically shared with all other users of the system. There was no notion of a private biff. The 
existence of new biffs was indicated by an indicator icon at the user interface. New biffs were 
furthermore highlighted in the list of biffs from which users subscribe to or unsubscribe from biffs 
(highlighted in orange, see Figure 5-24). 
 
Figure 5-22: Biff creation wizard, screen 1 
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Figure 5-23: Biff creation wizard, screen 2 
5.4.3 Biff	  subscription	  
Users could select biffs from a list, which was kept up-to-date on the server. The list shows the 
name, description and icon of each biff, who created the biff, as well as the number and names of 
the current subscribers (see Figure 5-24). 
 
Figure 5-24: Biff subscription 
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5.4.4 Biff	  management	  
Biff creators could manage their own biffs. The “Manage Biffs” dialogue would show the biff 
manager (see Figure 5-25), which allowed creators to edit or delete biffs. 
 
Figure 5-25: Biff manager 
5.4.5 Notification	  mechanisms	  
The main output mechanism for biff notifications were biffs themselves. Biffs displayed all the 
relevant information including the number of active users, which users were active and their chosen 
status. In addition, users could choose to use sound notifications to become aware of activities in 
case the AnyBiff main window was hidden or minimised. The AnyBiff client further included a 
number of operating-system-specific notification features. The PC version contained a system tray 
feature, which allowed users to control and administer biffs from the system tray (see Figure 5-26). 
 
Figure 5-26: System tray representation of AnyBiff (PC version) 
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The Mac OS version of AnyBiff was linked to iChat. Selecting a biff would set the iChat status 
accordingly, e.g. selecting the Lunch biff with the status ‘Noodle bar’ would result in a ‘not 
available’ status in iChat and the setting of a status line labelled ‘Lunch (Noodle bar)’. The different 
forms of integration with the operating system on PCs and Macs were caused by platform-
dependent inconsistencies of the implementation framework used104. Both PC- and Mac-versions of 
AnyBiff emitted tickertape notifications on Elvin. These could be displayed by any tickertape 
application that is based on Elvin, e.g. Sticker105. A biff would send messages when it was activated 
and deactivated. In addition the biff-specific tickertape was mirrored on a general tickertape 
channel, named after the biff, e.g. notifications and messages in the “Lunch” biff, would appear in 
the “LunchBiff’ tickertape channel. While Tickertape integration was not an essential aspect of a 
biff’s functionality, it offered an additional notification layer that allowed people who commonly 
used Tickertape to receive additional notifications.  
 
Figure 5-27: Tickertape message using aquatik106 
5.4.6 Other	  interface	  aspects	  	  
AnyBiff featured a number of additional interface features designed to reduce disclosure effort, 
and provide flexibility. First, in a bid to reduce effort, the last selected status message would stay 
displayed in a biff. This meant that users who commonly used the same status message did not have 
to select a status every time they activated a biff. Second, to provide flexibility, user could add 
additional status messages to the status bar by typing into the drop-down box. The last used custom 
status was saved in the drop-down list.  
                                                
104 While the use of Java and Eclipse / SWT assured a great level of platform independence, platform-dependent issues 
remain in the SWT framework. Our use of different resources to integrate with the respective platform is a workaround 
that addresses these issues. 
105 Elvin-compatible tickertape applications can be found here: http://tickertape.org/ 
106 http://www.tickertape.org/projects/aquatik/ 
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5.4.7 AnyBiff	  architecture	  
 
Figure 5-28: Simplified AnyBiff architecture 
The architecture of AnyBiff was based on the client-server model. AnyBiff clients and the 
server used Elvin107 (Fitzpatrick et al., 1999) (see Chapter 2, Section 2.5.2), a distributed event 
routing service, as communication layer. Clients communicated biff selection events and shoutbox 
messages directly through Elvin. This allowed AnyBiff to maintain basic functionality in case of a 
(AnyBiff) server failure.  
The AnyBiff server provided a number of services, including biff administration, status and 
subscription services. The biff service managed all existing biffs in a database and pushed creation, 
deletion and modification events to all clients. Clients kept local copies of subscribed biffs, which 
were synchronised and kept consistent with the authoritative server biff list. The status services kept 
a persistent snapshot of the current status of all biffs, overcoming the transient nature of elvin 
notifications. When a client connected, the current status of all its biffs was synchronised. The 
status service ensured that users would see biff activations that had occurred before they started the 
client, but were still active at the time of the start-up. The subscription service managed 
subscription counts for each biff. All events including, biff activation, subscription and biff 
modification events were logged in a database.  
Both the client and server application were developed in Java, using the Eclipse/SWT interface 
framework, to allow platform-independent development. The system was deployed on Windows XP 
and Mac OS X. AnyBiff pre-dated a number of related applications and services, including micro-
                                                
107 Elvin was maintained by Mantara, but support ceased at the end of 2007. Avis (http://avis.sourceforge.net/) is an 
open-source replacement for Elvin. 
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blogs such as Twitter, and location-sharing services such as Foursquare108 and 
BrightKite109. SphereX (see Chapter 6), by comparison, was designed and implemented later 
and contained a Twitter interface. I will discuss the possibilities of linking AnyBiff to such services 
in the future work section (Chapter 9). 
5.5 Summary	  
In this chapter I have outlined the design and implementation of the AnyBiff system. The design 
was informed by the definition of direct disclosure, insights from two preliminary studies and the 
framework of active awareness, in particular the identified design criteria for direct disclosure. I 
have given a detailed account of the different design options as well as the selected interface 
elements and their implementation.  
AnyBiff has been designed to work with relatively small user populations110, and caters for 
groups of users who are already acquainted, partially co-located and share social and work routines. 
Unlike SphereX, AnyBiff does not employ a friendship model. All users have access to the same 
biffs, which they can subscribe to, or even modify. As a result all user activity is visible. Such a 
model clearly only works in environments where users know and trust each other. In order to design 
AnyBiff for different environments designers will have to take into account further issues such as 
relationship management, privacy and modification permissions. 
Within the overall thesis this chapter acted as a proof-of-concept that demonstrated how the 
design criteria defined in framework of active awareness could be practically applied and how 
direct disclosure could be implemented. In the next chapter, I describe evaluation of AnyBiff in two 
real-world settings and consider to what extent AnyBiff has successfully matched the characteristics 
of direct disclosure. 
  
                                                
108 http://foursquare.com 
109 http://brightkite.com 
110 Approximately up to 50 people. 
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Chapter	  6	  -­‐ AnyBiff	  evaluation	  
6.1 Introduction	  
In this chapter I present the results of an exploratory study on AnyBiff, which was conducted in 
two different fields of application. AnyBiff is a proof-of-concept prototype designed to explore an 
overall research question of this thesis: Does, and how does, the use of a system that implements 
direct disclosure in a real-world collaborative setting lead to the creation and use of intentionally 
enriched awareness information111? 
In order to address this question I conducted an in-situ user study within two organisations. I 
also sought to resolve more specific questions relating to whether the low interactional effort 
afforded by direct disclosure would have a positive impact on the work / benefit disparity issue. 
That is, in using the system, did study participants receive sufficient incentives to actively create 
and use biffs, and in doing so, share information about their immediate actions, intentions and 
reasons with each other? The exploratory nature of the study revealed a great wealth of information 
about different usage patterns and conceptual understandings of the biff concept. The results 
showed that the question of the work / benefit disparity cannot be answered in general terms, but is 
intrinsically linked to individual biffs and influenced by factors like the lifespan of a biff, the 
evolution of biff usage and individual relevance of biffs. I will discuss the user study and each of 
these aspects in more detail in the following sections.  
6.1.1 Chapter	  outline	  
Section 6.2 details the design of the user study. The study findings are presented in Section 6.3 
and discussed and summarised in Section 6.4. Section 6.5 concludes this chapter and ties the 
findings into the overall research framework of this thesis. 
                                                
111 Pertaining to research aim 4 of this thesis: Show that systems that implement intentional disclosure create a sense of 
awareness between collaborators, which extends beyond information that can be automatically captured. 
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6.2 User	  study	  design	  
AnyBiff was deployed and concurrently trialled within two research organisations over a two 
week period. Each organisation trialled a separate instance of the software. Additionally, each 
system used a different server and different notification service allowing me to study the use within 
these organisations independently of each other.  
The study was designed as an exploratory study. The distributed version of AnyBiff only 
contained two default biffs Coffee and Meeting. These default biffs served as examples to illustrate 
the basic concept of biffs to the study participants. Participants were expected to create all other 
biffs by themselves. The general notion of biffs was explained to the participants as part of the 
introductory email. However, the study aimed to not limit the participant’s conceptual model of 
what biffs are and can do, as I was interested in observing the evolution of the mutual awareness 
environment that participants would create by using AnyBiff. Which biffs would participants 
create? Which biffs would become popular? Which groups of participants would share biffs? 
6.2.1 Fields	  of	  investigation	  
I chose two fields of investigation, the Australasian CRC for Interaction Design and the 
Interaction Design Research Division at the University of Queensland. Both groups work in the 
research domain. 
The	  Australasian	  CRC	  for	  Interaction	  Design	  (ACID)	  
ACID was a Cooperative Research Centre (CRC) funded by the Australian government. 
ACID’s core activities were research, development and commercialisation of outcomes in the field 
of the creative industries. ACID consisted of approximately 180 members, of which 11 were full-
time staff. Other members included academics from participating universities, industry participants, 
research assistants and 18 Post-graduate students. ACID’s main office was located in Brisbane. 
ACID furthermore had nodes in Queensland, Victoria, Western Australia and New Zealand. 
The	  Interaction	  Design	  Research	  Division	  (IDRD)	  at	  the	  University	  of	  
Queensland	  
The IDRD was one of six research groups at the at the University of Queensland’s (UQ) School 
of Information Technology and Electrical Engineering (ITEE). The IDRD consisted of 10 academic 
staff and 20 postgraduate students. Academic staff members were distributed across two campuses, 
which were approximately 30kms apart. The University’s main campus is located in the suburb of 
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St Lucia and the Ipswich campus predominantly serves the region outside of metropolitan Brisbane. 
All academics in the IDRD were part of a teaching program based at UQ Ipswich and had separate 
offices on this campus. In addition, the majority of academics also had shared offices on UQ’s St 
Lucia campus. Most academics had a routine which involved splitting their office hours between 
the two campuses depending on teaching commitments and meetings with colleagues and research 
students. The majority of IDRD’s postgraduate students occupied a single open plan office space at 
the main St Lucia campus. The distributed nature of the group led to the adoption of various 
mechanisms for maintaining contact with and awareness of colleagues at different locations. 
Managing this distributed collaboration was an on-going overhead for members of the IDRD. 
UQ was a participating member of ACID and some members of the IDRD were also involved in 
ACID research projects. Participants who were affiliated with both UQ and ACID were given the 
choice to participate in either or both trials. Participants who wanted to join both trials had to install 
two separate instances of AnyBiff. A small number of participants initially took part in both trials, 
but quickly decided to use one or the other of the AnyBiff systems. There was no case where 
participants used both systems over the full length of the trial period.  
6.2.2 Methodology	  
I conducted a total of 15 semi-structured interviews with members of ACID and the IDRD. I 
interviewed a cross-Section of ACID and IDRD members, including academics, postgraduate 
students, research assistants and administrative staff. The interviews lasted between 20-30 minutes, 
and were semi-structured to allow flexibility for exploring topics in more detail. An interview guide 
was used to ensure that relevant aspects of system use were covered. Interviews were audio-taped 
and notes were taken during the interviews. All interviews were transcribed for data analysis.  
The study yielded a rich set of qualitative data which was then analysed using a range of 
methods. Relevant aspects from each interview were identified and aggregated using affinity 
diagramming (Preece, Sharp & Rogers, 2007). The affinity diagramming provided a number of 
topic areas that represent common themes found throughout the interviews. The data was also 
analysed according to the categories provided by the interview guide. Results gained by this 
methodology allowed an examination of trends within particular topic areas.  
The usage of AnyBiff was logged on the server for the period of the trial. I gathered data on the 
creation, use, subscription modification and deletion of biffs. The data gained from logging was 
analysed to identify a number of factors, including the most frequently used biffs, the most 
subscribed biffs, the assignment of biffs to participants and usage trends. Participants were also 
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encouraged to leave email feedback on usage and conceptual issues throughout the trial. The data 
gathered from email feedback consisted mostly of descriptions of particular interface issues. All 
names that appear in the summary of findings have been altered to assure the anonymity of 
participants.  
6.3 Findings	  
The results are structured into four major subsections: AnyBiff usage (Section 6.3.1), 
conceptual issues (Section 6.3.2), biff-specific usage (Section 6.3.3), and GUI problems (Section 
6.3.4). AnyBiff usage refers to the use of the system as a whole and classifies the biffs that 
participants created throughout the trial. This subsection largely relies on the analysis of system 
logs. The remaining sections are based on the analysis of the interviews I conducted. The 
Conceptual issues section outlines fundamental issues relating to the usage of an active enriched 
awareness service that became apparent during my study. The Biff-specific usage section 
summarises usage behaviour and issues that were found to be a direct result of the interaction with 
the biff concept, e.g. how participants gauged the scope of biffs, how the biff concepts were utilised 
to achieve different outcomes by different participants, etc. Last but not least, the GUI problems 
section summarises problems with the AnyBiff GUI. While the analysis of GUI problems were not 
the main focus of the study, they helped me to understand which problems were of a conceptual 
nature, and which ones could be attributed to implementational shortcomings. 
6.3.1 AnyBiff	  usage	  
AnyBiff was used by a total of 38 study participants at ACID and 16 participants at the IDRD. 
13 ACID participants created a total of 26 biffs during the trial period, while 8 IDRD participants 
created a total of 12 biffs. A small number of participants took part in both trials and created similar 
or identical biffs for the IDRD and the ACID system. In the context of this analysis, these biffs are 
counted as separate entities as they were used in different settings.  
Biff	  classification	  
The most commonly used biffs were categorised into a number of groups in order to discern the 
different types of biffs. The classifications include the two default biffs Coffee and Meeting, which 
were part of the standard installation. The classifications do not account for all biffs as some of the 
biffs were merely created by participants to test and understand the concept of biffs112. Table 6.1 
lists the names and descriptions of biffs (as generated by the biff creator), as well as information 
                                                
112 These biffs were easily identified and were not deemed relevant to the outcomes of this study. In almost all cases 
these biff were deleted by their creators. 
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about which trial the biff was used in (ACID or IDRD). A number of the biffs will be discussed in 
more detail in subsequent sections.  
Biffs were categorised into six distinct groups: location and activity indicator, activity 
inducement biffs, in-between awareness, biff concept evolution, fun biffs and, a category other to 
account for biffs that did not fit into the former categories. 
 
Name  Description Trial 
Location and activity indicators 
Biffs that indicated activities and / or locations. Biffs that indicated activities often 
specified potential locations as biff statuses. Conversely, biffs that specified locations 
usually listed activities in their status lists.  
The following biffs indicated engagement in activities 
Thesis Do you know where your thesis is right now? IDRD 
Procrastination Working but open to chat ACID, IDRD 
Doing that work 
thing 
 ACID 
Meeting Are you in a meeting? (default) 
ACID, IDRD 
The following biffs indicated location in relation to a work activity 
Working at my desk  ACID 
Working at home Avoiding interruptions, but still happy to be 
contacted 
ACID 
ACID media lab The dungeon ACID 
Activity inducement biffs 
Biffs that were used to initiate and coordinate (often social) activities with other users 
Coffee Engage in an important social activity (default) 
ACID, IDRD 
Lunch Want to have lunch, going soon, open on 
discussion where to go 
ACID, IDRD 
HackySack Anyone interested in a game of hack? IDRD 
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Choc run Off to find some chocolate IDRD 
At the pub At the local – join us for a drink ACID 
In-between awareness 
Biffs utilising AnyBiff’s ability to sustain a notification status if a user has gone offline 
On the road About to head between locations ACID, IDRD 
Home Going home or at home IDRD 
Away Far from home IDRD 
Going home now Ciao ACID 
Gone walkabout Catch me if you can… ACID 
Biff concept evolution 
Biffs that made use of the biff concept in new and unexpected ways 
Time Log Tracking what I’m working on and for how long IDRD 
IDRD For notification of IDRD activities, e.g. interesting 
seminar, brainstorming an idea, etc. 
IDRD 
Radio silence Busy beyond belief, I’m going incommunicado till 
I get some work done 
IDRD 
Fun biffs 
Biffs that were created to entertain other users and support fun interactions 
Avoiding mutants With a ying and a yang and a sping spong spillip ACID 
Other 
Biffs that represent interesting concepts but are not captured by any of the above 
categories 
Present You are online IDRD 
Table 6-1: Classification of Biffs 
Both activity indicator and activity inducement biffs appear to be very similar. However, while 
both indicate engagement in certain activities, activity inducement biffs are aimed at encouraging 
others to join in (often social) activities, and activity indicator biffs are predominantly used to 
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display a certain status, such as availability or location. This distinction is not strict, as simply 
indicating status can lead others to engage in social activities, e.g. in the case of the biff: 
Procrastination - Working but open to chat. The question as to whether biff notifications are 
perceived as inducements or statements is discussed in detail in Section 6.3.2 Conceptual issues– 
Inducement or statement? All other categories are discussed in detail in Section 6.3.3 Biff-specific 
usage. 
Biff	  usage	  
Table 6.2 summarises subscription and usage numbers of the most popular biffs. Usage numbers 
differed from the subscription numbers.  
Biff  Subscriptions Biff Usage 
Most commonly subscribed biffs Most commonly used biffs 
ACID ACID 
Meeting 38 subscriptions Working at my desk 51 uses 
Coffee 37 subscriptions Doing that work thing 42 uses 
Avoiding mutants 9 subscriptions Coffee 41 uses 
Lunch 6 subscriptions Avoiding mutants 26 uses 
Doing that work thing 5 subscriptions Meeting 25 uses 
Working at home 5 subscriptions ACID media lab 12 uses 
Procrastination 5 subscriptions   
IDRD IDRD 
Coffee 16 subscriptions Coffee 83 uses 
Meeting 16 subscriptions Lunch 49 uses 
Lunch 16 subscriptions Meeting 44 uses 
IDRD 10 subscriptions Thesis 23 uses 
On the road 7 subscriptions Radio silence 12 uses 
Table 6-2: Biff subscription and usage 
The usage behaviour reported during the interviews reflected the usage figures identified by the 
server log analysis. The most common use for biffs was either to initiate a social activity (mainly 
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coffee and lunch breaks), or to indicate availability or unavailability due to participation in an 
activity (e.g. meetings, thesis writing). One participant described how he used AnyBiff to indicate 
his availability status and location to his co-workers: “Another example that springs to mind is I 
went to the library to do some research for my supervisor last week and I logged on AnyBiff and 
told them I was doing work up the library. So if anyone was wondering where I am or what I’m 
doing they knew where I was or what I am doing or they could through the system without having to 
contact me. So it was good in that aspect. It was broadcasting ‘Hey I’m still working I haven’t just 
left the office and gone home’.” Participants who issued biff notifications were equally interested in 
receiving notifications about ongoing activities, including social activities and the location and 
availability of other participants. A participant described how he was aware of his colleagues: 
“When I was working down the Media Lab and it was all quiet and I’m the only person there, I 
could see on AnyBiff that there were other people doing work in other locations so I knew they 
hadn’t all gone down to the pub. So that was good.”  
	  Domain	  specific	  results	  
I identified a number of domain specific results for the two different trials. While the IDRD 
participant population consisted exclusively of researchers and postgraduate students, the ACID 
population was mainly composed of fulltime administrative and technical staff plus a number of 
academics and research assistants. ACID participants exhibited a playful and exploratory attitude in 
the adoption of AnyBiff. They frequently created test biffs to understand the concept and explore its 
possibilities. They also created a number of fun biffs among which ‘Avoiding mutants’ was the 
most popular one. IDRD participants, in general, were less playful and more prosaic: they created a 
number of standard biffs that involved important (social) tasks like coordinating lunch or indicating 
travel between campuses. However, while IDRD participants were less playful, they were more 
interested in exploring the boundaries of the biff concept. They created a number of biffs that 
showed new and unexpected uses of the concept which are summarised under the ‘Biff evolution’ 
group. 
In general ACID participants created more activity indicators, while IDRD participants created 
more activity inducement biffs. This behaviour was congruent with the different characteristics of 
the participant groups. Most ACID staff occupied an open plan office in the Brisbane office. The 
office contained a kitchen where staff prepared lunch, coffee, tea, etc. It was not common for ACID 
staff to gather for coffee or lunch breaks, instead staff would get a coffee from the kitchen and walk 
back to their desk. This situation is likely to account for a lower number of activity inducement 
biffs. However, distractions and noise were common issues in the ACID office. When asked 
whether they find sound notifications effective, many participants reported that they either have 
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their sound turned off or are using headphones in order not to distract other colleagues in the office. 
Informal conversations were performed either by approaching colleagues at their desk, or through 
instant messaging. Instant messaging occurred even if colleagues were situated in the same room, in 
order to not disturb other colleagues or not to be overheard. Activity indicator biffs fit into this 
pattern as they allow participants to make each other peripherally aware without causing distraction. 
IDRD participants by contrast were distributed across campuses and many of them occupied 
individual offices113. There was a strong culture of gathering for coffee and lunch in various 
locations, hence their more frequent creation of activity inducement biffs as compared to ACID. 
These informal gatherings were often used to exchange important information or to discuss ideas, 
and were commonly coordinated through the use of instant messaging, or occasionally by walking 
over to somebody’s office, and rarely by email. 
6.3.2 Conceptual	  issues	  
A number of fundamental issues regarding the use of an active awareness service were revealed. 
These issues relate to the concept of direct disclosure rather than the design of the AnyBiff 
prototype itself. I identified three major conceptual issues: Trade-off between notification and 
communication compares interactions based on intentional disclosure to reciprocated interactions 
like chatting. Inducement or statement? summarises issues participants experienced with the 
temporal ambiguity of a biff notification. And finally, Integration with social routines outlines 
results regarding how a tool like AnyBiff may become integrated into existing social processes. I 
outline each of these issues in turn below: 
Trade-­‐off	  between	  notification	  and	  communication	  
This section discusses issues regarding the trade-off between the efficient and quick 
coordination and indication of joint activities by disclosing intent and the negotiation of more 
complex situations using chat tools. In addition I look at two related issues that directly compare 
AnyBiff usage to the usage of instant messaging (IM). ‘Reduced disruptiveness’ discusses 
differences in the level of obtrusiveness while ‘Personal accessibility’ refers to differences in 
contact management strategies. 
Notification or communication 
While participants appreciated the ability to indicate their intent with relative ease, they also 
reflected on tradeoffs between intentional notifications and reciprocal communication. For instance, 
                                                
113 Academic staff occupied individual offices at the Ipswich campus and shared offices at the St Lucia campus. 
Postgraduate students occupied shared office. However, unlike in the ACID setting there was no single shared office.  
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a number of participants appreciated the fact that coordinating activities with colleagues using biff 
notifications was more efficient when compared to using instant messaging for the same task. 
However, many participants considered it important to have chat capabilities available in addition 
to AnyBiff, should they be required to negotiate joint activities further. One participant elaborated 
on what he perceived to be the difference between IM and AnyBiff: “But, it’s not like an IRC 
channel where you log into an IRC channel and start chatting about that topic. Again that’s already 
done. But I think the interesting thing about it [AnyBiff] is that you don’t actually go into an in 
depth conversation about a topic or whatever, you just kind of blah, send out. It’s like ringing the 
bell in the English mansion for the waiter to come”. Another participant reflected on the difference 
of using an IM tool or AnyBiff to facilitate lunch meetings: “So, often using it [iChat] in a quite 
playful way, or make a question and response: ‘Are you ready for lunch yet?’, ‘No not yet, wait 15 
minutes’, etc. Whereas with this one [AnyBiff], and I quite liked it, was a statement of right, ‘I’m 
doing it, I can join or I can’t’. So it wasn’t a discussion tool it was more of a status tool.” A 
participant who had prior experience with using Windows messenger to convey status information 
observed: “I have previous experience from messenger with people that were using it in a similar 
context. I thought it was similar to that without the talking and I actually liked it [AnyBiff] because 
in messenger the talking thing and typing thing can be a bit of a pain. It’s good to broadcast it and 
if people want to chat that’s good and bad at times, but maybe that’s just me.” 
The biff shoutbox, which offers a limited chat capability, was used occasionally to specify 
further notification details. However this did not occur regularly due to the limited capabilities114 of 
the tool. 
Reduced disruptiveness 
IM tools were frequently used across both study settings. However, a number of participants 
highlighted the potential disruptiveness of this communication approach. Those participants saw 
AnyBiff as an alternative to quickly announce intent: “If you’ve got a large list (of messenger 
contacts) and all of these people might only chat to you now and then suddenly that’s a large chunk 
of people each grabbing 5 minutes of your time every hour, if you know what I mean. That would be 
a place where AnyBiff could jump in to the gap, for example if I got my postgrads also on AnyBiff 
then that would be a less intrusive method that they could say ‘Would like to catch up with you’ or 
you know for example ‘over coffee’ or ‘can I grab you at some point’ and signalling that intention 
with that biff sort of concept, like Mail biff but then not in an intrusive way that it demands 
immediate intention. It’s less intrusive.”  
                                                
114 The available screen size for the shoutbox scrolling was limited by the width of biffs. The shout box was not 
accessible in biffs that were minimised. 
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AnyBiff was occasionally used in situations where participants were co-located. Participants 
used the system, despite the fact that their colleagues were close by, in order to indicate social 
activities in an unobtrusive manner and not to interrupt their colleagues. One participant reported: 
“I think it’s working at a different level. He knew that I would eventually look at it, but it wasn’t 
really relevant for him to say ‘Hey you want to go for coffee?’, it’s a very instantaneous response. 
(…) By clicking on that and saying 10 minutes he’s putting the idea out there. He is saying he is 
interested, he is going anyway. But he doesn’t make it as big a deal.” 
Personal accessibility 
The preliminary workplace study at ACID revealed an additional function of the use of IM. 
Participants reported that they would only share their user names with a select group of close 
colleagues and friends. IM user names were not as readily distributed as email addresses due to the 
more direct nature of communication and the ability to observe presence and location patterns. A 
participant reported: “I actually have quite a limited set of contact with messenger and it’s a bit like 
my mobile phone, I don’t distribute it widely, my mobile phone number, nor have I allowed lot’s of 
people to phone me up on messenger or equally try to sign up lots of people. I’ve kept my contact 
list quite close.” AnyBiff was seen by some of the participants as a compromise that allowed them 
to announce intent to a wider user community without having to grant them the ability to contact 
them privately.  
Inducement	  or	  statement?	  
The activation of biffs can be interpreted in two fundamentally different ways. On the one hand, 
a notification can be understood as an invitation that announces that a certain activity is about to 
commence and that fellow users are invited to participate in this activity. On the other hand, it can 
also be interpreted as a statement that a person is already engaged in an activity. For example, 
seeing that four people have engaged the lunch biff can mean two things. Either these people are 
trying to coordinate a lunch meeting and are waiting for others to join them, or they have already 
left for lunch115. I refer to the first type of usage as inducement116 and the second type of usage as 
statement. A participant reported encountering this conceptual problem when creating a biff “I 
wasn’t at first quite sure (…).I didn’t know what the norm for what a biff is sort off. (…) Is it just 
informing about your own state or calling on people to participate, so is it a notification or an 
invitation?”. Another participant reported encountering the same problem: “When you press the 
                                                
115 Issuing a statement is not conditional on getting group participation. However, a statement can still act as an 
invitation. For instance, a user might use the CoffeeBiff and immediately leave for coffee, still hoping that others see 
his status and join him. However unlike the “inducement” case, the person does not “wait to see what happens”. He 
simply leaves, and indicates this using his CoffeeBiff status. 
116 The use of biffs for inducement is congruent with the definition of direct disclosure. While the action that is to be 
induced is not necessarily immediate, the active sharing of the intention to engage in this activity is. 
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button does that mean “I’m going for coffee right now” or does it mean “I’m thinking about going 
for coffee and does anyone want to join me” or the various ways that could be interpreted.”  
The reason for this potential ambiguity lies in the conceptual design of biffs. A biff does not 
allow user to distinguish an inducement from a statement. My design approach in dealing with this 
issue, was not to increase the complexity of by adding additional categories, but to keep the concept 
simple and allow users to create their own solutions. The study revealed that participants developed 
several different approaches to address this problem. They utilised the shoutbox to negotiate further 
details about joint activities. They further created special biffs that indicated specific inducement 
activities. Additionally, the differentiation of status messages was used to indicate whether an 
activity was an inducement or a statement (see examples below). 
Shoutbox negotiation 
Several participants used the shoutbox to inform colleagues that they were leaving for lunch or a 
coffee break in the near future. While this worked in some cases, shoutbox messages were not 
always an effective means of coordination. Participants reported that they did not see shoutbox 
messages in time or completely missed them due to the unobtrusive nature of the communication 
medium. 
Inducement-specific biffs 
During the interviews a number of participants suggested the creation of biffs that would be 
readily perceived as inducement rather than statement biffs. Participants suggested the creation of a 
Ready for Coffee or Coffee Cravings biff, as well as replacing the Lunch biff with a Hungry biff. 
However, these suggestions were made in hindsight and none of the participants actually created 
any of these biffs during the trial (A likely explanation is that the biffs in question Lunch and Coffee 
were amongst the most popular biffs in the system and already had a well-established user base). A 
participant expressed his views that adding inducement-specific biffs would serve his longer-term 
user needs: “If I’d become a longer term user (…) then I would definitely create a biff saying ‘I’m 
in and looking for coffee’ or ‘Looking for Coffee Buddies’ (…). That would be a way for me to 
signal my intention, ‘I want to go for coffee, who wants to join me.’” 
Status differentiation 
Some participants utilised biff statuses in order to differentiate between inducement and 
statement. The creator of the HackySack117 biff added two statuses that reflected this distinction: 
Hack? and Hack!. Hack? was an invitation and question to see whether anybody was interested in 
playing a game of HackySack. Hack! was the announcement that people have left to play 
                                                
117 A ball game popular amongst postgraduate students in the IDRD. 
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HackySack: “When I kind of redid the Hack one, one of the statuses was ‘Hack?’ and then ‘Hack!’. 
I just figured who cares whether it’s in St Lucia or wherever, the main thing is the invitation I think 
in that one and then accepting it or telling people that we are doing it. And if they know our names 
they probably know where we are. Because we only ever do it in one place [St. Lucia, PhD office].” 
He furthermore explained his use of statuses: “I guess the question mark is an invitation to play 
HackySack and then the exclamation mark is a statement that we are playing HackySack yes. An 
affirmation.” Another participant expressed his considerations with regard to the statuses used in 
the lunch biff: “So one was about ‘thinking about lunch’ or ‘open for discussion’ or something like 
that. I was thinking certainly about menu categories that allowed other people to express other 
things than just ‘this is what I am actually doing’ but was about ‘this is what I’m thinking of 
doing.’” 
Integration	  with	  social	  routines	  
Not surprisingly, announcement style notifications worked best when participants integrated 
them into existing routines. A participant described his experiences with regard to Coffee biff: “One 
of the other things that I encountered when I first came to use it was that in clicking ‘Hey let’s have 
coffee’ that sort of left this open ended statement saying well, is this a signal ‘I would like to have 
coffee, who is coming’ or ‘I’m going now for coffee I meet you there’ (…) There was no explicit 
extra information about what was going on in terms of planning. So that works well when if you 
already have a plan in place, a regular sort of plan. “ 
The integration however, was not always welcomed. Another participant showed an initial 
dislike towards AnyBiff, explaining that she felt the new tool would disrupt existing social routines. 
To her, a more communicative style of interaction was an important part of coordinating lunch 
meetings. Her attitude changed towards the end of the trial after becoming more accustomed with 
how other people used the tool: “I kind of could work out that it wasn’t about communication in a 
sense of interaction, that it wasn’t about “Oh I’m going for lunch now. Oh. I’m not ready yet” It 
was just a declaration of intent and I guess I found that a bit cold. On reflection I didn’t find it cold 
at all I just found it quite matter of fact.” 
6.3.3 Biff-­‐specific	  usage	  
The following section summarises results regarding usage behaviour and issues that were found 
to be a direct result of the interaction with the biff concept. I address four major aspects:  
Persistency and in-between awareness describes a type of biffs that made use of persistent 
notification. Biff concept evolution summarises biffs that use the biff concept in new and 
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unexpected ways. Localised critical mass issue is concerned with potential critical mass issues 
intrinsic to the design of AnyBiff. Scope of biffs discusses different approaches of designing biffs 
ranging from very generic to very specific.  
Persistence	  and	  in-­‐between	  awareness	  	  
An important aspect of AnyBiff is the fact that biff notifications are persistent. Notifications are 
only deactivated if users either deliberately deactivate a biff or turn off AnyBiff. However, if users 
just disconnect their laptops, for instance in order to move to another location, the notifications they 
issued remain active until they expire. Study participants created a whole range of different biffs to 
exploit this behaviour. 
The On the road biff was used to indicate whether somebody was travelling from point A to 
point B. The Home and Going Home Now biffs were a functional subset of the former biff and 
indicated whether people were on their way home from work. The Away biff indicated longer-term 
unavailability due to conference travel or vacation. 
The owner of the Home biff explained his motivation to create the biff: “When I realised what 
the timeout was for that is when I created the home one. I must have figured that out just when I 
was going home and I realised I could create a biff that would say going home and set the timeout 
for an hour, which is how long it takes me to go home. So the biff would kind of stay there for the 
time it took me to go home.” The creator of the On the road had a similar motivation: “With the ‘on 
the road’ one what I particularly liked, that other tools didn’t offer was that that if I put ‘I’m going 
to be on the road between St.Lucia and Ipswich’ for example and click the button that then got 
engaged and registered for everybody and that engagement I believe maintained itself while I was 
actually on the road. There was persistence to the awareness notification that wouldn’t be there 
with iChat which is my main other mode of providing location awareness. I could put in iChat an 
away status and say ‘I’m about to go on the road’, but as soon as I close my laptop down that 
disappears. So the systems nature of the notification was something I was trying to take advantage 
of with the ‘on the road’ one.” Similarly the creator of the Away biff explained the motive behind 
his biff: “The thing that I was trying to do was set up a system status that would be available to 
people regardless whether I was connected or not, so equivalent to a vacation message on email 
where I could say ‘I’m going to the Gold Coast’ so it’s really to make people aware of that.” 
Other participants described how persistence was useful to them even for biffs that were not 
designed to support in-between awareness. A participant who tried to coordinate a coffee meeting 
with his colleagues using IM described how he failed due to missing opportunities to talk to his 
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colleagues: “I tell you one thing that to my mind is an advantage of your system which Messenger 
misses is the fact that if I come in the morning and it’s time for a coffee, if Frank and Agnetha are 
not online, or perhaps what happens more is, they are online and they are away or in and out, and 
sometime when you are doing other stuff and not focusing on their state you miss the opportunity to 
flag the fact that you are after a coffee. Whereas with your system it’s a biff in the same sense as the 
old mail notification biff. The moment you have mail the flag goes up and it stays that way till you 
do something about it. (…) but in that sense you can say, ‘I’m after a coffee’ and flag your intention 
and again this would be they way I’d set it up, so that it says: ‘I’m in I haven’t had a coffee. I’m 
after a coffee.’ So you are flagging your intentions and that just sits there in that space while you 
continue till others get their act together come in or at their computer and they can then respond to 
that message, to that intention.”  
Biff	  concept	  evolution	  
In addition to the variations of biffs described above, participants created a range of biffs that 
showed new and unexpected uses of the biff concept. Due to its exploratory nature, AnyBiff 
allowed participants to stretch and adopt the tool to cater for uses not anticipated by the designer. I 
briefly describe three biffs in this category: Time Log, IDRD and Radio silence. 
Biff as time logging tool 
The Time Log biff was created by a participant with the intention to keep track of his tasks and 
their duration. The participant intended to collect these events either by logging Elvin events or by 
accessing the event logs of the AnyBiff server. The biff differed from other biffs insofar as it was 
deliberately designed as an individual biff and the biff and the status messages were particularly 
tailored to the creator of the biff who used it regularly. It seems that its individual nature was 
apparent to other participants. Despite the fact that the biff, like all other biffs, was automatically 
shared, no other participants subscribed to it. 
Bundling of group activities 
Biffs were created with different scopes and at different levels of detail. While some biffs 
entailed quite specific activities (e.g. The Thesis biff had statuses like Writing papers or Doing a 
word count), other biffs like Coffee were more generic. The IDRD biff is an example of a very 
generic biff. It comprised a whole range of activities that related to the IDRD group, many of which 
could have then been represented as individual biff. The statuses of IDRD included 
food/coffee/walk, help with ideas please and seminar. The biff designer said that it was intended to 
be an extension of the existing group mailing list and should be used to initiate spontaneous 
discussions, visits to seminars, informal group meetings and so on. The biff received a relatively 
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high number of subscriptions (10 out of 16 participants), however it was barely used, compared to 
the more popular biffs such as Coffee, Lunch and Meeting. 
Encouraging coherent away status 
The Radio silence biff contained the following description: Busy beyond belief, I’m going 
incommunicado till I get some work done. The biff was created to clearly indicate that a user was 
not to be disturbed, while at the same time allowing a small window of connectivity for urgent 
matters. The creation of this biff can be seen as an effort to establish a coherent away status 
throughout the group. Existing not available statuses that users used in an IM client were often 
ambiguous and did not give indications under which circumstances users could be contacted or not. 
A participant described how he perceived the IM away messages of one of his colleagues: “It’s 
when people use the nonsensical ones it doesn’t really help. James has a great one where he refers 
to what he is doing as “battling alligators” and it isn’t clear whether he is interruptible or not. So 
you just end up trying anyway.” 
Localised	  critical	  mass	  issues	  
The AnyBiff trial highlighted an interesting variation of the critical mass issue commonly found 
in groupware (Grudin, 1994). The study showed that the critical mass issue does not only apply to 
AnyBiff as an application as a whole, but even more so to every single biff. While some biffs 
became very popular, others were abandoned quickly or their use dwindled away slowly. However, 
unlike the severe impact that a lack of critical mass can have on the introduction of a groupware 
system, the phenomenon of a critical mass per biff can be seen as part of a natural selection 
process of biffs. Participants generated ideas and through AnyBiff presented them to their fellow 
participants. Some ideas got accepted while others proved not to be popular enough. Another 
difference between the general critical mass problem and its localised cousin considered here, is 
that biffs were shown to not necessarily need large numbers of users to be successful. A biff can be 
useful to a small group of two or three people if it fulfils a specific purpose for the group. 
Scope	  of	  biffs	  
The fact that AnyBiff allows users to create their own biffs means that users are faced with at 
least two questions regarding the scope of these biffs. The first question is how general or specific a 
biff should be? Is it better to generate very specific biffs allowing for a precise expression of intent 
to a selected group of people? Or is it better to create biffs that are more general and potentially 
address more than one activity, and as such are likely to engage a larger group of users? The second 
related question concerns the intersection of biffs. How different does a biff need to be to be 
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distinguishable from other biffs? And in case there are related biffs, which biffs do users chose and 
why? 
Genericity and specificity 
The study showed that there is a trade-off between very specific biffs on the one hand and very 
generic biffs on the other hand. Participants created a whole range of biff that were located on the 
scale between genericity and specificity. Not surprisingly more generic biffs, like Lunch tended to 
attract larger number of subscriptions and activations. The advantage of generic biffs is that with a 
minimal amount of subscriptions users can receive a maximum amount of information. The 
deployment of generic biffs is also likely to help to overcome biff-specific critical mass issues. By 
comparison, more specialised biffs allow users to express their activities in a more fine-grained 
manner.  
Biff intersection 
The results of the study were less clear regarding how participants chose which biff to use. One 
of the participants reflected on this issue: “It’s interesting the different types of biff that people 
make and the different ways that people think about it and the ways you wrap your head around it: 
‘Do I use that biff or do I use another biff with a different status?’, that kind of granularity 
problem.” However, in practice the study found little evidence of conflict resulting from 
intersecting biffs118. While biffs clearly centred around certain topics, e.g. food (biffs for lunch, 
choc run, coffee) they were still clearly separated and participants did not report any issues with 
having to decide which biff to use119.  
6.3.4 GUI	  problems	  
The single biggest usability problem that participants reported was the use of screen real estate. 
There was no limitation to the number of biffs participants could subscribe to, however,  limited 
screen real estate forced a number of participants to only select their most wanted biffs rather than 
experimenting with a biff they did not know well120. This behaviour accentuated the ‘critical mass 
per biff’ issue. The subscription log analysis shows that participants preferred well-established, 
popular biffs.  
                                                
118 The exception was the IDRD rule which statuses intersected with the Coffee, Lunch and some extent Meeting biffs. 
However, the biff attracted little use and no conflicts in use were reported. 
119 The length of the study might have had an impact on the results. The informal use of the tool in IDRD past the trial 
period showed that intersecting biffs appeared, for instance a second more specific lunch biff linked to a particular 
room. However, the more specific biff was rarely subscribed to compared with the very popular and more general 
Lunch biff.  
120 Users of the system were able to scroll the biff list. However, this meant that some biffs would not be permanently 
visible on screen. Another option provided was to choose a smaller minimised view for biff. This meant however that 
some functionality was lost (e.g. the shoutbox). 
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Another related issue was lack of adaptability with regard to the notification mechanism. While 
a range of different notification mechanisms existed, participants were not able to use some of those 
due to constraints of the usage environment. ACID participants for instance, frequently reported 
that they turned off the sound on their computer in order not to disturb other colleagues in the 
office. This behaviour rendered sound notifications useless. Some participants asked for more 
aggressive notifications in the form of pop-up windows, which were not originally intended. 
6.4 Discussion	  and	  summary	  of	  findings	  
The lessons learned from this study can be synthesised into three key points:  
• Potential and challenges of intentional disclosure (Section 6.4.1) summarises results 
from the log analysis as well as sections ‘localized critical mass’ and ‘integration with 
social routines’ 
• The space between awareness and communication (Section 6.4.2) summarises results 
from sections ‘Trade-off between communication and notification’ and ‘ Persistence and 
in-between awareness’ and last, 
• Genericity, ambiguity and evolution (Section 6.4.3) summarises results from sections 
‘Inducement or statement?’, ‘Scope of biffs’ and ‘Biff concept evolution’ 
6.4.1 Potential	  and	  challenges	  of	  intentional	  disclosure	  
The findings show that intentional disclosure mechanisms in the form of biffs were successfully 
used in two different fields of application (ACID and IDRD). Participants actively engaged in the 
design of a large variety of biffs and explored many different uses of the concept. 
Challenges remain in a number of areas. With regard to the user interface, the issue of screen 
real estate indicates that the current implementation of AnyBiff is conceptually limited to a 
relatively small user base121. Systems that aim to implement direct disclosure need to further 
explore interfaces that display information with a smaller footprint. Despite their different 
approaches an integration of indirect disclosure mechanisms with aspects of instant messaging, such 
as presence and chat could be worthwhile. 
                                                
121 A fact further enforced by the design choice to not implement friendship-models in AnyBiff (see Chapter 5 for 
further discussion of the design rationale). 
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6.4.2 The	  space	  between	  awareness	  and	  communication	  
The information derived from the act of expressing intentions and reasons through a direct 
disclosure mechanism is situated between event-driven awareness notifications and reciprocal 
communication. The act of disclosing intent can be seen as a limited communicative act that does 
not require users to interact with peers beyond the initial release of information. This has 
advantages and disadvantages: the resulting information can be very efficient at quickly 
coordinating joint activities, especially if they build on existing routines, however, on the other 
hand, the limitations of this type of information make it difficult to negotiate more complex 
situations and require supplementation with additional chat tools or verbal interaction.  
Participants in the AnyBiff study were well aware of the trade-off between communication and 
notification. I observed that they used AnyBiff to their advantage where it offered enhanced 
capabilities over chat tools. AnyBiff was often used in situations that did not warrant direct 
communication. It was also commonly used in co-located situations in an effort not to disrupt 
colleagues. The ‘in-between awareness’ group of biffs showed that participants capitalised on 
AnyBiff’s ability to create persistent notifications. Overall AnyBiff offered a unique form of user 
interaction that has previously not been explored in great detail. 
6.4.3 Genericity,	  ambiguity	  and	  evolution	  
The study highlighted two kinds of ambiguities that are systemic to the biff concept. First, the 
question as to whether a biff activation is to be understood as an inducement or a statement. And 
second the question related to of the scope of a biff and whether to choose a more general or 
specific scope when designing biffs.  
Genericity can lead to ambiguity. Generic and tailorable tools allow users to adapt software to 
their specific needs. The use of tailorable software in distributed settings is fraught with a range of 
complex problems (e.g. Morch, 1994; Stiemerling, Hinken & Cremers, 1999). However, the study 
showed that AnyBiff was used despite its ambiguities. The potential weakness provoked by the 
concept’s genericity turned out to be also one of its strengths. The system evolved with its usage 
and biffs had a natural lifecycle. Popular biffs often gained further popularity and were modified to 
accommodate new groups of participants. Unpopular biffs became marginalized and survived only 
if they fulfilled a very specific need for a small group of people. Biffs that explored new ideas were 
constantly generated and exposed to the critical eye of fellow participants. The biffs summarised in 
the group ‘Biff concept evolution’ showed the inventiveness of participants and their willingness to 
explore the biff concept. On the surface the phenomenon appears similar to the one that has been 
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described in the context of the evolving use of groupware (Andriessen et al., 2003; Törpel et al., 
2003). However, I argue that theses concepts differ in scope. ‘Evolving use of groupware’ is 
concerned with studying appropriations of groupware, that were unintended by the groupware’s 
designer(s). The phenomenon of Biff concept evolution, in comparison, was entirely intended, as 
AnyBiff is a generic mechanism designed to support the natural evolution of biffs122. The use of 
AnyBiff in the study showed that systems which offer users the opportunity to express intent can 
evolve and adapt to different environments. 
Further work is needed to determine the implications of the long-term use of direct disclosure 
mechanisms. I expect the issue of ambiguity to intensify if the user population grows beyond the 
size of this study’s participant population. Designers wishing to integrate active enriched awareness 
into their systems might well decide to restrict, to some extent, the genericity in favour of a more 
standardized approach. Different notions of direct disclosure, for instance different classes for 
inducement or statement, or a clear indication of the scope of direct disclosure could be introduced, 
but come at the cost of losing flexibility. Designers will have to choose the appropriate level of 
genericity based on the needs of their users and the intended field of application.  
6.5 Conclusions	  
Fitzpatrick et al, have described their CoffeeBiff application as “The simplest interface to 
Elvin.” (Fitzpatrick et al., 1999, p. 453). In this chapter I have explored direct disclosure by 
implementing an extension to the biff concept that allowed users to create, share and use different 
types of biffs. Compared to the original biff concept, AnyBiff retained the simplicity of the 
individual biff interface, but significantly increased the overall function of the system, creating new 
possibilities as well as challenges. 
With regards to the overall research aims of this thesis, I have demonstrated that a system that 
implements direct disclosure in a real-world collaborative setting, can lead to the creation and use 
of intentionally enriched awareness information. I have shown that it is possible to create a system 
that lets users express to each other their immediate actions, intentions or reasons to engage in 
activities. The participants created a wide range of biff applications, some of which challenged the 
original assumptions of the concept as shown in the Biff concept evolution group of biffs.  
On a conceptual level my findings show that active awareness can be achieved through the 
implementation of a direct disclosure mechanism. The design and evaluation of AnyBiff has helped 
                                                
122 One could see this as an extension of Dourish’s notion of appropriable systems (2003) that actively support 
adaption, towards a notion of evolvable systems that support user-controlled life cycles of concepts.  
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me to identify a number of additional challenges to my awareness framework. Among those, 
inducement or statement and trade-off between communication and notification are of particular 
relevance. These challenges are situated at different ends of the scale of disclosure effort, presented 
as part of the framework of active awareness (see Table 4-4). Positioning the challenges in this way 
highlights that direct disclosure can be logically extended in two different directions. One direction 
is to move direct disclosure towards communication and explanation, accounting for the trade- off 
between communication and notification. An example for such an extension would the combination 
of intentional disclosure mechanisms and instant messaging or micro-blogging approaches. The 
other direction, which relates to inducement or statement, signifies a move towards indirect 
disclosure and uses a more structural approach to represent activity and context within which the 
work takes place.  
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Chapter	  7	  -­‐ SphereX	  design	  
7.1 Introduction	  
This chapter describes the design and implementation of SphereX, a research prototype 
developed to explore active awareness through the concept of indirect disclosure. Indirect 
disclosure is one of two instances of intentional disclosure, introduced in Chapter 4. The design and 
evaluation of SphereX addresses two of the overall research aims addressed in this thesis. First, how 
the active awareness framework can be applied to implement indirect disclosure123? And second, 
does, and how does the use of the resulting system in a real-world collaborative setting lead to the 
creation and use of intentionally enriched awareness information124? I address the first question in 
this chapter and the second question in the next chapter (Chapter 8), concerned with the evaluation 
of SphereX. 
I have defined indirect disclosure as: the act of actively sharing information about the current 
context within which one’s actions take place (see Section 4.6). The notion of context is to be 
understood quite widely and refers to any information that allows actors to express a frame of 
reference for their actions. By expressing and selecting different frames of reference actors can 
“contextualise” sets of actions, which might otherwise appear seemingly disjoint to an observer. I 
argue that this frame of reference, together with automatically gathered information on actors’ 
actions, will allow receivers to gain a greater awareness of actors’ activities.  
In order to implement this approach I have chosen to apply the concept of spheres (see sections 
2.6.2 and 4.6.1). Spheres are an abstract concept of shared categories, that are a representation of 
the above-mentioned frame of reference. Compared to related concepts such as shared workspaces 
and tags, spheres focus on activities rather than content125. The challenge I am addressing in this 
chapter is how to design and practically implement spheres as part of the SphereX system. 
 
                                                
123 Pertaining to the research aim 3 of this thesis: Demonstrate how the active awareness framework can be applied to 
aid with the design and implementation of different approaches to intentional disclosure. 
124 Pertaining to research aim 4 of this thesis: Show that systems that implement intentional disclosure create a sense of 
awareness between collaborators, which extends beyond information that can be automatically captured. 
125 I further discuss the difference between these different approaches in Section 7.3.2. 
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Chapter	  organisation	  
The design of SphereX was informed by three distinct sources of information. The first source 
was drawn from the results of a preliminary study which will be discussed in Section 7.2. This 
study looked the relationship between individually created and shared representations of working 
contexts. The function of the study was to explore the process of indirectly disclosing and 
explicating working contexts through a series of paper mockups. Section 7.3 details further aspects 
of the design space. These include the second source of design inspiration, the design goals and 
criteria for indirect disclosure, and the third source, design challenges specific to indirect disclosure 
and the application of the sphere concept. The design goals and criteria were used to ensure that the 
resulting design matched the various conceptual aspects of indirect disclosure. Following the 
discussion of the design space, Section 7.3.3 details several iterations of the design concept at 
increasing levels of fidelity (see Figure 7-1 for an overview over the overall design process). 
Finally, Section 7.4 gives a detailed account of the functional and interface elements of the 
completed SphereX system as well as its architecture and implementation. Figure 7-1 outlines the 
design process.  
 
Figure 7-1: SphereX - design process overview 
7.2 Context	  card	  exercise	  
The context card exercise study was conducted at the Foo research group, at the School of IT & 
Electrical Engineering (ITEE) at the University of Queensland (UQ)126 in mid-2005. Seven 
postgraduate students and academics participated in the study. While the study, in principle, 
addressed some fundamental CSCW research questions on how people structure shared work it was 
                                                
126 See Chapter 6 for a description of the Foo research group 
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modest in scale and scope. The aim of the study was to explore to what extent people were able to 
describe their individual and group related work contexts. Context cards were a low-fidelity 
approach designed to let participants disclose information similar to that suggested for the concept 
of indirect disclosure. 
7.2.1 Study	  design	  
Card	  exercise	  
The study consisted mainly of a card sorting exercise and was structured in form of a workshop 
(see Appendix C for the related study material). Two types of cards were introduced, group cards 
and individual cards. Group cards related to aspects of the participants’ work that required 
collaboration with others. Individual cards related to individual work. The workshop was conducted 
in four distinct phases. During the first phase, participants were asked to create both group and 
individual cards based on their own understanding of their working context. This was an individual 
activity and participants were asked not to confer with other participants. The participants were then 
encouraged to structure both group and individual cards hierarchically where possible. See Figure 
7-2 for an example arrangement of group cards that were provided to participants. 
 
Figure 7-2: Group card example 
The second phase was a group activity. Participants were split into two groups and asked to find 
intersections between the hierarchical representations of their group cards, referred to as “group 
context”. The aim of this exercise was to find a common group context across all members of the 
exercise group. The third phase was an individual activity again and participants were asked to 
merge their individual context trees with the ones that they jointly developed during the group 
exercise. The aim of this activity was to explore to what extent individual aspects of a person’s 
work context could be correlated with the jointly developed group context. Participants were 
encouraged to modify or replace existing cards if they needed to. The last phase consisted of a joint 
forum and presentation of group and individual outcomes.  
The study design aimed to mimic the process of creating spheres in a shared system. Rather than 
asking participants to collaboratively create group contexts, the study was designed to explore 
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whether a common group context would emerge when participants tried to merge their individual 
representations of group contexts. The use of individual and group cards mimicked the assumption 
that in a system that supports spheres, users would want to create spheres related to both group and 
individual work. 
Questionnaire	  
At the end of the workshop the participants were invited to fill out a short questionnaire that 
evaluated their experience with the card sorting exercise. The questionnaire looked at whether the 
exercise had helped them to better understand aspects of their working context and how difficult 
they found it to define individual and group contexts. 
Methodology	  overview	  
In summary, the study consisted of the four phases listed below, plus the questionnaire: 
 
Figure 7-3: Study approach overview 
7.2.2 Results	  
Card	  exercise	  
Individual group context (Phase 1) 
During the first exercise each participant created a group context and an individual context 
diagram. Overall the seven participants created 85 group cards and 104 individual cards. Group and 
individual contexts were by-and-large created in a loosely hierarchical manner. The content of the 
diagrams varied across participants, however a certain number of aspects were frequently 
mentioned in both categories. Table 7-1 gives an overview over the most commonly used topics. 
Each card was only counted once. The table shows “trends” which compare related topics across 
the two categories. For instance, the meeting topic was mentioned 5 times in the group category, but 
1	   •  Individual	  group	  contexts	  (Individually	  create	  group	  and	  individual	  cards	  and	  arrange)	  
2	   •  Shared	  group	  context	  (Merge	  individual	  group	  contexts	  into	  one	  shared	  group	  context)	  
3	   •  Individual	  annotation	  (Individually	  annotate	  the	  shared	  group	  context	  with	  individual	  cards)	  
4	   •  Presentation	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two times less in the individual category. The top three topics in the group section were group 
affiliations, meetings and joint research development. These topics related to aspects that helped 
participants to define how they were linked to each other organisationally and by research activities. 
By comparison, the top three topics in the individual section were group affiliation, academic 
writing, research studies, research projects and routines (all except group affiliation were tied for 7 
counts). The individual section listed a wider range of affiliations as people tended to list 
affiliations which were not shared across all members of the foo group. As a further refinement, 
participants mentioned affiliations to specific research projects. The other topics in this category 
relate to the core business of research including conducting research studies and academic writing. 
The topic titled routines was an exception, and was mentioned 7 times by an individual participant, 
who had structured his or her individual context around topics like monthly and weekly routines. 
Overall the topics that were most consistently mentioned across all participants in the individual 
category were reading (6 mentions by 5 participants) and research (4 mentions by 4 participants).   
 
Group cards Individual cards 
Topic Count Trend Topic Count Trend 
Group affiliation (e.g. Foo) 6 
 










Joint research development 5 
 
Research studies (individual) 7 
 
Office space 4  Research projects  7  
Paper writing (joint) 3 
 
Routines 7  
Research studies (joint) 3 
 
Reading (research papers) 6  






















PhD administration & 
advising  
4  
Shared resources 2  Meetings 3 
 
 
Table 7-1: Most common card topics and tendencies, ordered by number of counts 
With regard to the (hierarchical) arrangement of topics in the group category, the top levels of 
the diagrams consisted generally of affiliations to research groups, or more abstract concepts such 
as Group project and Individual project (see Figure 7-4 for an example group card tree created by 
one of the participants). Below this top level, participants listed specific activities such as writing 
papers, presentations and meetings. 
 
Figure 7-4: Example group card tree 
Individual cards were arranged in a similar fashion, but displayed a wider and more specific 






Workshop	   Mini	  task	  Survey	  /	  Questionnaire	  








Figure 7-5: Example individual card tree 
Both group and individual diagrams gave some initial indication about participants’ perceptions 
of how their group and individual work was organised and structured.  
Shared group context (Phase 2) 
However, by themselves these diagrams offered limited insights. The main focus of the study 
was to explore to what extent these representations could be merged into a coherent group 
representation. To this end participants were asked to create a shared representation of their group 
context diagrams. The seven participants were split into two groups (named “Bananas” and 
“Sleep”). Each group produced one shared representation of a group context (see Figure 7-6, Figure 
7-7 and Figure 7-8).  
 
see Figure 7-6: Group activity - "Bananas" group 
 
Meetings	   Advisors	  Foo	  
Research	  





Figure 7-7: Group activity - "Sleep" group 
Both groups chose different approaches to represent group context. Group “Bananas” chose a 
highly structured hierarchical approach (see Figure 7-6). They grouped their context cards into four 
categories, physical space, shared resources, shared interest and communication. By contrast, group 
“Sleep” (see Figure 7-7) decided to represent their context in a graph structure. The central nodes in 
this graph were common research interests, meetings and the two related research groups foo and 
IDRD. Remarkably, some activities that were prominent in the individually created group contexts, 
such as joint research development and research studies (joint) did not feature in either of the 
groups’ representations. 
Individual annotation (Phase 3) 
During the final step of the exercise participants were asked to annotate the jointly created 
representations with their own individual context cards. The purpose of this exercise was to gain an 
initial understanding of whether these shared representations would be suitable to “fit” the 
participants’ individual tasks and structures.  
Six of the seven workshop participants completed this task (3 per group). The approaches and 
results for this task varied widely. Three participants integrated the majority of their individual 
cards into their respective shared group representation (e.g. Figure 7-8). One participant copied all 
individual cards next to the group representation without integrating them. Another participant 
reformatted the group representation to fit around a task- and routine-based structure. Yet another 
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participant merged most individual cards with a new group structure that differed from the shared 
group representation and the participants own individual group structure. 
 
Figure 7-8: Group context annotated with individual cards (yellow) 
Questionnaire	  
Following the context card exercise the participants were presented with a short questionnaire (1 
multiple choice, 5 Likert scale, 8 open question). Five out of seven participants completed the 
questionnaire. While the questionnaire included qualitative measures the data was not intended to 
be statistically significant, given the small sample size. The role of the questionnaire was rather to 
ascertain how difficult the participants perceived the exercise to be, how closely they felt the 
representation matched their work structure and activities and to explore whether they felt that 
using the aspects they defined could be useful when disclosing information about their working 
situation. Participants were asked to rate the questions below on a 5-point (1-5) Likert scale, with 5 
being the most positive response. 
Question Median (SD) Mean 
How difficult did you find it to perform the context card exercise? 2 (0.89) 2.6 
“The exercise helped me to understand aspects of my work context 
better” 
4 (0.55) 4.4 
How accurately does your final context card diagram describe your work 
context? 
4 (0.89) 3.6 
How useful did you find individual context cards? 4 (0.71) 4.0 
Would you find it difficult to indicate your current work context by 
selecting cards from the context diagram you created the workshop? 
4 (1.10) 3.8 
Table 7-2: Likert-scale responses for the questionnaire, including median (standard deviation) and 
mean 
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Each of the questions shown in Table 7-2 was accompanied by open questions, which solicited 
further details. Answers to the five questions and related open questions are listed in turn: 
• The majority of participants felt that the exercise was somewhat difficult to perform 
(means 2.6, 1-5 very difficult – very easy). In general participants found it easier to 
complete the individual exercises than the group exercise. Some participants found it 
difficult to express “context”, but were able to do so after discussion with other 
workshop participants.  
• All participants agreed that the exercise helped them to understand aspects of their 
working context better (means 4.4, 1-5 fully disagree – fully agree).  
• On average participants believed that the final diagram described their working context 
reasonably accurately (means 3.6, 1-5 very inaccurate – very accurate). However, one 
participant felt that a diagram could not reflect the complexity of their working context. 
• Participants rated individual cards as reasonably useful127 (means 4.0, 1-5 useless – very 
useful).  
• The last question explored whether the concepts that participants had developed during 
the workshop could be used to describe their work context (means 3.8, 1-5 very difficult 
– very easy). All both one participants felt that it would be reasonably or very easy to 
use the cards to disclose their working context to others. However, one participant felt 
that it was somewhat difficult. The participant explained that the reason for this was that 
he/she was “just starting to do my research” and opined that this assessment was likely 
to change over time. 
7.2.3 Discussion	  
The results from the card sorting exercise highlighted two important points. First, participants 
were able to create a shared representation of a group context, despite the fact that their individual 
concepts of group contexts varied widely. Second, the two groups developed representations of 
group contexts that were significantly different from each other, notwithstanding the fact that the 
participants had similar occupations and interests.  
                                                
127 This question was very general. However, during the workshop and the questionnaire participants were asked to 
consider whether having cards that represented individual concepts, in addition to group cards allowed them to describe 
their working context more accurately. 
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From the questionnaire we learned that in most cases the participants considered the exercise to 
have helped them to reflect about their own working context. Participants believed that the shared 
representation they created accurately described aspects of their work environment.  
While the content of individual and group activity cards showed significant overlaps (see Table 
7-1) the ways in which these contexts were structured diverged significantly. This finding is 
consistent with Mark et al’s (1997) observation that social conventions about how to structure work 
activities in shared workspaces can diverge significantly, and that these conventions evolve over 
time. Overall the card sorting study emphasised the need to design a system that is flexible and 
tailorable enough to accommodate these differences and make it easy to change representations. 
These aspects are further highlighted by the design criteria on flexibility (see Section 7.3.1). 
7.3 Design	  space	  
SphereX is a prototypical implementation of the concept of indirect disclosure. Indirect 
disclosure differs from direct disclosure in a number of important aspects. It aims to allow users to 
disclose additional information, not about individual activities, but about series of events. The 
mechanism suggested for this type of disclosure, is to let users define representations of their 
“current context”. I have discussed the notion of “contexts” in this situation as shared, mutually 
agreed representations of aspects of the work environment within which activities take place (see 
Chapter 4. 
The design of SphereX was informed by a number of aspects. In the previous section, I looked 
at the general feasibility of asking users to jointly define structures that represent aspects of their 
working context. In this section, I address further design considerations. First, I revisit the definition 
of indirect disclosure and design criteria related to it in order to reflect on the conceptual aspects of 
indirect disclosure (see Chapter 4, Section 4.6.3). Second, this reflection is followed by a discussion 
the design challenges and the design rationale for SphereX. Two aspects stand out in this context. 
The first one is the question of how to represent the structural aspects inherent in the indirect 
disclosure concept. In order to address this question, I reflect further on the notion and application 
of spheres. The second aspect is related to the practical implementation of the collaborative 
functionality of SphereX. It addresses how we can capture information about a diverse set of 
activities across different applications. Lastly, I present interface concepts and design options that 
were used to explore and define the design for SphereX. 
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7.3.1 Design	  goals	  and	  criteria	  
I have defined indirect disclosure as: The act of actively sharing information about the current 
context within which one’s actions take place. Indirect disclosure is characterised by three aspects. 
First, it requires user action to define and select the context within which subsequent activities take 
place. Second, the level of effort needed to disclose information should be very low. Third, in order 
to allow users to define appropriate shared contexts, indirect disclosure mechanisms need to be 
highly flexible and tailorable (see Chapter 4). 
The three aspects that compose this definition represent high-level design goals. Based on these 
goals I have introduced a set of six more specific design criteria (see Chapter 4). I will briefly 
summarise these in turn and draw on them throughout this design chapter in more detail were 
necessary (see Table 7-3): 
Criteria Design implications 
Effort Indirect disclosure is characterised by requiring a very low effort to disclose 
information. Compared with direct disclosure, which requires users to disclose 
immediate activities, intentions or reasons, indirect disclosure requires fewer user 
interactions, that relate to less fine-grained classification a set of activities.  
However, disclosure effort is traded off against the effort required to set up and 
maintain spheres. For SphereX this meant that both the selection of spheres as 
well as the establishment and administration of spheres were meant to be as 
effortless as possible. 
Expressivity Expressivity looks at how richly a structural representation describes the “current 
context”. Overall expressivity was generally low for all systems that were 
considered as part of the comparison of systems that implement indirect 
disclosure (see Chapter 4). This is a result of the fact that the effort for defining 
and using these structures should be very low. However, increased expressivity 
can be useful in order to allow users to differentiate between similar concepts and 
capture more complex structural aspects. Thus, enabling users to add additional 
information where necessary should be supported.  
Structuredness Structuredness relates to the type and complexity of structural representation of 
the “current context” within which one’s activities take place. Generally a desired 
system would be situated somewhere between the rigid structure of shared 
workspaces and the loose structure of tags. 
Intention The notion of intention was introduced to differentiate between the different 
intended purposes of the considered systems. For instance, while shared 
workspaces were designed to structure content, spheres specifically represented a 
particular aspect of work within which activities take place. 
Flexibility The criterion of flexibility is similar to that used in direct disclosure. It refers to 
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the fact that users should be able to easily change existing representations in 
order to account for the need to represent structure differently.  
Disclosure This criterion relates to which information is disclosed. Users should be able to 
disclose how activities relate to a wider working context. 
 
Table 7-3: Discussion design criteria, indirect disclosure 
7.3.2 Design	  challenges	  
When designing systems that implement indirect disclosure, developers are faced with two 
fundamental challenges. The first challenge is how to structure and conceptually represent the 
interactional elements that will allow users to disclose their current context. The second pertains to 
the method of capturing event that represent user activity across applications and relating them to 
the structural representation. I will discuss these challenges in turn. 
Spheres	  and	  structural	  representation	  
The first challenge relates to the digital representation of context. After comparing different 
mechanisms for the representation of elements that support indirect disclosure (see Chapter 4), I 
concluded that Spheres were the most suitable mechanism. Spheres offer users a flexible 
mechanism to jointly share and negotiate structural representations of their working context, and 
judiciously relate the work they do to these representations. 
The notion of spheres used in the implementation of SphereX differs somewhat from the 
original notion of spheres found in Atmosphere (see sections 2.6.2 and 4.6.1). Spheres in 
Atmosphere were closer to the concept of shared workspaces, and in addition to their function 
structurally representing a working context, they also were designed to contain digital artefacts. 
When placing artefacts within spheres, users chose a particular context. Every time a user accessed 
a specific artefact128 through a specific sphere the resulting activities were then linked to that 
sphere.  
Spheres in SphereX, by comparison, further separate the representation of content from the 
representation of context. Spheres do not contain content per se, but are representations of shared 
context, manifested at the user interface. Users can activate or deactivate spheres at the user 
interface in order to indicate their current working context. SphereX is linked to separate systems 
that contain content. All activities that are performed in the linked system(s) are captured and linked 
to the spheres that are active at the time. Table 7-4 depicts the difference between the two sphere 
approaches. 
                                                
128 In addition to using artifact, activities could also be created by using contextors that were contained within a sphere 
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Spheres in Atmosphere 
 
How does it work? 
User places artefact(s) into correct sphere(s). 




User performed activity on Doc X in context A 
(top). 
OR 
User performed activity on Doc X in context B 
(bottom). 
Spheres in SphereX 
 
How does it work? 
User selects sphere. All activities conducted 
while sphere is active are linked to sphere. 
 
Outcome 
User performed activity on Docs X, Y, Z in 
context A 
Table 7-4: Comparison of sphere concepts 
Two other concepts mentioned in Chapter 4 have the potential to implement indirect disclosure: 
Shared workspaces and Tags. Shared workspaces impose a structure on digital artefacts (content) 
and allow users to jointly maintain this structure. Tagging similarly allows users to impose structure 
on individual artefacts, albeit in a much looser manner.  
However, while spheres129 share some conceptual similarities with shared workspaces and tags, 
they differ from both in two important ways:  
• First, spheres structure activities, not content. Unlike workspaces or tags, spheres are 
de-coupled from digital artefacts. Shared workspaces contain content, whereas spheres 
                                                
129 From hereon in I will use the term spheres as defined within SphereX and not as used in the context of Atmosphere. 
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structure activities related to content. Similarly, tags structure content or links to content, 
not activities.  
• Second, spheres structure activities in a time-based manner. Rather than manually 
tagging individual activities spheres persist while activated. All activities that occur 







Figure 7-9: Workspaces, Tags, Spheres and Legend130 
Digital	  representation	  of	  user	  activity	  	  
Social software and RSS / Atom feeds 
The second challenge relates to which underlying collaborative system to use? The premise of 
SphereX is to capture a wide range of user activities across a range of collaborative work 
environments. These activities generally span the use of a multitude of applications, some of which 
can be domain-specific. Traditional commercial groupware applications, such as Lotus Notes, 
promised to integrate many aspects of collaborative work into one environment, but have not gained 
enough traction to be considered nearly as ubiquitous as email. Cross-application and cross-
platform interoperability, prerequisites for the design of a system like SphereX, are hampered by a 
lack of open standards. For instance, commonly used tools, such as word processing tools, generally 
do not grant third party developers access to detailed statistics or specific events of system use, 
making their integration into awareness services challenging. 
In contrast, the emergence of web-based social software has made collaboration more available 
and data more accessible. The use of these web-based services has literally exploded over the last 
                                                
130 The picture on the bottom right acts as a legend for the other diagrams. 
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five years. Many functions that were once linked exclusively to groupware systems can now be 
found in social software systems such as wikis, blogs, shared document editors (e.g. Google Docs) 
as well as social networking sites, such as Facebook. While these systems were generally not 
designed to be comprehensive collaboration tools, they offer mechanisms that make it easy to 
establish and maintain (friend) relationships and support informal interactions. The increasing 
prevalence of social software as collaboration tools is reflected by the fact that these tools have 
become a significant topic of research in the HCI, CSCW and other related research communities.  
In addition to their increasing popularity, social software systems offer two significant benefits, 
not commonly found in traditional groupware, to developers of awareness systems. First, a large 
number of systems offer APIs which allow third party developers to access content and 
functionality. Second, the vast majority of these services provide updates on user activities through 
RSS and Atom feeds. RSS and Atom are protocols that were designed to publish updated web-
content to interested receivers. The ubiquity of these concepts makes them ideal candidates to act as 
a lightweight cross-application event notification mechanism.  
As a result of this shift from traditional groupware to web-based collaboration, SphereX was 
designed to read and aggregate events using RSS and Atom feeds. I argue that while RSS and Atom 
are content distribution mechanisms, they can be utilised to reflect the activities that relate to the 
content they represent. In other words, the generation of content in social software system is used as 
evidence of activity. The following list shows an example set of commonly used services that allow 
users to share activities using this mechanism (see Table 7-5). 
Type of service Service examples Shared information 
Wikis MediaWiki, Confluence, PmWiki Page edits, page creation and 
deletions  
Blogs Wordpress, Blogger, Typepad Blog entries, blog entry edits, 
comments 
Micro-blogging Twitter, Identi.ca, Yammer Tweets 
Social networks Facebook, LinkedIn, MySpace Status updates, personal messages, 
comments, social connections, 
photo sharing, geotag sharing 
Document editing Google Docs, ZOHO Document editing information 
Photo sharing Flickr, Picasa, Yogile Photo uploads, photo naming & 
grouping, comments 
Shared bookmarks Delicious, Connotea, Blinklist Shared bookmarks, links 
Music sharing Last.fm, Spotify, iLike Songs, favourites, ratings,  
 
Table 7-5: Social software services to share activities 
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Other approaches 
There might be other options to capture cross-application activities. With the emergence of 
notification services like Growl131 some applications provide selected notifications about activities. 
However, while Growl is used to notify users about specific events, these events are application-
specific and non-standardised. Another option would involve writing custom event distribution 
mechanisms for each application used, which send information to a common notification service. 
However, none of these options offer the broad availability of web-based collaboration tools 
producing RSS/ Atom feeds. While RSS / Atom feeds have not been designed as event notification 
services, they offer a practical solution to the problem of cross-application events needed to 
implement and evaluate SphereX. 
7.3.3 Interface	  concepts	  	  
The two challenges discussed in the last section set the premise for the overall design of 
SphereX. SphereX uses spheres to represent current context, and integrates RSS/Atom feeds from 
social software systems to represent user activity. The next question to be answered is how these 
concepts are represented at the user interface. 
The design of SphereX went through a number of iterations to explore different aspects of the 
design. The first iteration consisted of a paper-based wireframe mockup. The second iteration was a 
web-based mockup that contained most of the pages of the actual system and a set of scenarios that 
explained the function of the system. The last iteration was the actual functional SphereX system. In 
this section I will discuss the first two iterations in turn. The completed SphereX system is covered 
in Section 7.4. 
Initial	  concept	  
The initial design concept consisted of a number of drawings covering two interfaces, the 
“Contextbar” and the web-based interface to SphereX. The “Contextbar” was designed to reside on 
the user’s desktop (see Figure 7-10). It allowed users to selects and activate sets of spheres. 




Figure 7-10: Initial concept - "Contextbar" 
The second interface was the web-based interface that fulfilled several functions. It allowed 
users to create and edits spheres, look at activities that had occurred within particular spheres and 
maintain the RSS/Atom feeds linked to a user’s activities. Figure 7-11 show examples of some of 
the pages of the web-interface. Views (Figure 7-11, right side) were pre-defined searches on the 
overall activity data that required users to specify information about users, spheres, time, feed, and 
tags. The initial concept included the use of tags in addition to spheres to allow for additional 
differentiation. However, the use of tags was abandoned in later design concepts to focus more 
strongly on spheres and allow for an evaluation of the concept. Appendix B contains a 




Figure 7-11: Initial concept – Home & Views screens 
Web-­‐based	  mockup	  
The next iteration was a web-based mockup, which explored the SphereX interfaces at a higher 
level of fidelity. Like the previous design, the mockup consisted of a desktop-interface (see Figure 
7-12, left side) to select and activate spheres and a web-based interface (see Figure 7-12, right side) 
to manage all other aspects of the system. 
Sphere selector 
The desktop interface consisted of four elements (see Figure 7-12, left side). A sphere selector, 
a sphere set selector, a set of minibiffs and an area to list activities. The sphere selector showed the 
spheres a user had subscribed to. Spheres could be selected and were either active (green) or 
inactive (red). The selector underneath the spheres allowed the user to select particular sphere sets. 
Sphere sets were pre-selections of a given set of spheres some of which were activated. Minibiffs 
were a concept that was meant to link SphereX to AnyBiff. The Minibiff panel displayed a selection 
of biffs that were defined in AnyBiff. The view was similar to that of a minimised biff and would 
only display basic biff functionality (on/off, people counter and names of engaged users). The 
activities panel would list activities that had happened within the selected spheres.  
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Figure 7-12: Sphere selector and web-interface mockups 
Web-interface 
The mockup of the web-interface (see Figure 7-12, right side) contained, among other things, 
pages for managing spheres, managing RSS feeds, a set of scenarios and a how-to page that 
explained how to use the systems.  
Scenario 
A scenario that outlined the basic rationale behind the system accompanied the mockup. Both 
the mockup and scenario were used in informal discussions with potential user to gather initial 
reactions. The scenario is listed below. 
Pete is a 39 year old freelance software consultant from San Francisco. Pete has two main areas of 
interests. For work-related reasons he keeps a close eye on developments in the rapidly evolving area 
of social software. In has free time Pete is a passionate rock climber.  
Pete maintains a blog for the purpose of sharing his experiences with other rock climbing enthusiasts. 
As the geek-in-residence at his local rock climbing club he is in charge of running the clubs website 
which is built on top of a wiki. In addition to his regular postings to the blog and the wiki, Pete 
occasionally posts rock climbing related links to Delicious and photos of his climbing trips to Flickr. 
For his work Pete regularly uses three kind of systems. He extensively uses Delicious to post relevant 
information about social software. He is part of a loose network of freelance consultant with a 
similar focus and subscribes to RSS feeds in the area as well as to the Delicious feeds of his 
colleagues. He also runs a popular podcast on trends in social software 
Su is a 28 year old web designer from Sydney and a friend of Pete’s. Su works for a small design 
company that has specialised on providing interactive “Web 2.0 style” website to their clients. Su is 
actively engaged in the Ajax developer community and subscribes to a whole range of related RSS 
feeds. Su keeps an eye on the developments in the wider social software community as they often 
provide her with ideas on how to address particular design problems. Su is aware of Pete’s podcast 
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and actively follows his Delicious RSS feed.  
Su has subscribed to a large number of RSS feeds in order to keep up to date. The new items are 
piling up in Su’s RSS reader. While she is genuinely interested in the feeds she subscribed to she 
receives more information than she can handle. Su is looking for ways to cut down on the information 
load. Personal RSS feed like Pete’s Delicious feed are particularly tricky. While the information on 
social software is invaluable to her work she is not interested in Steve’s other hobbies like rock 
climbing at all. Selecting posts by tags could provide some relief but Pete is an avid tagger. The 
number of tags that describe post relevant to Su is so large that it would take her considerable longer 
trying to sort by entries tag rather than skimming the entries manually. 
 
Figure 7-13: Initial scenario 
7.3.4 Summary	  
The design of SphereX is complex in that it is driven by conceptual considerations as well as 
practical questions of user interface design. On the conceptual level the design criteria represent the 
overarching concept of indirect disclosure, while the concept of spheres provides an abstract 
representation of the structural elements referred to as current context. The sphere concept 
inherently addresses some of these criteria because it was specifically designed with indirect 
disclosure in mind. Spheres allow for a low disclosure effort, an appropriate level of structuredness 
and to relate activities to a wider working context. Beyond these aspects the overarching challenge 
for the system was a mechanism that is flexible enough to represent a diverse set of user contexts. 
The preliminary study showed that people could successfully explicate and jointly arrange 
representations of working context, however the usefulness of these concepts can only be truly 
evaluated in-situ.  
7.4 The	  SphereX	  system	  
The two initial design concepts described in the last sections explored the fundamental aspects 
of SphereX. In this section I present the final design of SphereX. 
7.4.1 SphereX	  presentation	  
One of the vital aspects in the design of SphereX was the question of how to explain the concept 
to users. Similar to the design of AnyBiff the goal was to find user interface representations that 
were easy to understand and did not require users to comprehend the conceptual notions of direct 
and indirect disclosure. Figure 7-14 depicts a diagram that was used on the SphereX help page. The 
term areas of interest was used to introduce the concept of spheres to users. 
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Figure 7-14: Basic explanation of spheres 
 
Figure 7-15: SphereX explanation 
Figure 7-15 shows how the concept of spheres was introduced to users. The explanation was 
based on scenarios used in earlier designs. 
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7.4.2 SphereX	  functions	  
Like the earlier design mockups, the SphereX system consisted of two main elements. The main 
site, that contained functions for managing spheres, friends, feeds and looking at activities; and the 
Sphere selector, a separate window that allowed users to choose which spheres were currently 
active. 
Sphere	  selector	  
The Active spheres window (see Figure 7-16) is a standalone window that allows users to select 
which spheres are, and are not, active. The window was designed as an always-on display, similar 
to an instant messenger window. It was implemented as a simplified browser window132 that had 
been designed to be small enough to fit on a standard desktop, similar to a sidebar. The window 
consists of three separate sections. The “Your spheres” section contains all the spheres a user has 
subscribed to. Green icons indicate that Spheres are active while greyed out icons indicate 
inactivity. Users can activate or deactivate spheres with a single click. The next section “Friend’s 
spheres” gives an overview about which spheres a user’s friends has currently activated. The last 
section “Friends activities” lists activities as they relate to spheres. This view is a condensed view 
of the more comprehensive Activity overview (see Figure 7-18). 
                                                
132 Containing no navigational elements, bookmarks, etc. 
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All sections can be minimised to make the view smaller and allow the user to focus only on the 
relevant sections. All sections also offered a contextual help section that explains the function of 
each of the window sections.  
Navigation	  bar	  
Next I will look at the web-interface. The navigation bar is the central navigation feature, 
located on the right hand side of all SphereX pages. It shows navigation links to all pages, the three 
most active spheres, e.g. “Music (477)” (the numbers indicate feed items related to these spheres), 
the current user’s active spheres and the current user’s active spheres. 
Activity	  overview	  
The Activity overview page is the home page of the SphereX system. The page allows users to 
see and browse through activities in selected spheres (see Figure 7-18, left). Individual activities 
consist of a link to the RSS item, the list of spheres, which were active when the item was created, 
and the username, item source and date for each item (see Figure 7-18, right). 
Figure 7-16: Active spheres 




Figure 7-18: Activity overview (left) / Individual activities (right) 
Sphere	  management	  
The sphere management page displays all spheres in a tree. Users are able to freely create new 
spheres anywhere in the tree hierarchy, edit or delete the spheres and subscribe to spheres. For this 
function I deliberately chose to not implement a notion of sphere ownership, in order to highlight 
the collaborative nature of spheres.  
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Figure 7-19: Sphere management 
Feeds	  management	  
The feed management page allows users to add new RSS and Atom feeds. Users are encouraged 
to add feeds that contain items that were created by users themselves, such as blogs, wikis and 
social sharing sites, such as Flickr, Delicious and Twitter (see Figure 7-20).  
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Figure 7-20: Feed management 
Friend	  management	  
The friendship model in SphereX controls access to activities. Users can only see activities of 
their immediate friends. Depending on users’ subscriptions to spheres this includes all activities, or 
only those activities that are linked to the subscribed spheres. Spheres themselves are generally 
accessible no matter who created them, as SphereX does not impose a notion of sphere ownership.  
SphereX uses a viral friend management system similar to many other social software systems. 
Users can invite their friends and colleagues by sharing their email details with SphereX. The 
system then sends out an invitation and verifies the new user’s email address. Friendships are 
mutual. Existing users receive friend requests from other users, which they can approve or 
disapprove. If an invitation request is ignored or disapproved a friend relationship is not established 
and mutual access to activities is not granted.  
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Other	  
SphereX contains a small range of additional pages that were designed to improve the overall 
function of the system. The Help page contains an explanation of how SphereX works and how to 
use it (see Section 7.4.1on how the notion of Spheres was explained to users). The Feedback page 
contains links to dedicated email and twitter addresses (@spherex) used for feedback. The About 
page contains links to the standalone MacOsX application and lists the total number of users, 
spheres and feed items (see Figure 7-21). 
 
Figure 7-21: About page 
There are a number of options for launching the sphere selectors. Mac users can use a 
standalone application to launch the system. Others users are offered a bookmarklet for the same 
purpose. 
The system produces aggregated RSS feeds. For instance, aggregated data linked to a particular 
(set of) spheres is provided as an individual RSS feed. 
7.4.3 SphereX	  architecture	  
Services	  
SphereX comprises four distinct sub-services: A sphere manager, a feed manager, a feed 
aggregator and an awareness / feed output system. Each of these subsystems has a client and server 
component (see Figure 7-22). 
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The sphere manager allows users to create, manage and select spheres. Spheres are distributed 
objects, which are represented in a database and administered through a server application.  
The feed manager consists of a web interface and a server application linked to a feed database. 
The web-interface allows the user to register, log-in and define a list of feeds that indicates RSS 
feeds that the user generates. The server administers this list.  
The feed aggregator is a server application that combines the feeds for each user, creates a 
unified feed and maintains a database containing current and past feed information.  
The awareness / feed output system presents feed information based on user selection of 
parameters including: the originating user, the time frame, the sphere context and potentially media 
types. The output system combines sphere representation and feed representation to indicate user 
activity within a certain context. The subsystem consists of a web client and a server application. 
The web client allows users to set parameters for their queries and displays the resulting aggregated 
RSS feed. The server creates RSS feeds based on the user parameters accessing the sphere as well 
as the feed databases. 
 
Figure 7-22: SphereX system architecture 
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Implementation	  
The system was implemented using the Ruby on Rails framework. This allowed me to 
consistently use the same infrastructure for both the web-interface and the desktop web interface 
(sphere selector). Native implementations of the sphere selector were considered, but would have 
added additional complexity to the system without offering substantial benefits. The sphere selector 
and parts of the web-interface used Javascript libraries and Ajax technologies to allow for true 
interactivity on the client-side without perceivable page reload. The system persistently logged two 
types off events. Sphere events were triggered when users activated spheres. Content events linked 
feed items (individual posts in an RSS/Atom feed) to a particular sphere and user. When displaying 
activities the system would retrieve the content events for the chosen spheres and display the related 
RSS/Atom feed entries that had been generated within a given time period. Figure 7-23 gives an 
overview over the relationships between the data models in SphereX.  
 
Figure 7-23: SphereX Ruby on Rails data relationship 
7.5 Summary	  
The aim of this Chapter was to explore how the abstract notion of indirect disclosure could be 
broken down and implemented in a concrete system that provided awareness about the activities of 
others to it’s users. This required me to further explore the notion of spheres and consider different 
options for their implementation. The result is the SphereX system, which in several regards is a 
departure from traditional groupware systems. First, by using spheres the system does not follow 
traditional notions of clustering content, such as shared workspaces. By contrast, it relies on the 
notion of spheres, which structure activity rather than content. Second, in order to capture a wide 
range of activities across different applications, SphereX departs from the notion of capturing 
events within an individual groupware system. By comparison, it is built on top of existing social 
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software systems. Events are replaced by the RSS/Atom feeds that these systems produce. 
Subsequently, SphereX does not provide notifications through a single application, but through the 
same channel as the underlying social software by producing RSS/Atom feeds that represent 
specific views on the user-generated data linked to spheres. One of the challenges of SphereX was 
how to present this new type of system to the end-user. For this purpose SphereX included a set of 
how-to pages and scenarios. The next chapter explores to what extent these explanations were 




Chapter	  8	  -­‐ SphereX	  evaluation	  
8.1 Introduction	  
In this chapter I describe the trial and evaluation of SphereX. The SphereX system is a proof-of-
concept prototype designed to explore two questions. First, how can the active awareness 
framework be applied to implement indirect disclosure133? And second, does, and how does, the use 
of the resulting system in a real-world collaborative setting lead to the creation and use of 
intentionally enriched awareness information134? I have explored the first question in the previous 
chapter (Chapter 7) and focus on the second question in this chapter.  
In order to address the latter question I conducted a three-phase evaluation study. The first 
phase of the study surveyed the participants’ use of collaborative technology and their familiarity 
with social software and web-based collaboration. The second phase described the three-week trial 
of the SphereX system, and the third phase was a questionnaire that explored the participants’ post-
trial attitudes towards the system (see Figure 8-1). 
 
Figure 8-1: SphereX evaluation study approach 
                                                
133 Pertaining to the research aim 3 of this thesis: Demonstrate how the active awareness framework can be applied to 
aid with the design and implementation of different approaches to intentional disclosure. 
134 Pertaining to research aim 4 of this thesis: Show that systems that implement intentional disclosure create a sense of 
awareness between collaborators, which extends beyond information that can be automatically captured. 
1	   • Collaborative	  software	  survey	  (Assess	  use	  of	  social	  software	  and	  RSS	  /	  Atom	  feeds)	  
2	   • SphereX	  trial	  (Study	  the	  use	  of	  SphereX,	  in	  particular	  how	  spheres	  are	  created	  and	  used)	  
3	   • Post-­‐trial	  questionnaire	  (Elicit	  users'	  perceptions	  and	  understanding	  of	  spheres	  and	  SphereX)	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It was vital to understand how different factors impacted on the overall use of the system. The 
system was built on the assumption that RSS / Atom feeds135, collated from individuals’ use of 
social software systems, would give an accurate overview of users’ activities across a range of 
different modes of interaction (communication, collaboration recommendation, sharing, etc.). This 
assumption needed to be tested. The way that participants in this specific trial used social software 
feeds also needed to be understood. Second, the vital question of effort of intentional disclosure is 
closely linked to the usability of the system. The system was designed to be “out of the way”, 
however the question remained as to whether the system design helped or hindered users to disclose 
information and become aware of each other’s activities. Finally, as the design of SphereX is based 
on the concept of spheres, I needed to explore whether spheres are a suitable means to allow users 
to structure and link their activities to their current working context.   
These influential factors are further addressed in the discussion Section 8.5, and are summarised 
by the three following questions:  
Question 1: Are spheres an appropriate means to implement indirect disclosure? 
Question 2: Is SphereX usable enough to allow users to flexibly create and use spheres? 
Question 3: Are feeds (RSS/ Atom) appropriate mechanisms to represent and capture user 
activity? 
8.1.1 Overall	  study	  design	  
Study	  participants	  
The study participants were 3rd year Information Technology and Multimedia Design students, 
recruited from the “Social & Mobile Computing” (COMP3505) course taught at the University of 
Queensland in Semester 1, 2008. The students were introduced to the general principles of 
awareness, the concept of intentionally enriched awareness, the basic notion of spheres and the 
SphereX system during a guest lecture preceding the study. Of 52 students enrolled in the course, 
32 participated in the first phase of the study (survey), 22 in the second phase (system trial) and 8 in 
the final phase (post-trial questionnaire). Due to the subject of the course, which focussed on the 
use of social software systems, it was generally assumed that students were familiar with the 
concept of using tags for shared classification and RSS / Atom feeds to distribute content. 
                                                
135 From hereon in also simply referred to as feeds. 
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Study	  approach	  
The first phase of the study consisted of a survey, which was used to gather background 
information about the participants’ experience with computer technology in general, and then in 
particular, their familiarity with a wide range of collaboration technology and social software 
systems.  
The outcomes from this survey were used to assess whether RSS / Atoms feeds generated by 
social software tools were a suitable mechanism to represent user activity within SphereX. 
The second phase consisted of the trial of the SphereX system. Students were encouraged to 
sign up to the system and use it for a period of approximately three weeks. The use of the system 
was logged and analysed. The results revealed how the participants used the different parts of the 
system, how they created and used spheres and to what extent they used spheres to classify 
information.  
The last phase of the study employed a post-trial questionnaire. While the trial revealed how the 
system was used, the questionnaire collected qualitative data about the participants’ perceptions of 
the system. In particular, this phase of the study aimed to explore to what extent participants 
understood the concept of spheres, and whether they felt that the system had helped them to 
disclose their own activities and maintain an awareness of the activities of their peers. 
8.1.2 Chapter	  outline	  
The three phases of the study are described in sections 8.2 (Collaborative software survey), 8.3 
(SphereX trial) and 8.4 (Post-trial questionnaire) respectively. Section 8.5 discusses the overall 
outcomes, assesses to what extent the research questions have been addressed and introduces design 
recommendations to tackle some of the identified issues. Section 8.6concludes this chapter. 
8.2 Collaborative	  software	  survey	  
8.2.1 Survey	  design	  
The pre-study survey aimed to explore which software was used by participants to interact with 
each other. In particular the survey aimed to assess to what extent user-produced RSS/Atom 
feeds could be used to capture (collaborative) activity.  
The survey was conducted in the form of a paper-based questionnaire, which consisted of 88 
questions (41 closed, 47 open-ended) and was distributed to students of the COMP3505 class. 32 
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students participated in the study, all of whom completed the questionnaire. The survey consisted of 
five sections: general demographic and work information; computer use and experience; software 
use; RSS and Atom use; and other (allowing participant to contribute further comments).  
The survey looked at a range of communication and collaboration systems, how often they were 
used, for which purpose and which particular systems were preferred by participants. A particular 
focus of the survey was the use of RSS and Atom feeds. The survey explored two aspects of use 
with regard to these protocols. First, it looked into which tools people used to produce content, and 
which was being made available via RSS / Atom feeds. Second, it looked into which tools 
participants used to consume content produced by their peers. The use of tools was rated on a 5-
point Likert scale relating to frequency of use (never, rarely, sometimes, often, always). In addition 
to rating classes of systems (like blogs, wikis, etc.), participants could detail which specific tools 
they used and for what purpose. All results of the survey are based on self-assessment. 
8.2.2 Survey	  results	  
General	  information	  	  
The average age of participants was 21.4 years (Median 21 years). 66% of the participants were 
male, 34% female. Participants specified that they used computers on average for 47.84 hours per 
week (Median 39.5 hours per week) and had been using computers for approximately 13 years on 
average  (Median 12.5 years). The level of confidence using computers was very high (see Table 
8-1) 
 
Question Median (SD) Mean 
How often do you use your computer per week for work related reasons? 14 (12.14) 15.31 
How often do you use your computer per week for private reasons? 25.5 (21.27) 32.53 
How long have you been using computers for work related reasons? 7 (5.52) 6.9 
How long have you been using computers for private related reasons? 12.5 (4.23) 13.03 
Level of confidence with computers (1-5, 5 most confident) 5 (0.58) 4.74 
Table 8-1: General information 
Software	  use	  
The ‘software use’ section explored which general software tools participants used to interact 
with their peers. Where appropriate, participants could specify which specific tools they were using 
(e.g. Social Networking Site: Facebook). The participants were further asked what purpose they 
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ascribed to each of these tools. As a baseline, participants were asked to specify how often they 
interacted with their peers face-to-face. I will summarise the result for the following aspects: most 
frequently used types of systems and most preferred specific tools. 
Most frequently used types of systems 
Table 8-2 lists the results (sorted by average frequency of use) and Figure 8-2 gives a 
comparative overview (sorted by average frequency of use)136. 
 
Question Median (SD) Mean 
Interaction frequency with peers, face-to-face (1-6, 6 most frequent) 5 (0.8) 5.06 
Tool use frequency: IM/Chat application (1-5, 5 most frequent) 4 (1.02) 4.06 
Tool use frequency: SMS/MMS (1-5, 5 most frequent) 4 (1) 3.9 
Tool use frequency: Email (1-5, 5 most frequent) 4 (1) 3.84 
Tool use frequency: Social networking sites (1-5, 5 most frequent) 3.5 (1.3) 3.3 
Tool use frequency: Telephone (1-5, 5 most frequent) 3 (1) 2.7 
Tool use frequency: Photo/movie sharing tools (1-5, 5 most frequent) 2 (1.5) 2.59 
Tool use frequency: Other (1-5, 5 most frequent) 2.5 (1.61) 2.57 
Tool use frequency: Wikis (1-5, 5 most frequent) 3 (1.2)  2.5 
Tool use frequency: Micro-blogs (1-5, 5 most frequent) 2 (1.38) 2.45 
Tool use frequency: Blogs (1-5, 5 most frequent) 2 (1.02) 2.31 
Tool use frequency: Social bookmarking tools (1-5, 5 most frequent) 2 (1.25) 2.07 
Tool use frequency: VoiP/ Video & audio chat (1-5, 5 most frequent) 1 (1.1) 1.8 
Table 8-2: Software use 
                                                




Figure 8-2: Comparison of software use 
The results show that the most frequently used types of tools were Instant-messaging tools, 
SMS and Email, closely followed by Social networking tools (e.g. Facebook). The least 
commonly used types of tools were Social bookmarking and VoIP/ Audio chat.   
Most preferred specific tools  
Table 8-3 lists the most preferred specific tools (Percentage of total number of mentions).  
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By far the most popular tools were Instant Messaging tools (MSN messenger (17 mentions) 
& IM in general (3 mentions) & Yahoo messenger (2 mentions)). Facebook and email tied 
for second place with 11 mentions each, followed by SMS and Twitter with 6 mentions each. A 
fairly specialised, yet popular entry was Deviantart137 (5 mentions), a community to share 
digital art. The mention of this site is explained by the fact that approximately half of the 
participating students were enrolled in a Bachelor of Multimedia Design program. 
RSS	  and	  Atom	  use	  
The last section covered participants’ software use overall. In this section I look more 
specifically at tools used to produce RSS/Atom. The survey addressed two major aspects, the 
production and the consumption of RSS/Atom feeds. Participants were encouraged to consider tools 
they used to produce content and tools they used to keep up to date with their peers (consumption). 
The notion of consumption in this context is not to be confused with the general notion of “reading 
RSS feeds”. It specifically targeted those feeds that were produced by their peers. 
The survey initially covered specific classes or types of tools, e.g. tools to share photos or 
movies. Table 8-4 lists the results for the use of tool types that produce content (sorted by average 
frequency, most frequent first). Table 8-5 lists the results for the use of tool types that participants 
used to keep up-to-date with their peers, i.e. consume content (sorted by average frequency, most 
frequent first). Figure 8-3 compares the frequency of use for production and consumption. 
 
Question Median (SD) Mean 
Contribute to social networking sites (1-5, 5 most frequent) 3 (1.36) 2.9 
Share photos / movies (1-5, 5 most frequent) 3 (1.33) 2.53 
Contribute to online forums/ discussions (1-5, 5 most frequent) 2 (1.43) 2.45 
Post to own blog (1-5, 5 most frequent) 2 (1.06) 2.2 
Send micro-blog messages (tweets) (1-5, 5 most frequent) 1.5 (1.39) 2.13 
Share bookmarks / links (1-5, 5 most frequent) 2 (1.39) 2.09 
Other (1-5, 5 most frequent) 1 (1.3) 1.8 
Contribute to wikis (1-5, 5 most frequent) 1 (0.9) 1.7 
Table 8-4: RSS and Atom use - Content production 
 
                                                
137 http://www.deviantart.com/ 
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Question Median (SD) Mean 
Look at shared photos / movies (1-5, 5 most frequent) 4 (1.08) 3.61 
Read updates on social networking sites (1-5, 5 most frequent) 3 (1.38) 3.06 
Read online forums/ discussions (1-5, 5 most frequent) 3 (1.59) 2.87 
Read wiki entries  (1-5, 5 most frequent) 2 (1.32) 2.4 
Follow micro-blog messages (tweets) (1-5, 5 most frequent) 2 (1.54) 2.39 
Read blogs (1-5, 5 most frequent) 2 (1.3) 2.3 
Share bookmarks / links (1-5, 5 most frequent) 2 (1.32) 2.03 
Other (1-5, 5 most frequent) 1 (1.29) 1.55 
Table 8-5: RSS and Atom use - Content consumption 
 
 
Figure 8-3: Comparison RSS/ Atom Production and Consumption 
 
Commonly used RSS / Atom tools 
This section covers which specific tools were used as part of the more general tool categories 
covered in the last section. Table 8-6 lists the most commonly used specific software tools for 
producing as well as consuming RSS/Atom feeds. The diagrams (Figure 8-4) list the two most 
popular tools for producing and consuming for each category of tools (total number of mentions). 






5	   Median	  -­‐	  Producing	   Mean	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  Producing	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show that in these cases there was no clear favourite that was mentioned more than once. These 
entries are counted as 0.  
 
Tool category Producing – 
Most 
popular 
# Producing –  
2nd most 
popular 
# Consuming – 
Most popular 




Blogs Blogger 12 n/a 0 Blogger 3 n/a  
Online forums Deviantart 
forums 
2 n/a 0 n/a 0 n/a 0 
Wikis Course work 
wiki 
10 Wikipedia 3 Wikipedia 7 Course work 
wiki 
5 
Photos / Movie 
sharing 
Youtube 15 Flickr / 
Facebook (7) 





Delicious 6 Forwarded 
(email or 
MSN) 






Facebook 20 Myspace 2 Facebook 20 Myspace  2 
Micro-
blogging 
Twitter 14 n/a 0 Twitter 14 n/a  
Other Last.fm 1 n/a 0 Last.fm 1 n/a 0 
Table 8-6: Most commonly used specific RSS production and consumption sources 
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Figure 8-4: Most commonly used specific RSS tools, production (left), consumption (right) 
The values for most commonly used tools for producing and consuming are identical in some 
categories (Photo / Movie sharing, Social bookmarking, Social networking, Micro-blogging and 
Other), but differ significantly in other categories (Wikis and Blogs). For instance, 12 participants 
specified that they used Blogger to produce content, but only 3 participants used Blogger as a 
source to keep up-to-date with their peers (consumption). 
Methods/Tools for reading feeds 
The survey further looked at the tools that were used to read feeds. Figure 8-5 summarises the 
frequency with which RSS readers where used. The results ranked from 1 (never) to 5 (always). 
Facebook,	  20	  
Youtube,	  15	  
Twitter,	  14	  Blogger,	  12	  
Couse	  work	  wiki,	  10	  
Flickr,	  8	  
Facebook	  (photo	  sharing),	  7	  
Wikipedia,	  3	  





Facebook	  (photo	  sharing),	  7	  
Wikipedia,	  7	  
Couse	  work	  wiki,	  5	  
Blogger,	  3	   Deviantart	  forums,	  2	  Myspace,	  2	   Last.fm,	  1	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Figure 8-5: Frequency of RSS reading methods 
The most commonly used method by far, was to read content directly on a website (not via RSS 
/ Atom). All other suggested approaches received rating between never and rarely. The most 
commonly mentioned tools to read RSS / Atom feeds were “Outlook” (in the email category, 3 
mentions) and “Google Reader” (in categories Standalone reader, Syndication and Other, 3 
mentions). “Yahoo pipes” received 2 mentions (in category Syndication). 
Shared interests 
Participants were asked whether they shared interests with peers whose online information they 
read. 27 out of 32 participants answered this question. The three most commonly shared interests 
were course/ university work (in particular COMP3505) (13 mentions), graphic design, animation 
and drawing (8 mentions) and gaming (5 mentions).  
Other	  	  
The last survey question covered further comments people had about how they interacted with 
their peers using online tools. A number of participants stated that their primary interaction tool is 
instant messaging. Other participants noted that due to the fact that they only see their peers face-to-
face once a week, “online tools” were useful to “keep in contact”. Despite its apparent overall 
popularity, two participants noted that they had an intense dislike for Facebook and preferred 
more community-oriented discussion tools such as IRC and Newsgroups. Two participants 
remarked on the importance of tools making it easy to interact. One participant noted that if features 







Read	  website	  directly	   Browser's	  RSS	  reader	   RSS	  via	  email	  client	   Other	   Standalone	  RSS	  reader	   RSS	  syndication	  
Median	  Mean	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participant remarked that he did not consider RSS feeds to be useful, and that he had not used them 
before taking part in the COMP3505 class. 
8.2.3 Summary	  
The survey revealed a number of relevant points that had an impact on the design of SphereX 
and its evaluation. First, it allowed me to answer the question whether web-based social software 
tools were used as commonly to interact with peers, as other types of systems, such as IM and 
email138. Generally communication tools such as IM, SMS and email were the most frequently used 
types of tools. However, social networking tools and wikis were still used with significant 
frequency. When participants were asked which tools they preferred, the balance shifted further 
towards social software tools. While MSN messenger was the most preferred tool, Facebook 
followed in second place together with email. Overall, the results of the survey indicated that a 
system like SphereX, which relies on the use of social software tools, would suit the given 
population of study participants.  
Second, the section on the use of RSS and Atom aimed to clarify how commonly people used 
social software tools and which tools they used. It particularly aimed to highlight potential 
differences between the tools used to produce content and the sources people used to keep up-to-
date with peers. The survey showed that by far the most popular service was Facebook (used in 
the category social networking as well as photo sharing), followed closely by YouTube139 and 
Twitter. Overall there seemed to be a sufficiently broad base of RSS / Atom use in the given 
participant population. However, there were a number of inconsistencies which highlighted that 
particular care needed to be taken when relaying the concept of spheres to participants. There was 
evidence that, in some cases, it was not sufficiently clear to participants that the feeds covered by 
the survey exclusively targeted feeds that were produced by the participants and their peers, and not 
regular news feeds and other services provided by third parties. This showed that particular care 
needed to be taken when explaining the concepts of feeds and spheres to the users of the SphereX 
system.  
Third, the survey revealed intersecting interests across a number of topics including cooperative 
work for the current course, COMP3505, graphic design related topics, and gaming. Overall the 
results indicated that it would be feasible to use user-produced RSS/Atom feeds to capture 
(collaborative) activity in SphereX. 
                                                
138 The main distinction between these two types of tools is whether they natively produce RSS / Atom feeds or not.  
139 http://youtube.com 
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Fourth and last, there was a significant difference between the use of RSS / Atom producing 
tools and the consumption of feeds. While participants commonly used a range of social software 
tools, there was very little evidence that they used tools to read aggregated RSS feeds.  
In summary, the survey showed that social software tools were commonly used, albeit not as 
commonly as communication tools. Participants shared common interests that could be represented 
as spheres. However, with regard to RSS feeds, there was a concern that some participants might 
misunderstand the intended use of feeds and add general news feeds instead of personal feeds to 
SphereX. Another concern was the question to what extent participants would use the aggregated 
data feeds generated by SphereX.  
8.3 SphereX	  trial	  
The trial of SphereX delivered detailed data on the use of the system. While data on individual 
aspects of use was limited in scope, analysis of the overall use of the system delivered a clear 
picture about how different participants used the system and the challenges they encountered.  
8.3.1 Study	  design	  
SphereX was introduced to students of the “Social & Mobile Computing” class (COMP3505) 
during semester 1, 2008. The trial period lasted for 3 weeks. Students were given the URL of the 
system and invited to sign up. At the start of the trial, participants were invited to take part in a 
group exercise. Students were asked to get together in their existing working groups and draw a 
representation of their shared spheres of interest. The explanation of the concept of spheres was 
kept vague in order not to prejudice the students towards a particular type of structure or content. 
The students were then asked to sign on to SphereX and set up friend relationships based on their 
existing groups. The diagrams that the groups produced were used to jointly set up a first set of 
spheres for their respective groups.  
8.3.2 Study	  results	  
The results of the trial are based on the analysis of database records and log data. 22 participants 
signed up with the SphereX system, of which 19 used the system more than once. In the following 
sections I will look at different aspects of system use in detail.  
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Feeds,	  feed	  types	  and	  feed	  items	  
Participants added a total of 25 RSS / Atom feeds to the system. The feeds consisted of 6 types: 
Delicious, Twitter, Last.fm140, Facebook, Flickr and Blogs (mostly Blogger141). 
Figure 8-6 shows the number of occurrences of each feed type. The two most popular feed types 
were Twitter and Delicious.  
 
Figure 8-6: Popularity of feed types 
 
Figure 8-7: Feeds per participant 
8 out of 22 participants added feeds to the system. 14 participants added no feeds. Figure 8-7 
depicts the number of feeds per participant. Participants who did not add any feeds were omitted. 
Basically, all added feeds were “personal” feeds that reflected individual participant activity. 
However two participants added updates that did not list their own content, but posts made by their 
friends (Twitter friend timeline and Facebook friend status updates, respectively). Both 
participants deleted these respective feeds on the same day they were added. Both of these feeds are 
being disregarded for the purpose of the analysis. Furthermore, no participants added general feeds, 
like news feeds. 






Last.fm/Scrobble,	  4	  Delicious,	  6	  
Twitter,	  7	  
(User	  19),	  1	   (User	  23),	  1	   (User	  5),	  2	  
(User	  12),	  2	  
(User	  18),	  4	  (User	  3),	  4	  
(User	  4),	  5	  
(User	  2),	  6	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Figure 8-8: Feed items per feed type 
During the time of the trial, 1248 feed items were posted in feeds represented in the system. 
Figure 8-8 shows a breakdown of total number and average number142 of feed items per type of 
feed. Last.fm and Twitter posts were the most common overall feed items created. Blog 
entries, which require significantly more effort to write, marked the low end of the creation scale 
with 13 items created. Finally, Figure 8-9 shows the distribution of feed items across participants 
and the total number of feed items per participant. 
 
Figure 8-9: Feed items per participant 
Participants,	  friendships	  and	  teams	  
22 participants used the system143. Participants were asked to add friends (other students in the 
same class) to the system. Friendships were mutual. A participant whose friendship was requested 
had to confirm to establish the friendship. Participants were asked to only invite class mates in order 
                                                
142 Average number of feed items per individual feed. E.g. the system contained 7 individual feeds of the type 
“Twitter”. 
143 Participant 1 was the system user, a pre-defined account that was used for internal purposes and is not being 
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to allow the study to focus on collaboration within the class, rather than looking at additional 
interactions outside that group. 
22 participants established a total of 68 mutual friendships. Figure 8-10 shows the social 
network diagram indicating connections and number of friendships. The numbers inside nodes are 
unique IDs given to participants for the purpose of this evaluation. The size of nodes is relative to 
the number of friendships. Figure 8-11 shows the identical network diagram to Figure 8-10, but 
with nodes and edges having been coloured based on modularity optimisation (Blondel, Guillaume, 
Lambiotte & Lefebvre, 2008) to highlight friendship networks. The diagram shows three 
communities of densely connected nodes (green, light green and pink), indicating likely friendship 
networks. 
 
Figure 8-10: Social network diagram (weighted) 
 
Figure 8-11: Social network diagram 
(modularity) 
Figure 8-12 shows the total number of friendships for the six most connected participants. 
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In addition to the identified friendship structures, the study revealed four teams which consisted 
of students jointly working on projects and assignments (see below). Team relationships were 
stipulated by the course and did not necessarily reflect existing friendships. 
Spheres	  and	  sphere	  structure	  
The system contained a total of 26 spheres. Three of those (Exploring SphereX, Coding, Ruby 
on Rails) were created before the trial to populate the system with a set of basic examples. ‘All 
Spheres’ was the root sphere that contained all other spheres. The root sphere was added by default 
and could not be edited. Participants were asked to add spheres that reflected shared interests and 
tasks within and beyond their respective working teams. Participants created an additional 22 
spheres. Figure 8-13 shows how the spheres were arranged hierarchically in the sphere tree144. 
 
Figure 8-13: Complete sphere tree 
                                                
144 Spheres written in green are spheres the current participant has subscribed to (see Chapter 7). 
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Table 8-7 lists all spheres, sphere descriptions, creators and team memberships. Teams were not 
an official feature of the system, but reflect the teams that students worked in within class. 
Similarly, sphere ownership (creator) was not exposed at the participant interface, but recorded by 
the system and is listed here for evaluation purposes.  
Sphere name Sphere description Creator Team 
All Spheres (Root sphere) System  
Exploring SphereX This is your first Sphere. Talk to your group 
and add the spheres that described your 
shared context. 
System  
Uni UQ Part. 3 Ramrod 
COMP3505 Social and Mobile Computing Part. 3 Ramrod 
The Fighting 
Mongooses 
Comp 3505 team Part. 4 Mongooses 
Team Ramrod Team Ramrod (comp3505) Part. 3 Ramrod 
W.H.O.A COMP3505 team Part. 14 Whoa 
Novel Networks Comp3505 team Part. 18 Novel 
IENV3000 Studio: Physical Computing Part. 3 Ramrod 
Bright-T ienv3000 team Part. 18 Novel 
TMNHC Team My New Haircut Part. 3 Ramrod 
MUSC1010 Music Technology Part. 3 Ramrod 
Projects  Part. 3 Ramrod 
Blimps A sphere about blimps. Part. 3 Ramrod 
Perpetual Energy We are doing it. Part. 3 Ramrod 
News  Part. 3 Ramrod 
Internet News  Part. 3 Ramrod 
Interests  Part. 18 Novel 
Disney everything Disney from characters to theme 
parks 
Part. 18 Novel 
Holiday-ing Flick it on when your uploading holiday stuff 
or planning that next vaction [sic] 
Part. 4 Mongooses 
Music Anything Part. 19 ? 
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Art Things happening in art Part. 12 Mongooses 
Nintendo Wii For anything to do with The Wii Part. 21 Novel 
Coding Coding in various languages System  
Ruby on Rails Coding in RoR System  
Preparing Getting ready for something Part. 2 ? 
Table 8-7: List of spheres 
Not all team relationships could be resolved, based on usage data. Table 8-8 lists the team 
relationships that were derived from subscriptions to the team spheres.  
Team name Team members 
Ramrod Part. 3, Part. 5 
The Fighting Mongooses Part. 4, Part. 12, Part. 22 
W.H.O.A Part. 14 
Novel networks Part. 18, Part. 21 
Table 8-8: Team memberships, based on subscriptions 
Figure 8-14 shows the number of created spheres per participant. A total of 8 participants 
created spheres. 14 participants created no spheres and are not covered by the diagram. Spheres that 
were provided by the system are excluded. 
 
Figure 8-14: Spheres created per participant 
Figure 8-14 shows that Participant 3 created 50% of all participant-created spheres. The spheres 
created by Participant 3 included “infrastructural spheres’, i.e. spheres whose main function was to 
group related content. For instance Participant 3 created the sphere ‘Uni’ which contained three 
(Part.	  12),	  1	   (Part.	  14),	  1	  (Part.	  19),	  1	  (Part.	  21),	  1	  (Part.	  2),	  1	  
(Part.	  4),	  2	  
(Part.	  18),	  4	  
(Part.	  3),	  11	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courses ‘COMP3505’, ‘IENV3000’ and ‘MUSC1010’. One reason for the fact that spheres seem to 
have been created by a limited number of participants is that participants were initially invited to 
add spheres in teams at the start of the trial. One participant would add all spheres that a team had 
decided to create, so the number of created spheres per participant is not generally indicative of the 
engagement of individual participants. 
Subscriptions	  
Participants were encouraged to subscribe to spheres if they were interested in the content / 
activities related to a sphere. Subscribed spheres would appear in a participant’s sphere selector 
window. Participants could only activate and deactivate spheres they had subscribed to. 
The system contained a total of 71 sphere subscriptions, 46 of which were made directly by 
participants and 22 of which were added by default. 3 subscriptions were made for spheres which 
were subsequently deleted by participants. Figure 8-15 depicts the number of subscriptions per 
sphere. All participants were subscribed to ‘Exploring SphereX’, by default, which explains the 
large number of subscriptions. While participants were able to unsubscribe from this sphere, no 
participant chose to do so. The most popular spheres were Exploring SphereX (22), COMP3505 (6), 
Music (5), Disney (4), Internet News (3), The Fighting Mongooses (3), IENV3000 (3), Blimps (3). 
Three spheres received no subscriptions, Uni, Projects, and Interests. These spheres are not shown 
in Figure 8-15. The main purpose of these three spheres seemed to be structural, i.e. they were used 
to hierarchically organise other spheres. 
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Figure 8-15: Subscriptions per sphere 
Figure 8-16 gives an overview of sphere subscriptions per participant. The diagram excludes the 
default sphere ‘Exploring SphereX’ as all participants were subscribed to it by default. On average 
participants subscribed to 4.6 spheres145. 10 participants subscribed to more than one sphere. 12 
participants subscribed to no spheres by themselves. 
 
Figure 8-16: Subscriptions per participant 
                                                
145 Again, excluding “Exploring SphereX”. 
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  Sphere	  activation	  	  
The previous section focussed on data relating to the setup of spheres. In this section I collate 
data on the use of spheres. In particular I summarise data on the activation and deactivation of 
spheres and the feed items collected in spheres. The activation and deactivation of spheres was 
captured in the form of sphere events. 64 spheres were activated and 50 spheres were deactivated 
throughout the trial146. Figure 8-17 shows the total number of activation and deactivation events per 
sphere. The outer circle displays activation events, the inner circle deactivation events. Generally 
there were more activation than deactivation events, since some spheres were never “turned off”. 
 
Figure 8-17: Activation (outer circle) and deactivation (inner circle) events per sphere 
The most commonly activated spheres were Exploring SphereX (17 activations), Blimps (10 
activations) and COMP3505 (7 activations). Out of the subscribed spheres 5 were never activated. 
These spheres were W.H.O.A, MUSC1010, Bright-T, News, and Nintendo Wii. 
Participant 3 (24/21 activations), Participant 18 (12/7 activations) and Participant 12 (7/6 
activations) were the most active participants with regard to sphere activations. 12 out of 22 
participants did not activate any spheres at all and one participant only activated the default sphere 
Exploring SphereX. Not surprisingly, as subscription was a prerequisite for activation, the 
participants who did not activate any spheres were nearly identical with the participants who did not 
subscribe to spheres147.  
                                                
146 Activation and deactivation numbers do not have to match. Some spheres remained activated when the trial ended. 
147 The exception was one participant who subscribed to a single sphere (other than the default sphere), but did not 
activate it. 
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Sphere	  use	  
I have previously summarised the generation of feed items per participant and looked at sphere 
activation in general. However, the central purpose of SphereX is the combination of these two 
processes. Feed items that are generated while participants have activated spheres are “captured” by 
these spheres. In this section I look at how participants used spheres to categorise content, 
represented by feed items148. Not every sphere activation necessarily led to content being captured. 
Feed items were only captured if participants had spheres that were active at the time the item was 
generated. 
Feed items were captured in spheres a total of 975 times149. Figure 8-18 depicts the number and 
time period of items captured in spheres per participant. Each blob represents a number of feed 
items which the respective participant captured in a particular sphere. Spheres are colour-coded 
according to the legend shown below the diagram. The height of each blob indicates how many 
items were captured150. The width of each blob roughly indicates how long a sphere was active for. 
Blobs are approximately situated on a timescale. Blobs that touch the rightmost side of the scale 
were activated, but not deactivated by the end of the trial period. 
                                                
148 Which in turn represent the activities of participants using the related social software systems. 
149 A single feed item that is captured by multiple spheres is counted multiple times. The total of unique feed items 
captured was 818. 
150 Blob heights are represented on a logarithmic scale. 
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Figure 8-18: Feed item capture over time 
The main purpose of this diagram is to highlight patterns of sphere activation and feed item 
capture over time, giving an indication of the practical use of the system. The diagram reveals 
significant differences in participant behaviour. For instance, Participant 5 activated one sphere 
(Music) at the beginning of the trial and collected a relatively large number (240) of feed items into 
the activated sphere throughout the trial period. The sphere was never deactivated. Participant 3 by 
comparison activated and deactivated significantly more spheres, capturing specific items in 
specific spheres. In the next section I will highlight some of these examples in order to explore how 
far the captures represented meaningful categorisation of content and activities.  
Sphere	  use	  examples	  
I will discuss three examples that highlight different approaches to using spheres. Each example 





Figure 8-19: Three timeline examples 
Blimps 
The first example (see Figure 8-19, left) shows the use of a specific sphere to capture 
information related to a topic. Participant 3 created the Blimp sphere, presumably with the aim of 
gathering activities and information relating to the same topic. At the time considered, participant 3 
activated the sphere for approximately 4 hours during which time 9 feed items relating to blimps 
were captured. Figure 8-20 shows a snapshot of the system with four items that were captured at the 
time. The sphere was activated for a limited amount of time to link a specific set of feed items, to a 
specific topic. No other unrelated items were collected. 
 
Figure 8-20: Blimp activity example 
 
Art and group activities 
This example (see Figure 8-19, middle) shows how a small number of feed items were 
classified to belong to different spheres. Participant 12 first activated sphere COMP3505, which 
captured a single tweet relating to work conducted in the context of the course: “Drinking tea and 
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trying to debug the Twitterverse. Sigh” (2008-05-18 23:36:03). “Twitterverse” refers to the 
prototype being built by the team. After deactivating COMP3505 the participant activated the 
sphere Art, which had been created by her. This sphere captured seven Delicious feed items 
relating to web-based comics. The deactivation of the Art sphere was followed by two simultaneous 
activations of spheres COMP3505 and the more specific team sphere The Fighting Mongooses. 
Theses spheres captured two tweets, which shared the URL of a flash application created by the 
team. The example shows how the participant activated and deactivated spheres to relate specific 
content to specific spheres. 
Music 
Participant 19 activated a total of two spheres (see Figure 8-19, right). The first one was the sphere 
Music, which captured relatively large number of feed items (227 items), created by the Last.fm 
music feed. The music sphere was activated once at the start of the trial and remained active till the 
end of the trial. In addition to the Music sphere, Participant 19 activated the sphere COMP3505 for 
approximately one day. However, this sphere did not capture any group related items, but another 
ten Last.fm music items. This example shows that a limited use of SphereX can significantly 
reduce its usefulness. The system accurately captured information relating to the Music sphere. 
However, as only one type of feed was captured in mostly one sphere, Participant 19 did not allow 
other participants to differentiate between his different activities. The example further shows that 
the COMP3505 sphere was contaminated by seemingly unrelated music items. 
8.3.3 Summary	  
The analysis of the usage data reveals significant differences in the level of involvement 
between participants. Participants went through different steps to engage with the system, however 
only a fraction of participants completed all the steps necessary to use the system at its full capacity. 
Participants were encouraged to go through the following steps to set up the system: 1) Invite 
friends, 2) Add RSS / Atom feeds, 3) Add spheres, 4) Subscribe to spheres, 5) Activate spheres.  
All 22 participants completed the first step and established mutual friendship relationships. 
However, the numbers for creating and subscribing to spheres and adding feeds were significantly 
lower. A total of 8 participants created spheres, 10 participants subscribed to spheres, other than the 
default “Exploring SphereX” sphere, and only 8 participants added RSS / Atom feeds. The 
relatively low rate of participation in the generation of spheres can be partially explained by the 
fact, that many participants added spheres in teams, i.e. one team member added spheres for the 
whole team. However, the numbers for sphere subscription (step 4) and feed adding (step 2) show 
that less than half the participants were able to properly use the system. Without being subscribed to 
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spheres participants were neither able to activate spheres, nor see the activities of their peers. By not 
adding feeds participants did not provide any input for others to see. The numbers of sphere 
activations (step 5) mirrors the subscription numbers. Only participants who were subscribed to a 
sphere could activate it  
Out of the 9 participants who activated spheres, only a total of 6 participants can be seen to have 
used the system successfully, having completed all the necessary setup steps and captured feed 
items in their spheres. Among those participants, there are some encouraging signs which show that 
SphereX was used to capture activities and content in particular working contexts. For instance, 
participants successfully classified information around a number of topics, including blimps and 
web-comics. In addition, a significant amount of communication related to the course was captured 
in the COMP3505 sphere. 
However, the usage data also shows significant issues with regard to how spheres were used. 
One problem was feeds that produced a relatively high number of items, while at the same time 
provided little insight into the participant activities. The Last.fm service, which was used by 
several participants, is an example for such a feed. It captures which music people are listening to 
on their mobile and stationary devices. During the trial, feeds from this service accounted for the 
highest number of feed items overall. While some participants (Participants 12 & 19) classified this 
information and linked it to the Music sphere, in both cases this was the only feed contribution. 
Other participants were not able to differentiate between the participant’s music and, for example, 
their contributions to their team’s work. 
Another potentially more significant problem was the erroneous capture of feed items by 
“incorrect” spheres. Many of these captures occurred when spheres were left activated for a long 
period of time capturing feed items indiscriminately. For instance, in Figure 8-18 we can see that 
Participant 4 had two spheres activated for nearly the whole time of the trial (Exploring SphereX 
and Holiday-ing). 83 feed items were captured in these two spheres which stemmed from five of 
Participant 4’s feeds. The Holiday-ing sphere was created to capture information regarding vacation 
planning. However, the items actually captured by the sphere covered a wide range of topics and 
activities, many of which were arguably not related to holiday planning, including descriptions of 
the use of SphereX (e.g. “looking up stuff about blimps.”), the discussion of technical issues with 
the use of SphereX (e.g. “@otheruser no idea why the XML doesnt [sic] work.Use RSS guys!”) and 
music recommendations (e.g. “http://tinyurl.com/4k3uhu new cure single YAY”). These examples 
show two things. First, spheres which are left activated, indiscriminate of which activities 
participants engage in, suffer from “contamination” and may be rendered useless. Second, the items 
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generated by Participant 4 did describe activities that could have been interesting to other 
participants, had they been captured in more appropriate spheres (e.g. music recommendations 
could have been captured in the Music sphere).  
While the usage data have given us valuable insights into how the system was used, they do not 
allow us to understand how participants subjectively perceived the system and whether they felt that 
the system helped them to maintain an awareness of the activities of their fellow students. The next 
section addresses these questions. 
8.4 Post-­‐trial	  questionnaire	  
8.4.1 Study	  design	  
Following the trial of SphereX, study participants were presented with a web-based survey, 
which looked into their experience with using the system. The survey consisted of three sections 
which contained a mix of open and closed questions (12 open, 13 closed). The first section was 
designed to collect general information related to how people accessed SphereX, in order to 
understand whether there were any external factors that impacted on the use of the system, such as 
types of operating systems and browsers. The second section consisted largely of closed questions 
related to the user experience. The third section, using largely open questions, allowed participants 
to explain how they perceived the usefulness of SphereX. 
8.4.2 Study	  results	  
Eight participants filled out the survey, out of which six participants completed the whole 
survey, while two participants skipped some of the questions. The release of the questionnaire 
coincided with the start of a semester break, which partially accounts for the fact that participation 
numbers were comparatively lower than for the trial. 
General	  information	  
Participants were asked about their preferred operating systems and browsers (multiple choice). 
The majority of participants predominantly used Windows (56%), while 22% used Mac OSX and 
Linux respectively. The preferred browser was Firefox (80%), followed by Safari (10%) and 
Internet Explorer (10%). All participants used their preferred browser for the SphereX trial. No 
participants used the standalone SphereX application on Mac OS X and neither did any of the 
participants use the SphereX bookmarklet.  
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SphereX	  user	  experience	  
Table 8-9 summarises some of the results of metric-based questions related to the user 
experience of SphereX. Further results are summarised in the paragraphs below. 
Question Median (SD) Mean 
How often did you use SphereX? (1-6, 6 most frequent) 2.5 (0.55) 2.5 
How often did you use SphereX in total? 3.5 (7.07) 6 
How easy did you find SphereX to use (1 – 6, 6 very easy) 3.5 (1.47) 3.17 
Table 8-9: SphereX user experience results 
SphereX use 
On a scale from 1 (least frequent) to 6 (most frequent), 57.1% of participants specified that they 
used SphereX rarely, while 42.9% of participants specified that they used the system occasionally 
(Mean 2.5, Median 2.5, SD 0.55). On average each participant used SphereX a total of 6 times 
during the three-week trial (Mean 6, Median 3.5, SD 7.07). However, there was a large variation of 
use between the most active (Participant 3, 20 reported uses) and the least active participant 
(Participant 14, 1 reported use).  
Active sphere window 
Three out of 6 participants claimed that they used the active sphere window to activate or 
deactivate spheres (50% yes, %16.7 no, %33.3 not sure). 2 participants did not answer this question. 
7 out of 8 participants answered the question whether they used the ‘active sphere’ window to see 
which sphere their peers had activated. 28.6% said they did, 42.9% said they did not and 28.6% 
were not sure. 
Use of SphereX RSS feeds 
Participants were asked whether they used the RSS feeds that SphereX generated? All but one 
participant answered they did not. The participant who used the SphereX RSS feed specified the 
used feed as “active sphere feed”151.  
Ease of use 
The majority of participants thought that the system was somewhat easy or easy to use (57.2%). 
One participant, however, felt that the system was “very difficult to use”. The perceived ease of use 
was distributed as follows: very difficult (1 participant), difficult (1 participant), somewhat difficult 
                                                
151 This referred to the systems default RSS feed, which showed recent activities of friends in all spheres a user has 
subscribed to. 
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(1 participant), somewhat easy (3 participants) and easy (1 participant). The participant who rated 
the system as very difficult to use further commented”: (…) Overall, from my perspective, the 
system was rather confusing to map out what it can do (it was a new, unfamiliar concept), and 
would've liked to see a walkthrough of the system usage.” 
SphereX	  perceived	  usefulness	  	  
With the exception of the first question, all questions in this section were open-ended and 
referred to the perceived usefulness of SphereX and the underlying sphere concept. 
Sphere creation 
Participants were asked how difficult they found it to create spheres. 50% of participants felt 
that it was “somewhat difficult (3 participants), while 50% felt it was somewhat easy or easy 
(somewhat easy, 2 participants, easy 1 participant). When asked why they felt that way, participants 
who found it easy mentioned the use of familiar symbols (+/-) to add and delete spheres. 
Participants who found it difficult to add spheres criticised the lack of feedback152 on the “add” and 
“delete” buttons. Apart from these interface related comments one participant stated that they found 
it difficult to get “anyone to join”. This comment potentially indicates deeper reaching problems 
with regard to what extent people perceived spheres as shared concepts. 
Understanding spheres 
Two questions were aimed at how people understood spheres. Five participants answered the 
first question, whether the concept of spheres made sense to them. Two participants answered, 
“yes”, while three participants expressed some level of concern. Out of these three, two participants 
mentioned that they were confused about the concept. However, the answer of one of the 
participants (Participant 22) indicates, that while they understood the concept, they had issues with 
the way the user interface was organised: “No, I'm still confused. I was guessing it's like a container 
of the users' feeds that are linked/distributed across other users, but I can't access the content of the 
sphere.    To me, it makes much more sense if in the 'Spheres' page, i can click on the sphere to 
[c]heck its content (…)”153. A least one participant had issues with understanding the sphere 
concept. The same participant who mentioned that he could not get “anyone to join” also stated that 
the concept almost made sense “though i didn’t look into it that far”. 
The second question asked participants to describe what a sphere is and was answered by five 
participants. Participants’ answers ranged from “A sphere is a context/task/project.” and “A region 
                                                
152 I.e. lack of mouse-over for buttons. 
153 Sphere content was displayed at the home page and visible in the “active spheres” window. The sphere section the 
participant refers to, was solely used to create, edit and delete spheres. However, displaying the content of spheres in 
this section could have been useful. 
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of interest or a topic” to “a container for grouping users with similar interests”. Participant 22 
who previously indicated issues with understanding the concepts suggested that the graphical 
representation of spheres was not indicative of their function: “(…) In addition, 'sphere' didn't 
remind me of a spherical shape when I was using the system (rather just a plain and boring lists of 
feed). There aren't enough visuals/icons to support it.” 
Using spheres 
Participants were asked whether spheres helped them to keep up to date with their peers. Out of 
five participants the majority perceived that this was not the case. Common issues mentioned were 
that people used other communication tools and that not enough participants were sharing 
information within the system to make it viable. For instance, one participant stated: “Not quite 
because my peers (or my team members) didn't use the system that much, as it was much easier to 
keep up to date (and collaborate) through usage of email and instant messenger.” However, one 
participant felt that the system allowed them to see what other participants were doing in “many 
feeds at once”.  
In addition, participants were asked to give examples of the successful use of SphereX. One 
participant felt that the system was particularly useful to get Twitter updates, though it was not 
clear whether this referred to Twitter updates in general or Twitter updates within specific 
spheres. No other participants provided examples of successful use. The response of one of the 
participants indicated that one of the problems of perceived usefulness was tightly coupled to the 
underlying assumption that RSS / Atom feeds would be a commonly used mechanism: “None, I'm 
not subscribed in much of the feeds, and i'm [sic] not a willing user of feeds. I couldn't experience 
any benefitial [sic] user experience from using SphereX.” 
Perception of spheres 
In addition to the perceived usefulness, the survey asked about what participants liked and 
disliked about spheres. Participants liked the simplicity of the interface and the “ability to see other 
peoples groupings and subscribe to them.” Participants disliked the fact that they could not add 
friends to spheres and the fact that they could not display sphere content through the sphere page. 
Another participant felt that spheres were not providing enough opportunities to annotate content 
and provide specific comments: “Selecting spheres is too hard. There isn't a good way to 
communicate with people about stories and other content.” 
Improvement of SphereX 
Participants were asked how SphereX could be improved to better allow them to keep up to date 
with their peers. One participant felt that a better navigation system and a more “visual” explanation 
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of spheres would have been helpful. Another participant raised question whether spheres or tags 
were better suited to classify content: “Need to find a better way to get people to input stuff, feeds 
work OK but maybe manual sharing as well? There are too many steps if I have to set my sphere 
then tag something on del.icio.us, why don't I just give it a specific tag there and let my friends find 
it that way?”. A third participant suggested that feeds and spheres should be classified and paired 
automatically according to type: “if i [sic] am active in the ‘internet’ sphere and the music sphere, 
music i [sic] listen to should not be posted to both, but just to the proper genre sphere.” 
8.4.3 Summary	  
The results of the post-trial questionnaire reveal significant issues with the use of SphereX. 
Approximately half of the participants specified that they used the system rarely. 50% of 
participants also reported that they did not use, or were not sure whether they had used, the “active 
sphere” window which enabled participants to activate and deactivate spheres. All but one 
participant did not use the RSS feeds created by SphereX, which was one of the output mechanisms 
to visualise activities in spheres.  
The results highlight a number of reasons for the limited use of SphereX, which relate to the 
conceptual understanding of the sphere concept, usability issues, issues with feeds and critical mass. 
I will discuss these points in turn. 
Conceptual	  understanding	  of	  spheres	  
While there seemed to be a general understanding of the function of spheres, some participants 
had issues with the fact that they could not ‘add friend to spheres” and that spheres did not allow 
them to “annotate content”. Both these suggestions show that spheres were perceived as concepts 
more similar to either shared groups or annotations. However, in other cases the confusion about the 
sphere concept seemed to result from usability rather than conceptual issues. For instance, one 
participant commented: “No, I'm still confused. I was guessing it's like a container of the users' 
feeds that are linked/distributed across other users (…)”, but then referred back to the way spheres 
were displayed in the system: “but I can't access the content of the sphere.    To me, it makes much 
more sense if in the 'Spheres' page, i [sic] can click on the sphere to [c]heck its content (…)”. 
Usability	  issues	  
Participants pointed out a number of usability issues. A common source of critique was the 
sphere page, which allowed system users to add, edit and delete spheres. Some participants felt that 
the buttons which were used on this page did not provide sufficient feedback and other participants 
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remarked that they wanted to be able to see the content of a sphere before they subscribed to it. 
Another participant suggested that the steps required to set up the system should be made clearer. 
Use	  of	  feeds	  	  
The system was based on the underlying assumption that RSS / Atom feeds would be widely 
used within the trial’s participant population. While the usage data indicates that this was at least 
partially the case, the results from the post-trial questionnaire show that a number of participants 
had issues with using feeds as input source and described themselves as “not a willing user of 
feeds”. More significantly, the use of RSS feeds provided by SphereX as output mechanisms was 
not widespread, indicating potential problems with the choice of technology. 
Adoption	  and	  critical	  mass	  
Critical mass is a common problem in the adoption of collaborative systems, in particular in 
small relatively loosely coupled participant populations like the one used in this study. While the 
usage data show some evidence of shared use, many participants perceived that SphereX was not 
used to a sufficient extent by their peers to motivate their own use. In addition, as indicated by the 
initial survey, existing participants already had strong ties and an established practice of using other 
forms of communication, in particular instant messaging and email. Participants indicated that the 
use of these tools was competing with the use of SphereX. 
8.5 Discussion	  
The results of this study can be interpreted at different levels of abstraction. In order to 
understand the results it is important to understand to what extent they were impacted by the design 
of the system and resulting usability issues, the underlying technical infrastructure as well as 
conceptual issues with spheres. These different aspects are represented in the following 
(successively dependant) questions (see Figure 8-21).  
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Figure 8-21: Fundamental questions 
The first question addresses whether spheres were an appropriate mechanism to implement 
indirect disclosure. The second question addresses usability issues: was SphereX usable enough to 
allow participants to use the system in the way it was intended? The third and last question 
addresses, to what extend the decision to base the implementation of SphereX on social software 
and related RSS/Atom feeds impacted on the use of the system. I will address Questions 1 and 3 in 
the next two sections, while usability issues (Question 2) are covered implicitly as a part of each 
respective section as well as explicitly in Section 8.5.3. I conclude this chapter with a discussion of 
design recommendations that could alleviate some of the identified problems.  
8.5.1 Choice	  of	  collaboration	  platform	  
SphereX relied on RSS / Atom feeds as the main source of input representing participant 
activity. The reasons to choose this technology were twofold. First, due to the lack of common 
event protocols, it is a challenge to build awareness applications that span a diverging set of 
communication and collaboration tools. This is even more the case in loosely coupled user groups, 
which are not bound by the organisationally mandated use of tools. Second, social software tools 
are increasingly replacing traditional groupware in a variety of areas and as an added benefit 
provide an interface to user activities in the form of RSS / Atom feeds.  
Despite the advantages of utilising social software, the results show that the use of feeds in 
SphereX introduced a set of additional challenges and had implications on how concepts relating to 
spheres and intentional disclosure could be implemented. The complexity of the setup was 
increased. Participants had to manually add multiple feeds. This step was required in addition to 




SphereX collaboration platform 
Question 1: Are spheres an appropriate 
means to implement indirect disclosure?   
Question 2: Is SphereX usable enough to allow 
users to flexibly create and use spheres?
Questions 3: Are feeds (RSS/  Atom) 
appropriate mechanisms to represent and 
capture user activity?
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was a significant drop off between participants who signed up friends and participants who added 
feeds.  
As SphereX was able to process any type of feed, the reliance on feeds in this study meant that 
participants could (although rarely did) add feeds that did not represent their individual activities, 
such as general news feeds. The use of music feeds such as Last.fm exemplifies some of the 
potential effects. While Last.fm feeds were technically generated by individual participants, they 
were arguably of limited value as they only peripherally represented user activity154. As an added 
issue the amount of feed items produced by these types of feeds was comparatively large, leading to 
the potential that they might “swamp” other less prolific feed sources, such as blog entries.  
The fact that feeds were used on the input side made them a logical choice for outputting 
information from SphereX. Each sphere produced its own aggregated RSS feed155. This was one of 
the two output mechanisms156 provided by SphereX. However, as identified in the pre-trial survey, 
few of the participants used any form of RSS readers and subsequently this feature was hardly 
used157. 
Despite the additional challenges introduced by the use of RSS/Atom feeds in this study, it is 
important to note that this choice of protocol was a workaround to gain access to awareness 
information across a wide range of tools, most of them web-based. The alternative to this approach 
would have been to implement a monolithic groupware application that aimed to capture user 
activities. However, due to the impromptu nature of the teams and the wide range of content used 
across different (web-based) application this was neither feasible nor desirable. 
8.5.2 Sphere	  representation	  and	  use	  
The study results highlighted both positive, and problematic aspects of spheres. On the positive 
side, the study showed that participants were able to develop a suitable set of spheres that 
represented different aspects of the group’s shared work. Spheres represented different teams, 
specific areas of interest (e.g. Blimps), sets of activities (e.g. Preparing) and introduced different 
levels of granularity (e.g. Uni -> COMP3505 -> Team Ramrod). There were examples where 
                                                
154 That was at least the case in the studied group of participants. There might be other domains, where listening to 
music could be an integral part of a work routine. 
155 These were tailored to individual participants, as each participant potentially had a different set of friends, 
contributing different feed items.  
156 The other mechanism was to access activities per sphere through the browser, either by accessing spheres (and 
related activities) on the homepage of SphereX, or by accessing recent activities in the “active spheres” window. 
157 These results were not obvious from the onset of the trial. The pre-study indicated little use of RSS readers at the 
time. However, as the topic of the course was “social software” it could have been plausible to expect an increase in the 
use of these types of tools. However, the trial results show that this was not the case.  
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spheres were used successfully to capture information related to particular working contexts (e.g. 
various information about blimps & communication related to the COMP3505 course). Several 
participants stated that they found spheres easy to use and that spheres gave them a good overview 
of the activities of other participants across different feeds.  
However, other participants expressed some level of confusion about the concept. While some 
of this confusion can be related back to design and usability issues, the main challenge with regard 
to investigating intentional disclosure with spheres was to introduce a novel concept that differed 
from established concepts such as shared workspaces, tags and annotations. The notion of actively 
disclosing a context within which activities take place, rather than classifying individual activities 
with tags, was poorly understood. 
Another significant problem was the phenomenon of sphere contamination. SphereX solely 
relied on participants responsibly activating and deactivating spheres when needed. However, the 
study revealed that a significant number of spheres were activated, but never deactivated. Due to the 
fact that feeds continuously added items to spheres, the danger of swamping a sphere with unrelated 
content was significant. The study showed this effect in a number of places (e.g. music items being 
posted in the general COMP3505 sphere). Like other shared systems based on conventions, (e.g. 
shared workspaces and wikis), SphereX places the onus on users to maintain the shared 
representation (in this case spheres) and ensure they continue to be useful to the group. In many 
collaborative systems, issues related to shared representations are handled through social 
conventions. However, the fact that SphereX automatically captures content made it more likely 
that content was inadvertently captured by the wrong sphere.  
8.5.3 Usability	  issues	  
The study highlighted a number of usability and user experience issues ranging from the way 
spheres are activated, to the way awareness notifications are displayed in SphereX. I will briefly 
outline these problems. This section is followed by a set of design recommendations that address 
each of these problems. 
Sphere	  visibility	  
Sphere visibility was a significant issue. In SphereX, spheres were displayed as entities separate 
from the user’s workspace. Active spheres were only visible when participants chose to have the 
active spheres / sphere selector window open. As a result, active spheres were not prominently 
displayed in the participants’s workspace, potentially leading to a situation where participants were 
not certain which spheres were currently active and which activities were being captured. 
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Sphere	  capture	  feedback	  
In addition to not seeing clearly which spheres are active, another problem was that participants 
could not immediately see which events (RSS feed items) were produced by their own activities. 
SphereX provided three mechanisms for visualising RSS feeds in the context of spheres: it 
displayed feed items captured by spheres on the SphereX activity overview, displayed friend’s 
activities in the active sphere window and offered RSS feeds that showed activities in spheres. 
However, all those visualisations included the activities of participants, as well as the activities of 
their friends. While this approach matches the purpose of the system - to show activities within a 
certain context - it did not provide participants feedback about their individual activities and how 
they were captured and represented to others. 
Real	  time	  feedback	  
The implementation of RSS/Atom feeds meant that information could only be polled on average 
every 30 minutes158. As a result, the information stream captured by individual participants was not 
real-time. This led to a further disconnection between participants’ activities and then how 
participants perceived how their activities were captured by spheres.  
Sphere	  activation	  timing	  
Spheres that were activated indefinitely were one of the causes of sphere contamination. A 
potential solution would be to give spheres a lease and let the activation expire after a given amount 
of time. 
Undo	  
Once spheres have captured feed items in SphereX that assignment of spheres cannot be 
undone.  
8.5.4 Design	  recommendations	  
In this section I briefly outline a set of design recommendations that could alleviate the 
identified usability problems. As some of these problems can be directly attributed to the limitations 
of the web-based interface, I will propose web-based as well as alternative desktop-based solutions 
are possible. 
  
                                                
158 The polling frequency of RSS and Atom feeds is commonly limited by publishers to help limit the demand on their 
servers. Imposed limits vary but a polling frequency of 30 minutes or more is considered “polite”. 
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Issue Design recommendation Possible implementation 
Sphere 
visibility 
Implement clear visible 
feedback that indicates 
which spheres are active. 
(Desktop-based): A potential solution would be to 
tie spheres more closely to the representation of 
certain activities at the workspace. This does not 
mean that spheres should become workspaces that 
structure content, but rather that they could be 
linked to structures that represent sets of activities. 
Examples for such structures could be virtual 
desktops (e.g. Mac OS X Spaces) or 
representations of locales, such as Orbit 
(Mansfield, Kaplan, Phelps, et al., 1997).  
(Web-based): As web-based solutions are limited to 
the browser, a more visible representation of 
spheres is harder to achieve in this context. One 
possible solution would be to clearly visualise 
current spheres either through the browser itself 
(e.g. via plugins) or by sending sphere events to a 
dedicated desktop application that visualises active 




Visualise individual user 
activity and how it is 
captured by spheres. 
There is a trade-off when considering whether to 
display detailed individual RSS feeds. Such a 
visualisation could help make users aware about 
what is being captured and where it is captured. 
However, this could distract from the main purpose 
of the system, which is to display the activities of a 
user’s team within particular contexts. One possible 
solution is to use the same output mechanisms, but 
allow users to quickly switch between a regular 
sphere view and a view that allows them to check 
their own individual content. 
Real time 
feedback 
Give real-time feedback 
where possible. 
Rate limits are a fact of life for many external 
services, whether they are accessed through RSS / 
Atom or application-specific API’s. Desktop-based 
applications on the other hand would theoretically 
be able to release activity-data close to real-time, 
however no implementations for protocols that 
handle system-wide activity / awareness data exist. 
I will discuss further options in the Future research 




Allow users the options to 
let sphere activations expire 
after a given amount of 
time. 
Users could select how long a sphere should stay 
active for. However this introduces the possibility 
that spheres might deactivate while users are still 
actively engaged in the related context. The 
solution to this problem comes back to having a 
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clear visual indicator about which spheres are 
active. 
Undo Allow users to assign feed 
items to different spheres. 
As a potentially large number of feed items might 
be affected, a reworked implementation should 
allow users to move items between spheres in bulk. 
 
Table 8-10: Design recommendations 
8.6 Conclusions	  
The aim of SphereX was to serve as a proof-of concept to demonstrate how indirect disclosure 
could be implemented through the use of spheres. In this chapter I have evaluated the use of 
SphereX in order to understand to what extent the system allowed study participants to indirectly 
disclose their activities and working content and gain an awareness of the activities of their fellow 
users. With regard to the overall research aim the study has demonstrated that the sphere concept is 
feasible and applicable, and that the use of SphereX has led to the creation and use of intentionally 
enriched awareness information. However, a number of factors, including the system’s usability and 
the underlying collaboration platform require further attention.  
The study aimed to answer three specific questions. The first question was, whether spheres are 
suitable mechanism to implement indirect disclosure. There is some evidence to suggest that this is 
the case. Participants created spheres to specify areas of interest and set of activities, and then used 
them to capture related information. However, there were two significant issues, one relating to the 
conceptual design of spheres and usability issues, and the other relating to the way spheres were 
implemented in SphereX. The first issue was that participants found it difficult to understand the 
function of spheres and the second issue was sphere contamination.  
The second question was, whether SphereX is usable enough to allow users to flexibly create 
and use spheres. With regard to usability, the study revealed mixed results. The system clearly 
allowed participants to flexibly create and use spheres. However, a series of smaller usability 
problems confounded some of the conceptual issues with spheres and feeds, and had an impact on 
the overall use of the system. I have addressed the usability issues with a set of design 
recommendations. 
The third and last question was whether feeds (RSS/ Atom) are appropriate mechanisms to 
represent and capture user activity. The results of this study showed that, while many participants 
initially engaged with the system, added feeds and subscribed to spheres, few participants used 
SphereX to its full capacity. With regard to the use of feeds, I identified three problems: the 
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complexity of the setup, the potential to add inappropriate feeds and a lack of familiarity with 
aggregated feeds and RSS readers. The choice of collaboration platform introduced an element of 
complexity that made it potentially harder to use the system. It required additional setup steps, 
introduced feeds which were potentially irrelevant to the group’s collaboration and used an 
output mechanism that was not commonly used.  
Overall, the study revealed a complex interplay between conceptual and usability issues with 
regard to the understanding and use of the sphere concept. The issues introduced by the choice of 
collaboration platform together with the usability issues have to be taken into account when 
assessing the suitability of indirect disclosure and spheres. While SphereX suffered to some extent 
from critical mass issues, partially due to the fact that other communication tools such as instant 
messaging were already well established in the group, it is questionable whether monolithic 
collaboration tools would have been more successful. 
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Chapter	  9	  -­‐ Conclusions	  and	  
future	  work	  
9.1 Introduction	  
Over 20 years have passed since Schmidt and Bannon (1989) helped to define the emerging 
field of CSCW as quoted at the start of this thesis. In his recent paper Divided by a common 
acronym: On the fragmentation of CSCW, Schmidt (Schmidt 2009) argued that, due to its multi-
disciplinary nature, for CSCW research to succeed it has to be cumulative, requiring different 
contributions to build upon or critique each other. In contrast, Schmidt’s evaluation of current 
progress was that of a research field impeded by unaccountable redefinitions of key concepts, 
slapdash changes of scope and the restless reformulation of the research problem. 
I believe that the topic of awareness, which has been a focus of research for the CSCW 
community nearly since its inception, has suffered from some of these problems. This thesis makes 
a cumulative contribution to the field of CSCW: building on existing notions of awareness, 
critiquing and extending them as well as taking into account insights from a wide range of 
ethnographic studies that have highlighted the pro-active nature of collaborative work. 
This thesis was motivated by the observation that the prevalent understanding of 
technologically-mediated awareness is too narrow and does not sufficiently account for peoples’ 
intimate understanding of the intentions and reasons for conducting work activities. I have argued 
that allowing users to make this information explicit will lead to richer and more useful awareness 
information. To this end, I have explored the notion of intentionally disclosed information through 
my framework of active awareness. The framework was developed to provide a structured 
representation of the most relevant conceptual considerations and practical criteria aiming to 
support the implementation of systems that support the intentional disclosure of information.  
9.1.1 Chapter	  outline	  
This chapter consists of three major parts. First, I reflect to what extent the research aims 
outlined in Chapter 1 have been addressed, and reflect on the scope and validity of my work 
(Section 9.2). Following that, I summarise the contributions this thesis has made to knowledge 
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within the fields of CSCW and HCI (Section 9.3). Finally, I outline how my research could be 
extended in the future (Section 9.4). 
9.2 Reflection	  of	  research	  aims	  
In Chapter 1 I introduced the overall research goal of this thesis and then defined four research 
aims that addressed the goal in more detail: 
Research goal: Show how collaborative systems can be designed to allow people to 
intentionally disclose information about subjective aspects of their working activities, and how this 
information can be used to create a sense of awareness between collaborators.  
Research aim 1: Show how the notion of awareness can be extended to include intentionally 
disclosed information. In particular, show how intentionally disclosed information can be 
gathered, represented and linked to existing awareness information. 
Research aim 2: Demonstrate how active awareness can be conceptually represented in a 
structured manner that will allow designers of collaborative systems to choose the appropriate 
awareness mechanisms for their system. In particular, explore how different disclosure 
approaches can aid with reducing the workload associated with intentional disclosure. 
Research aim 3: Demonstrate how the active awareness framework can be applied to aid with 
the design and implementation of different approaches of intentional disclosure. 
Research aim 4: Show that systems which implement intentional disclosure create a sense of 
awareness between collaborators, which extends beyond information that can be automatically 
captured. 
I have addressed these aims through a four-step research process. Figure 9-1 depicts how the 
research aims relate to the individual steps of the research process. In this section I discuss to what 
extent the research aims have been addressed by my research process and reflect on the validity of 
my research.  
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Figure 9-1: Correlation of research process steps and aims 
9.2.1 Research	  process	  
Conceptual	  foundations	  
The first research step involved identifying the limitations of existing awareness research and 
soliciting further evidence to support the notions of active awareness and intentionally disclosed 
information, thereby addressing research aim 1. In Chapter 2, I summarised the state of the art in 
awareness research. Early ethnographic workplace studies, that considered tightly coupled 
collaboration in co-located work environments, played a central role in my argument. These studies, 
which are commonly used to provide a justification for awareness research, clearly identified 
awareness as an active process and demonstrated how actors engage in an intricate interplay 
involving the monitoring of their co-workers’ progress and displaying aspects of their activities that 
may be of relevance to others. Next, when considering technologically-mediated awareness, I 
critiqued existing approaches, in particular event-based awareness, with regard to their ability to 
integrate actively contributed awareness information. My analysis of awareness research revealed 
that while the disclosure of information is a common practice in face-to-face collaborative settings, 
it has been neglected by implementations of technologically-mediated awareness. The accepted 
understanding of technologically-mediated awareness was too narrow and does not sufficiently take 
into account the ability of people to relate their activities to the context of the overall working 
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situation. In Chapter 4 (Section 4.2) I further showed that the common understanding of awareness 
as a passive process is flawed and limits our ability to explain a whole range of work practices 
critical to coordinating collaborative work.  
Conceptual	  framework	  
In the second research step I developed my framework of active awareness – a set of conceptual 
considerations and practical criteria relevant to the implementation of systems that support the 
intentional disclosure of information. The challenge in this research step was to translate the 
concept of active awareness from co-located tightly coupled environments into generalised 
distributed work settings. The overall aim of the framework was to provide designers of awareness 
systems with a structured representation of active awareness. First, I introduced the notion of 
intentional disclosure as the central concept for the implementation of active awareness.  I then 
showed how intentionally disclosed information incorporated into an awareness system could be 
made practical. In order to do so, I extended Gutwin and Greenberg’s (2002) classification of 
awareness gathering approaches with my own metaphor-based classification of technologically-
mediated awareness systems. I then used the resulting metaphors to compare different approaches 
of implementing awareness. The comparison revealed three dimensions that further helped to 
differentiate awareness systems with regard to what extent they support intentional disclosure: 
contextual richness, gathering effort and actor involvement. Based on these three dimensions I 
distinguished two intentional disclosure approaches, direct and indirect disclosure, used to reduce 
the workload associated with disclosing information. Finally I introduced each of these two 
approaches in detail. For both direct and indirect disclosure I defined the scope of the concept, 
summarised to what extent existing systems exhibit characteristics of direct or indirect disclosure 
and defined a set of criteria that allowed me to distinguish existing systems with regard to how fully 
they implement one of the disclosure approaches.  
This step has addressed research aim 2 by providing a structured conceptual representation of 
active awareness that takes into account the workload or effort associated with intentional 
disclosure. 
Design	  and	  implementation	  
The third research step explored the specific design and development of two prototypes that 
implemented direct and indirect disclosure respectively. In Chapter 5 I described the design of 
AnyBiff, a prototypical implementation of direct disclosure. The design of AnyBiff included two 
preliminary studies, a workplace and an exploratory study. The workplace study investigated the 
potential field of application and highlighted the need for awareness tools that were highly flexible 
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and could be tailored to specific projects and information needs. In the exploratory study, I used 
low-fidelity, paper-based mockups of the biff concept, in order to investigate in which situations 
people would use direct disclosure. The study showed that participants invented new types of 
awareness notification that were not currently available to them and that the group under 
investigation had an overall preference for social notifications. The design of AnyBiff was informed 
by the results of the preliminary studies, design goals (which were derived from the definition of 
direct disclosure) and design criteria, (which were the criteria identified in the previous research 
step). I demonstrated how the interface design went through different stages of refinement and 
described the final AnyBiff prototype.  
SphereX, the prototypical implementation of indirect disclosure, was covered in Chapter 7. 
SphereX went through a similar design process to AnyBiff. I introduced the notion of spheres and 
investigated the concept’s applicability through a paper-based exploratory study. The study 
explored how participants structured and shared individual work. The results demonstrated that 
participants were able to create a shared representation of a group’s working context, despite the 
fact that their individual interpretations of group contexts varied widely. The design of SphereX 
was informed by the results of this preliminary study, design goals, derived from the definition of 
indirect disclosure and design criteria. In addition to these design aspects, I considered two major 
challenges that impacted on the implementation of indirect disclosure:  how to structure and 
conceptually represent elements that allow users to disclose their current (working) context, and 
how to capture digital representations of user activity and relate them to the structural 
representation. I addressed the first challenge by identifying how spheres differ from related 
concepts such as shared workspaces and tags. The second challenge addressed a common problem 
in the implementation of awareness: how awareness information can be gathered from a variety of 
different applications. For the implementation of SphereX, I decided to address this problem by 
using web-based applications that provided information about user activities in the form of 
RSS/Atom feeds. The design of SphereX went through several iterations of increasing fidelity, 
resulting in the completed web-based system. 
With regards to research aim 3, by implementing two proof-of-concept prototypes, I have 
demonstrated that the criteria outlined in the active awareness framework can be used to underpin 




The fourth and final research step involved the evaluation of AnyBiff and SphereX. For both 
prototypes, I conducted a set of qualitative studies that explored to what degree they implemented 
their respective disclosure mechanisms and supported active awareness. The systems were deployed 
and tested in real world environments. Both sets of studies addressed a number of similar research 
questions: First, they identified usability and user experience issues in order to distinguish whether 
problems with the system were the result of the interface design or a result of deeper conceptual 
problems. Second, both sets of studies provided a platform for exploratory use, allowing 
participants to experiment and stretch the concept of intentional disclosure and develop solutions to 
their specific problems. The aim of this approach was to provide participants with the means to 
build their own representations rather than prescribing the use of the system. Third, the results of 
both studies delivered insights into the feasibility and applicability of the concepts underlying the 
prototypes, direct and indirect disclosure respectively. The results for AnyBiff demonstrated the 
multi-faceted use of the biff concept. Participants developed a wide range of activity representations 
in the form of biffs, some unanticipated, and actively used the system to disclose information. The 
results further highlighted a number of design considerations relating to the relationship between 
awareness and communication, and the role of ambiguity. The evaluation of SphereX validated the 
feasibility of the indirect disclosure approach. However, the challenges of implementing cross-
application awareness support and translating the concept to participants were highlighted. The 
study resulted in design recommendations aimed to improve the implementation of future systems.  
With regards to research aim 4, I have shown that intentionally enriched awareness 
information extended the current scope of technology-mediated awareness. Both studied systems 
created a sense of awareness between collaborators extending beyond information that can be 
automatically captured. Participants using AnyBiff were able to express their intentions, and 
indicate current and planned future activities. Participants using SphereX were able to link activities 
from different sources to shared representations of context in form of spheres.  
9.2.2 Scope	  and	  validity	  of	  work	  
The research conducted in this thesis follows an approach commonly utilised in CSCW. First, I 
identified and substantiated a research problem by drawing on existing literature. I developed a 
conceptual framework that extends the notion of awareness. I tested the framework by 
implementing proof-of concept prototypes that exemplified different mechanisms and allowed an 
exploration of how participants appropriated these mechanisms. Lastly, I conducted a series of 
qualitative studies in order to evaluate the prototypes and draw conclusions about the underlying 
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framework. The use of (mostly) qualitative study methods was mandated by the fact that the 
exploratory use in real-world collaborative settings was crucial for the evaluation of the system. My 
aim was not to show that certain interaction techniques would improve the efficiency of 
collaboration for given sets of tasks in a controlled environment. It was, in comparison, to explore 
how participants would appropriate the mechanisms they were given and whether this appropriation 
impacted on their interaction with others in a real-world collaborative environment. The results for 
AnyBiff show that users widely explored the mechanism of biffs and created unanticipated uses for 
it. The results for SphereX on the other hand highlighted problems with both the implementation 
and the translation of the sphere concept.  
To what extent can the results of this thesis be generalised? Generalisation is an innate 
challenge for CSCW research. The complex and social nature of collaborative work makes it 
essential to understand and evaluate specific software in situ, making it necessary to choose a 
dedicated domain, participant population and technical setup. Claims about the general applicability 
of outcomes are then therefore always of a relative nature. Taking this into account, the participant 
population chosen for the AnyBiff study represents a typical collaborative workplace setting 
centred around office work. While some of the developed biffs naturally reflected the needs of 
participants within this population, that fact that participants were able to easily create and share 
biffs and understand the concepts, makes it highly likely that the results are generally applicable, at 
least in similar office-centric work settings. The application of direct disclosure in other domains 
and through use of different platforms (e.g. mobile) is a matter for future research, discussed at the 
end of this chapter.  
The user population for SphereX was smaller and composed differently. The student 
participants collaborated in small groups for relatively short projects. The results showed the 
general applicability of spheres as the mechanism, and indirect disclosure as the underlying 
concept. While the examples of collaborative use were limited, possibly influenced by the short-
term collaborative nature of the chosen participant group, the identified problems with the user 
interface and the concept of spheres (sphere contamination) are clearly applicable to other groups. 
Once the identified problems have been addressed, conducting further study in an environment that 
has more established collaboration relationships would be useful future research. 
The results of this thesis however, did not solely consist of the developed prototypes and their 
evaluation. The structured conceptual representation of the framework and the design 
processes/criteria that implement it are not just a means to an end, but significant contributions in 
themselves. The design process for both AnyBiff and SphereX demonstrated how software 
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designers can translate the abstract principle of intentional disclosure and its instantiations into 
concrete implementations, through the use of design goals, criteria and comparisons all presented in 
the framework. 
9.3 Contributions	  
This thesis makes five major contributions to knowledge in the fields of HCI and CSCW.  
First, I identified the limitations of existing awareness research and introduced evidence from a 
large body of awareness research and a number of prominent ethnographic workplace studies. On 
application of these research findings, I found that while disclosing information is a common 
practice in face-to-face collaborative settings it has been neglected in implementations of 
technologically-mediated awareness.  
Second, I identified challenges and potential solutions for the design of active awareness. I 
compared a range of systems, each allowing users to share information about their activities at 
various levels of details. I discussed one of the main challenges to active awareness: that disclosing 
information about activities requires some degree of effort. Various representations of effort in 
collaborative work revealed that there is a trade-off between the richness of awareness information 
and the effort required to provide this information. 
Third, I contributed a framework for active awareness. As part of this conceptual framework, I 
drew on the identified richness/effort trade-off to develop two types of intentional disclosure, both 
of which aim to facilitate the disclosure of information while reducing the effort required to do so. 
For both of these approaches, direct and indirect disclosure, I delineated how they differ from 
related approaches and defined a set of design criteria that guides their implementation. 
Fourth, I demonstrated how my framework of active awareness could be practically applied by 
building two proof-of-concept prototypes that implemented direct and indirect disclosure 
respectively. AnyBiff, implementing direct disclosure, allowed users to create, share and use shared 
representations of activities in order to express their current actions and intentions. SphereX, 
implementing indirect disclosure, represented shared areas of interest or working context, and links 
sets of activities to these representations. 
Fifth, based on the experience of evaluating my prototypes, I contributed insights into how to 
improve the practical implementation of intentional disclosure mechanisms. The results for AnyBiff 
showed that users developed a wide range of activity representations, and actively used the system 
to disclose information. I highlighted conceptual and usability issues and discussed how to extend 
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the concept. The evaluation of SphereX validated the feasibility of the indirect disclosure approach, 
but also highlighted the challenges of implementing cross-application awareness support and 
translating the concept to users. I provided design recommendations aimed to improve the 
implementation of future systems.  
9.4 Future	  work	  
My thesis aimed to fundamentally extend the scope and role of technologically-mediated 
awareness with regard to how awareness information is composed and gathered. It seemed therefore 
prudent to initially apply this new approach in settings which are commonly considered in 
awareness research, such as office-based collaboration. However, with the contributions made by 
this thesis as a starting point, I believe that my work on active awareness can be naturally extended 
in a number of directions. I will briefly suggest three potential extensions, the exploration of active 
awareness in the context of mobile and pervasive computing, the role of active awareness in 
different domains and the integration of self-disclosure with other means of data gathering. 
9.4.1 Mobile	  and	  pervasive	  computing	  
My thesis has focussed on the exploration of active awareness through desktop-based interfaces. 
Both pervasive and mobile computing offer obvious avenues to extend my work and broaden its 
scope. Mobile interfaces afford users different ways of interacting, and this is likely to have an 
impact on the effort required to disclose information. For instance, with regard to direct disclosure, 
the implementation of a system like AnyBiff on a mobile device would allow users to disclose 
activities on the go, in a broad range of contexts. In addition to providing ubiquitous access, the 
availability of additional data, in particular location-data could enhance intentional disclosure. For 
instance, location-data could be used within AnyBiff to reduce the effort required to specify a 
location context, a task that previously required manual selection. For instance, the recently 
released Forecast159 service allows users to disclose intentions around locations. For example,  
users specify a timeline, and a location provided by location-sharing service Foursquare, to 
release a message to their friends saying e.g. “At Café X in 10 minutes”.  
Similarly, location-data and other sensed information (e.g. proximity of colleagues, amount of 
activity detected by accelerometers, etc.) could provide additional input that would enrich indirectly 
disclosed information. For instance, users could link the activation of spheres to specific locations 
and / or sensed activities. 
                                                
159 http://foreca.st/ 
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9.4.2 Different	  domains	  
Research in CSCW and HCI is increasingly focussing on domains that do not follow the 
conventions of traditional office work, e.g. domestic environments and health-related work (see 
Chapter 2). For instance, active awareness could potentially have an impact on health-monitoring. 
Active awareness could facilitate the enrichment and categorisation of continuous streams of data 
recorded through health monitoring devices, such as Microsoft’s SenseCam (Chapman, Love, 
Burgess & Lahav, 2010) which take a continuous stream of photos from the patient’s perspective.  
9.4.3 Integration	  of	  automated	  and	  self-­‐disclosed	  data	  
There is a potentially fertile space for research situated between awareness research in CSCW 
and HCI, and context-aware computing research (e.g. Dey & Abowd, 1999; Dey et al., 2001) in 
ubicomp and Pervasive Computing (see Chapter 2, Section 2.6.4). The notion of context used in 
context-aware computing has drawn significant criticism (e.g. Dourish, 2004; Greenberg, 2001), 
however potential synergies between context-awareness and collaboration awareness have been 
successfully explored (e.g. Bardram & Hansen, 2010; Edwards, 2005). Chalmers (2004) advocated 
looking beyond the current dichotomy of objective and subjective interpretations of context to 
explore a more integrated approach.  
I believe that aiming to combine sensed and intentionally disclosed information could lead to 
further interesting systems and research. Within context-aware computing the subjective quality of 
intentionally disclosed information could lead to a better understanding of user preferences, and 
access to contextual information that cannot be automatically deduced. Within awareness research 
information collected from sensors, when combined with self-disclosed information, could 
potentially lead to richer descriptions of settings and situations and help to reduce disclosure effort 
when applied appropriately. 
9.5 Conclusions	  	  
This thesis has opened up the design space for awareness research in CSCW and HCI. By 
challenging the prevalent understanding of roles in awareness processes and exploring different 
mechanisms for actively engaging users in the awareness processes, it provides a better 
understanding of the complexity of these processes and suggests practical solutions for designing 
and implementing systems that support active awareness. 
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Internal report  –  Result summary: ACID workplace study 2 
1 Introduction 
This report contains a list of comprehensive results gained from a workplace study 
conducted at the Australasian CRC for Interaction design (ACID) in late October 
2004. The study was performed at ACID’s headquarter office in Kelvin Grove, 
Brisbane. Throughout this report the office will be referred to as the Kelvin Grove 
office (KGO). A description of the methodology used to conduct the study, a 
summary of the results, and a detailed discussion of the results can be found in the 
“Acid workplace study report” (Rittenbruch 2004). 
The results reported in this document were gained by analysing the data in three 
different ways. First, the data was clustered on the basis of the categories used in the 
interview guide. Second, data was grouped across categories using affinity 
diagramming to identify trends. And third, significant stories that are exemplary for 
certain work situations were identified. 
2 Study results 
The results are summarised into the following sections which were suggested by the 
affinity diagramming: general information, communication and collaboration, 
awareness, privacy and trust, work culture, technology policies and environment and 
technology usage.  
2.1 General information 
We interviewed a cross-section of ACID staff. The average age of participants was 38 
years. The study participants reported they fulfil different functions within ACID 
including research, research management, administrative staff, management staff and 
consultants. The research staff members contribute to a range of different projects. 
Most of the researchers we interviewed were involved in more than one project, and 
they were often required to take on different roles for different projects. Five of the 
interviewees are currently full-time employees of ACID and ten interviewees are 
either seconded to ACID from other organisations or work as consultants. Seconded 
researchers spend on average 20% of their time, or one day a week working for 
ACID. Full-time employees and research managers have permanent offices at Kelvin 
Grove while other staff use hot-desks.  
2.2 Kelvin Grove office and work culture 
The majority of participants reported they work at KGO on a regular basis, usually on 
the same day of every week, in order to focus on ACID work, attend meetings and 
maintain contact with their team members. The study participants worked at KGO 
because either their role required them to be present or for attendance at specific 
meetings. Many participants pointed out that KGO plays a central role as a 
communication hub for ACID. Participant characterised the office as a place of 
intensive collaboration where the majority of all meetings are held.  
Several interviewees stressed the fact that ACID is a multidisciplinary environment 
and they remarked on several issues related to this. One participant expressed the 
opinion that working in multidisciplinary project requires time and effort to 
understand each other’s approaches. There were reports that interdisciplinary 
colleagues involved in joint projects exchanged scientific articles in order to help each 
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other understand their respective points of view. Another participant reported he is 
actively involved in the creation of a common language for the various disciplines 
contributing to the creative industries.  
When asked about their most immediate co-workers, a number of interviewees stated 
that the close physical proximity of colleagues lead to closer working relationships 
that extended beyond project and organisational boundaries. 
2.3 Communication and collaboration 
The following chapter details the results relating to communication and collaboration 
practices at KGO. While these practices involve the use of technology, the focus of 
this chapter focuses on work practices rather than the technology itself. Section 2.7 
summarises the use of several technologies in detail. 
2.3.1 Face-to-face communication 
Nearly all study participants stressed the importance of face-to-face communication. 
Face-to-face meetings either in the form of an informal chat or an organised meeting 
were perceived to be the single must important method of communication and 
collaboration. The importance of face-to-face communication in this context was 
attributed to a number of reasons. First, many participants perceived face-to-face 
meetings as a very efficient form of communication. Information can be exchanged 
easily and potential misunderstandings between colleagues can be resolved. In 
contrast, a number of participants gave examples of email communication that lead to 
misunderstandings. The problems that arose from these misunderstandings were 
solved in face-to-face or phone meetings. Second, interviewees reported that informal 
communication and meetings play an important role in the information exchange 
between project members and between projects. The majority of study participants 
mentioned face-to-face communication as the foremost method to keep up-to-date on 
project information. 
A few participants perceived the inefficiency of face-to-face communication, 
particularly in reference to inadequately prepared meetings. A participant stated: “The 
project had big meetings and workshops and they served an important purpose but 
they worked best where people had work prepared rather than talk for hours for no 
good reason.” [Q check 1/15] Another participant made critical comments about 
“drop-in conversations”: “Drop-in conversations are ok, but I find them to be 
inefficient in terms of time management, especially if many things happen all at once 
and there is an issue of not being able to follow up because too many things happen at 
once.” [Q check 5/17]. Another participant commented that the cancellation of face-
to-face meetings might lead to a reduced impetus to follow up certain topics  
Informal communication 
Many participants particularly pointed out the efficiency of informal conversations 
that arose when people accidentally met one another or conversations were initiated 
“in the hallway”. One participant contrasted the communicative effort involved in 
formal meetings with the ease of engaging in informal communication: “The more 
accidental the communication is (..) the more you hear about what is going on. If the 
communication is not accidental you have to exert more effort to initiate that 
conversation.” [Q check 2/21] 
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Initiating meetings 
A number of interviewees commented on the difficulty of organising meeting in an 
environment as heterogeneous as ACID. Strategies involved a mixture of email and 
phone invitations, the order in which invitations were issued depended on other 
colleagues availability. Not surprisingly, people who work in multiple locations (eg. 
academics who are located on multiple campuses) reported high levels of 
coordination problems with regard to ACID activities.  
Communication strategies 
One participant reported that he uses a tool-based strategy to communicate with 
colleagues in ACID. For example the participant provided his immediate co-workers 
and others with whom he communicates regularly with detailed contact information, 
including his mobile phone number and a number of his instant messaging identities. 
These colleagues are able to access the participant to initiate meetings with 
considerable ease. In comparison, less immediate colleagues and others with whom he 
communicates irregularly are provided with only his email address and work phone 
number.  
Communication across projects 
Within ACID there are organisational roles like the program managers or the 
collaboration manager who facilitate communication across projects. Some 
participants however, reported they would like to see an increased facilitation of 
direct discussions across projects. Participants mentioned technical solutions like 
shared workspaces across project boundaries. A participant stated: “It would be nice if 
there was a place where people could pose questions and other people have similar 
questions. I’m not sure though whether that extends the network of people feeling 
obliged to report. I’d like to know more about if there are resources developed in 
other projects that we could be using rather than inventing new ones all the time.” [Q 
check 7/18 23:P37] 
Other aspects 
Another aspects of communication mentioned in the interviews was the discussion 
about strategies to communicate with people on the fringes of ACID. ACIDs research 
proposal process engages a number of researchers and industry participants who 
submit research applications to different funding rounds. During this process, 
applicants may become more or less closely linked to ACID. While some will become 
ACID researchers, others might eventually not be linked to ACID at all. The issue of 
communicating with this group was raised in the interviews.  There was uncertainty 
reported about the strategy for communication with this group, how integrated into 
ACID communication channels they should be and which information they should be 
passed or even want to receive. 
2.3.2 Use of email  
The majority of participants mentioned email as the second most common form to 
communicate after face-to-face communication. Most people reported they were 
content with email in general. People appreciated the flexibility that allows them to 
send information to a range of people, ranging from one-to-one to one-to-many 
communication. Several participants also appreciated the automatic record keeping 
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aspect of email. Another researcher also reported that email was the lowest common 
denominator for file sharing in their project. While the approach of using email for 
file sharing is less efficient than using dedicated sharing technologies, the researcher 
appreciated the way in which email acts as a notification for updates as well as a 
distribution mechanism. 
Participants mentioned a range of problems with regard to email. The first problem 
related to the fact that rushed emails can lead to miscommunication.  There were 
several reports of email miscommunication that had to be solved in order to resolve 
miscommunications that were impacting on the work within the project. Another issue 
raised by participants related to problems with differing practices in dealing with 
email. A number of participants complained about the fact that some people do not 
read their email or do not answer emails. In this context a participant mentioned 
organisational rules that regulate things like email response time. Other problems 
related to information overload due to the reception of too many emails, the 
inconsistent usage of mailing lists. A participant complained that within their project, 
members would post inconsistent levels of information to the projects mailing list. 
2.3.3 Phone usage 
Telephones, including stationary and mobile phones were mentioned as another very 
common communication technology throughout the interviews. Participants 
mentioned the phone with particular reference to developing relationships. They 
appreciated is immediacy and preferred telephone contact to email when establishing 
relationships with new colleagues. 
While some participants commented on the use of stationary phones the majority of 
participants mentioned the usage of mobile phone. Mobile phones play an important 
role in ACID for locating and contacting people. Mobile phones were mentioned with 
regard to presence awareness. Some participants mentioned that knowing the exact 
location of a colleague would be less important than being able to contact them by 
using the mobile phone. A number of people who hold organisational roles that 
require a lot of communication with various colleagues in ACID, like the coordination 
manager or the CEO, mentioned that they accumulated an extensive collection of 
ACID phone numbers on their mobile phones. 
2.3.4 Use of instant messaging tools 
Instant messaging (IM) is another technology that was regularly mentioned in the 
interviews. In general, its use was reported to be not as widespread as email. In 
addition, the use of IM seemed to be more contentious. While a number of people 
used IM regularly, others voiced a clear dislike of the style of interaction imposed by 
IM. A participant stated with regard to the IM client iChat: “Typing takes a lot of time 
and I find it frustrating. (..) it always seems to take longer than a normal discussion.” 
[Q check 12/15,17] Another participant was concerned that iChats’ “idle” feature, 
which indicates how long the computer has not been used, might infringe on his 
privacy: “Another concern with iChat is that when you go idle they tend to glance at 
the computer and say he must not be doing any work. It can create conceptions about 
what people are up to. In my job I spend a lot of time away from my computer and it 
is a false assumption that I’m not doing any work.” [Q check 14/25] 
While several people indicated that they use instant messaging within their projects, 
in most cases only a subset of project members use the technology. A participant 
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reported that he uses instant messaging to discuss work progress with the research 
assistants he supervises. The same researcher also pointed out that even though he has 
maintains regular contact with his research assistants using IM technology, he does 
not solely rely on that technology and prefers to have additional face-to-face 
meetings. Some participants mentioned that they liked the semi-synchronous nature of 
instant messaging. “The good thing about IM is that it is not quite synchronous.” [Q 
check 2/23] They found it is acceptable to ignore incoming messages depending on 
whether they had time to answer or not. An interviewee reported about a usage 
practice that he observed with one of his colleagues. The colleague would always 
initiate a conversation with “Do you have time?” or “Hello” in order to give his 
counterpart the chance to decide whether to join the conversation. Other users 
reported that they always “barge in” and ask their questions right away. A related 
issue that was mentioned related to privacy issues. Even though some clients are used 
to indicating their location using the status function of their IM clients, it is not 
always obvious whether that person is using the technology in their work or during 
their leisure time. This sometimes makes it difficult to come forward with work 
related requests without disturbing a persons’ privacy.  
A participant reported how IM is used to integrate remote participants into face-to-
face meetings. He described a set-up of several IM machines that are available in 
meeting rooms on different campuses at the University of Queensland. The machines 
are equipped with cameras and run iChat. The participants reported that his project 
team had set-up several meetings where one of the project members joined the 
meeting remotely from one of the IM stations. IM in this example worked as an 
impromptu desktop conferencing setup with a number of machines in fixed locations 
and a mobile station on a laptop. 
2.4 Awareness 
The term awareness in the context of these results is to be understood in a very broad 
sense. It includes the mutual awareness of co-workers being co-located in a work 
environment, awareness of the activities of others that arises from information 
exchanged in meetings, as well as technologically supported awareness. 
2.4.1 General awareness 
Nearly all participants expressed an interest in being more aware about their co-
workers and emphasised the importance of mutual awareness for project coordination. 
The kinds of awareness mentioned ranged from activity awareness (knowing the 
project status, knowing what other people are working on) to social awareness, in 
particular, location awareness and availability were mentioned. Awareness was often 
discussed in the context of awareness of co-workers or the supervision of research 
assistants. Staff members who fulfil organisational roles that are linked to the 
supervision and facilitation of project activities, such as program managers and other 
managers, expressed the opinion that activity awareness would assist in the 
implementation of their roles.  
Apart from the general importance that participants attributed to awareness, several 
participants complained about a common lack of awareness when collaborating with 
interstate project members. A project member voiced her concern: “There was an 
uncomfortable feeling that distance meant that people weren’t as invested in the 
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process than others, which was a bit of a frustration. That was probably nearly an 
assumption but difficult to visualise how people were contributing.” [Q check 7/19] 
Participants furthermore provided a range of impressions about the needs for 
awareness at different stages of a project. One project member believed that mutual 
awareness was most important at the start of a project when the project members lack 
knowledge of each others research focus, work style and so on. He related awareness 
to the exercise of trust building in newly formed projects, which was supported by 
other interviewees. Other participants felt that mutual awareness was most helpful in 
later stages when a project has gained momentum and it becomes increasingly 
difficult to keep track of the various components of the project.  
2.4.2 Activity awareness 
Several participants reported that they would like to keep better track of activities 
happening within projects and the organisation as a whole. Participants also stated 
that awareness tools would be helpful in order to better coordinate work. For instance, 
several participants reported that they had completed unnecessary work due to a lack 
of awareness. With regard to working with interstate partners, one interviewee stated: 
“It’s hard to know what contact has been made and what work has taken place. I 
could go and rehash work that has already been done and complicate things. Its hard 
to know for example where Bill
1
 has been and who he has spoken to and about what.” 
[Q check 5/18 14:25] Another participant describes his need for awareness and how 
he lost time due to lack of coordination: “A few people work 2 days a week and I do 
not know what they are doing on that extra day and that is a problem. Finding that 
out is quite hard. There is not a clear way of getting that information updated. If there 
was a mechanism to capture that material or let me know what happened till the last 
time I was here that would be nice (..) just a couple of words to know what’s going on. 
It’s important in terms of everyone being on track and seeing what’s going on. 
Otherwise we end up in a situation as we did a couple of weeks ago where the 
direction of the project had changed on one of the days I was not there. I came in, 
started work early in the morning and other colleagues didn’t turn up till 10 o’clock 
and I wasted two hours by that point because they changed the direction and I didn’t 
know.” [Q check 14/18] 
A number of participants with managerial roles mentioned that they would appreciate 
a greater level of awareness in order to follow up on projects between milestone 
reports. 
A participant also made a comment with regard to the effort required for co-workers 
to learn about everyone’s activities. He mentioned that even small notifications 
consisting of one sentence or a few words would be helpful in order to coordinate 
work. 
2.4.3 Presence awareness 
We found that the exact location of co-workers seemed to be only of partial relevance 
to many participants since the majority of ACID members can be contacted via 
mobile phone. Of greater concern are the attendance patterns of staff at KGO.  
Participants noted issues to do with desk assignment, and the ability to meet people at 
                                                
1
 Name altered by author 
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KGO. At the moment, secretarial staff who track the whereabouts of key ACID 
members play an important role of coordinating physical whereabouts.  
Many interviewees appreciated the open design of the Kelvin Grove office and 
perceived that its design facilitates a general sense of awareness within the space. A 
participant for instance stated: “I can see who is attending meetings in the meeting 
room.” [Q check 0/Social interaction] Another location, which is close to the office, 
the “Media Lab” was perceived as being “cut off” from the main office. The media 
lab hosts a combination of ACID research assistants and other unrelated QUT staff 
and is occasionally used for project activities and workshops. Some participants who 
work closely with colleagues in the media lab complained that they had little 
awareness of the space in terms of who is there and what activities are taking place. A 
participant stated: “The Media lab is another building and out of sight. It’s more 
difficult to know the comings and goings around there. (..) It’s lucky if we find the 
person we are looking for in the lab.” [Q check 5/19] 
2.5 Privacy and trust 
The participants were asked about privacy concerns they might have with regard to 
technologically supported awareness mechanisms. Ambiguous feelings towards 
privacy related issues were reported. While there was a general sense that privacy is 
not a concern as long as the information is distributed only between immediate co-
workers, some participants remained concerned about being observed by others. A 
participant stated: “Depends on who is on the other end of it. All my workplaces, 
apart from my home are public places, it doesn’t really worry me. For co-workers no. 
But there are always other issues behind that. If co-workers can have a location 
where you are so can a lot of other technology.” [Q check 12/25] Some participants 
mentioned that they would either like to have full control about the information 
released or be able to anonymize data. An interviewee mentioned that he appreciates 
the ability to book a timeslot in a shared diary without the need to reveal what exactly 
he is doing. Other participants mentioned that there has to be a balance between 
privacy and the need to obtain information, eg. in order to manage a project.  
When asked about privacy, some participants revealed that they were more concerned 
about issues to do with intellectual property. A participant described that he has to 
keep in mind aspects of intellectual property belonging to himself, his project, ACID 
and the university for which he works. Cases of ambiguous distribution of intellectual 
property between projects were cited as potential inhibitors of inter-project 
collaboration. 
Many participants noted the importance of trust in the context of the relationships 
between project members. Trust was seen as especially important for relationships 
between inter state co-workers. Several interviewees voiced their opinion that 
physical meetings are the most effective form of establishing trust relationships. One 
participant also stated her belief that the establishment of trust relationships requires 
an active effort on behalf of all participants: “Collaboration is not an intellectual 
exercise, it’s very much a trust exercise. Never underestimate the importance of 
forming good working relationships with people. Then sharing to some extent will 
occur. Without it it’s made very, very difficult. People underestimate how much work 
it is to collaborate, to form those relationships and maintain them. (..) When you 
collaborate you have to go out of your way to show people that you can be trusted, 
that your are not looking down your nose at them, that you are not being tribal, you 
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have to show people that, you can’t just assume that they think so.” The same 
participants said with regard to academic work and trust: “(..) and there are also 
academic relationships involved, academic exploitation, people that haven’t been fair 
and so on. When doing academic work it is important that all contributions will be 
acknowledged. This needs to be very clear. The more the better.” [Q check 1/27] 
Participants reported that some of the issues relating to trust issues experienced by 
projects during their start-up phase were due to the practice of project clustering. 
ACID clusters several project applicants into larger projects if their applications are 
related.  
2.6 Technology infrastructure and policies 
One of the most commonly mentioned problems with regard to the IT infrastructure 
was the reliability of the QUT network. Both, QUT employees and staff from other 
organisations made comments about the network. Some people mentioned that they 
occasionally consider working from home in order to have network access that is 
more reliable than the QUT network. 
Participants also mentioned the disparity of network access as another infrastructure 
issue. One project member described that some of their project meetings involving 
remote interstate collaborators, suffered from the fact that some colleagues only had 
dialup connections available while others were on broadband networks. This made it 
difficult to pass high volume information like maps or diagrams around. 
Participants made a number of remarks about informal policies regarding technology 
usage. A participant stated “Shit in, shit out (..)” [Q ok 6/23] with regard to the usage 
of the QUT shared calendar, indicating that the calendar is only a useful tool if all 
people in the group regularly maintain it. Several participants discussed the email 
policies within ACID and wondered whether there should be formal (contractual) or 
informal policies that prescribe how deal with email. The main complaint in this 
context was that some people either do not read or do not answer their emails. Other 
participants demanded policies with regard to the usage of similar tools within the 
same project. One participant described the fragmentation of usage that resulted from 
the installation of a rival system: “There was another content management system, 
forum installed by research assistants. That sort of thing shouldn’t really be allowed 
to happen. The proliferation of tools to solve the same problem (..) is a real issue. Too 
many people inventing the same wheel. This was a problem because everybody had 
two passwords, different usernames, different URLS, different places to store files.” 
[Q check 4/24] 
2.7 Technology usage 
The interviews showed that the most commonly used technical tools are the phone, 
including mobile phones, and email. A smaller number of participants also used 
instant messaging regularly. The use of instant messaging tools ranged from 
Macintosh based client like iChat to various clients and protocols for Windows, like 
Messenger or Yahoo. Some participants also used clients that combine different 
protocols on different platforms including Fire or Trillian.  
Participants furthermore used a range of shared workspaces as well as shared calendar 
applications. The ACID collaboration toolkit and Groove, a groupware tool 
proprietary to the PC platform, were used in a number of projects. The QUT calendar 
is a web-based shared calendar application that can be accessed by QUT and ACID 
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staff. There are a number of wikis and weblogs, some of which are maintained within 
the ACT. A number of participants use teleconferences (video and/or audio) or 
GrangeNet conferences to collaborate with their interstate co-workers. Several 
projects also use a shared fileserver that is accessed via FTP.  
The results in each of these subsections are structured as follows. First we will give a 
short description of the respective technology. Second, we will list positive aspects 
and descriptions of usage of that technology. Third, we will record negative aspect 
and suggested improvements. 
2.7.1 Scaling of tools 
A number of participants revealed an interesting usage pattern related to the scaling of 
tools based on communication needs. Participants reported that they would regularly 
switch between email, instant messaging and phone to continue a conversation on the 
right level of interactivity and directness. A participant said: “What typically happens 
is that two or three emails get send back and forth in rapid succession and we’ll go 
this is silly, let’s transfer this discussion to instant messaging.” [Q check 2/17 10:24-
10:36] “Scaling” was also reported with regard audio- and video-conferencing. 
Especially instant messaging clients that allow for the use of different communication 
channels like audio and video are used in this context. 
2.7.2 Phone, mobile phone, email and instant messaging (IM) 
The use of phone, email and instant messaging has already been discussed in detail in 
section 2.3. The following section summarises a number of result that have not yet 
been listed.  
A participant in a managerial role suggested that the integration an alarm function in 
email that would help him to maintain regular contact with colleagues. Another 
participant mentioned that while email was widespread in ACID he had dealings with 
a number of people outside ACID who did not have access to email or were not used 
to using it.  
One participant reported that it would be desirable to access colleagues who are 
working from home via instant messaging. Another participant appreciated the ability 
to easily copy & paste information and URLs to IM clients. 
A Macintosh user wished for a better integration of network profiles and instant 
messaging location profiles that would allow him to link locations automatically to 
certain network settings. Another user mentioned the lack of interoperability between 
different IM clients. He would regularly switch between different clients to access 
different features like multiple protocols, desktop-conferencing, and so forth.  
2.7.3 Acid collaboration toolkit 
The Acid collaboration toolkit (ACT) is a web-based collaboration platform that is 
based on Plone
2
 an open-source content management system. One participant opined 
that Plone is a robust and scalable platform. 
A number of participants however, had issues with the use of the ACT. One issue 
seemed to be the intelligibility and usability of the interface. A participant stated: 
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“The collaboration website scares me immensely. It’s cold and hard. It needs a 
translator.” [Q check 6/28] Another issue mentioned by several participants was the 
steep learning curve required to use the ACT. A participant stated, “There are too 
many instructions to start to use Plone” [Q check 4/24] and “Plone is great but the 
knowledge required for the group is too high.” [Q check 4/17] During the deployment 
of the tool in various projects, problems prevented some people from logging on to 
the system. This led to the fact that some people gave up on the tool after they 




 is a commercially available peer-to-peer Groupware platform. 
It incorporates, among other things, a shared workspace and instant messaging.  
Groove is used in a number of projects. The responses to Groove were generally 
positive. A participant who compared Groove to Wikis found Groove to be more 
appealing and easier to use: “There is a contrast between Groove on the one side and 
wikis and blogs on the other. Groove is more appealing to people. It’s a shame that it 
is not a cross platform solution. Some people were up and running with Groove in 
half an hour. Blogs and Wikis are difficult to understand.” [Q check 3/27] Another 
participant pointed out that he particularly likes the fact that he does not have to care 
where exactly files are stored since Groove deals with file storage and versioning.  
Some participants mentioned that they would like to see a more widespread use of 
Groove within ACID but that the softwares’ lack of support for different platforms 
makes that impossible.  
2.7.5 Shared calendars 
During the interviews a number of participants mentioned the QUT
4
 shared calendar 
which is used by QUT and ACID staff. 
The QUT calendar is used to coordinate the activities of the ACID core staff. Several 
interviewees mentioned that while they like the concept of the calendar, the software 
product itself was problematic. Still, many ACID staff use the calendar and found it to 
be reasonably usable: “It’s responsive, the interface is good enough and it can be 
adapted to personal needs.” [Q check 5/23] 
One of the major drawbacks of the calendar is that it is not available to all ACID 
members. Several participants suggested that an alternative shared calendar should be 
available to all ACID members and that such a calendar would be an important tool 
for ACID.  
2.7.6 Wikis and weblogs 
Wikis and weblogs (or blogs) are listed together in this section, since many 
participants seemed to associate these two technologies with each other.  
Members of a project reported that their research assistants use weblogs to continue 
discussions that were raised during project workshops. A project member stated that 
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she perceived this use of weblogs to be very effective in maintaining the momentum 
of the project. She also pointed out, that due to the fact that the research assistants had 
set up the weblogs themselves, she felt that there was a strong sense of investment and 
personal responsibility for the content displayed in these weblogs. She furthermore 
expressed the opinion that weblogs could be seen as means for people to establish a 
personal profile: “Blogs are fantastic for maintaining the momentum for what 
happens in weekly workshops. Discussions that might be cut short in the workshop 
can continue on. The bloggers enable those who want to contribute. The RAs can 
build profile in those environments. There is a community sense of profile there that is 
unique and useful in knowing how and what people are doing. RAs aren’t paid 
particularly well but they make up for it by finding their own games through building 
their own communities and their own profiles.” [Q check 7/23] A number of 
participants felt that weblogs are easy to use: “Blogging is easily understood and 
everybody can use it” [Q check 4/27] Another participant would like to see a more 
widespread use of simple weblogging tools to let other people in the project know 
about “what is going on”.  
A considerable number of participants however felt that wikis as well as weblogs are 
too complex and too difficult to understand. A participant ardently declared: “I hate 
Wikis! They are too complex and not intuitive.” [Q check 10/27] 
2.7.7 Teleconferences 
This section includes phone conferences, videoconferences and conferences using 
GrangeNet
5
. GrangeNet is a high-speed network connecting Brisbane, Canberra, 
Melbourne, Sydney and other international research and education networks. Within 
ACID the nodes are used to deliver high quality video-conferencing. 
A participant who regularly uses teleconferences with his colleagues felt that 
GrangeNet conferences have too many limitations. He perceived that they are too 
hard to book (conferences have to be booked with dedicated administrators at each 
location) and that the technology is too restricted because it can only be used in 
certain locations (conference rooms that have GrangeNet access). While he and his 
colleagues originally used GrangeNet meetings frequently, they have now use 
standard videoconferences which are considerably easier to set up.  
2.7.8 Shared directories 
A number of participants mentioned that they use shared directories on a server to 
exchange documents. The files can also be moved into a public area where other staff 
members can be granted FTP access. The main server in use is currently only 
accessible to QUT staff. While QUT staff has write access, other ACID members only 
posses read access. Several participants commented that this seriously reduces the 
usefulness of this service.  
2.7.9 Other technologies 
A number of the ACID core staff used Mambo
6
, an open source content management 
system. Mambo is used for general information exchange and to access client and 
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participant databases. Other interviewees made a range of suggestions for new 
technologies. For example, the implementation of an awareness visualisation tool 
linked to a web site, having the capability to show which staff members are in the 
office was suggested. Another participant promoted the use of lightweight awareness 
tools that can be used on PDAs. A third participant who is concerned with business-
related aspect of projects suggested the use of tracking tools for projects. The 
generated diagrams and flowcharts could be used to visualise the projects progress to 
key participants.  
2.7.10 General use of technologies 
Usage patterns for different communication media were described as changing over 
time. One interviewee reported that a number of years ago he perceived the phone as a 
high frequency medium, while most of the present communication load has shifted to 
email. 
Another common occurrence was that staff members abandoned technology if it’s 
value was not instantaneously obvious (cp. Section 2.7.3). A participant coined the 
term “movement by feet”: “What’s been apparent is that people just stop using 
certain technology. It’s not something that gets discussed it just happens and so in a 
sense it’s movement by feet that end up what’s decided on. Which may not be the best 
way to decide (..).” [Q check 12/27] 
Some participants made guesses as to why certain technologies were not taken up 
within ACID. A participant held the non-homogeneous nature of ACID responsible, 
and said that personal preferences for different tools prevented common standards and 
usage. Another reason mentioned is the observation that people are too busy to try out 
new tools. Some participants furthermore perceived the interoperability between 
different technologies as a challenge to tool usage within ACID. 
Negative experiences with shared workplaces were also a topic discussed during the 
interviews. One researcher reported about her negative experience with a shared 
workspace during a project that focussed on the development of ideas. The project 
originally used electronic copies of maps in a collaborative workspace. The shared 
workspace offered the ability to store and broadcast information, which was 
appreciated by the project members. However, it was found that the tool seriously 
hindered the development of ideas due to limitations in the display of the large-scale 
map. The team eventually used a big paper copy of the map and continued more 
successfully.  
Some participants expressed their opinion that there was too much focus on tools 
within parts of ACID. A number of participants also expressed dislike of technology 
that complicated their work life. A participant stated: “I am pretty Lo-Fi. I don’t need 
other pieces of equipment in my life.” [Q check 6/15] 
References 
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ACID workplace study 
Informed consent script 
Thank you for taking part in this study. Your participation will be important in 
understanding the work environment of the ACID (Australasian Centre for Interaction 
Design) office in Kelvin Grove. The results of this study will be used to better adapt 
cooperative technology to the particular needs of the people working in this office. 
 
The study is part of my PhD thesis on “Contextual awareness in groupware” 
undertaken at the University of Queensland. It is furthermore linked to the ACID 
collaboration project and result of the study will be made accessible to this project. 
 
 
It is important that you understand that we are evaluating cooperative workpractices 
in the ACID, Kelvin Grove office. We are not evaluating you or your performance. 
Do you have any questions about this? 
In the next 20-30 minutes I will conduct an interview addressing various aspects of 
work within the ACID, Kelvin Grove office. The interview will be digitally audio-
taped so that the research team can refer to the tape during the analysis. You can 
choose not to have this session audio-taped. 
All information collected in this interview is confidential, you will not be referred to 
by name. The audio-recording will not be used outside of the project team except with 
your expressed permission. On your request the audio-recording will be destroyed 
when it is no longer needed.  
Should you have any questions about this study now or later you may contact me on 
(07) 336-59765 or Dr. Ralf Muehlberger who is the delegated representative of the 
Ethics Committee for UQ’s Information Environments program on (07) 336-56778. 
If you have no further questions would you mind completing this consent form and 
signing it at the bottom 
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Informed consent form 
 
TITLE OF RESEARCH PROJECT: 
 





I, Markus Rittenbruch have fully explained the aims, risks and procedures of the  
 
research project to:      …………………………………………………. 
 
   Signed: ...................................................................................Date:  
 
 
2. THE PERSON GIVING CONSENT: 
 
I,     
      (print name) 
 




agree to take part in the research project described in the attached explanation, being conducted 
by Markus Rittenbruch who has fully explained the research to me and given me a copy of a 
plain language statement. I understand that my voice will be audio-taped and may be used 
during data analysis activities. I also understand that the recordings will not be used in any way 
that could be construed as unflattering or embarrassing for me. 
 
I understand that I am free to withdraw from the project at any time, and that any data 
collected in this situation will be destroyed. 
 
Signed:   ....................................................................... Date:  ......................................  
 
Signature of Witness: ................................................. Date:  ......................................  
 














1. What is your age? (15–25, 20–30, 25–35, 30–40, 35–45, 40–50, etc.)  
2. Gender  
3. What is your occupation?  
4. Industry or academic?  
5. Who is your current employer?  
ACID 
6. What is your involvement with ACID (which projects)?  
7. What is your role in these projects?  
8. Approximately how much time do you spent on each of these projects?  
9. Who are your most immediate co-workers? (in comparison to other people.., 
are they at acid..)  
Location 
10. How often do you work at the Kelvin Grove (KG) office?  
11. In which other locations do you regularly work?  
12. What are the main reasons for you to work in the KG office?  
13. Are there other locations close to the office where you perform work / social 
interactions?  
14. Do you have a permanent desk (space) in the office?  
Collaboration 
15. Which are the most common forms of collaborating with other when you are 
at the KG office (eg. meetings, phone meetings, informal meetings)  
16. Which tools do you use to collaborate?  
17. Which forms and tools do you perceive as most effective? (subjective)  
Awareness and privacy 
18. Are there situations when you would like to know more about where other 
people are or what they are doing? [General awareness]  
19. Do you know who is around - in the office and/or virtually? [Presence 
awareness / discovery]  
20. Do you normally know where your immediate co-workers are? [Presence 
awareness]  
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21. Are you generally informed about what your immediate co-workers are doing? 
[Activity awareness]  
22. Do you use any tools that allow you to be aware of the presence or activities of 
others?  
23. How satisfactory are these tools? (with regard to awareness)  
24. Do you have any suggestions for tools or other things (processes, 
infrastructure) that would improve your awareness of others?  
25. With regard to tools disclosing some aspect of your presence and activities 
you have any concerns about privacy?  
26. How could these concerns be addressed?  
Other 
27. Do you have any other comments (war stories) about the topics that we have 
discussed?  
Feedback 
28. Have you got any other comments with regard to this study?  
 




















Contextual awareness study 




Investigator: Markus Rittenbruch, University of Queensland, School of 
Information Technology and Electrical Engineering 
markusr@itee.uq.edu.au 
 




Thank you for taking part in this study. Your participation will be important in 
understanding the use of contextual awareness systems in research groups. The results 
of this study will be used to improve the design of cooperative technology for people 
working in similar environments. The study is part of my PhD research on “Contextual 
awareness in groupware” undertaken at the University of Queensland.  
 
The study comprises the evaluation the software prototype AnyBiff, a social activity 
awareness system. You have participated to some extent in the usage of this prototype 
over the last few weeks. In the next 20-30 minutes I will conduct an interview addressing 
various aspects of the usage of this prototype.  
 
Ethical clearance & Informed consent 
 
It is important that you understand that we are evaluating cooperative work practices 
and the use of collaborative tools in your research group. We are not evaluating you or 
your performance.  
 
The interview will be digitally audiotaped so that the investigator can refer to the tape 
during the analysis. You can choose not to have this session audio-taped. All 
information collected in this interview is confidential, you will not be referred to by name. 
The audio-recording will not be used outside of this research study except with your 
expressed permission. On your request the audio-recording will be destroyed when it is 
no longer needed. 
 
By participating in this study you consent that the data that is gathered during this study 
will be used in the research described above. Please note that participation is voluntary 
and you are free to withdraw from the study at any time and any data collected through 







This study has been cleared in accordance with the ethical review processes of the 
University of Queensland. Should you have any questions about your participation in 
this study now or later you may contact me on (07) 336-59765 or 
markusr@itee.uq.edu.au. If you would like to speak to an officer of the University not 
involved in the study, you may contact the School of Information Technology and 




AnyBiff Interview guide 
 
Investigator: Markus Rittenbruch, University of Queensland, School of 
Information Technology and Electrical Engineering 
markusr@itee.uq.edu.au 
 
Study: Evaluation of an contextual awareness prototype in a 







1. What is your age? (15–25, 20–30, 25–35, 30–40, 35–45, 40–50, etc.)  
2. Gender? 
3. What is your occupation?  
4. Industry or academic?  
5. Who is your current employer?  
ACID / IDRD 
6. What is your involvement with ACID / IDRD (which projects)?  
7. What is your role in these projects?  
8. Who are your most immediate co-workers? 
AnyBiff - usage 
9. Can you tell me a bit about how you used AnyBiff? (usage) 
10. Which biffs did you use? 
11. Which biffs were the most useful? 
12. Did you create Biffs yourself? 
13. If yes, how much effort was it to create a new biff? 
14. Who did you use AnyBiff with? (colleagues, groups) 
15. Can you share a story about a usage situation involving AnyBiff that was 
unusual or particularly interesting? 
AnyBiff - impact 
16. Did AnyBiff improve your awareness of activities / people within your 
group(s)? 
17. In which ways were you more aware? 
18. Did AnyBiff improve your overall awareness of activities / people in ACID? 
AnyBiff –evaluation 
19. Overall, how much effort was it to use AnyBiff? 
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20. Did you encounter problems while using AnyBiff? 
21. How would you improve AnyBiff? 
22. Will you keep on using AnyBiff after the trial? 
23. Do you have any comments regarding AnyBiff? 
Prototype general 
24. Did AnyBiff provide you with a different sense of awareness? 
25. Are there other types of awareness that you would like to se covered? 
Other 
26. Do you have any other comments (war stories) about the topics that we have 
discussed?  
Feedback 
27. Have you got any other comments with regard to this study?  
IM – addon 
28. Which IM client(s) do you use?  
29. Do you use status messages? 
30. What is the ratio between friends / colleagues? 
31. What are your status messages 
32. Which are the most commonly used / popular status messages? 
 
 






























Investigator: Markus Rittenbruch, University of Queensland, School of 
Information Technology and Electrical Engineering 
markusr@itee.uq.edu.au 
 
Study: Evaluation of an intentionally enriched awareness prototype 
 
Study introduction 
Thank you for taking part in this study. Your participation will contribute to knowledge on 
how people work together and are aware of each others activities. The results of this 
study will be used to improve the design of technology that supports collaboration. The 
study is part of my PhD research on “Intentionally enriched awareness in groupware” 
undertaken at the University of Queensland.  
 
This study focuses on the evaluation of a software prototype called SphereX. 
The study will be conducted in three phases. The first phase consists of an initial small 
survey and a questionnaire. The survey will take approx. 5 minutes to fill out while the 
questionnaire will take approx. 20 minutes. The second phase is the prototype 
deployment phase. The prototype consists of a web-base system and a small desktop 
component which you are kindly requested to download and install. Details on the 
prototype  will be provided to you through a web-site which will be announced in an 
email. The prototypes will be available for usage throughout a period of at least two 
weeks. The last phase, usage evaluation, collect data on your experience with the 
prototype and consists of another questionnaire which will take approx. 20 minutes to fill 
out. 
 
Ethical clearance & Informed consent 
 
It is important that you understand that we are evaluating cooperative work practices 
and the use of collaborative tools in your group. We are not evaluating you or your 
performance.  
 
Throughout the study we will collect information on your system usage. All information 
collected is confidential and you will not be referred to by name. The gathered material 
will not be used outside my PhD research without your expressed permission. On your 
request the material will be destroyed when it is no longer needed. 
 
By participating in this study you consent that the data that is gathered during this study 
will be used in the research described above. Please note that participation is voluntary 
and you are free to withdraw from the study at any time and any data collected through 






This study has been cleared in accordance with the ethical review processes of the 
University of Queensland. Should you have any questions about your participation in 
this study now or later you may contact me on 0403 978 003 or 
markusr@itee.uq.edu.au. If you would like to speak to an officer of the University not 
involved in the study, you may contact the School of Information Technology and 







Intentionally enriched awareness evaluation 





I, Markus Rittenbruch have fully explained the aims, risks and procedures of the  
 
research project to:      !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. 
 





I,     
      (print name) 
 
 
agree to take part in the research project described in the attached explanation (information 
sheet), being conducted by Markus Rittenbruch who has explained the research to me and given 
me a copy of the information sheet. I fully comprehend the information provided on the 
information sheet.  
 
I understand the study includes: 
 
• the observation of my interaction with colleagues and the use of collaboration technology 
• the capturing of questionnaire data about my work practice and the use of the prototype 
to be evaluated 
• the capturing of usage data when using the prototype to be evaluated 
 
! I am willing to participate in the study. 
 
I understand that I am free to withdraw from the project at any time, and that any data 
collected in this situation will be destroyed. 
 














Investigator: Markus Rittenbruch, University of Queensland, School of Information 
Technology and Electrical Engineering 
markusr@itee.uq.edu.au 
 







In the following, you’ll find questions about general demographic information and the tools and 
applications you use to keep in touch with your peers. 
Please answer all the questions. 




















1. GENERAL DEMOGRAPHIC AND WORK INFORMATION 
 
What is your age? ________ 
What is your gender? ! Female    ! Male 










2. COMPUTER USE AND EXPERIENCE 
 
How often do you use the computer per week for work related reasons 
(please indicate in hours)?  
_____ Hours 
How often do you use the computer per week for private reasons (please 
indicate in hours)?  
_____ Hours 
For how long have you been using the computer for work related reasons 
(Please indicate in years)?  
_____ Years 
For how long have you been using the computer for private reasons 
(Please indicate in years)? 
_____ Years 
 
In general, how would you judge your level of confidence using computers (please mark)? 
Very unconfident Reasonably unconfident Intermediate 
Reasonably 
confident Very confident 








3. SOFTWARE USE 
 
On average, how often do you interact with your peers face-to-face? 
Never Rarely Monthly Weekly Daily Several times daily 
! ! ! ! ! ! 
 
What types of tools do you use how often when you interact with your peers? Please specify 
what the main purpose for using each tool is compared to other tools?  
When mark tools with a * please briefly describe or name the respective tool or application.  
 












! ! ! ! ! 
SMS / MMS ! ! ! ! ! 
Instant messenger / chat applications* ! ! ! ! ! 







     
Voice over IP / Video & audio chat (e.g. 
Skype)* 
! ! ! ! ! 







     
Blogs* ! ! ! ! ! 







     
Photo / movie sharing tools (e.g. flickr, 
YouTube)* 
! ! ! ! ! 







     













Social networking sites (e.g. facebook, 
MySpace)* 
! ! ! ! ! 







     
Wikis* ! ! ! ! ! 







     
Micro-blogs (e.g. Twitter, Jaiku)* 







! ! ! ! ! 
Other* ! ! ! ! ! 
















     
 
 



















4. RSS AND ATOM USAGE 
 
Which online tools do you use to produce content and how often (mark all that apply)?  
When mark tools with a * please briefly describe or name the respective tool or application.  
 
Tool Used… Never Rarely Sometimes Often Always 




     




     




     
I share photos / movies* ! ! ! ! ! 
*Please specify: 
 
     
I share bookmarks / links* 
Please specify: 
 
! ! ! ! ! 
I contribute to social networking sites* ! ! ! ! ! 
*Please specify: 
 
     
I write micro-blog entries* ! ! ! ! ! 
*Please specify: 
 
     







     
 
 
Which tools do you use to keep up to date with people you know and how often do you use 
them (mark all that apply)?  
When mark tools with a * please briefly describe or name the respective tool or application.  
 
 
Tool Used… Never Rarely Sometimes Often Always 




     
I read people’s online forums / discussions 
entires* 




     









     
I look at photos / movies* ! ! ! ! ! 
*Please specify: 
 
     
I look at bookmarks / links* 
Please specify: 
 
! ! ! ! ! 
I read updates on people’s social 
networking sites* 
! ! ! ! ! 
*Please specify: 
 
     
I follow people’s micro-blog entries* ! ! ! ! ! 
*Please specify: 
 
     







     
 
 
Which mechanisms do you use to keep up to date with people you know and how often do you 
use them? (mark all that apply)?  
When mark tools with a * please briefly describe or name the respective tool or application.  
 
I browse to the website to read the 
information directly 
! ! ! ! ! 




! ! ! ! ! 
I read RSS / Atom via my browser’s RSS / 
Atom reader* 




     
I receive RSS / Atom feeds in my email 
client* 




     




     



















Windows XP 50.0% 4
Windows Vista 12.5% 1
Mac OsX 25.0% 2
Linux / FreeBSD 25.0% 2
Other (please specify) 0
 answered question 8
 skipped question 0




Internet Explorer 12.5% 1
Firefox 100.0% 8
Safari 12.5% 1
Opera  0.0% 0
Konqueror  0.0% 0
Epiphany  0.0% 0
Other (please specify) 0
 answered question 8









Same as above 100.0% 8
Another browser (please specify 
why)  0.0% 0
 answered question 8
 skipped question 0




Yes  0.0% 0
No 100.0% 7
I'm not sure  0.0% 0
 answered question 7
 skipped question 1




Yes  0.0% 0
No 100.0% 8
I'm not sure  0.0% 0
 answered question 8





6. What is your sherex username? (this is needed to ensure that you are a valid user. There will be no direct reference to your 
name, all data in the study will be anonymised)
 ResponseCount
 7
 answered question 7
 skipped question 1
7. How often did you use SphereX?






Usage 0.0% (0) 57.1% (4) 42.9% (3) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 7
 answered question 7
 skipped question 1






 Number of times used (estimate)  6.00 36 6
 answered question 6
 skipped question 2
9. Did you use the 'active sphere' window to activate your current spheres? (The active sphere window is a pop-up window that 






I'm not sure 33.3% 2
 answered question 6











I'm not sure 28.6% 2
 answered question 7
 skipped question 1





 Yes (please specify which ones you 
used) 14.3% 1
 answered question 7
 skipped question 1
12. How easy did you find SphereX to use?









Ease of use 14.3% (1) 14.3% (1) 14.3% (1) 42.9% (3) 14.3% (1) 0.0% (0) 7
 answered question 7





13. How easy did you find it to create spheres?









Ease of creation 0.0% (0) 16.7% (1) 33.3% (2) 50.0% (3) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 6
 Please explain why 5
 answered question 6
 skipped question 2
14. Did the concept of spheres make sense to you? Please explain!
 ResponseCount
 5
 answered question 5
 skipped question 3
15. How would you describe what a sphere is?
 ResponseCount
 5
 answered question 5
 skipped question 3
16. Did SphereX help you to keep up to date with your peers? Please explain!
 ResponseCount
 5
 answered question 5





17. Please give one or more examples where you successfully used SphereX.
 ResponseCount
 4
 answered question 4
 skipped question 4
18. Please explain what you most liked about SphereX.
 ResponseCount
 5
 answered question 5
 skipped question 3
19. Please explain what you most disliked about SphereX.
 ResponseCount
 5
 answered question 5
 skipped question 3
20. How could SphereX be improved to better help you to keep up to date with your peers?
 ResponseCount
 4
 answered question 4





21. Do you have any other comments about your use of SphereX? 
 ResponseCount
 3
 answered question 3
 skipped question 5





Yes, my mobile number is:  0.0% 0
 answered question 6
 skipped question 2
23. Do you have any further comments about this questionnaire?
 ResponseCount
 3
 answered question 3
 skipped question 5
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